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JOURNALS OF ARNOLD BENNETT

1911

Paris, Friday, January 6th.

After several days* delay owing to indisposition, I began to write
“ Hilda Lessways ** yesterday afternoon ;

only 400 words. To-

day, i,ioo words. It seems to be a goodish beginning.

On Wednesday the Godebskis came for dinner, and Simone,

Chateaubriant and Farguc came afterwards. I got from the last

all details necessary for my preface to the English translation

of Marie Claire **•

The Chronicle asked me to resume my articles at 5 guineas a

col. I asked for si:?.

Thursday, January 12th.

I went to see Lee Mathews and B. de Zoete ^ at Hotel St. James
Sunday afternoon. Discussion of play prospects.

Monday, January 16th.

B. de Zoete and Violet Hunt came for lunch. Calvo * for dinner.

F. M. Hueffer and V. Hiint came after dinner, and stayed till

12.15. He told us Conrad had first idea of writing through

seeing a Pseudonym* at the bookstall at Vevey Station.

He chose English in preference to French because whereas

there were plenty <Jf stylists in French there were none in

English.

^ Beryl de Zoete, author of ** Homes of the First Franciscans in Umbria
etc.

* Bennett’s friend, M. D. Calvocoressi. •
* In the Pseudonym Library were first published, under pseudonyms,

books many of which have since become famous. •
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Wednesday
t
January xith.

To-day I received cable from Brentano’s saying that " Buried

Alive " was " going strong ", and asking permission to reprint

in U.S.A. instead of buying Tauchnitz sheets.

I finished third chapter of " Hilda Lessways Usual doubts

^s to whether the thing is any good.

Friday, January 20th.

Impossible to keep this journal while I am beginning " Hilda

Lessways ", and either going out or receiving, every night and

Sunday afternoons. I have written about 14,000 words of

" Hilda " in 16 days. The stuff is slowly improving. I had not

been able to even read, until I received H. G. Wells " The New
Machiavelli ". This book makes a deep impression on me, and

even causes me to examine my own career, and to wonder

whether I have not arrived at a parting-of-the-ways therein,

and what I ought to decide to do after the book—after " Hilda
"

is finished. London or Paris ?

Sunday, January 22nd.

Friday night, visit with Chateaubriant to Romain Holland.

Found him in a holland-covered room, disguised bed in one

comer. Tea at 9.45. Sister, spinster aged 35. Bright, slightly

masculine. Mother, an aged body, proud of children, shrewd,

came in later. Romain Holland, arm in sUng ; large face, pale,

calm, kindly, thoughtful, rather taciturn. Giving a marked
impression of an absolutely honest artist, and a fine soul. Con-

siderable resemblance to Marcel Schwob ; but bigger and more
blond. No particular talk. But an impression of rightness,

respectability in every sense, conscientiousness, and protestantism

(intellectually). «

I wrote 2.000 words of “ Hilda " to-day, to end of Chapter VI.

15,400 words to date, ifl 17 days.

January sisi. •

I went to see the historic Durand Ruel collection. The furniture

of the abode was startlingly different in quality and taste, from
the pictures. All the fugiiture might have been bought at the

Bon Marche.
^
The table in the dining-room was covered with

the chequerid cloth so prevalent in small French households.

2 •
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(In this room was a still-Ufe of Monet.) The doors, however,

were all beautifully painted in panels. Aged and young

domestics moved about. There was a peculiar close smell—^no,

not peculiar, because it permeates thousands of Paris homes.

From the front windows was seen a fine view -of St. Lazare

Station, with whiffs of steam transpiring from the vast edifice?

The visitors while I was there included two Englishmen ; one

very well-dressed, though his socks were behind the times and

he had rouged his nostrils ; some Americans, and four doll-like

Japanese. Certainly the chief languages spoken were American

and Japanese. The ' great ' Renoir (the man and woman in

the H box of a theatre) hung in the study. It was rather thrilling

to see this illustrious work for the first time, as it were, in the

flesh. There were Monets of all periods and the latest period

was not the best. A magnificent Cezanne landscape and a few

other C&annes; Manet, Degas, Sisley, Boudin—all notable.

Yes, a collection very limited in scope, but fully worthy of its

reputation. Only it wants hanging. It simply hasn't a chance

where it is. The place is far too small, and the contrast between

the pictures and the furniture altogether too disconcerting.

Still, the pictures exist, and they are proof that a man can

possess marvellous taste in a fine art, while remaining quite

insensitive in an applied art.

Afterwards I looked in on a painter in Montmartre, and learned

to my astonishment that it was precisely he who had painted

Durand Ruel’s doors. 70 doors had been ordered.

The painter told me how Durand Ruel had bought Renoirs

for 20 years without selling. The ‘ great ' Renoir had been sold

at Angers for 400 francs, after a commissioning amateur had
refused to give Renoir 1,500 francs for it. The amateur had
said :

" Yes, it's very good of course, but it isn't what I expected

from you." (They always talk like that—these commissioning

amateurs.) Then Durand Ruel bought it. And now he has

refused 125,000 francs for it. In my friend's studio I was told

how dealers who specialise in modern pictures really make their

money. A ‘ lord ' wants to dispose of say a Rubens, on the

quiet. It comes mysteriously to the dealer, who puts it in a

private room, and shows it only to a very few favoured young
painters, who pronounce upon it. Soon^ifterwarfls it disappears

for an unknown destination. The desSer is vastly enriched, and
he goes on specialising in mod^ pictures.

. 3
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Wednesday, February

I got as far as the death of Mrs. Lessways in " Hilda Lessways
"

on Sunday afternoon, and sent off the stuff as a specimen to

Pinker yesterday. 33,000 words. During this time I haven't

had sufficient ’Courage to keep a journal. I suspect that I have

^)een working too hard for 5 weeks regularly. I feel it like an

uncomfortable physical sensation all over the top of my head.

A very quick sweating walk of half an hour will clear it oft, but

this may lead, and does lead, to the neuralgia of fatigue and

insomnia and so on, and I have to build m5^elf up again with

foods.

Yesterday I signed the contract with Vedrenne and Eadie

for “ The Honeymoon " ^ at the Royalty Theatre.

Sunday, February 26th,

Reviews of " The Card " * much too kind on the whole. Six

on the first day, 6 or 8 on the second. Dixon Scott’s in M.
Guardian one of the best I ever had, and no effusiveness either.

I did practically no work between Monday and Saturday, but

3,500 words on these 2 days. In between, I was mysteriously

ill. I hope to finish the second part of “ Hilda ” a week to-day.

But tantpis if I can't. News of edition of " Sacred and Profane

Love " with my water-colour cover arrived from United States

on Wednesday, together with figures showing that Doran had
sold about 35,000 copies of my various books (in about 8 months
I think). This does not include Dutton’s books nor Brentano's

editions of " Buried Alive ".

Wednesday, March 1st,

Dinner last night at Maurice Ravel's. He played us extracts

from the proofs of his new ballet “ Daphnis et Chloe " and I

was much pleased. On Monday and yesterday I wrote one
complete chapter each day of " Hilda Lessways ", 5,000 words
in all. ^

Monday, April 10th.

We left Paris on Friday morning. On the Wednesday night
I saw Copeau's*adaptati)n of " Les Frdres Karamazov " at the

^ This w^f produced at the Royalty Theatre, October 6, 1911.
* Just jpublished in London.
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Th^itre des Arts, and it was very good. It finished at 12.55

a.m.

Apnl 2i$t.

London. Palace Theatre. Pavlova dancing the, d3dng swan.

Feather falls off her dress. Two silent Englishmen. One says,3
'' Moulting That is all they say.

We got to London at 4 p.m. Friday, and I came straight down
to Burslem. On previous visits I have never made adequate

notes, but this time I am doing a little better.

Sunday, April 2^yd,

I lost my note-book of the Potteries, and only began a new
one two or three days before I left. On Tuesday the nth I

went to Manchester to stay with Mair till Thursday. I met the

usual fine crowd, and also Stanley Houghton, who impressed

me
;
and Irene Rooke,^ whom I liked ; and in particular, a

certain Hughes, of Sherratt & Hughes, the largest booksellers

in Manchester, who told me he had sold 950 copies of “ Clay-

hanger and over 400 of the cheap edition of " The Old Wives'

Tale '' in 3 weeks (I think).

M. came to the Potteries on Thursday. On Saturday we
went down Sneyd deep pit, and on Monday to Rode Heath.

We came to London on Tuesday, and Marguerite went direct

to Pinner. I came to 2 Whitehall Court, and what with the

Authors’ Club, and the N.L.C. next door, and a fine bedroom
on the 7th storey, I ought to be comfortable. I took up ** Hilda

Lessways ” again on Thursday afternoon, and shall finish reading

what I have written this morning. Better than I expected.

At the Authors’ Club, I have met Morley Roberts, Fred

Marriott and Charles Garvice. Some of the men seem to waste

3 hours in gossip every afternoon.

Saturday, April 2gth,

Limch with Massingham at the Devonshire Club. Afterwards

Shorter and Robertson Nicoll joined us, and then Lewis Hind.

When Shorter said he would willingly tell me the name of a

young artist of genius whom he had found, only for the moment
he could not recall it,* everybody laughe^, and NfcoU said to me,

^ At that time playing in Miss Homiman's company At the Gaiety

Theatre, Manchester.
^

.
*5
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" There's much more in Shorter than you think 1

" Roars of

laughter. It was a good rosserie for Shorter. They stayed

till nearly four, and then Massingham and I made an arrange-

ment for articles for the Nation.

Thursday,'May
^Worked all right in the morning. Josiah Wedgwood lunched

with me at Authors' Club. I saw Vedrenne at 5 p.m. (also

Eadie), and learnt that “ The Hone3nnoon " probably could not

be produced owing to impossibility of getting either Irene

Vanbrugh or Alexandra Carlisle in London, and uncertainty of

Doris Keane in New York. However, they had cabled to the

latter.

Sunday, May yth.

I wrote 4,900 words of '' Hilda " last week in 5 mornings. Not
bad.

Wednesday, May 10th.

Wells came in to take me out to lunch at N.L.C.^ I didn't go.

Mrs. Wells was lunching with Marguerite on ground floor. We
dined alone at Grand Hotel Grill, and afterwards I went to

N.L.C. Nothing there except food for thought. Yesterday

Mrs. Belloc Lowndes lunch at Sesame:—Mrs. Aria, James
Douglas, Seccombe etc. An American came to tea. Dinner at

the Gourmets with Waring. Lord Howard de Walden also

came. A nice intelligent boy, very well used to things and
people. We all went to ** Fanny's First Play " (poor) and then

saw Lillah McCarthy afterwards, and I finished up with Waring
at Authors' Club.

Thursday, May 11th.

I wrote 1,600 words of ‘‘ Hilda " yesterday morning. House of

Commons at 2.45 with J. C. Wedgwood. Tea on Terrace at 4.30

with the Wedgwoods, Byles, Keir Hardie, etc. I went to club

concert at Mrs. Lee Mathews's at 9 o'clock. Met Colvin, still

R.L.S.ing.

Friday, May X2th.

Scott-James ^ Jor lunch yesterday. He seemed to be a severer

^ The National Liberal CAib.
* R. A. Sfcott-James, at that time literary editor of the Daily News,

€
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and better critic than I had thought. Granville Barker came

in while I was writing article for M'Chester S. Chronicle, He said

he had never made any money out of his plays except as books.

•«
.

Monday, May 15th.

Saturday night Rickards dined with us at Caf^ Royal. After-

wards we saw George Moore, and later, at the M , a fine

selection of souteneurs, Lowndes came for lunch to-day, and
Austin Harrison for tea. Then Authors’ Club banquet to Tree,

Courtney in chair. The most appalling orgy of insincere senti-

mentality. I left at ten, utterly disgusted and exhausted.

Monday, May 22nd,

A long day of work in the Club library yesterday. I did 2,300

words of Chap. II of Book V. of “ Hilda ”, and I had a fire in

the Library. At 7.15 I walked up to Pagani's. Dined with

Austin Harrison there; other guests, May Sinclair and the

Howard Joneses. After midnight Harrison, May S. and I went

off in a taxi. I dropped Harrison at Davies St. and took May S.

to her studio in Edwardes Sq. I rather liked this prim virgin.

Great sense. She said she lived absolutely alone.

Wednesday, May 2^h.

I finished the 5th part of ” Hilda ” yesterday morning. Yester-

day, lunch with Mrs, Lowndes at Sesame Club. Maurice Hewlett

just like a boy, impulsive and exaggerated and quite grey. I

liked him at once.

Thursday, May 25/A.

Mozart, Strauss Concert, 3 p.m. Old man with St. Vitus next

to us. He stood some tim§ at door with young girl in charge

waiting for first piece to finish. She armed him with difficulty

to seat. F. C. B. helped him to sit down. Long thin legs.

Knees that stuck out to next seat. Both hands trembling

violently nearly all the ‘time. Kept his head down. Took him
about a minute to lift up one hand to his face to move his specs.

Peculiarly smooth reddish skin of hands. The girl put programme
in his hands. He could read it, in spite of shaking. Handker-

chief stuck in waistcoat. She wiped his mfoustache**for him. She

took his gloves off, and afterwards put them on. He never looked

up the whole time. Once, not hieing comfortable, he iiad to be

• 7
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lifted and re-sat, and at internals he stood up, holding on the

front seat. All his movements very slow and trembling. Once

when hand on knee it did not tremble. Lips, and especially

upper lip with moustache trembling all the time. We left her

arranging him for departure.

r

Saturday, May 2yth.

44 to-day. Yesterday for a change we lunched alone and dined

done. Dined at Savoy Grill Room. The only good service I

have come across this time in London, outside clubs. Perform-

ance of " Nan at Little Theatre in the afternoon. Splendid.

Monday, May 2gth.

Dined with Larbaud ^ at the Cecil, and the rest of the evening

at Whitehall Court. We met Wheeler by accident at Appen-

rodt's, and he told us all about his difficulties with the production

of Reinhardt’s ''Oedipus”, and how Lafayette,^ who had
promised to find all the money, was burned to death the day
before the contracts were to be signed.

Tuesday, June 6th,

Week-end, Friday to Tuesday, with Atl^ins at Brightlingsea.

One of the times of my life. Perfect weather ; a most pleasant

house, brains, and two days of yachting.

Friday, June ^th.

Lunch with T. B. Wells, one of the editors of Harpers, and Pinker.

Vague talk of his buying my American impressions. Pinker had
sold my next humorous serial to the Hearst combination for

£2,000, all serial rights. This meaqp at least £3,000 for the

novel, or is. a word. I was justly elated.

Knoblock dined with me at the Club, and we settled the main
outlines of our play. To-day I wrote him putting our terms in

writing. ^
•

^ Valery Larbaud, see p. 43.
* “ The Great ’* Lafayette, illusionist and music-hall entertainer, was

burned to death in the dis^trous fire at the Empire Theatre, Edinburgh,
May 9, 19J1. Eight stage n«ids and actors were killed and several per-
forming anii^als. Lafayette lost his life in an attempt to save his favourite
dog.

8
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Saturday, June loth.^

I wrote the last chapter but one of " Hilda " yesterday. Contract

with Harper's laid down for serial rights of 6 articles on the United

States for ;^8oo.

Wednesday, June 14th. '

^

On Tuesday morning I finished " Hilda Lessways ", which is

exactly 100,000 words—a curiously good forecast. I re-read

Hilda " and put in chapter heaings after dinner.

Saturday, July 1st

I finished " Just at a Venture ", story for The Odd Volume, on

Thursday ; and last of " Life in London " series for the Nation

to-day. Frank Vernon came to see me yesterday afternoon.

He said Marie Tempest wanted to play in " Honeymoon ", in

co-operation with Vedrenne, and wanted her first entrance made
much later in the first act. I declined to alter the play. He
said I was right. At best, even if the thing comes off, the date

of production will be changed.

Saturday, July ^th,

I began to write my little book on Xmas,^ on Wednesday last.

On Thursday I went, to seethe Wellses * at Pont de 1 *Arche. I

came back yesterday, and found myself in a railway accident

at Mantes. 6 wounded.

There had already been a breakdown in a tunnel. Officials

said that a rotule of an attache had got broken. It was repaired,

and we jolted onwards at I should say, about 30 or 35 kilometres

an hour. Then, just after we passed Mantes station there was
a really terrific jolting. I knew after four or five jolts that one

coach at any rate had left the metals.

I was in a sort of large Pullmanesque compartment at the back
of a first-class coach, two or three coaches^from the engine. The
windows broke. The corridor door sailed into the compartment.
My stick flew out oi the rack. The table smashed itself. I

clung hard to the arms of my seaf, and fell against an arm-chair

in front of me. There was a noise of splintering, and there were
various other noises. An old woman lay on the floor cr5dng. I

wondered :
" Shall I remain unharmedjintil th® thing stops ?

"

‘“The Feast of St. Friend", published in Octobir, 1911 .

* Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Wells. •
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Immense tension of waiting for the final stoppage. Equilibrium

at last, and I was unhurt.

I couldn't get out at first. Then someone opened the door.

I soothed the old woman. I took my eyeglasses off and put

them in tlfeir case. I found my hat (under some debris) and

,my stick. My bag had remained in the rack. I left the train

with my belongings, but I had forgotten all about the book I

was reading, “ L'Eve Future ". This book was all that I lost.

Two wounded women were ahead l5dng out on the grass at the

side of the track.

Up above, from street bordering the cutting, crowds of people

were gazing curiously, as at a show. One woman asked if she

could do anything, and someone said :
" A doctor." I walked

round to the other side of train and a minor official asked me
and others to go back. " Ce n*est pas pour vous commander,

mais, ..." We obeyed. Two coaches lay on their sides.

One of them was unwheeled, and partly sticking in ground. No
sound came from an overturned 2nd-class coach, though there

were people in it.

Presently some men began lifting helpless passengers on to

cushions which had been laid on the ground. I had no desire

of any sort to help. I argued incompassionately that it was the

incompetent railway company's affair. I held my bag and stick

and I looked around. I didn't want to see any more wounded
nor to be any more impressiornne than I could help. My re-

collection of appearances quickly became vague. I remember
the face of one wounded woman was all over coal dust. We had
shaved a short goods train standing on the next line, and the

tender of the train was against our coach. A young American

said that it was sticking into our coach, but I don't think it was.

He said that the front part of our coach was entirely telescoped,

but it wasn't entirely telescoped. It Svas, however, all smashed

up. My chief impression is of a total wreck brought about in a
few seconds.

I walked off up line towards station aqd met various groups

of employees running towards' train. At last two came with a
stretcher or ambulance. I passed out of the station into the

place, and a collector feebly asked me for my ticket, which I

didn't give. I went straight to a garage and demanded an auto

for Paris, l^ut all autos kad been taken off to the scene of the

accident. Having been promised one in due course, I waited

10
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some time and then had a wash and took tea. I couldn’t help

eating and drinking quickly. Then I was told that two Ameri-

cans wanted an auto. I said that they might share the one

promised to me. Agreed. At last my auto came. The price

was 100 francs. A Frenchman came up who wanted to get to

Paris quickly (he had not been in the accident), I gave him a

place for 20 frs. making a mistake in thus dividing 100 by 4.

This detail shows I really was upset under my superficial cdm-
ness. We went off at 5.50.

Friday, July 21st.

Everything neglected in the way of notes, while writing “ The
Feast of St. Friend I did it in 12 working days, and finished

on Wednesday.
"The Honeymoon" arranged for with Marie Tempest and

Lillah McCarthy anxious to buy " The Great Adventure

Monday, July ^ist.

The Dorans came on Wednesday last and left this morning.

Sejour agrcablepour tout le mondt. Doran showed great optimism

about future sale of my books, and was quite ready to offer

£1,500 on account of a new novel to be written in 1914.

Sunday, August 15th,

I began to write " The Family "
^ (tentative title of play in col-

laboration with Edward Knoblock) on August ist. I had
finished the first act on August 6th. He revised it (but slightly)

and on Friday the iith he read it in our kiosk to the Mairs, Alice

K. and her brother, Ed. Sheldon, and me.

I read the draft of what I had done of the 2nd act. Succhs

trhs vif. I shall finish the 2nd act on Wednesday, and count to

have the whole play finished on the 29th. I write a scene of the

play each morning and Knoblock comes iif most afternoons for

tea to go through what I have done.

I didn’t alter at all his construction of the ist act ; but I have

immensely improved his construction of the 2nd, and I shall

entirely reconstruct the 3rd. His revision consists chiefly of

rearranging the dialogue here and there, and shortening. When-
ever he adds a phrase of his own it is and uncoUoquial, and

^ Produced as “ Milestones ", at the Royalty Theatre, Mafbh 5, 1912 .

VOL. II. % ^
it B
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has to be altered. Still, he knows the stage, and his help is

valuable. Also the original idea of the play was his, and the

skeleton his. Nevertheless I do not in the least regret the col-

laboration. It will have occupied me less than a month.

r Saturday, August igtA.

Finished 2nd act of “ The Family " on Wednesday, and I began

to write the third this morning. I have found two good titles

for this play :
" The Man with the Scythe and “ The Mile-

stones ", or " Milestones ". The latter will probably be used.

I have been reading " Tom Jones " for about a year. I

finished it the other night. It is equal to its reputation ; con-

sistently interesting. There is no dull chapter. But he makes
the hero too good. He seems to think that so long as Tom goes

in for a little miscellaneous fornication he will be saved from

priggishness. I doubt if this is so, especially at the end, where

Tom's angelicalness upon the misfortunes of Blifil is a bit thick.
«

Wednesday, August ^oth»

On Thursday, 24th, I finished the play which we finally decided

to call " Milestones " (my title). Knoblock finished the revision

of the last act on either Friday or Saturday, and it was sent to

the typewriters on Monday. •

I leave for London to-morrow morning, and do not mean to

live at Avon any more.

[On October 7 Arnold Bennett started on a three-months'

visit to U.S.A.

—

Ed.]

October yth.

2nd class crowd afar off.

> l^uch waiting and cr3dng for then!. None for us.

We left at 5.40, landing-stage ; then anchored in river to wait

for tide.
*

Gent at dining-table : "I wonder how pany souls we have on
board." •

Strong also on the indecency of the Russian ballets, which
however he much admired.

c

At Sea. Sunday, O&der Sth.

Strange noises through the night. Tappings. Waiting for the

A
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dawn to come, forgetting that there could be no dawn. The
dawn was the turning on of the electric lights in the corridor.

Walk on navigating deck, where all the ventilators were

secretly, whining, and two engineers arguing about a valve.

Steering places hidden off. Top steering place deseed, so that

it seemed as if the ship was steering herself. I look down a shaft

like a cpalpit (into depths of ^ip) which is lighted at stages by
electricity, and there is a great draught up it. What it was for

I didn't know. Enormous amount of covered-in machinery on
top deck, but I could .actually see one fan whirring.

Lovely morning. Rippled sea as we leave Ireland. Dining

saloon for breakfast. §ize of *it ^own by sudden perceptions

that features of people iii opposite comer were blurred by distance.

Humility of people waiting till they are served. It would

want some pluck to make a row in this place, the stewards are

so self-respecting.

Going out on to starboard deck (oh this floor) I am startled

to see it crowded. Steerage passengers. This is their play-

ground. I walked round the. forward part of the ship and saw
their dining-rooms, kitchens and broad staircases leading to

different sections of berths, I had a glimpse of one berth ; it

seemed all right. All along deck here and there were entrances

to paradises forbidden to them. ‘ .Netting hung down from deck

above gave sense of being cooped up. Certainly they were

very close together. A certa&i natural brazenness about

some of them—^girls, who would not give and take to me in

passing.

I discovered vast parts of the ship whose existence I had not

imaginatively preconceived.

Monday, October gth,

7 a.m.
*

Ragged sky. Black water all round horizon. Nothing in

sight. Moon not set. Full moon.
Again, sense of unsuspected populations. This sense helped by

a mysterious ringing of a bell in dis’iant part of ship, calling some
unknown population to its meal.

Inspection of ship with Mr, A , Chief Steward.

yd Class, Inoculation for small-p8x. Fares

Men watching girls and girls then watching men.e " Having

• % . n
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their sw^t revenge/' said A. Another of his great phrases was
“ No time like the present."

1st Class, Kitchens. All this steerage was another world

mysteriously opened. We went back into a still unknown part

of our world.

9 Roasting ovens. Intense heat. Revolving spits.

Special orders written on a board with hours marked, then I

heard a man call out " Baked potatoes for four at 8 o'clock.

Extra order."

Fire. In ist class kitchens, a table of posts for every man. I

noticed a list of about 30 or 40 stewards " To control passengers ".

52 cooks for 1st and 2nd class.

The baking goes on day and night, never stops.

Dough-mixing by electricity.

Potato-peeling machine.

Egg-boiling machine, i minute, 2, 3, etc. Automatically

lifted out when done.

Firemen's kitchen.

Special menu for leading firemen. 12 leading firemen. Meal

served every 4 hours (goes down by lift) night and day. no
firemen on each watch.

Every member of crew has a bunk. ,

In each store dept, (wine, grocery, etc.) in the depths of it, a

quiet, generally nervous man, keeping accounts on a green cloth.

Had we not been in ist class it would have seemed spacious

and magnificent. Little differenct in berths. Prices from £13.

£20 for a whole room. But all this is over 4 propellers making

170 to 180 revolutions a minute. '

The second class was like ist class on a small scale. Less

space. Many obviously well-to-do men in smoke-room. Fine

view over stem ofi^hip.

Purser at dinner.

He said he knew practically the whole of the professional

gamblers. Once 2 got on unawares. At night when smoking-

room full, he got carpenter in, who prominently took down all

warning notices of gamblers and prominently put up new ones

underlined witk red in^. Still, they won 40 dollars off a man,
who howevef refused to fay.

Forbes Robertson, Knoblock, Burton, and me in lounge after
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dinner. Got talking of theft of Mona Lisa,^ and then each told

tales of thefts—^marble mantelpieces out of Russell Square, etc.

Italy
;

pictures rotting from damp through neglect in Venetian

churches, and so on, until one had the idea that the whole art

world was undermined and everything going or gone.

Bit of wind at ii p.m. Lool^g through porthole of hall of •

E deck. Waves swishing by. Hopeless position of anyone over-

board. Suddenly a wave bangs up against porthole with a
smash, and you draw your face away startled.

Tuesday, October loth. Conversational phrases, etc.

2 Stewards in corridor 8.5 a.m.

1. One coffee with mUk in 87. I couldn’t take it in because

he hadn’t gone into his bath. Take it in, will you, as soon as

he’s gone into his bath. He hadn’t gone into his bath.

2. One coffee with milk in 87 ?

I. That’s it.

Visiting ship with Chief Officer.

Chart Room. “ Holy of Holies.” Brass and mahogany effect.

Dodge for detecting and putting out fires in inaccessible holes.

Fan to draw out smoke and steam attachment to drown it. All

same pipes. 4 or 5oo*feet of piping at least.

Sounding tubes ? Wire draws out water from a tube. Even the

wire so drawn in by an electric motor. It can be done at full speed.

Bridge. 75 ft. above sea. The house was carried away and

wheel carried away once by a wave—one wave. One dent, made
by glass, left in wood, to commemorate the day.

Subterranean signalling. A bell sounds through it like tapping

a pencil on wood. Nantucket bell heard 16 miles off.

Down below, forward of steerage, capstan gear.

The cables will each break only at 265 tons. That is, they

could hold in suspension 26 lo-ton trucks pf coal# The capstan

gear is so strong that it will break the cable if it'is overwound.

Imagine 263 tons of» M.P.'s dropped into the sea.

Well may all this powerful machinery be encaged, just like

wild beasts in a menagerie.

7 different steering gears. The last by a hand wheel almost

1 Leonardo da Vinci’s masterpiece “ La«Gft)Conda ** was stolen from
the Louvre, August 22 , 191 1. It was discovered and restorCti to the gallery

some years later.
•

% . 15
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direct. Auxiliary engines etc. We went down 2 or 3 stories

from lowest passenger deck and saw the tremendous^ear actually

at work slowly and apparently capriciously moving to and fro at

intervsds in obedience to sailor on bridge 5 or 600 feet away and

70 feet higher up. •

' Up and down steel ladders. Climbing over moving chain (like

a bike chain) of steering-gear, through stray jets of steam, in a

forest of greasy machinejQ^, gua^ed by steel rails, grease on

floor : all apparently working alone under electric lights, but

here and there a man in brown doing nothing in particular. Dials

ever3nvhere showing pressures, etc. ^

Up a flight to dynamo room.

Machines revolving 1,200 to the minute.

Then to stokehold. Vast. Terrible. 190 colossal furnaces,

opened and fed every 10 minute^, and coal flung in. Mouths of

furnaces seemed to me very high for coal to be flung into them.

This effect was like that of a coal mine with the addition of hell.

This was the most impressive part of this ship. It stretched

away with occasional electric lights into infinite distance.

1.000 tons of coal a day. Finest coal. Very hot. An inferno,

theatrical. Above, confectioners making petits fours, and the

lifts going for ist class passengers.

Invited into Captain's room. He showed us his photograph
after being invested C.B. by King.

The Englishman's reverence for his old institutions, of all

kinds, and his secret sentimentality comes out all over the ship

the whole time.

Marvellous after-sunset exactly ahead, as we came out. Sea

like slightly uneasy oil.

Dr. Hutchinson introduced himself to me in smoke-room, as

being a great admirer. He began to talk about his biological

researches and travels and theories, and kept on—^very interest-

ingly, and never referred to my work at all.

He said that the progress of sanitation in Naples (where up
to a few years ago there wei;p no privies*at all) was very much
hindered by the fact that a company paid the corporation

300.000 frs. a year for the right to remove human excrement.

Another company pay 100,000 for right to remove dog excrement.

(Same thing in Constfintinople, Aleppo, etc.) Dog excrement
sent to U.Si.\. for prepanng of kid gloves, etc. Nothing like it

for that. ^
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Wednesday, October iith.

Impossible tQ round the forward part of the boat deck without

a struggle. The variations of temp, and the differences between

temp, of^ and air are quite remarkable. /
At 2.30 we pai^d the Baltic, which left L'pool on Thursday,

2 days 'before us. When I looked again at 3.30 she was out of

sight.

Thufdlay, October 12th.
;

"
^

^

Up at Entire ship's compdny seemed to be at work. I

asked for tea, and got it at once, with apologies for it being

Ceylon instead of China, as the storekeeper was not up.

L. W., fhe little, well-dressed wealthy traveller (with valet and

housekeeper) who gave us a most appetising account of Yucatan,

with the most beautiful women in the world.

Subdued excitement as to hour of landing to-night, and
conflicting prophecies. Turning up of people never seen

before.

At 5 p.m. ship supposed to dock at 9 p.m. Continued appear-

ances of people never seen before. Also, although 4 hours yet to

pass, men in hats and town overcoats, instead of caps, etc., women
in large hats, which seem extraordinarily large and grotesque.

General excitement.
^

Friday, October 13/A.

Last night. Taking pilot and (?) health officers aboard. But
perhaps they were ship's officers. First we saw some coloured

lights which we took for something on land. It proved to be a

ship, and then it proved of course to be the pilot-boat. Wc? had
been burning flares.

Doran and two Press men came into saloon off revenue cutter.

Only I didn't know they •had come off revenue cutter. I was
interviewed by two journalists apparently on behalf of the crowd.

This was while ship was manoeuvring into flock: And at last we
went on shore, after I|,had been interviewed by 3 other people.

Irwin Cobb was part of our grouif.

Called at 2 hotels (free lunch-counter etc.) and had time at

the N.Y. Central to go to Hotel Belmont, which was our second

hotel. I had had views of Broadway, 14th Street, 5th Avenue,

etc. Lots of sky signs. Roads up. Wof very ma^ people, but

a sensation of grandness, immensity, lights, heights. Streets full
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of holes. Cable cars long and noisy, but fewer at that time of

night.

We got into a long train, smoker—rather shabby, and exactly

at 11.19 left the station. I had a lot of evening papers, a wilder-

ness to me. We crossed the Harlem, saw the old ship canal,

, and then skirted the Hudson. Very blue arc-lights. Through

the town a regular succession of lightning glimpses of long streets

at right angles to the track.

Cobb said you could see N.Y. and get a good idea of it. I

said “ But what about the home life of people to learnt " He
said : There is none. It's a half-way house. Constant coming

and going, and changing of centres and so on. Only one man in

three is American bom.*' He indicated a whole vast quarter as

we passed—^probably several miles—^which he described as

nothing but apartment houses and bedrooms. . . . Arrival at

Yonkers. Station being reconstructed. All wood stairs etc. A
buggy, on remarkably thin wheels, and two horses, brown and
white, ill-groomed, waited for us. And we seemed to drive a
very long way. Through an Italian quarter. We passed through

a district full of remains of decorations of Christopher Columbus
Day, which is to-day. At last, after sundry hills and dales, into

an obviously residential quarter. Here roads all interminably

winding curves. Then the house.

Saturday t October 14//?.

Going down change at 135th on to Elevated.

No crush. First view of baseball ground.

The effect of millions of staircased windows of apartment

houses, with glimpses every now and then of complicated lines

of washing.

Street after street, dirty streets, imtidy, littered.
f:

BasehaU game. Grants v. Athletics. N.Y. v. Phila.

Again cigarettes, chewing gum, programmes.

Cheers for kid practising, sharp sort of cheers.

Advertisements round ^eda.

Drive through Central Park, and then past Carnegie, etc. houses.

Pitcher lifting left leg high. Tip on right toe.

Applause fos a run. Tirst red man near to me in joy.

Members ^ audience being turned out.

The catching seemed to be quite certain.
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as rare as a woman in a ball match,

as difficult as to make a first base. ^

The eagles on top of stand.

The yellow ushers against the dark mass.

The blue men against a red-bordered mat N.Y. police.

The blue purple shadow gradually creeping up to the sign^
" The 3 dollar hat with the 5 dollar look

a 2 base hit is the height of applause, real applause,

chewing gum.
combined movements of jaws.

obstinacy of chewing gum at end.

The pitcher is the idol of the affair, as may be seen when he

comes in to strike.

The hunchback mascot of Philadelphia.

Sunday^ October i$th.

The friendships between American men seem to be more charming

than between English. They call each other more by their

Xtian names, and are softer to each other. " A very dear friend

of mine " is a frequently heard phrase. (Messmore Kendal &
J. H. D.) They are more caressing with their voices.

One of the greatest sights in America ; Irwin Cobb like an

Indian god sitting at the shinery opposite Park Hill Station

having his shoes shined. And they were very well shined

too.

The flexibility of arrangements for business and social affairs.

Ingenuity expended in getting things to fit in for comfort etc.

Sunday morning. Auto trip into N.Y.

The sheer Italian beauty of vista of Fifth Avenue.

Gigantic fine cornices etc.

All N.Y. packed in. Two steps from Wall Street is S5nria and

Greece. In and out of Chinatown in a moment.
My intense fatigue afterwards.

Interminability of Broadway.

Tuesday, October lyth. •

Doran and I took 3.34
“ Congressional Limited " from Penn-

sylvania station to Washington. This station is very impressive.

Silence. Not crowded. •

Trains a mere incident on it, hiddeniaway like a^cret shame.

Tunnel under Hudson. Very neat, regular, and v^^ll-lighted

:
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seen from observation car. Noise from steel. Jolting of smoking-

car. General jolting when brakes put on.

Arrival at ^e station at Washington.

Apparently a long drive to Shoreham Hotel, across avenue
after avenue. Still, all the air of a provincial town.

^ (^n^ess-cKamber.

Old congress-chamber is a sort of rule^amber. Its astound-

*
ing collection of ugly statues. Whispering point, where Adams ^

feD. I was exhausted after this. Decked to visit Library of

> Congress. .Saw Washington monuin^t. Phallic. Appalling.

A mationai catastrophe,—only equalled by Albert Memorial.

Tiny doll-like people waiting to go into it.

Sub-guide said, pointing to a portrait in oils
—

" Henry Clay

—

quite a good statesman,’* in a bland unconsciously patronising

way. Guide also said of picture, “ Although painted in 1865
notice the flesh tints are quite fresh.”

General effect of Washington. A plantation of public edifices

amid a rather unkempt undergrowth of streets. Pennsylvania

Avenue the great street. Cheapness of its buildings (old private

houses turned into business) as the thoroughfare approaches the

Capitol.

The White House very nice architecture. Rather small.

Distinguished.
^

Overflow of capitol into huge buildings at either side rather

to front of capitol. Dome too big for sub-structure. The Wings
rather fine.

Met Macrae in big hall. We had bkfst in station restaurant.

Open 6 a.m. to midnight. Kids in certain parties. High chairs

for kids. One party, husband (who had probably come to meet

after their absence from home), wife and two children. Youngest

kid slept. Other, boy about 5, sat up in chair. Great calm

gaiety, a delightful scene—smother p^:ticula^ly.

Heavy rain.

Thursday, October

Lunch at Harpers, with chief members of staff including Major

Lee, under presidency of Colonel George Harvey. I liked Harvey.

Quiet, ruminative, accustomed to power and so on. Good laugh.

^ John Quincy^ Adams, aixth President of the U.S.A., was stricken with

apoplexy in th« Chamber of iSepresentatives, February 21, 1848, and died

two days later.
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Good story. T. B. Wells had come to fetch me in taxi. Very
heavy rain. We called at Br^voort-Lafayette Ibr Frank Graig*

who is to illustrate my articles, and for whom Wells had an

inordinate admiration. I thought he said :
** Clean, wholesome,” .

which is just what Craig is. The clean young gQveming-dass

Englishman to perfection. I liked him much ; but I doubt his*

views in . art.

Lunch was at Lawyers Club in a private room*^thereof. Rfx
.Beach one of the best .^ttlers there. Nice athletic* Jroimgish

.

man. Then I was takerf'to Harper's Office^two Elevate<^, and
'

shown over it. Old style building for America.

Humorous serial sold for £2,000 to Phillips.

Then to Waldorf where a room had been obtained, and to bed
for I hour after a bath. Conddering I had had only i hour's

sleep at most in night on train, I was doing pretty well.
'

Still heavy rain off and on. We drove to Republic Theatre

(Belasco) to see ” The Woman ” by William C. de Mille. Tele-

phone girl play. Melodrama plot. Essentially childish. Never-

theless, in spite of toomuch talk in ist act, I was not really bored.

It appealed to the child in me.

Guggenheim pointed out to me at theatre. Looked like a
little grocer.

Friday, October 20th.

Lunch with Paul Re3niolds and Whyham (Metropolitan Mag.) at

Players Club. Pictures and playbills at Club. General frank

air of good fellowship at principd central table. Sold 8 essays

to Whyham for £150 each, and London Clayhanger-Cannon book

for £3,000 American rights. Interviews including 2 good ones

from Tribune.

Then Doran took me to^iV^ie^ York Times Bldg., where almost

1st person I met in editorial office was a man Brock who had
come to see me in Ldn. We were shot up tg top, about 27 storeys,

altogether. View of New York. Yellow and Blue Lights. View

of bridges. Fefeling on top of beigg on top of a great cathedral

(about 350 ft. high I suppose), solidity of parapets. But Metrop.

tower looked much higher. Steamers moving about on river.

Fine wet wind.

Then down to see George Buchana® Fyfe i6th floor.

Curious three-coloured room. * Cifjr * Editor. ^Stopped his

leader to talk to us for 15 minutes. Sharp ' Williaemson ' sort
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of man. Feeling of him being in an eyrie. All rest of staff

without coat or waistcoat—^belted. Then down four storeys

below ground to see machine room. Blue corpse light, as outside

Paris opera. Rolls of paper being arranged on their steel angles.

(Cf. Brock writing story of aviator’s fatal fall, 20 storeys above.)

Saturday, October 215/.

The Dorans dined with me last night at Louis Martyns. Cafe de

rOp6ra, the place where only morning dress was allowed and it

failed. Pruger used to have it. It is now an ordinary restaurant.

Very glittering, with scenery painted on some walls, and the wall

opposite street all mirror. Friezes of bulls (Egyptian character

of decoration) and other animals. Strange statuary.

Then to Astor Theatre, where under management of Wagenhals
and Kemper, Henry B. Harris presents “ The Arab ”, a play of

the Orient, by Edgar Selwyn.

Afterwards Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Selwyn (Marguerite Mayo)
invited us and Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Gaige to supper at Knicker-

bocker. Another lofty large restaurant. Food quite good.

Both Selwyn and wife agreeable. She told me she had 4 com-
panies playing ” Baby Mine ” in America, and that each of them
brought in more than London. Gaige put in that one week's

royalties at S. Francisco brought in mor<s than 8 in London,

where play was a success. Selwyn said American theatres held

more. His held 1,800 dollars per performance and it was a

smallish one. They played to 16,000 or 15,000 dollars a week
on road, and in N.Y. Actors got more. He played in

” Arizona ” in London, and one American actor had to leave.

They got an English one at Jth his screw.
' Journeyed by Elevated (change at 155th) and N.Y. and
Putnam R.R. to Yonkers. Talk about the sadness and raggedness

of this. Occasional ship. Broken down wooden houses. Sloppy

planks. One house h^d drifted out into Hudson River and sunk.

Mrs. D. said that really terrible crimes were committed here.

Sight of 2 or 3 pleasant yoqng children ‘on stoop of a wooden
house. Sloppy ends of cars.

All this in line driving rain.

Sunday, October 22^;

At Cobb’s Sunday afteriloon.

The retdrt of the nigger, wh^wrote protesting Sgainst jCobb’s

22
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interview with Jack Johnson. Cobb had animadverted on physi-

cal characteristics of niggers. The nigger’s letter ended “ I've

never seen you, But I’ve seen your portraits and let me tdl

you respectfully that you’re no Lilian Russell.”

Cohb said he had never written a true story,

Monday, October 2^rd,

Mr. and Mrs. Lingley came in after we had been to see the

Cobbs last night. He in U.S.A. 27 years. Englishman. I

knew instantly he looked at my MS. of ” Feast of St. Friend
”

that he knew something of MS. and illumination.

Walked up 5th Avenue in bright warm sunshine at 12.45.

The skyscraper coming at fairly regular intervals (apparently)

seems to divide length of street and so aid perspective. But
bldgs are so big that they deceive you as to their nearness.

Fine blue sky and general feel. Cornices of architecture again.

Otherwise nothing very special. This walk, though hurried, was
very pleasant.

Tuesday, October 2/^h,

It is only 17 days since I left London and it feels more like

17 weeks.

Dinner with Mr. and Mrs. James Clark and Mrs. Adelaide

Ames and the Dorans at Rectors. During dinner a pianist

played a ballad of Chopin’s. Never heard such a thing in a

restaurant before.

To the Playhouse, managed by Wm. A. Brady. ” Bought

and Paid for ”, a play in 4 acts by George Broadhurst. This

is the best new Anglo-Saxon play I’ve seen for a long time.

Perfectly simple story of a poor telephone girl marrying a'

wealthy man who turns to drink : with her comic sister and

extremely comic brother-in-law. These were the only neces-

sary characters. The rest were servant, including a fine

Japanese servant. The brother-in-law was colossal. Splendidly

drawn comic clmracteri Whenevej the author might have ex-

cusably gone wrong, whenever the thing was really difficult,

he came oijt well. The reconciliation at the end was excellent.

The drunken scene in second half of 2nd act, with its clear

suggestion—^both there and at beginningi^of 3rd*kct—that the

husband outratged the wife sexually Vhile drunk—was very

excellently unpleasant. In short, I really enjoyed \his play.
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The story was interesting and the sense of character very strong

indeed.

Upton Sinclair. A brief chat. Not a bad sort of chap, I thought.

For the doorman, the Waldorf is simply a place where the

doors revolve i8 hours a day or more.

Weinesday, October 25th.

Last night. Rhodes, dramatist, came in with Knoblock for

tea. Mrs. Adelaide Ames and her friend (heralded as beauti-

ful, Gibsonish). Mrs. Glaesner came for tea too. Knoblock

dined with me and Rhodes (societ3dsh dramatist) at Caf6 Martin,

and then I took them to Wallack's to see George Arliss in Louis

N. Parker's “ Disraeli ". Doran joined us. An awfully tedious

play. English players. Just the Louis Parker artificial drivel.

We came to the Waldorf bar. Went to bed before 12. Rhodes
wanted to take me on to the Guinnesses in Washington Sq.

;

I wouldn't go.

Bad night.

I had breakfast in bed. Very well served on table brought

in. Soft-boiled eggs. DiflBiculty of breaking them into glass.

Appt. with Bjorkman at ii and with Arthur Hooley at 11.30.

Bjorkman too talkative. An analytic and probably uncreative

brain, but very decent. •

I said :
'' A good book is interesting, a book that isn't in-

teresting isn't good."

Arthur Hooley said instantly :
" Could you say that of a

man?

"

Thursday, October 2^th.

New York (or Yorkers). Young people coming out of school

or college. Confident. Defiant. Phrase :
" These invaders of

our time, our earth."

Boston, October 2j\h,

Blotting-paper in U.S.A. ig darker and thicker. Blue and
green, till you aren't sure what it is.

Excursion to Cambridge, and Harvard with Basil King ^ who
came to fetch us and insisted on us taking tram. King said

every one did^it and^e must do it. Remember underground

tram station? and gradual emergence, very uncomfortable. View
• ^Author of “The Street Called Straight*'.

24 . ^
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across from Charles River. Strange idea of building an island

and putting cathedral on it. Town of Cambridge, rather

slatternly. Then we came to residential part.

House of Lowell. First thrill.

House of Longfellow. Kids of town had bought plot of

ground in front so as to assure him from being built in.

Long walk with stalwart Basil King. Ex-parson. He said

major vices did not exist in this community of professors,

wrifbrs, and professional men.

A. B. :
“ No adultery ?

^

B. K. :
" None."

" Extraordinary state of intimacy we live in," he said. " But
we live for social service—^for each other."

Boston^ October 2Sth.

Library.

ThelPuvis de Chavannes (blue going so well with marble)

are the most beautiful things in America.

Yesterday. Pre-revolutionary homes still occupied by same
families at Cambridge.

Auto drive—continuation after Public Library. Parks. Fen-

like park. Skirting Brookline—^richest per capita. Mrs. Jack
Gardner's house with*a screen to cut off school.

Women chauffeurs.

Pleasure roads only.

Yacht clubhouse overlooking old harbour. 4-masted schooner.

Boston is a circular city, repeated ad infinitum.

Harbour 6-masters.

Then vast wool warehouses.
" Coffee and spices,"

Then circular streets. Iflevated. Tram cars.

Fearful racket.

To Boston Yacht Club ; in an old warehouse.

Low ceilings—great beams.

Extreme and*splendid nauticality of this club.

Wheel of Spray in which the regretted Slocum wafted

himself round the world.

Huge square port-hole (faced with arm chairs with great

wide arms), across which ships are continually p^kssing.

“ Best thing about Boston is 5 o'clock train to New York."

(Thomson.) •

25
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I had no glimpse of real Bostonians, ‘ old Back Bay folks

'

who graduate between Beacon St. and State St. and Somerset

Club and never go beyond. Confusing New England with the

created universe.

Navy Yard. Constitution built 1799. Roomy, much metal.

^ Then into Italian quarter, curving tram-liney streets, cobbled

;

(Italian signs up and down), and so gradually into business

quarter, which I saw yesterday with Corrigan
:

(all previous

part of morning so different from this). ^

Legend of Paul Revere floating like a mist through Italian

Streets.

Paul Revere's signal church spire. ^ (Closed because only 6 in

congregation ?)

Old State House. Beautiful building. Massacre close by.

Lion and Unicom on roof.

Boston is finished, complete.

Sunday, Odoher 2^th,

Lunch with Rideings at Brandon Hall on way to Brookline or

at Brookline'. He came to fetch me. Fine morning. He
grumbled at everything.

“This is the most snobbish place in the world. There is

fio real democracy. First thing people d© is to show you their

family tree and prove th^t they came over in the Mayflower.

Very dear. We live in an apartment house. We pay 500
dollars for 2 poor little rooms and bathroom. Room for 4.

There are 10 people to lunch. Everything extra. Telephone,

lights, tips. All extra. I even tip the chef. The food is very

bad. It is all kept hot for about an hour on steam, so that

ever3rthing tastes of the laundry. We pay 25 dollars a week

for board for 2 people. Obliged to p^y this, unless we are away.

I pay tip to chef so that, when sick of their food I prefer a chop

or a steak, he wiU choose my chop or steak. I would accept

third less salary to live in England, etc.“
• r

c

Tuesday, October ^ist.

Dinner at Margaret Deland’s on Sunday night. Mrs. Deland was
extremely s3mipathetic. Note her hands, strong and decided.

^ Christ Church, where^signal lanterns were displayed for Paul Revere

on the nigl^t April 18-19, when he rode from Boston to Lexington

to rouse the Minutemen.

26 . „
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We left Boston by 9 train a.m. Invited by telephone to

lunch at George Day's, treasurer of Yale (at New Haven).

Horrible railway station at New Haven. Drove up in a sort

of funeral carriage. Nice wooden quaint house. I didn't see

university, except drive round, and yet here I got the best

idea I have had of university spirit, fine. Note specially women's

enthusiasm for the “ Yale University Press ".

We left by 4.15 and I arrived at N.Y. almost dead. Hayes

and then Doran met me.

Walk up and down 5th Avenue between 5.30 and 6 p.m.

between Tiffany's and about 30th Street—^anyhow Holland

House.

The life had already gone out of the street.

The very low (split longitudinally) ground floors of some of the

older buildings spoilt the effect. Make it rather mean, and remind

one of similar splitting down, more frankly, on East side.

On the other hand, the spaciousness and arrangement of

some of the big shops is majestic, e.g. Duveens, not a big shop.

Character of American men is in lips more than in an3rthing

else. Sticking out and holes beneath. Strange outlines

formed by lips.

Thursday, November^2nd.

Lunch at Harvard Club. 15 men. Sisson and Lingley hosts.

At 4 o'clock Acklon came to see me.
" The return of Peter Grimm," by David Belasco, in 3 acts,

at Belasco Theatre, 44th Street.

I should soon get tired of Bclasco's productions. Can see

same style in this as in " The Woman ". Nice, agreeable, in-

genious. Fundamentally impossible and unconvincing. All the

ghost business infinitely too^olid. Still, a great cleverness about

the whole thing.

Theatre only built 5 years, but very fussyf dim, old-fashioned

architecture. A fashionable audience. Only you couldn't see

it. Place full. • • *

Dinner at Delmonico's. Nothing particular. A rather swagger

crowd.

We called afterwards at the Lambs Club to find Tarkington.

Wasn't in. The Lambs was like what one^vould have expected

the Lambs to be. We then went to flie Princeton club, and.

found Tark. Rather round-shouMered and ripe.

VOL. II.
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Messmore Kendall’s lunch.

Judge Gary (Steel Trust President) on my right. Slow to

talk. Rather dull. But very wise and upright. Said he was
making 75,000 dollars a year as a lawyer when he chucked

law. Said up to 6 years ago J. P. Morgan had never spoken

in public,—^that after, for ist time, he had said just six words
in public, he had told Gary that he had been obliged to hold

on to a chair.

Advanced and good, fair, honest views on women's suff-

rage.

Kendall on my left, and then Dan Guggenheim, eldest (?) of

6 or 9 brothers—anyhow chief of them. .They never took same
steamer or train. A short, merry man. I liked him very much.
Very frank. He was U.S. envoy to coronation of George V.

President of Smelting and Refining Coy. Head of Alaska and
Yukon explorations. U.S.A. used to pay 150,000 dollars a

year for his advice on mining etc.

R. W. Chambers.

Colonel Braden, the great copper man.
Very agreeable lunch.

Intoxication of flags amid perspectives.

Telephone exchange with Knoblock. Terminus 5.6.7. going

up to nth and 14th floors for supervisor.

I forgot to put down Mr. Cohen, editor of Yiddish The^ Foreword,

Socialist. A Russian Jew, very enthusiastic for literature, and
for my work. Urged me to go and dine with him one night.

This man seemed to know as much about art as anybody I’ve

met. And he assured me, what I’d previously heard, that my
stuff and art generally was better understood on the East side

than ans^vhere in N.Y.

Waldorf, Saturday, November ^h,

7.45. Business men—the humanity beneath. A man said “ I’m

just going to get a bromo-^seltzer."

Thus giving the whole show away.
‘ Postal Telegraph ’ girl coming behind her counter in hat

and doak, and turning on her counter lights and opening up
her shop.

,

Luggage oien sitting a group under stairs and discussing

their af[£rs.
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Princeton.

II a.m. ' Human mounds.’

Man conducting the ‘ official yell ’.

Quarter back calling members.

Adams said there was a Glee dub concert last night that

was delightful. Contortions of enthusiasts. Artistic amenity

in contrast to this bloody barbarity.

Reserve men waiting in pairs imder red rugs. Whole crowd

rising up and sitting down at points of play.

Nassau Club. Confusion.

Princeton Inn. Confusion.

After Freshman’s game met Booth Tarkington at Nassau
dub. Drink in dining-room. He said he had been drinking

beer with undergraduates late, and then couldn't sleep owing

to men singing Chinese songs all night in corridor.

New York, Sunday, November $th.

Cobb on Interviews

:

You gather that an extremely brilliant young man or woman
has been interviewed by a very commonplace stranger. Con-

fused in her presence. She picks him up on an absurdity, with a
brilliant inspiration. Then another ‘ brilliant inspiration ' and
so on.

If interviewers had achieved the excellence of American

oysters, American journalism would be better than it is.

“ It is so pitifully easy to be flippant."

Tuesday, November yih.

Dinner last night given by the Dutch Treat Club at Kean's chop

house. Over loo. Wallace Irwin gave a good skit on " How
to live in New York on 48 hours a day."

In a few words I said I would thank him in print.

I walked down 34th St. to Waterside offices of Italian lines,

saw Duca degli Abruzzt half ready ito go. A lot of people on
board and a line of 3rd class passengers waiting outside shed for

admittance. Nothing but Italian spoken all round me. This

swift .transition from 5th Avenue is very picturesque.
* Declension of streets sets in immecjjiately after Broadway.

6th Avenue is atrociously paved. •

After 7th the declension is frajjjk.

.
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.
* loth and nth are appalling, atrocious, and some of the side

walks staggering—unworthy of the suburbs of a small provincial

town.

Trains allowed to shunt over loth and nth Avenues. Extra-

ordinary. ,,

This was election day. I saw the sinister but genial fellows

bearing openly the insignia of Tammany. Don't, please, think

that Tammany is a disease that happens to have attacked N.Y.

It is as much an expression of N.Y. character as the barber's

(remember my shave this morning at Waldorf), the pavements,

the fineness, the interest in education etc. etc.

Thorough badness of barbers.

Dinner at Sherrys. R. H. Davis, Franklin Adams, Doran and I.

Davis told how he interviewed Li Hung Chang for W. R.

Hearst. Hearst, on it being pointed out to him that bribery

would be necessary to get round the whole crowd of Dutch
waiters at Waldorf (where he had a suite), said he would give

1,000 dollars for the expenses of the interview. Davis went

straight to the head underling and gave him $500 in cash,

simply to say whenever asked " Who is the greatest journalist

in N.Y. ? " that Davis was the greatest journalist in N.Y. Said

Davis to underling : When you've been asked this question

and fallen down in a fit, rise up and breathe the sacred name,

and keep on breathing it." Ultimately, after a week, Chang
sent for Davis. And Davis entered his suite ;

" with my dioes

in my hand ". He interviewed him through an interpreter. At
the end Davis said :

" I asked his excellency if he spoke Eng-

lish, he answered in English ' No '. Asked if he was rich, he

said, " 600,000,000 dollars to-day; nothing to-morrow. All I

have is at the mercy of the State." He was very curious about

rich men in America. Later he sent,for Davis as a private man
and spoke to him in English. He asked if Davis was married

and Davis said hec wasn't because he couldn't afford to be.

He then said :
" Get money. Get a wife. Get a home. Get

children." «
*

Wednesday, November 8fA.

C. called. Talked very interestingly. X., who I said had
seemed to me, poatively, an honest man. denied it.

Told me, what he said was notorious. X. had committed

adultery Vith a girl and h^d two children by her. Then
*
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his wife had died, and he had thrown her over for th^

'large florid c^ture' now his wife. Girl had only got her

rights throiig&'% lawyer. Still he admitted that X. was

homester, and hadl'^e new sense of right and wrong to a greater

extent, than any iS his rivals. But he had done the usual

bad things. He said there were two people in each big trust

xnan—^the head of the vast corporation, and the private indi-

vidual. He said X., like others, by the force of his character and

his autocratic spirit, had killed really efficient co-operation round

about him, and that the other best men had left, because no

room for them.

Saturday, November nth.

Last night. Dinner at Mrs. Edgar Selwyn's

:

Mr. & Mrs. E. Selwyn, Mr. & Mrs. Doran. Mr. and Mrs. J.

Forbes. Mrs, Mayo’ and me. Then Geo. M. Cohan's theatre.

" The Little Millionaire ", written, largely composed, and pro-

duced by G.M.C.,^ who takes the principal part and who built the

theatre. He has in particular a voice, but he is a good dancer.

Man about 35 probably, slim, and looks on stage, what he prob-

ably is,—a mixture of shrewdness and good nature.

Brings his family into show. Both his father and mother have
principal parts, and heis ingenious enough to make them marry at

the end. The last curtain is he and his father doing apas de deux.

They say he has saved 2 million dollars.

A N.Y. institution, apparently beloved.

Plot of piece quite clear. In 3 acts. " The Action of Act II

will not be interrupted by musical numbers." The second act is

beautifully constructed, and dramatically effective, and full of

invention of all kinds. No salacity in the piece at all.

Sunday, November vzth.^

Yesterday. Abraham Cohan came to fetch me for lunch. Mr.

Cohan at Cafe Boulevard (2nd Ave.), " Art Nouveau " in Dining
Halls. Mrs. Cohan adittle, fatigqed-voiced, Russian woman.
Long talk on literature. Home by surface car. Cohan said
" Russians talk a great deal more than English. They like

talking, and I'm going to talk." He did.
•

^ G. M. Cohaa, the prominent American ti^aAical writer and producer
who brought out “ Get-Rich-Quick-Wallingford ** and ¥0tote the well-

known war song “ Over There ”.
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Why is not N.Y. the real America ? It seems real enough.

Is it more material than say, Paris, or Hamburg or London ?

What's up with it anyhow ?

Why are the few artistic people in America so internecine ?

Art will come unconsciously, and it will be jeered at.

Tuesday, November 14/A. [On Twentieth Century Limited, New
York to Chicago.}

Night a series of short dozes.

Rang for tea at 7.45 (N.Y. time) and attendant said no dining-

car till Elkhart, hours off, and that engine had broken down
at Cleveland, and train was 2 hours late. I got up hours

later, and went out of compartment and asked one of head-men
and was informed train 2 h. 10 m. late. Train full of hungry
passengers. I had felt our car chilly. Found observation car

damn chilly, everybody complaining, and attendants excusing.

Before all this, fine steamy view of Toledo, at about 7 a.m.,

with river and chimneys various shades of grey and black.

Line quite straight for innumerable miles. Slight coating of

snow. Flat.

2 dining-cars for breakfast. Nevertheless a queue, women
and men waiting 20 minutes at door.

Arrived Chicago. 10.45. (i hr. 50 rains, late.)

Blackstone Hotel. Change of bedrooms into large ones.

Radiators in elevator shafts. Taylor and Frank Adams of

Chicago Tribune for lunch.

Opening of Art Institute.

Mobbed by women. Woman : I'm a regular Bennett fan."

Autograph himter who followed me round and was always

staring right in front of me.

Reporter who on being refused ^n interview at once said:
" Well can I follow you round, and take down any observations

you make ? " »

Female reporter afterwards who called me ‘ my dear man '.

Met Thomas Nelson Page ^ and his wife. ^

" The Concert " at Blackstone Theatre. With Leo Ditrich-

stein as Gabor Aramy. Play nothing. German clumsiness,

with a goodish love scene here and there, as between Aramy and
Miss Dollas v^hen they have run away. But trick of honest wife

^ This proxftinent author subsequently became U.S.A. ambassador to

Italy. H#died in 1922.
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and honest husband utterly unconvincing. Author apparently

knew his play was nothing, and he turned, or somebody el^

turned, his last act into good farce.

Scene from my window. Morning. Michigan boulevard.

Sound of trains puffing. Skyscrapers with ledges of snow. All

roads chiefly snow covered. Frost. Procession of autos. Many
snow-covered flat roofs of lower buildings. Illinois centrsd

station apparently in front. Grey, dirty bituminous region.

Can't keep hands or linen clean.

Barometer lower than it has been during my stay in U.S.A.

Wednesday, November 15/A.

Rottenness of female interview in Hearst paper Chicago Ex-

aminer. Next reporter told me the Hearst paper had mercilessly

guyed all best men in Chicago.

Man who telephoned to Doran : Tell Mr. Bennett he stinks."

This would probably happen in no other city in the world. I

might say " Chicago is the city in which this happened to me."

But I won't.

Lunch Chicago Press Club. I applied for foreign membership.

Douglas Mallock in chair (editor of The Lumberman). Two
members made speeches as " Mr. B. would have spoken if he had
spoken ". ,

Number of doctors. Two said that my books " Human
Machine " and " How to Live on 24 Hours A Day " were regu-

larly prescribed to patients. One said that they had " changed

his whole life Number of autograph hunters.

On the way, in cab in which they fetched me, Goble and
another member expressed sorrow and disgust of club at Inter-

view with me in Examiner to-day.

Chicago City of Superlatives.

Biggest store, bookshop,* press dub, post.

Reynolds dub (students).

Commins (replica of Oxford).

Fine twilight effect on magnificent boulevards.

Then reception at Mrs. Judson's. *She looked after me grandly.

Tea. Told girls not to talk till I had had tea.

Then stood in comer of drawing-room and procession of faculty

and wives filed past me and I joked with each. •

Nice, unassuming large house. • *
^

Drive home with Hutch, to Blackstone. •

. ZT
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November i6th.

Floyd Dell, successor to Francis Hackett, oi Chicago Evening

Post (Literary), called to see me. 9.30.

Hamlin Garland came to take me to lunch at the Cliff Dwellers.

Charles Hutchinson, the banker, and originator of Art Insti-

tute and all sorts of municipal stuff, had found time to come
during morning and arrange flowers on principal table. Many
handshakers and autographs. Talks with architects and musi-

cians. Then Garland, with his two brothers-in-law, Taft ^

(sculptor) and Brown (painter), and Jensen (a Dane, head of

parks section), took me in auto, to make river circuit of boulevards

round city.

Fine internal " landscape " gardening. Enormous com-
pleteness of everything, and fine upkeep of everything on

boulevards.

River. They turned its course towards Mississippi, so as to

get rid of sewage. This is most remarkable thing I have come
across, spectacularly.

Smell of stockyards.

Taft's studio. Colony created by him after 20 years' dream-

ing. A dreamy timid man. Several young sculptors and
sculptresses said to have great talent, at work on vast municipal

sculptures (such as groups and bridge near University). Sense

of enormous protracted detailed labour in these undertakings.

General impression of shallowness left after seeing all these

people. As if one had come to the end of them at once.

Nevertheless, spectacular effect of their municipal spirit (born

in '71). Curious wistful quality in their constantly expressed

inspiration after “ The City Beautiful ".

Letter (probably falsely) signed " Jack London " of abuse

about interview with me in the Examiner,

Home at 11.30.

Wet street view of Michigan boulevard with flood of yellow

reflections and the 2 long lines of lights, punctuated by red globes

showing crossings.
^

Chicago is full of public spirit.

Friday, November vjih,

Maurice Bro^e called p.20.

1 Hamlin Giurland, American writer on life in the North-West States ;

I^rado Tafi^, American sculptor and writer on the subject.
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Prim little professional Engli^man. Very nice. Gloomy

about art in States.

Went to Sears Roebuck & Co. in their auto. Got on very well

with Murkland, head of book and china dept.

8 million dollars business last month.

Over 7,000 employees. Over 4,000 women. 5^ millions of

large catalogues sold. Big bill-typing room. 600 clickers.

Gradually on to car-yard, where cars being filled up. This

yard of cars sent out full every day.

But most interesting thing was glimpses of real life of these

outlying communities everywhere, as seen in ugly common
simple stuff they ordered. Thousands of cheap violins. In

one basket ready for packing, all sorts of little cooking utensils

and two mugs (fearfully ugly) labelled ‘ father ' and ‘ mother *.

4 cent curling iron. Most startlingly realistic glimpses of home
life. All the life (cheap music, chairs etc.) of these communities

and separate farms could be deduced from this establishment.

Dinner given by Herbert Kaufman. Very nice table in

handsome private room.

H. K. is a person of vivid but extremely inferior intelligence.

Celebrated (is notorious) leader-writer. Said to have 14 millions

of readers. Tall. Nervous. Good-hearted, Weak.
Mr. and Mrs. Micjiill McCormick. She daughter of Mark

Hanna.

Mrs. Cobb, daughter of Governor of Ohio.

Indianapolis, Saturday, November 18th.

Set out for Indianapolis this morning at 9.47.

Sort of accommodation train.

Niceish restaurant car. Niggers thereon. Nigger under-

strapper who shined boots, and knew all about the prospects of

the C. H. and D. Rly. (Monan route.)

Chiefly flattish country (with welcome breaks), yellow stubble

land. Occasionally a ^k muddy river.* Single track (after

once clear out pf Industrial Chicago, which seemed to be one
vast shunting yard).

•

Arrived Indianapolis 3 (12 minutes late about). Maple trees in

all streets. Monuments to sailors and soldiers. Dome of State

house. •

State fair ground outside town. Said ft be same in all State

capitals.
^
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Dinner. Tark,^ Doran, Craig, me.

Reception at night. About 40 people. Meredith Nicholson.

Senator and Mrs. Beveridge (very beautiful, with a soft, and
probably Washingtonian, voice) ; also wife of ex-President Har-
rison. Numerous provincially dressed girls and women. One

^ debutante, almost the only person who wasn't shy. She had
made her d6but yesterday evening and gone to bed at 2 o'clock.

Said she slept very well.

Punch in study made by 2 Jap boys from University Club.

Went to bed about 12.15.

Sunday, November igth.

Lunch of ten people at Tarks * including Meredith Nicholson

and Tark's father.

Afterwards in auto, to pay several calls including one on James
W. Riley.* Fine old man, recovering from paralysis. Red
face, yellow teeth, right hand affected, sitting in comer in easy

chair. Fire. Mid-Victorian feel. An old friend near him.

Talk about a picture of a literary star of good order. Here it

was, and in a literary town. Riley has infectious laugh. Told

funny tales of his tragic adventures in lecturing tours, and how
he slept on two boxes, one a little higher than the other, covered

with papers. Enquired about Lucas. “ Tell me about Lucas."

Then talked about my books. " I didn't mean to talk about

them, to talk ‘ shop ', but I couldn't help it." Women talking

in another room.

Monday, November 20th,

I'polis, just beginning to spend money. Malaria is gone.

Just beginning to be sure that Indians aren't coming and that

there'll be plenty of wood.

And now gradually to Art Institute with loan collections, and

fine aquarelles by Winslow Homer.
Visit to Mrs. John Judalis^ Old world. (A town full of old

silver.)

^ Booth Tarkington.
* Prominent American novelist and essayist.

* James Whitcomb 1916) was known as Indiana's most
beloved citizen His Western poems were immensely popular throughout
the U.S.A. c
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Philaddphia, Wednesday, November 22nd.

Took train for Philadelphia Monday at 7.5 p.in. and arrived at

Phil, promptly at 3.30 about. Had a drawing-room to myself,

but slept little. Row in other part of carriage between conduc-

tor and a p$^nger in middle of night.

Geo. HeDihan looked me up in Bell-Vue Stratford Hotel, and

'

took me to a bookseller (Dr. Rosenbach) where there were some

1st class MSS. Caxtons and W. de Wordes. Also old English MS.

Dinner: Corrigan, Craig, Heilman, and me. Last night

opera. ''La Gioconda.** Caruso.

Malignant ugliness of house. If any spark of artistic feeling

in Philadelphia, the place would have been ripped to pieces.

Enormous pkice. Crammed. But very wealthy and a few

very fine dresses.

In train, Corrigan's criticism that k la carte service in Ameri-

can trains much better than table d'h6te service on European

trains.

Bad service at breakfast. Right away." This is one of the

most deceitful phrases in the U.S. language.

Lunch at Belle-Vue Stratford given by G. H. Lorimer^ of

Saturday E, Post Sam Blyth and Irwin Cobb principal talkers.

Racy tales and slang, politics and murders.

We left at 4.45 (without tea) to catch train at Wayne Junction

forNew Jersey. Mrs. H. and I had tea. Crossed Ferry to 23rd

St. Wonderful view of N.Y. as if on a hiU, topped by Tower.

Mrs. Schiff's auto, with English servant, waiting. She took me
to Waldorf. Where I soon found Doran. Dined with him and
Mrs. Doran. Then I went to elder Mrs. Schiff's box at opera,

where were elder Mrs. Schiff, Mr. and Mrs. Mortimer Schiff (932
5th Ave.), the Heilmans and a Schiff cousin from Frankfort.

" Faust ", with Gerald^pe Farrar and unknowns. A lifeless

performance. Fine house. Plenty of Pearls.

The open boxes at Metrop. Opera give the women's dresses a

better chance than in London. There is apparently less talking

than in Londofi. • *

Friday, November 2^h,

Oyster soup for dinner, alone.

At 8.30 Mrs. Elbert Gary's. Went jrith thbm and Lady
^ Editor of the Saturday Evening Post and author o# “ Letters of a

Self-made Merchant to His Son etc. e
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Parker to Horse show. Judge Dyke there—he speaking French
all the time. Saw Katharine Elkins. She*looked melancholy.

All in black for her father.

Thursday, November 30th,

The Dorans, T. B. Wells, Inglish, John Macrae, Davis, and May
Preston came to see me off ; not to mention several reporters

and photographers. The Lusitania left at 9.30 a.m., having been
delayed half an hour waiting for the mails. I met the Forbeses

on board about ii, and Edgar Selwyn at lunch. Mrs. Selwyn
much later. These two had gone to bed at 2.15. Either they

or the Forbeses had received a lot of fruit and flowers, and Forbes
had installed a supply of champagne at the foot of the table in

ice. I helped to consume ever3rthing except the flowers. I had,

nevertheless, previously sworn neither to drink nor smoke on
board. But having drunk, I thought I might as well buy the

best cigar and the oldest brandy on the ship
;
which I did, and

stood liqueurs round. This was after dinner.

I was overcome by sleepiness both before and after lunch and
also before dinner ; the air gave me a headache. I was very

gloomy, spent all afternoon alone and had tea alone, and won-
dered what the hell was the matter with life anyway. I was all

right after I had tasted champagne again.

We spent the whole evening in talking shop ", Edgar Selwyn
being the quietest. Boat rolled, always. In the middle of the

night she rolled so much that she overthrew my red dock. Also

fiddles on the tables, last night at dinner. Quite unnecessary,

but it is probably a dodge to convince passengers that they are

good sailors. No fiddles on at breakfast this morning, when they

were necessary and crockery was rattling and crashing about all

over the place. The Sdw3ms and the^ Forbeses had parting gifts

which they displayed, but I also had a parting gift, which I did

not display. It was^an artide for desk use, in silver, heavy and
elaborate, engraved with my name, and the card on it bore the

following words :
" Thank yon for all the delightful things you

have written and are going to write during the coming year."

George ^ will think he can guess the woman it came from at first

guess. He couldn't. But he might guess it in three perhaps.

And I had five lettei^ from other ladies, chiefly hating " Hilda

Lessways ", ]}ut nevertheless aU rustling with flattery.

€ ^ Geom Doran.
•
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Friday^
December isL

A general feeling of cold on the ship—no doubt the contrast with

N.Y. hotels and hou^. But the Lusitania is an English ship,

and you know it. However, the head dining-room steward is

apparently a Frenchman. We had a Thanksgiving dinner last

night, and the Frenchman had menus specially printed for our

table. Thus, although dyspeptic, I had to eat something of all

his dinner, though it irked me to do so.

First gleams of sunshine this morning, after snow and rain.

Not caring to read any books that I had, I got " L'Anneau

d'Am^thyste " out of the library.

Saturday, December 2nd.

Following gale, overtaking us. I began to construct a i act

play for ship use, and this put me off going to sleep last night,

and then I was kept awake by rolling and noises connected

therewith. Hence, bad night. Read a lot of " Sanine **. In-

sincere voluptuous stuff.

Went out at 10.30. High seas. Whole surface of sea white

with long marmoreal lines of foam. Through the mistiness the

waves on the horizon looked as high as mountains
; or high

as a distant range of hills. Curious that distant waves should

seem so much highep than those close to. Ship rolling enor-

mously, and her prow yawing about. Yet forward, sheltered

by deck houses from following gale, one had no sensation that

the boat was moving forward. Walking backward, from bow
to stern, the following gale struck one sharply in the face,

though one was running away from it at about 30 miles an
hour.

Big squall gradually overtook us. All sunshine clouded out

for 15 minutes and snow,came down almost horizontally, and

much faster than the ship in the same direction. The wind
blew spray fiercely off the water in clouds. The screws half-raced

from time to time.

From newspaper : Annual Meeting of Children’s Aid Society.
" Bad food, excitement, noise have' favoured development of

St. Vitus’s dance among young children. Poor food, little sleep,

and long hours of confining work, have had effect on older

children.” ,
” In 3 months during summer over 1,000 boyg»taken up for

rowdyism in public places and conveyances. •
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''During year 8,125 homeless boys sought riielter in our homes
— record

!

"

While waiting in barber's shop, read Jane Addams on " Old

Social Evil and New Remedy Dept, store girls spending their

whole evening in bathing their feet and going with men because

^ they were just ** sick

15,000 dept, store girls in Chicago down town.

Sunday, December sri.

Still rough sea and following gale, and creaking and noises all

night. Not yet one good night's rest on this steamer.

Mr. and Mrs. Compton Mackenzie had tea with me. She is a

beautiful young woman.
Concert in aid of Seamen's Charities last night. Half of it done

by Harry Lauder.

I read most of Artzybacheff's " Sanine ", skipping. Mostly

clever, naif, and dull. Some of the salacious parts are pretty

good. But how infantile these Russians !

Monday, December /[th.

Following gale all yesterday, and the ship yawing about before it.

This morning, moderation, and wind from the South. Supposed

to get to Fishguard at 8.30 to-night, and* Liverpool 8 a.m. to-

morrow. I gave my dinner-party last night. Each of the others

—^the Forbeses, Mr. and Mrs. Selwyn—^had given a dinner. I

had a chill again. But last night I slept well for the first time

on this voyage. These big ships, it seems, are difficult to steer,

hence the yawing, and hence the comparatively slow runs.

Friday, December %th.

Arrived Fishguard 9.30 p.m. Monday. Standard man came off

to interview me. I gave him all he wanted. Arrived L'pool

Monday 8.15. Got to Burslem for lunch. Saw Mater.

Arrived in Paris Thursday at 6.30 p.m., nearly 2 hours late.

Very sea-sick indeed. Desce^u avec M, uu Me^rice.

Total exes, of American tour to this morning £252 5s. 8i.
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Hotel Califomie [Cannes], January 6th.

Georges d'Espagnat came for lunch yesterday; we drove to

Maugin's—^he with us—and we deposited him at station at 4.15.

He had come from Renoir's villa at Gagnes. He reported how
Renoir's pictures 15 years ago were admitted by dealers to be

unsaleable.^ Now the slightest sketch fetches 4 or 5,000 frcs.

And pictures which formerly had a theoretical price of 5,000 frs.

sell for 70 or 80,000. Dealers came down from Paris while

d'Espagnat was at Renoir’s, and bought and paid for every thing

that Renoir would let them take away. He has been a terrific

worker, and in spite of very large sales, still has 2 or 300 pictures

to be disposed of. He now lives luxuriously. Formerly dans la

diche, d'Espagnat had known him rent splendid houses in which

he could not put furniture. He is 71, and scarcely able to move
a limb. Cannot rise without help. Has to be carried about.

Yet manages to paint, even large canvases. He said to

d'Espagnat that were it not for ill-health, old age would be a very

happy time, as it has all sorts of pleasures special to itself.

Although so old, he has a son aged only about ten. This child

came as a surprise, and Renoir was furious.

I finished the first three of my Harper articles on U.S.A.

yesterday.

Hundredth performance *of " The Honeymoon ", last night.

Accounts for provincial performances of " What the Public

Wants " and " Cupid and Common Sense " show that those

plays are playing to better money now in provinces than ever

they did.
*

•

Thursday, January i8<A.

Yesterday I finished the fifth article of the Harper*^ series. And
to-day I turned towards the constructton If the s^uel to " The

^See page 3. t
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Card " for the American Magazine^ It is only between two
spells of work that I can find time for unimportant correspon-

dence, notes, etc. My days are always absolutely full ; without

counting that I have had three abscesses, two together, as a

result of a chill in December. The last one is not yet gone, quite.

I am now in the full swing of my ordinary day; writing,

reading a lot of newspapers, and several books at once. I bought

Whymper's “ Scrambles among the Alps ", and Stendhal's " Vie

de Napoleon ", and began reading them together, and immediately
felt that I had got hold of two rattling good things. These, with

a more or less daily instalment of Sorel's " L'Europe et la Revolu-

tion Fran9aise ", keep me busy.

Tuesday, January 2yd.

The other day a vendeuse and an essayeuse came up from the

Maison de Blanc, with a robe dHniirieur for M. and another for

Mrs. Selwyn. A porter of the Maison Blanc carried the box.

The general tableau ;—^the two employees, young and agreeable,

but certainly not vierges, with soft liquid persuasive voices,

speaking chiefly English ; the frothy garments l3dng all about

on chairs and in the box, Selw3m, Alcock, and me lounging on
chairs, and M. and Mrs. S. playing the mannequin, and the

porter waiting outside in the dark corridor-^this tableau produced

a great effect on me. Expensive garments rather,—and 1 felt

that for my own personal tastes, I would as soon earn money in

order to have such a tableau at my disposition, as for a lot of

other seemingly more important and amusing purposes. A fine

sensuality about it. There was something in the spectacle

of the two employees waiting passive and silent for a few

moments from time to time while we talked.

I made a good beginning on Friday on the construction of the

sequel to " The Card " and continued each day.^

Weathei: still veryjbad indeed. Heavy rain stopped a projected

drive this afternoon. We did, however, yesterday make our

auto-canot excursion to Le§ lies L6rin^ with6ut getting wet.

Sea-ward tower on He St. Honorat, quite striking. On grass by
this was an old shepherd tending brown sheep. One of these

sheep had 3 tufts of old wool left on the back, making her look

like a kind of'miniatiyre triple dromedary. Marguerite asked the

shepherd whet it was for. He replied :
" Oh, madame, e'est

^ this sequel was “ The Regent published in 1913.
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seulement unipeu de vanit£»^' He was quite simple, and answered

simply, but he was evidently a bit of a character.

Saturday, January 28th.

Yesterday we went to Monte Carlo. Tables more tedious than

ever. We came home by the Comiche. It began to rain.

Brakes got hot and we had to stop. At Nice it was raining well.

Twice or three times the driver lost his way.

Read in a gulp “ He who passed sent to me by J. B. Pinker.

Second or third-rate ; and a very poor end ; but nevertheless

containing a goodish picture of theatrical life in U.S.A.

On Saturday we drove to Napoule. And the colour was more
wonderful than I ever remember seeing it an5nvhere, even at

Fena)nrols-les-Bains. The fields were all pools, and all the pools

were full of sky and cloud. The view of Grasse was enchanting.

Wednesday, January 31st.

Yesterday I finished the sixth Harper's article, last of the original

contract ; but I shall avail myself of the optional arrangement

made with T. B. Wells, and do two more after I have written

the sequel to “ The Card

Tuesday, February 6th.

On day of last writing I began an attack of iastYO-enterite.

Very decidedly ill on Wednesday afternoon. Full development
of attack on Thursday. Doctor on Thursday and Friday. I got

up for a few minutes yesterday morning and more in the afternoon.

Not yet achieved complete disappearance of symptoms. While
ill, I read Dostoievsky's Le Sous-Sol ", which is great. Lar-

baud,* who calls to see me nearly every day, prefers it to anything

else of Dostoievsky's. Also Dostoievsky's unfinished " Le
Crocodile Good.

Last night I listened to first act of Selwyn^s new play, and the

criticism on it wgs united—Good beginning, and imperfect end.

I ought to have begun my humorous*novel on Thursday last, and
I have not yet begun it. But on Sunday night I decided on the

title " The Regent

I

read a lot of " The Oxford Book of

English Verse ", just bought, with great satisfacticn.

• •
^ It had just appeared anonymously.
* VaI6ry Larbaud, author of “ Enfantines etc. %
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Sunday, February nth.

Pinker came Thursday night. Friday we did little, but drove

out. Saturday we went out in auto for the day, to Grasse,

j|Gourdon, Gorges du Loop, Tourette, Vence, Antibes. On Thurs-

day, by chance, we saw hydro-aeroplane in action at Juan les

Pins. Very agreeable to see. I get better every day but do not

propose to begin work again till Wednesday.

Friday, Fehrimry ibih.

On Monday we all went and deposited Pinker with the William-

sons at Monte Carlo. We lunched with them at Giro's. Giro's

is a much inferior place to the H6tel de Paris, as I have
always said. On Tuesday, M. and I motored over to Grasse

to have tea with the Galsworthys, and the interview was very

agreeable.

On Wednesday morning at 7 a.m. as " programmed " a week
ago, I began " The Regent By noon this morning I had
written 4,500 words of it.

Yesterday afternoon Mrs. Julia Frankau (Frank Danby) called

to make my acquaintance, and produced a very agreeable impres-

sion indeed on us and on the Selwyns. A thorough London
t5q)e ; very qhjc, extremely capable and %lert, of wide id^, and
of a S5mipatlifetic nature. She must have a full life, with a large

family and her literary work, of which latter, by the way, she

said about twenty times—areally—that she was ashamed.

Tuesday, February 20th.

Yesterday the Frank Harrises called and took us to St. Raphael

for lirnch. He said, “ God when he was young had a liking for

the Jews. But when he was old he had a senile weakness for

the English."
•

Thursday, February agth, , ^

This morning I had passecl the 20,000 word mark of "The
. Regent It is going along with great ease. Pinker returned

from Monte Carlo here on Tuesday, and the Williamsons came

yesterday, wlien Selwyn and I gave a most admirable luncheon

at the Casinfcrestauranf: In the evening the whole band of us

dined >^th Mrs. Frankau.
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Monday, March 4fh.

Coal strike began last Friday.^

Said Mrs. Frankau, who with Sydney Pawling * came for tea

yesterday :
“ Of course I'm feu^. I'd batten them down.^

I'd make them work. They shoM work. I'd .force them

down."

A man stopped me on the stairs the other noon, and asked me
my opinion about Kipling's neologisms. He had been reading

an article in The Times, I referred him to Wordsworth. He
understood. Staggering, to find any Englishman in a cosmo-

politan grand hotel with even a faint curiosity about the processes

of literature. Such a thing never happened to me before.

I began fourth chapter and fourth instalment of " The Regent

"

this morning at 7 a.m.

Wednesday, March 6th,
**
Milestones " by me and Knoblock produced at Royalty last

night. I had four telegrams to-day all agreed as to its immense
success, if only the coal-strike won't upset it.

Battle of Flowers yesterday. The most interesting people

were the flower-vendors. 3 frs. the panier, without the panier I

Seat-shower quarrelling and grumbling about ticket holders all

the time, " Vous avez fe No. i. Eh bien le No. i eat pris. Vous
pouvez Vous mettre 1^. Qu'estce que 9a fait ?

"

Larbaud brought Andr6 Gide in at 5.30. And we kept them
to dinner and had a great evening that finished at 10 p.m.

I wasn't so well to-day.

Sunday, March ijth.

Marguerite went to see her mother at Toulouse last Thursday
but one. and returned last; Wednesday . During her absence I

was entertained by, and I entertained, Sydney Pawling. Julia

Frankau, Marie Van Vorst, and Valery Larbaud.
" Milestones " produced at Royalty on 5th March. Enormous

success. Lee MMhew^ telegraphed " Unparalleled success !

"

We laughed at this characteristic telegram, but it almost seems
justified.

Mrs. Frankau went back to England yesterday owing to a death.

^ The general coal Strike of 1912 actuallycbegftn on February 26 and
lasted until April 6. ^

* Director of Messrs. Heinemann, Ltd. •
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I finished over half of “ The Regent
"

3resterday. That is, in

one month wd one day.

Saturday, March 2yd.

I finished the first part of The Regent ” on Tuesday and wrote

t " Clay in the Hands of the Potter ” for YoutWs Companion
(Boston) on Wednesday, and sent it off on Thursday. The
Sdwyns came over foe lunch on Thursday. On Friday we went
to Monte Carlo, afid had lunch with them—^Mary Moore, Charles

Wyndham, and it. B. Harris (N.Y. theatrical manager) being

of the party. At the Hermitage. Food not so startlingly good

as rumour says. Beautiful view of the harbour and yachts from

the Sdwyns* bedroom. Sdwyn was still wonying me to write

a play on " The Card **. We went and came home by train.

Coming up to hotd in omnibus, an oldish sea-captainish sort

of man said to a youngish red-haired woman, that miners had
refused the terms of the Minimum Wages Bill. " But of course

they refuse everything !
** said she scornfully. I must have a

strike in my continental" novel. It is very funny that all the

English inhabitants of grand hotds should be furious because

miners insist on a minimum of 5$. per day for men, and 2s, per

day for boys.

• *
' '

Good Friday, April
^

,

Knoblock and sister came last Saturday. On Wedr^day we
excursed to Monte Carlo, and lost about 500 frs. between us. -I

having played to amuse Gertrude Knoblock. I was ill yesterday

through too much smoking (immediately) and did nothing, and

very little to-day. Two chapters of “ The Regent " remain to

be done.
f.

Thursday, Afril nth.
*

To-day at 3.30 I filled " The Regent ”, 78,200 words, written

;in two months less three days. So far this year, I have written

:

Four articles of " YourAmerican States " (tws last year,

10,000) for Harpers 22,000
" Qay in the Hands of the Potter ” for Youth's Com-
pattion 2,200

“ The Regfent "• 78,200
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This morning the Knoblocks departed in an auto for Paris.

Jhey picked up Walpole and Anderson at the station.

By the way, at the Princess's Restaurant, I saw Lord X. He
looked a vulgar and damned scoundrel. Not his fault, of course.

I have read Walpole's new novel " The Prelude to Adventure "
;

satisfactory,—^and am to tiy to arrange a contract for him with ^

Doran.

Wednesday, April vjth.

We left Hotel Califomie, Cannes, at 7.50 on Monday morning

and got to the H6tel du Rhin, Paris, at 11.45 at night. Flat

in this hotel, 2 bedrooms, servant's bedroom, bathroom, sitting-

room and d6barras, for 50 fr. a day, all included (troisi^me), but

no central heating.

Paris, Saturday, April 20th,

Wednesday night “ Le Petit Caf6 ", by Tristan Bernard at Palais

Royal. Excellent, and well played. Yesterday the Selwyns

and Calou came to lunch. Only thetf anxiety to meet us here

and hear the rest of my comic novel prevented them from going

home with the H. B. Harrises on the Titanic,^

*^ue$ddy, April 2yd,

Sunday at Fontainebleau packing up books.

I told Selwyn I would turn " The Murder of the Mandarin
"

into a one-act play.

Finished reading " Quentin Durward " last night. A few

goodish scenes, but on the whole mediocre and careless. I made

a few notes as to it at the back of the edition Nelson.

Monday, April 2()th.
^

Left Paris and got to Newhaven yesterday. Drove car for the

first time this morning round about Newhaven.

Went over to Brighton to see the Sharpes. Newspaper man in

street talking to Oswald Shepherd. j(Bonnot * killed yesterday)

:

" I wish I'd been in Paris yesterday. I could have m^de a bit'

o' money. When Crippen did it, I made £3 before ^ o'clock.
^

' The White Star liner Titanic had gone down 'v^th x,5 i3*souls"bn board,

April 15 . *
ifc .

* A notorious Paris bandit who was killed after the siege of his house

by the police. ^ ^
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Nobody got no change that day. . . . Now they mucked up
this Titanic disaster for us. They put on the bills ‘ Titanic

sunk'. That was no use to us. They ought to have put
* hundreds drowned '. Then we should have made a bit."

London, Sunday, May $th.

I came from Newhaven to London yesterday morning in the car,

and drove it myself as far as Putney Hill, 62 miles.

May 2fjth.

John Bums

:

National Liberal Club

:

He did not smoke. The first thing he said was, " We must
talk about Federation," then he immediately changed the subject

to the strike. He talked most of the time leaning back in a chair

and looking round sharply if he thought any other person in

the smoking-room was observing him. Often he left out his

‘ h's ' on purpose. When he had told me that he had read all

that I had written (exaggeration), and I said that I could not

understand how the bu^ public men had the time to do all

they appeared to do, he said that public men soon began to

cultivate a special faculty.

He said, socially speaking, England is the laboratory of the

world. At the present time all the new movements are initiated

here : untrue 1 He said, " I get more letters about my town
planning and housing scheme from the United States than I do

from England." He then, after quickly asking me about New
York and Chicago, went on to describe his own adventures in

New York, Chic^o and Denver. He explained how the editor

of the Chicago Becord 6* Herald came out thirty miles from

Chicago to obtain his impressions of the city before he had
arrived, and when he declined became angry. Afterwards he

saw this man in Chicago and made his celebrated epigram that

Chicago was ' a pocket edition of Hell ', or, if the newspaperman

p^ferred it, ' Hell was a pocket edition of Chicago '. This man
worked up such an agitatioji against Biflms that when the time

came for him to speak on " The Duties of Citizenship " at a very
' large meeting in Chicago, not a single member of his committee

dared to appear on the platform. However, he came on alone,

and, little by littl^ won the enthusiastic S3nnpathy of the

audience. As he did so lie said that he could hear the members
of the ccfRunittee coming, one by one, behind him on to the
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platform. All this made a very good story, but he must have
^told it a great number of times, and tiave gradually arranged

the details for his own glory. He said that his little epigram
about Chicago had been appropriated by Choate, and that

Choate had stolen more of his things than any other man in the

world.

He then described how in the strike at the docks either last

year or the year before, he was sent down by the Prime Minister

to try to persuade the men to obey the leaders. He took a lot

of matches out of the match stand and arranged them in two
squares. He said

:

" Well, there were 5,000 military in this square and 15,000

workmen in the square next door. And there was only a gravel

path of about twenty feet between the two. The socialists were

walking round the outskirts of the crowd pointing to the soldiers,

who could plainly be seen, and the guns, and things looked very

threatening indeed. I regard this as the greatest crisis that I

have ever been through. I remembered my old cry, and in a

voice of thunder I shouted out :
' Aij^angway lads and they

made enough room for me to go into the centre and stand on

the cart. I talked to them and called for three cheers for the

leaders, and so on, and so on, and I could see their old-time

affection for me retiuning etc. etc." These were the exact

phrases he used. He was not exactly conceited, but vain in a

rather ingenuous way. He spoke freely of the conceit of other

people.

As we walked home, passing through Downing Street, a young

boyish-faced man in evening dress, carrying a,bag, came out of

the Prime Minister's house. Bums called acrdss the road and

then went to meet him in the middle of the road and spoke to

him for a minute or two. ^Practically all the illumination came

from a small gas lamp over the Prime Minister's door. This

was Mr. Asquith's secretary. He seemed to pie to be an exceed-

ingly ordinary and good-natured young man.

As we passed along the front of Wellington Barracks, Bums
began to explain how the moral conditions of the soldier had

improved during the last twenty or twenty-five years. He said

:

" There, in spite of all their faults, are 8,000 of the very finest

infantry in the world."
^

•

As one soldier after another came walking alongjin the gloom,

he seemed to be able to tell at a glance from the medal strips,
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even in the <brk, what ,j^paigns they had been through. He
|

remarked how they were all walking perfectly straight and how
twenty-live years* ago not one of them would have been able to

walk straight] 6r,^perhaps> even to walk at all. This is a specimen

of his picturesque way of stating things.

Tuesday, October isL

Hospital for Incurables. West Hill.

yjhs± must be feelings of patient as he drives into entrance of

this Hospital, and sees the big sign :
'' Hospital for Incurables

?

Thursday, October yrd.

Granville Barker's A Winter’s Tale ” at Savoy. Quite half

ithfe words incomprehensible. Esm6 Beringer alone was clear.

^No music. Impossibility of seeing whole of stage from front row
of dress circle, near middle, without leaning on the balustrade.

Scarcely ever possible to distinguish blank verse. Revels in last

act agreeable. Very little good acting—except Whitby’s

Autolycus and tsme’s Paulina. Lillah ^ fairish in last scene,

when she could be statuesque. The text was given almost

integrally, and one perceived portions of dullness which might

have been cut with advantage. General impression of a simple,

good, impossible plot with lofty emotion in it—delectable enough

after " Bunty ". But the beauty of detail nearly all lost. From
such a performance no one could divine that this is a late play

of Shakspere. Wilkinson’s setting unimportant.

October 6th, /

Boer War.

Mrs. S.’s story, gathered in S. Africa, of Kitchener suddenly

appearing in ball-room of Mt. Nelson Hotel, where officers sent

down by Roberts as worse than useless were dancing with

prostitutes, etc. : Gentlemen, your train leaves in f hour.

You will be there. So shall I.” Some of them had to turn up
in dress clothes. K.'s idea was that they should at any rate do
some kind of work, so he drove them out of there. . . . She said

that of one cargo of 319 nurses that went out, 300 were dead in

2\ months, owing to idiotic hygienic arrangements and general

stupidity. I ^oujsit fhe figures.

^ 1 Lillah AiCcCarthy played Hermione.
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f Odober 7<A. *

Beecham at rehearsal. A player said :
" You sai^ you'd beat

4 in that bar, sir, but you're only beating two!" Beecham:
" You're thinking of another bar." A#voice :

" Four alb bar."

Roars of laughter.

When Henry Wood conducts, he changes three times a

day. Perspiration. It drops out of the back of his flannel

jacket, having penetrated it. Always takes his waistcoat

off.

Cedric ^ spoke very highly of his extraordinary energy. Often

stays up till 2 or 3 or all night, reading scores. On a Wednesday,
in midst of Birmingham Festival rehearsals, he said :

" Energy I

You shall see next Monday—I shall have some sleep on Sunday
night. Wait and see me on Monday."

October 8/A.

2nd Post-Impressionist Exhil^tion. Self-satisfied smiles of most
people as they entered. One large woman of ruling classes with

a large voice and face-d-mains, in front of a mediocre picture

:

" Now no one will ever persuade me that the man who painted

that was serious. He was just pulling our legs." Self-satisfied

smiles all over the place all the time. One reason of the popular-

ity of these shows is that they give the grossly inartistic leisured

class an opportunity to feel artistically superior. A slight under-

current of appreciation here and there. A woman to whom a

young man pointed out a pencil drawing by Matisse said:
" That's what I call beautiful." (It was.)

I met Frank Harris. He was prepared on principle to admire

everything, though there was a large proportion of absolutely

uninteresting work. When I said I had seen much better

Picassos than there were t^jere he hardened at once. " I find it

all interesting," he said grimly. The photograph room, where

photos of Gauguin, Van Gogh, etc. supposed to be on sale, was

in charge of an ignorant young ass who had all the worst qualities,

from the languishing drawl to the ngn possumus attitude, of the

English salesman.

October loth.

Dinner. Talking about women's suffrage, someonfe said that it

would come when the majority wanted it, andtjjreorge Moore

^ Cedric Sharpe, the well-known 'cellist. •
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said :
** The majority never wants anything. I don’t think the

majority even want to breathe.” He talked in this pseudo-

effective strain nearly all the night—^probably nervousness as

usual. About half a dozen times he repeated that for ” The
Winter’s Tale ” Barker had made the stage ” look like a public

lavatory He said he liked farces and preferred ” Charley’s

Aunt ” to Barker’s ” Winter’s Tale ”. And he thought “ Lady
Windermere’s Fan ” was “ a charming and fine comedy
Which it is not. Not until somebody said that “ The Importance

of Being Earnest ” is the finest farce of modem times (which it is)

did he think at all of Wilde’s only good play. He liked Becque,^

,and he thought Ibsen’s dialogue unequalled and that it would

probably not be beaten by anybody hereafter. But he regarded

the theatre generally as a clumsy and infantile stt, in which he

was quite right. “ You’ve made a very great deal of money,”

he said to me politely. I told him that that wasn’t my fault,

and I couldn’t help it. Whereupon he emerged from his gaffe

with a certain grace by saying witfi a serious air that he wished

he could do it.

P. came and interrupted us with a tale about the Luard

murder, explaining that only one ring had been taken from Mrs.

Luard, and that that ring contained a stone taken from an Indian

idol, that old Luard received many letters accusing him of having

killed his wife, and that he then committed suicide ; and now
that Luard fils had telegraphed to England from India that the

jewel was mysteriously back on the idol in the temple!!!
“ Strange, isn't it,” he said, “ that there was an Indian exhibition

that year ? ” I asked if this remarkable story was in the papers.

He said enigmatically that it would not be ” allowed ” to get

into the papers for several days yet, and that the Government

had ordered an inquiry. He thoroughly believed the tale ; he

hugged it and loved it. He always has some such tale to tell.

And yet if one told him he was ingenuous he would be astounded.

October 12th, « .

Tate Gallery. Crowds. A class of girls. Many couples, who
simply used the place as they would a park in summer. One
couple stood right up against Steer’s “ Music Room ” (which I

went specially’to see)^or about a minute, and then retired saying

^ Henri Becquc'; author of Pazisienne **,
** Les Corbeaux ", and other

weU-knowni^pla}^.
•
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it looked queer. This picture still seems as good as I first thought

it was. What's the difference between a lot of Post Impression-

ism and Turner's " Interior at Petworth ", a picture I never

remarked before, but one of the finest pieces of rich colour in the

world ? Very little difference in method of seeing and treatment.

Note the dinginess and dirtiness of Turner's paint-box in a glass

case. Inconceivable almost that those pictures came out of it.

Tuesday, October 15/A.

To-day I began a new novel—^the serial for Harpers,^ Since’^April

I have written naught but 4 articles—^two for Harpers and two
for the Strand. I did practically nothing in London and in.

Brighton. We shall probably be here until we go to our new-
old house—Comarques, Thorpe-le-Soken—at the end of next

January. In the meantime I have made a lot of notes which

are being typewritten daily by a succession of secretaries. I

began secretaries again in May, and am already at my third.
V .

October 21st.

Romano's. This restaurant is quite different at lunch from

dinner. Groups of theatrical people entering ; mutually known,

a few actresses, pretty and vapid. On the whole the most

ingenuous crowd of people to be seen in any restaurant in London.

Waiting bad. Tables too close together as usual.

F. H.^ told me more fully than ever before the story of Oscar

and " Mr. and Mrs. Daventry He said he gave Oscar £50 for

the screen scene and £50 for the whole scenario. He never got

the scenario, though he paid for it. Oscar was to have written

the first act. Mrs. Pat insisted on F. H. writing the first act.

F. H. refused as it had been allotted to Oscar. Then Oscar

refused. So F. H. did it. F. H. then found out that Oscar

had sold the screen scene and the scenario to Leonard Smithers,

and the latter showed him the whole MS. of scenario signed by

Oscar. F. H., after saying to Smithers thaf he didn't want the

scenario and th^t in any case he owed him nothing, promised

£50 in any case and £100 if play Succeeded well. He said he

hadn't a cent at that time. Smithers got the money from F. H.

in tens and twenties. F. H, gradually found out that Oscar

had sold the screen scene and scenario to eleven different people.

1 “ The Price of Love.” • * ^
• Frank Harris's ” Mr. and Mrs. Daventry ” was produced at the

Royalty Theatre in October, 1900. ^
•

,
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When taxed vrith this by F. H., Oscar didn't deny it. He merely

said :

” The fact is, Frank, by writing this play and getting it

produced you're taking away one of my sources of income I

"

Later Oscar asked for another £150. He badgered F. H. till

he got it. He then said, “ Frank, you’ve paid me £250 for the

screen scene from ' The School for Scandal ' ; and you’re a very

poor man of business." Thus F. H.'s version.

H. said that Oscar was most brilliant as a talker during

hisi^t days in Paris. He had listened to him for five or six
' hours together, saying nothing but “ Go on, Oscar. Go on.”

F. H. stuck me out that “ Lady Windermere’s Fan " was good.

' Indeed, he said it was one of the six best comedies in English I

r
_

I.

October 28th.

Politics at Reform Club. Lunch with Methuen, Spender and
MacKinnon Wpod.^ Latter got into Cabinet within 5 years of

entering Parliament. Scotch. Broad, heavy; no perceptible

Scotch accent. Same agreeable jself-satisfaction as other pro-

minent Liberal politicians in the marked inequality between two
Front Benches. He said : What sort of a show do you think

they'd have (with Balfour absent) if they introduced Tariff

Reform Bill ? We should have the time of our lives." Also

like other Liberal politicians, he expres5ed the most absolute

confidence in Asquith's efiiciency. Nobody seemed to think that

Tariff Reform Bill ever would be introduced. MacKinnon Wood
regularly said nothing when he had nothing to say. The un-

willingness of everybody to discuss the details of the Balkan

War * was astonishing to me.

Wednesday, November 6th,

Day before yesterday, after having simtten about 6,000 words

of new novel, I decided to begin it again, in a somewhat different

key, but with exactly the same construction. And I did begin

it again, and at once felt easier in my mind. I also decided that

I would not make a fine MSv of it.® The regularity of the lines

and handwriting does not seem to accord with style in which

^ M.P. for St. Rollox Division, and Secretary for Scotland in the Asquith
Cabinet.

'
-

* The First Balkan War ?iad broken out on October 15.
* A reference to the special handwriting in which he wrote the M$. of

“ Old WiVBs Tale ^
‘
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this novd is to be written. A freer style than before—^ little

more' capricious and swinging.

I had to interrupt the work last week but qne to do an article

of reminiscences for the Metropolitan and the Strand, and again

on Sunday to review Allan Monkhouse's new novd, Dying
Fires ”, for the Manchester Guardian. This last is a good book.

Also I have begun to order a new library of music, through

Sharpe, and the first noble batch of stuff came to-day. More
in a few days.

Tuesday, November igth.

Last week appeared in La Grande Revue the opening instalment

of Maurice Lanoire*» translation of ” Sacred and Profane Love
This is the first of my serious novels to appear in French. The
first serious story, was ” The Matador ” in La Nouvelle Revue

Frangaise in August.

To-day I heard from Pinker that he had bought back from

Constables, their rights in ” Th^ Truth about an Author " for £40.

It was issued about ten yekrs ago, and the financial result of

the English publication to me is thus, so far, a loss of at least £30.

A Conductor's Phrases in taking a Rehearsal

Must be all dubious.

I want a savage staccato.

Nice and limpid.

Nice and stormy.

Nice and gusty.

Nice ,and manifold.

Weep, Mr. Parker, weep. (Mr. Parker weeps.) That’s jolly.

Press that ” A ” home.

Don’t handicap the crescendo.

It's not a bee’s wedding, it’s something elemental.

Gentlemen of the first fiddles. »

Try it slurred^ a sort of dot and carry two.

Not a wind you can Cut with a knj^e, you must come and die.

This echo is so teasing.

Sorry to tease you.

An intimate 'cello solo.
^

Sixth desk forward, please. (Somebodj in the orchestra,

' Sign, please.')

Sigh and die.
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Now, side-drum, assert yourself.

Eveiybody must be ^dowy together.

I want it mostly music.

That regular rum-tum which you do so ideally.

Let the pizzicato act as a sort of q)ringboard to the passage.

A freshness inside the piano.

A sudden exquisite hush.

December

A material year. Largely occupied with intestinal failure and
worldly success. By Chetham Strode's direct treatment of

massage and vibration I am now almost cured of intestinal

caprices, but I shall ever be feeble in that quarter.

All my five later plays have been performed this year. About

1,155 pfces altogether. I received (less agents* commissions)

about £16,000 dining the year, which may be called success by
any worl^y-minded author. It is apparently about as much
as 1 had earned during all the previous part of my life. And
I bought a car and a yacht, and arranged to buy a house.

We came to Paris to finish the year, after I had written one

quarter of my serial story for Harpers, This gave me the chance

to heighten the plane of the rest of the novel. We stay at the

H6tel du Rhin, and pay 50 frs. a day for a fine ground-floor flat.

Most exhausting holiday, in spite of the extreme excellence of

the food in this hotel.

Gold scarce in Paris, on account of Balkan War and on account

of fear of a big war in the spring. Nearly all change given in

silver.

I wrote comparatively few words during the year. About as

follows :
" The Regent " 80,000. “ Those United States *' 35,000,

Harper*

s

Serial 25,000. Articles 20,090. Total 160,000, without

counting Yacht Log, Journal, and a fair quantity of uotes.

Possibly 200,000 in all. But then between Ap^ Isi and
October ist I did practically nothing.



1913
January 6th.

Henry James. At Pinkers. Very slow talker. Beautiful French,

Expressed stupefaction when I said I knew nothing about the

middle-class, and said the next time he saw me he would have
recovered from the stupefaction, and the discussion might
proceed. Said there was too much to say about everything

—

and that was the thing most felt by one such as he, not entirely

without—er—er—er—er—^perceptions. When I said I lay awake
at nights sometimes thinking of the things I had left out of my
novels, he said that all my stuff was crammed, and that when
the stuff was crammed nothing more could be put in, and so it

was all right. He spoke with feeling about his recent illness.

" I have been very ill." Said he was now settled down in Cheyne

Walk, and had one or two faithful dependable servants, and so

on. An old man, waning, but with the persistent youthfulness

that all old bachelors have.

January V]ih.

Musicians, Cedric coming home from concert at Virginia Water.
" It was at the Lunatic Asylum. There was a fancy-dress ball

for the patients, and we (the solo musicians) were the ‘ interval

January 26th,

Political Debate between G. B. Shaw and Hilaire Belloc as to

Connection between Private Property and Servitude. At

Queen's Hall.

Went with Vanghanf Crammed,^ at concert prices. Not a

seat unsold. Shaw very pale with white hair, and straight.

His wife beside him. Effect too conjugal for a man at work.

Sidney ^ and Beatrice Webb next to them. Effect also too

conjugal here. Maurice Baring supporting Belloc?, both very

shabby. Maurice with loose brown boots andweased socks.

^ Ifow Lord Passfield. •
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They spoke, thus. Belloc 30 mins. Shaw 30. Belloc 20.

Shaw 20. ^ Belloc 10. Shaw 10. Time was kept to three

minutes. Belloc's first was pretty good. Shaw's first was a
first-class performance, couldn't have been better ; the perfection

of public speaking (not oratory) ; not a word wrong. But then.^

afterwards the impression that it was a gladiatorial show or’

circus performance gained on one, and at the end was a sense of

disappointment, as the affair degenerated into a mere rivalry

in " scoring ". Still I have never seen Shaw emotional before,

as he was then. Curious trick of audience, as of all audiences,

of applauding sentiments with which they were already familiar,

and receiving anything relatively new in silence.

January 2gth,

First Production of " Rosenkavalier " in England?-

Covent Garden. Began at 8.20 (20 minutes late) and finished

at midnight, with many cuts. Then 30 minutes' wait nearly,

tofmotor in procession of motors. The thing was certainly not

. H^stood by stalls and grand circle. What its reception was
ii^he amphitheatre and gallery I was too far off to judge. First

act received quite coldly. Ovation as usual at end—and an
explosive sort of shout when Thomas Beecham came to bow.
The beauty and symmetry of the boolf came out even more
clearly than on reading it. An entirely false idea of this opera

so far in England. Not sensual, nor perverse, nor depraved.

It is simply the story of a yoimg man providing a tragedy for

an ageing woman by ceasing to love her, and an ecstatic joy for

a young woman by beginning to love her. All the main theme
is treated with gravity and beauty. The horse play, and the

character of Ochs, and the 18th-century colour is incidental. It

seemed to me to be a work of the first order.
i’

January 30th.

Courting? To-nigfit sheets of rain, strong wind. I put on over-

shoes and mackintosh to go to the comer of the street to the post.

Several times lately about io p.m. I have noticed a couple that

stand under the big tree at the comer next to the pillar-box,

shielded by the tree-trunk from the lamplight. They stwd
^ Strauss's bpera was first produced in Dresden, in 1910.

* This incident madman ftnpression on Arnold ^nnett ; he frequently

mentioned it su^equently and worked it into the courting of Elsie i^d
Jo in R’ceyman Steps

/
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motionless, with hands nearly meeting round each other's backs,

tightly clasped. They were there to-night. The man was
holding an umbrella over them. Can't see what sort of people

they are. In the first place I don't like to intrude and in the

second place the shade is so dark.

Tuesday, April isL

On Tuesday, February 25th, I came to live at Comarques,

^

Thorpe-le-Soken. Marguerite came on the previous day. But
the last carpet was only put down (on the stairs) on Saturday

last. Even now fenders and fire-irons are not complete. And
we find that we could do with many more small pieces of orna-

mental furniture to finish off the appearance of the rooms.

On Monday, March 3rd, we went to London (Berkeley Hotel)

for the dinner to celebrate Mrs. Atkins's recovery, and for the

anniversary of " Milestones ", and for rehearsals of " The Great

Adventure ". After being very lively at the Atkinses' dinner at

the Caf6 Royal on Monday, Marguerite fell ill. No sleep.^^o

sleep for two nights. I had Farrar, and then two nurses.

of them, an Irish woman, lively, who broke most things she

touched, came up with us to Comarques on Monday, March loth,

and stayed about a week. The " Milestones " anniversary supper

was a great success except for the absence of Marguerite.
" Great Adventure " produced at Kingsway on Tuesday,

March 25th. M. said it was the most successful ist night of

mine she had been at. Efut she's been to so few. It finished

at 11.40 and thus made the critics cross.

Knoblock told me about a fortnight ago that in discussing

terms of French contract for " Milestones " with Lucien Guitry,

he said, to shelter himself behindme as regards certain conditions

:

" M. Bennett est tr^s aiitoritaire," whereupon Guitry said

:

" Quelle belle chose, I'autorit^ : mais—^pourtant. . .
1

"

We went to London on Saturday last, land I saw my first

public performance of " The Great Adventure ". House held

£125. Barrie with an*adopted son.on either side was there and

he never laughed. C. K. Shorter in a box opposite roared nearly

aU the time. Wish Wynne * a genius. I formed the opinion that

there was a goodish run in the play.
^

^ A<}eorgiaa mansion bought by Arnold Bennftt. jt was named after

a Huguenot family who originally settled there.
* As Janet Cannot. •
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Thursday, April yd,

Hugh de S^lincourt came in the afternoon, and left yesterday

afternoon. His face is getting more and more strikingly bizarre

in its line, and his hair much greyer. He said Coleridge's " Ode
to Dejection " was one of the supreme things. He was convinced

that both Lord and Lady Northdiffe were " dead keen " on his

work, and that satellites in the Mail office were up against him.

Anyhow he had received two autograph letters from Northdiffe,

and Lady Northdiffe, in response to a long tdegram from its

parents, had been to see the baby Bridget. At present de S.

gets £ioo down and 15 per cent, royalty, and he has published

seven books. These details will be precious in 50 years.

Unable to resume my novd yet, though I am now on the very

edge of doing so.

Friday, April 4/A.

Yesterday morning I wrote a complete 1,500 word artide,
" Phenomena at Covent Garden ", for the New Statesman—a gift

to the Webbs, due to the skilful fascinations of Beatrice Webb.
I was tired after it. I read Coleridge's " Ode to Dejection ", and
liked it, but didn't think it one of the supreme things in the

language. . . . Another of an intermitteijt series of bad nights,

so that I couldn't resume novd this morning as I meant to do.

Receipts of " Great Adventure " at Kingsway mounting up.

Which inspirited me somewhat.

Monday, April yth.

Last week, being in need of an inspirational bucking-up, I dropped
" War and Peace " and read Balzac's " Cur6 de Tours " and
" Pierrette ". Latter better than Saintsbury says it is. Balzac

was an ignorant and a crude man, often childish in his philoso-

phising. But if he«had been properly educated and influenced

he would have been a great social philosopher. His apergus are

often astounding. And h4 vitality is terrifi(y. He is full of

inspiring and agreeable ornament. Nothing of the kind in

Tolstoy. All a flat recital. Often dull, unless you give yoursdf

to it. But if you do, he is never dull. Some of Tolstoy's long

descriptions (such as^pf the wolf-hunt on Count Ilza's estate) are

extremely beauliful. Natasha is the most beautiful character

—

anyhow iQ) to p. 700 or so, where I now am.
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Friday^ April iith.

After 2 days indisposition I went on with novel again to-day,

and wrote 900 words this morning. I meant to continue tt^
afternoon, but wisely refrained. I feel rather more certain of

the damned thing now.

Monday, April

Advance of age. I now sit down to brush my hair and put my
collar and tie on. I also take a decided pleasure in forming

habits, and re-forming old ones connected with the furniture

from Fontainebleau, whose little peculiarities of locks and knobs
etc. I recognize again with positive satisfaction. The pleasure

of doing a thing in the same way at the same time every day,

and savouring it, should be noted.

I am now at close on p. 1000 of “ War and Peace ". Curious,

the episode of Lavrushka the valet, and Napoleon, in which he

takes a historical incident, and feigns that as recounted in history

it is all wrong, and gives you what he alleges to be the real truth.

Even in this early book his theory of war is already fairly complete

and obvious.

•

Wednesday, April

Fourteen hundred words yesterday. And passed p. 1100 of

“ War and Peace The description of Borodino is excellent.

And as for the French entry into Moscow, it is interesting to

compare the account by a French sergeant (I forget the name)

published last year or so—2 years ago perhaps.

Monday, April 2i.st, •

We went to London on Thursday. I for dinner of Omar Khayyam
Club. Interview with Pinker, who lunched with me, and told

me privately of his scheme for increasing dramatist's royalties

according to length of run. This at Reform Club.

Exhibition of Max Beerbohm's cartoons at Leicester Galleries.

Crowd. I was at once recognised—with a certain lack of polite-

ness—^by two men. I was ill all day. Probably yvcr—anyhow
pains in back—^very mysterious and disconcerting. Bad night.

Same illness on Friday complicated by dyspepsia. I went to

Leicester Galleries and bought njy caricature. Then^to Agne>y
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Saturday, May 3is^.

X. came yesterday to make an oil sketch of me. When I went
into the drawing-room he said :

** I knew you wouldn't like me
to make all that j

oumey alone." He had brought his chief model
with him. D—^ cheek, I thought it. But a beautiful girl

—

especially lips and main lines of body. In X. all that I didn’t

like physically was his sloping shoulders. But then Swinburne
had them. But a very little of this kind of young man goes a
long way with me. His igaorance of everything except just his

work is too trying. Can't dress

;

can't dress his hair ; can't even
look dignified except in the face, which he keeps clean-shaven.

Has read practically nothing, and has seen very little. Comes
into a 1700 A.D. house and asks you whether you have built it 1

And so on. Fastened on to a tiny reproduction of a nude by
Cranach, and said it was the most beautiful thing " in your

house ”. He wants taking seriously in hand by an expert for

about 3 years and merely educating. He seemed a strong man,
and did a good sketch of me.

Wednesday, June 4th,

Still imable to do any work. Une espice de rechute. Very bad
headache on Monday. But I have amused myself with d'Aur6-

villy's " Une vieille Maitresse "—^admirable romanticism. The
Granville Barkers came for the week-end, and made one or two
efforts to get my new play. We went to Flatford Mill on Sunday
afternoon. Very luscious and English. The finest of the sort.

Thursday, June igth,
^

Yesterday I finished the first half of the Harper novel. Wrote

1,400 words on Monday. But, exhausted by work, and by an
excess of physical exercise (taken to cure liver) I took a froid sur

la digestion on Monday night. Yesterday I wrote 1,900 words

between 10.15 and i*o'clock. Enormous. Went to bed immedi-

ately after dinner, feeling cold on shoulders and ^entre (cependant,

temp de 20° centigrade in bfedroom) ; had a hot water bottle,

which so stimulatedme that I had no desire for sleep till 3 o'clock,

when it was light again. I had 3 hours sleep at most. Neverthe-

less 1 feel faiiiLy fit this morning. This is a fair sample of " how
I go on ". To-jiay 4 have no doubt 1 shall find all necessary

ideas for the last article of the series, " The Story-teller's Craft ".

. ' «4
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Saturday, June zist,

Vedrenne and Eadie came up to lunch yesterday, in order to

angle for my next play. However they were agreeable, and did

not angle too much.

To-day I began the last of the nine articles for the Metropolitan

Magazine and wrote i,8oo words before one o'clock. Quite

unable to work yesterday, through being wakened up again, in

the middle of the night {2.38) by a banging door.

Knoblock comes to-day for the week-end.

Friday, June 27th.

Went to London on Tuesday for Cedric's concert and returned

yesterday. At the concert I seemed to see everyone I had ever

known up to the age of thirty. Vast air of a family party about

it. Simultaneous carrying of two similar bouquets by two
attendants up the two aisles to Evelyn Jennings after her first

group of songs. Probably most of the friends were nervous.

In the afternoon, just after our arrival, we saw the King and
President Poincar^ pass,^ two lonely men, one red and gold, the

other black and white and bald, along the empty road, with

soldiers and policemen dividing them from a thin crowd.

Wednesday morning, David Rice accosted me in Bond St.

Hadn't seen him format least 15 years. He cursed the British

tradesmen. So did I. On Thursday morning I went into a

swagger West End hosiers to buy a necktie. I said “ Good
morning" on entering. Vendeur was a man of 50 at least.

Through sheer social dunisiness and heaviness he made no

response, didn't even smile. It was not that he meant to be

impolite. He unthawed before I had bought two neckties, and

gloomily saluted me as I went out. Many of the shops in this

district are being cleaned.and garnished at 10 a.m.

Saturday, June 28th,

1 went to launch of Velsa at 5, but she was already gone. So I

put off in a rowboat and waited for her to return. The new
engine was pulling her along at a fine speed. Good sensation in

boarding her, in B'sea reach. Guest and two other fitters on

board. The cockpit in a fearful mess.

E. V. Lucas came, and after dinner went to bed with a cold.

' The newly-elected President of the French Republic paying an official

visit to England. _
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Wednesday, July and.

Lucas left on Monday night. We drove him to Colchester.

Progress made with three of his plays.

I read through first half of Harper novel yesterday and found

it Ms convenable. Some things in it jolly good. But now I want
« to write an entirely different sort of novel—as regards construc-

tion and manner and material.

Wednesday, July gth.

I began second half of Harper novel on Saturday and had

written 3,700 words yesterday. Stopped somewhat to-day by
culmination of an abscess well conceded in the ear.

Friday, July 25/A.

Returned from yacht Monday afternoon. I wote over 5,000

words of Harper's novel in 3 days up to last night. Health about

95 out of a possible 100. Yacht waiting at Harwich for a

favourable wind to go to Denmark. N.E. again this morning.

I went out for a walk, and at Landermere I asked a bargeman

on a barge in what direction wind was. He said due E. and

stuck to it, though he must have known it was N.E. “ Due
East according to our flag. It may have northered out a bit

since this morning but not much." He ^azed idly up at our

flag. " I wish it wasn't, I want to get out o'here. How long

do I think it'll last ? I think it'll last for 2 or 3 days. I hope

it won't. If it keeps on I shall get my rigging down and poke

her out—over these pleasant flats." A nice humorous card.

But still I don't understand why he should stick to his error

about wind.

Wednesday, July 30/A.

I finished 75,000 words of Harper serial on Monday, having

written over 12,000 words in 7 days. Health much better, and
a great return of form, but during last 4 nights very little sleep.

H. G. Wells and wife and Mrs. Byng (future neighbour)^ came
yesterday for lunch and tea. ^ I beat H. G.' at tertnis

; he played

in bare feet.

Friday, August agth.

Yesterday I returned from my cruise in the Baltic round about

^ Maj.-Gen. Byng; now Viscount Byng of Vimy, was G.O.C. East
Anglian Division, igio-ia, when he became G.O.C. Egypt.
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Denmark. I kept the log, but made no general observations

in it. What stipes me now most as regards Denmark is the

charm, beauty and independence of the women. They go about

freely, sit in caf6s together, smoke without self-consciousness.

They seem decidedly more independent than Englishwomen.

The men have charm of manner, especially of voice and tone.

The i:ace is evidently receptive, and it must be beneficially in-

fluenced by the attractiveness of its womeh. On the other hand,

Denmark struck both Rickards and me as being an unimportant

and dull little country. Its villages were simply naught. They
had nothing, except a material sufiSciency—^no beauty, no
evidence of ancient traditions. The landscape also was prac-

tically everywhere negligible.

Admirable voyage home, though we did have to sleep in the

saloon. Fine food on the J. C. La Cour (2,000 tons). Smooth
sea. Sunshine. Heat. Favourable wind. But about 20 miles

or so of fog after we left Esbjerg on Wednesday evening. The
boat empeste by a gang of English girls—^probably clerks in some
large establishment—doubtless quite decent in their own line.

But terribly gauche, ungraceful, and unfeminine and mol ficeUes

by comparison with the Danish.

To-day I began the reading of Lavisse and Rambaud's **
His-

toire G6n6rale",^ an enterprise less enormous than the writing of

it, but still enormous.

August 31SL

Read through the third quarter of the Harper serial this morning.

It seemed goodish. But there is no doubt in my mind now that

I want to change to another sort of novel—^much more auto-

biographical than I have yet written. The first and third part

of “ The Glimpse contained^a lot of essentially autobiographical

stuff, and “ Clayhanger " something of me as a boy. But I

want to write more immediately—^autobiogra^jhical work. The
third “ Clayhanger " must be quite different from “ Clay-

hanger" and "H^da". • I think I am now beginning to be

anxious to write the 3rd " Clayhanger*^' but there is a play, also

two stories, to come in front of it.

Friday, September $th. •

Richard Pryce came on Wednesday and beibre^ight he had
^ ** Histoire de France jusqu'a la Revolution."
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read to us his play founded on " Helen with the High Hand
which was all right in essentials. He worked on a few minor

alterations yesterday.

By yesterday evening I had written 3,400 words of Harper

novel in three days. By means of sbaip exercise and perspiration

I about cured my liver in 6 days, despite a N.E. wind.

Sunday, September yth. '

The extreme inventiveness of some dreams is remarkable. I

dreamt last night that I had to rush every few minutes to see

Russiail ttains come into a tube station as I was expecting a

a friend from Russia, I think. Between two trains, I strolled

off the platform on to a bridge over a canal, on which were ships

whose immense and very ornate bowsprits came up as high as

the bridge. Turning another way I saw a very muddy road,

and in this road a little acrobat (one of a troupe) was performing.

He was 8 or 9 years of age. The greasy road was a very difficult

* take-off ' but he had to do a double somersault with such a

take-off, and he did it, two complete revolutions with only a
slight slip on his back on alighting. He then lay on his back

in the mud to do another trick, and I then noticed that he was
smoking a thick strong cigar, puffing away at it all the time.

He was forced by his brutal persecutors to smoke this awful

cigar all the time, and to keep puffing at it continuously. A
tremendous refinement of cruelty. Even as I write my gorge

rises at the memory of the cigar in his small mouth. He clenched

his small hands to prepare for the spring from his back. He
did this several times, and then I woke up. I can’t imagine

what led to this dream, unless it was my physical exercises daily

and a fairly strong cigar at night.

Tuesday, September gth.

Constant moderate perspirations through sharp exercise seem

to be putting me into form. Yesterday was a proper sort of

day for my trade. 400 words before break^st. After break-

fast, newspapers, cigar. Then 800 words. Then dictation of

letters. A few ‘ Muller ' exercises. A quarter of an hour in

garden. A section of Lavisse's “ Histoire Generate Lunch.

Flaubert's •correspondence. Sleep. Early tea. In car with

Marriott to L^dcftnertf to make a watercolour—4 to 6 o'clock.

Car canje back to fetch our things. We walked home. Over
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2 miles, mostly uphill and over rough ground, in 29 minutes.

Profuse perspiration. Change. Bath. Dinner. Champagne.
Cigar. Coffee. Bed at 10 p.m. and a very fairish night. Abso-
lutely no time at all cut to waste between 7 a.m. and 7.30 p.m.

when we dine. I can always do more work when I have many
other things on hand, and when I am following a programme
that is rather a tight fit for the day.

Friday, September iqth,

1 finished penultimate instalment of Harper*

s

serial on Monday ;

was then perturbed by ducks at night (5 nights altogether) for

2 days, and began last instalment yesterday ; and wrote 3,000

words yesterday and to-day. I now go off to yacht to meet
Atkins. I am in good form for work.

I hear to-day that run of “ The Great Adventure was spoilt

in Sydney by small-pox epidemic.

Sunday, September aSth.

To Marguerite's golf club yesterday. We went there through

a street of villas, with tennis-lawns rather close fitted etc.

Excellent imitation of suburbs of London, and cleaner. Golf

Club. House the most miserable architecture, with no proper

place for autos to drive up to, though plenty of autos, and so

far as I knew, no accommodation for chauffems. Whole place

too small. Men's rooms (lords at ease therein). Common tea

room (devilish cold in winter) and women's quarters. Course

beautiful. Shut off from sea by a natural sea wall. Some
gestures of men in playing a ball superb in ease, laxity and
strength. Women following a couple of men about who were

playing. Doubtless wives or lovers etc. Immense sense of space.

Also great sense of a vast organization. But no artistic sense.

The architecture I repeat, miserable, piffling, mean. And a rotten

little 3 cornered flag flying * F.G.C.' instead of a superb standard

floating in the breeze. The women in white or gay colours

were not unattractive in the mass, and some were beautiful,

and quite a few pretty. Certain mStrons also very agreeable.

Thursday, October 2nd,

Finished Harper*

s

serial, " The Price of Love **\^ at noon

fifteen on Monday last, in a state of same Jxhiustion.

^ Published in England in book form the following year.
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^
Thursday, October isth.

X-ast week I wrote the- first of a series of short stories for the

Cosmopotttan, “The Life of Nash Nicklin ", *8,000 words.

Fipish^ it Saturday. On Sunday the Atkinses^ H. Sullivan and

Raphael^c^e for lunch, and we went Sullivan's for

dii^Ber. On Mohday we drove ta London.

Last night we drove to Harwich, took G.E.R. steamer Vienna

and. arrived at Antwerp at 8.15 a.m. to-day. Grand Hotel.

Room and bathroom, both large. 20 frs. Old fashioned and
ugly; but seemingly good. Dreadful ride in hotel omnibus

over cobbled roada from quay to hotel. We drove out at

10 a.m. in closed cab, round boulevards to Mus6e Plantin, where

I searched for a particular room whose details I thought 1 had
remembered for 16 years, and couldn't find—^indeed was about

convinced that such a room had never existed.

Friday, October lyth.

This morning; absolutely perfect October weather. Mus6e
Royal. Very fine, old masters. Modem side rotten. Market
Place. Endless time on chimes from 11.30 to 11.41. We went
into cathedral—and the carillon started again for Big

pictures in cathedral veiled in green. Lortche-ness of ecclesiastical

attendants. Market afoot in Market place. -

After lunch we visited port. Finest thing in Antwerp. We
were first struck by little brasseries along good main street, each

with a little grue, aproned and rnhtite, sitting outside sewing,

to attract ; they must be extraordinarily attractive to sailors.

Scores of these places. Glimpses of streets encore plus louches.

Immense impression of travail. 30 miles of quays. New basins

still being constructed. Bridge from one road to another opened
for passage of steamer. Much traffic held up on both sides.

By the time it is closed again, hundreds of workmen collected,

and dozens of heavy waggons. Some men chewing monstrous
lumps of bread. Red Star Liner Lapland arrived from
U.S.A. Long procession^ of returned emigrants therefrom

;

some stupid, some full of character. One procession solely men
(with a long camion^ middle full of their handbags) ; another

both of men and women ; all had little round discs on breast.

I saw one |f;eaiiLier Aiove out (scraping h^ side all the way)
and a larger one come itSb a basin with 4 tugs. Immense area

« - ....
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of port. Superb view of Antwerp with, spires from, pne spot,

over blue water. Magnificent sunset
; ^ masts and derricks

gradually bec^e black tod silhouetted. Droye back to town,
passing throu^ 2 streets full of caf4 concerts Same effect of

.

silhouette ag^lSilt toperb red and orange. Port fulf'of grain

and wood. ^ *

Brussels, Sunday, October 19/A.

We came to Brussels yesterday. Journey 28 min. M. indis-

posed. At Gare du Nord, scarcity of porters, and very bad and
unwilling work because tips ire put into a common fund. It

takes one man’s time to watch what the men receive. A non-

porter said to me :
" Les porteurs sont trop faineants pour venir

ici" (i.e. to the far end of the platform where the train stopped).

H6tel Astoria in.Rue Royale, but not near enough to the Parc.

1 dined alone at Rest, du Helder, and it made much the same
impression on me as 17 years ago. Good, but not good enough.

Too dear. Still, a discreet place, with good service. A fat

middle aged (pian came in with a grue. Gnie very vulgar. She

turned her head away from the grosse brute iftost of the time, and

sneered a lot^ The efforts of the man to be gay and natural

were rather good. She was just another of those who are

col^tent to take money which they are too careless to earn.

While here we had news of the production of " The Great

Adventure " in New York on Thursday last—ten days late. It

does not seem to have been a very eclatant success.

Wednesday, October 22nd.

Drove about. Admirable lunch at Restaurant Etoile. Then
Mus^e Royal, old masters. Satisfactory. Then Palais de

Glace. Tea room gratuit, ‘Many gentilles petites femmes,

Ide^ for " Don Juan Dined in hotel at night. Not good.

Then Donnay’s “ Les Eclaireuses ” at Theatre? du Parc. First

two acts passablement amusants. Third feeble. Fourth rotten.

False throughout, with too many idiotic jeux de mots, but

impression of first two acts agreeable though mediocre. This

suffragette play is supposed to be very advanced. Cest dejd

vieux jeu. Oldish couple behind us who told a friend* that they

had not brought their daughter, who was jast about to be

married, as they feared it might unsettle her. jSnissels public

very stolid and uncomprehending.

»
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Paris, Thursday, October 23rd.

Arrived in Paris at 5.15 yesterday afternoon. Some dday at

douane. Cipa ^ here (H6tel du Rhin) at the same time as us

;

et puis Ida, We dined quickly and unpacked and dressed with

marvellous haste, and were at the Th6itre du Vieux Colombier

at 8.30 for dress rehearsal of “ Une femme tu6e par la douceur "
;

and “L'Amour M6decin”, with Copeau in charge. Crowded
with first night public, and literary public. Many women tr3dng

to look young and only succeeding at a distance, with worn-out

skins. Many very cheaply dressed. In fact nearly all the

literary public had the air of being dans la deche. Extraordinary

muddle at vestiaire, A slight feeling of preciosity. But play

well and sincerely done. A naif thing, getting fairly strong

towards the end.

Sunday, October 26th,

Thursday afternoon Calvo took us to Salle des F^tes du Journal,

to see a Russian danseuse nue—seance particuli^re. She was not

nue, but with a ‘ diaphony ' that was better. About 20 people,

including the most serious, such as Kostileff, the Russian. The
offices of Journal, vast. Salle overdecorated, and without

originality, still, in a recognisable style.
^
Nothing in the slightest

degree troublant in the dancing. Middle-aged dame at piano.

A well-known little sculptor explained. . . .

Friday, October 31st.

Yesterday afternoon I went with Cipa to Hessel, 26 Rue La
Bo^tie, and bought a small Vuillard for £100. Tea alone. Then
with M. to view Rue du Faubourg St. Honore. Just dark.

Nothing like this in London for luxurious shoppiness. Bought

books.

Mo}iday, NoveiHber 3rd,

Lunch at Martin's. Tea at Comilli^'s where Janvier, Roy
Devereux, Esther Swansdn. Dined at Henri's, and then with

Madame Edwards to " Le Secret " by Bernstein—^Bouffes

Parisiens. The rottenest piece by Bernstein, and almost by
anyone, that I ever saw. I had to go twice to see Simone *

* Cipa Godebi&i.'^is olS friend.

* ^ladame Simone had appeared in ** Le Secret ** at the New Theatre,

London,*in June of this year. •
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in her Ipge. (Electric light in quantities both at top and at

bottom, of her p^che, burning all the time.) Dark eyelids.

She said she liked Le Secret " very much, and thought “ Le
Vieil Homme" idiotic. However, I gave my view. I said:
" Vous 6tes magnifique, mais sans vous la pi^e ne serait rien

du tout." She swallowed it with ease. She spoke English very

well indeed, but with an accent.

Wednesday, November 4/A.

Yesterday afternoon. Ravel, Madame Andr^e, the Godebskis,

and Calvo came for tea. The Bions dined with us at Giro's,

and then to the revue at La Cigale—^which might have been

worse. Indigestion yesterday and to-day. The strangest

phenomenon in Paris is the interest excited among sane people

such as Godebski by the appointment of a new director of the

Op6ra.

Thursday, November 20th.

I meant to begin writing of my play " Don Juan " on Saturday

the 15th, but was somewhat indisposed. I began it on
Monday 17th. . . . Fred and Stanley Alcock came last Thurs-

day (13). Stan, left on Saturday and Fred on Sunday, in his car.

Marguerite and I went ix> London yesterday for the first Sharpe

concert. Lunched at Carlton. Lack of chic among women
there. As Misia Edwards said of Savoy

—
‘ vieux chameaux

I then went to Reform and conversed with Methuen. Last

week (motor-show week) was the finest " The Great Adventure
"

has had. On Saturday we all went over to a special Red
Cross matinee of “ The G. A." at Colchester, with Shiel Barry

and Athene Seyler in principal parts. It was an admirable

performance. I went and saw Athene and Shiel in their retreats.

Friday, November 2ist, ,

Walking last night for exercise along the Station Road (6.30 p.m.)

I saw the light of» Clacfon (not the Jights—^the light) and of

Frinton, over the brows ; a reflection in the sky . . . Idea of

a desolate coast (relatively) with the human settlements rather

precariously here and there upon it. Darkness everywhere and
just those lights on the clouds from below. Sense *of the ad-

venture of living on the earth at all \ and the essential

similarity of all human existences. Idiocy of loathing or .«j:orning
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a different kind of existence from your own ; e.g. my attitude

towards the primness of Frinton and its golf-club.

I am putting rather more work into draft; of Don Juan
"

than usually in my drafts of plays. The realistic idea has gone

nearly altogether in this play. In its ignbring of realistic detail

in order to get an effect required, it is rather impressionistic.

This is the first time I have realised the possibility of a similarity

between literature and art in impressionism. I expect that in

looking for a parallelism to art in literature, I had been looking

for the wrong thing, while the right thing was under my nose

all the time.

Monday, November 2^th.

I finished the draft of the first act of “ Don Juan " this morning.

It is not a good draft, but it is perhaps a better one than any
draft of any previous play of mine.

As I was reading history this afternoon, I thought :
" I am 46.

On the decline. M^y fill my head with knowledge ? '' An
absurd reflection, but it passed several times through my mind.

Friday, November 28th.

Deranged slightly all week with a chill on the colon. B. came
yesterday for the day to discuss wills and leases. He told me
with perfect seriousness a story of a commercial enterprise in

which he was interested—a search for the Ark of the Covenant,

Urim, and Thummim, plate of the Temple etc.—^based on a
cypher discovered by a Finnish scholar in an early copy of the

book of Ezekiel at St. Petersburg. Over £3,000 already spent on
the excavations, stopped by Turkish authorities who have now
given permission again ; but the affair is in suspense at present

as the principal contributor of funds (who has already given

£20,000 alone) is in a lunatic asylum. The singular irony of this

did not seem to* strike B.

Thursday, December 4^^. • «

On Tuesday Arthur L. Humphreys ^ came up to lunch, and to

inspect my books with a view to a catalogue. He told us how
he had wdked from London to Land’s End, and from London
to Edinburgh, at 37 miles a day. We took him to Landermere,

Kirby-le-Sokfef£;^alton and Frinton. He seemed determined

A ^ Partner in the firm of Hatchards.
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to find out about the* history of Comarques. Often in France,

but incapable of speaking French with any fluency. He said

that he thought novels of to-day immensely superior to those

of 20 years ago. He said that at Xmas, numbers of people

made up their minds to buy “
‘ Whitaker ' and one other book

The other book might be a volume of devotional verse. He said

that novels more and more dominated the book market.

Monday, December 8th,

J. C. Squire came on Saturday. Long hair, Jaegerishly dressed.

But sound, competent, honest in argument. He was highly in

favour of Webbs etc., and said the New Statesman was going on
excellently, as to finance. He could not appreciate Tailhade's

verse. Left this morning, very Jaegerish.

I finished the second yachting article for the Century on
Friday afternoon. Saturday morning je bricolais, arranging

books etc.

Friday, December X2th,

Ravel ^ arrived last night at 7.40.

Monday, December i^th.

Excursion to Ipswich,* Saturday. Shops closed at i p.m.—at

least all good ones except antiquaries. We went into three and
bought a number of things. Ravel also. Walpole came in the

afternoon—6.40.

I began the actual writing of “ Don Juan '* on Friday after-

noon, and it seemed to go fairly well. I read “ Bubu de Mont-

parnasse " lately. A little book
;

good. Then " Dans les

Rues of Rosny Aine, which describes making of an apache.

This is a less absorbing book^ by a greater man than C. L. Philippe.

Some of the scenes in it are magnificent. It did not enchant me,
as did some of Bubu ", but it held me. •

Saturday, December 2yth,
^

Rickards came on Christmas Eve. Doran came on Sunday
morning. Doran left this morning, to spend week-end with
Ernest Hodder Williams. He said that while he was there he

didn’t have to go to chapel and Ejrnest^dn't go either.

^ Maurice Ravel, the well-known French composer.
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Wednesday, Thursday and yesterday I wrote 4,500 words of a
^ort story, in spite of guests and eating.

I am now re-reading " The Way of all Flesh ", It stands it.

There is very little wrong with this book, even technically.

But the trick oi reading a piece of the narrative to the hero

himself and then writing down what the hero’s comment on it

was, IS a mistake—especially when it is repeated.

Wednesday, December ^isL

1 finished “ The Way of all Flesh " yesterday. All this book is

good. I even suspect it may be better than I think it is.

I finished the first act of " Don Juan ” yesterday. It seems

asSez bien.

According to Miss Nemey's^ calculations there have been

over 2,700 performances of my plays during this year. I have

published " The Regent ”, ” Paris Nights ”, ” The Plain Man
and His Wife ” and ” The Great Adventure ”. I have written

most of ” The Price of Love ”, the whole of ” The Story Teller’s

Craft ”, sundry articles, 2 short stories, and one act of my new
play. I did no work for over a month when we moved in to

Comarques ; I took the whole of August for a holiday in the

Baltic, and 3 weeks in Belgium and Paris in October and
November.

Added later. '

Net earnings received during 1913. Books £6,924 i8s. rd.

Plays £8,524 19s. od. Total £15,449 ^7^' The gross sum
(before papng agents’ fees) was £17,166 los. rd. In addition,

interest on investments, £405 11s. ^d. All this handsomely
beats last year's record.

^ Miss W. Nerney, Arnold Bennett's secretary.
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Thursday, January isL

I read J. H. Rosny*s Les Xip6huz **. It is like early Wells.

Good, but entirely arid, as it has no individual human interest,

or scarcely any. Also, it is short. Also there is no explanation

or theory given of the “ Farms Thus a question is raised

without being settled and legitimate curiosity unsatisfied.

Nevertheless it has interest. Evidently the book has reached

some permanency of fame, despite its extreme shortness, as

mine is the edition definitive.

Hard snow on ground
; bluish tinted (I suppose from sky)

with blue shadows. Birds seem to be a little less shy just now.

Friday, January 2nd,

I began 2nd act of “ Don Juan yesterday.

Stopped by neuralgia from working to-day. I had it yesterday,

but I worked. •

January ^rd,

I resumed work again all right this morning.

The Spences came over to^dinner on Thursday night from
the Grand Hotel, Frinton. Spence ^ said that Mrs. Maybrick was
understood to be guilty,2 and that she had confessed to wardresses

immediately after sentence. It was said that she had arsenic in

pocket of her peignoir and administered it by means of a handker-

chief pressed to Maybrick*s mouth when he complained of dry
lips or something of that kind. But Spenco did not explain

how Charles Russell remained always persuaded of her innocence.
•

Monday, January $th.

Finished " Marie Donadieu " in the night. On the whole it is

not as good as " Bubu ", but it contains fine scenes.^ But they

^ E. F. Spence, later K.C., was dramatic ^ritic of the Westminster
Gazette,

• Of poisoning her husband. She was tried in 1889. ^
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nearly all talk too much. And they nearly all talk as Jean
alone (and the author himself) would really have talked. It is

wonderful talking per se. Some of the Ibve scenes are perhaps

more vivid than any great novelist could have written (e.g.

Dostoievsky and Turgenev), and yet the book is not great. It

has no large architectonic quality. Some of it is dull, also

;

but this may happen in almost any book.

I walked all yesterday morning/ and worked all the afternoon.

I did over 3 mortal hours on “ Don Juan " this morning. It

exhausted me. I had meant to go on with it this afternoon, but

by the time I had done a lot of damnable correspondence about

other people's affairs, I had nothing left in me except the desire

for exercise.

Referring to Vedrenne's habitual phrase in negotiational

bluffings
—

“m throw all my cards on the table "—I was told

that Marie Tempest and Graham Browne at Pall Mall Restaurant,

crowded, saw Vedrenne come in and look round, and Marie

said :
'* What's Vedrenne looking for ? " Browne replied

:

" He must be looking for a table to throw his cards on."

I finished big love scene in Act II this morning.

No work yesterday as I had almost no sleep the night before

(and very little the night before that).

e

Monday, January zzth.

This morning I finished the second act of " Don Juan ".

More information as to the lower class holiday in August. A
specimen of the co-operative Jioliday of the middle-class,

where under the strain of idleness and new conditions, most of

the manners (mediocre at best) of the middle-class go all to pieces

at one moment or another. The secret provincialism of the

whole crowd (except the younger generation) came out clearly.

A set that frequents only itself.

m

Sunday, January 18/A.

Barber's yesterday at Frinton. Read ^ said he had been there

and that it was smart and clean, but lacked things. Behind
tobacco shop. Long white curtains over window (clean) to hide

back yard. Very small room. Very small fire. 3 marble

basins with fitments.

No antiseptic^Irangements so far as I could see. Room cold.

/ ^ Arnold Bennett's chauffeur.
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Sturdy small boy who opened door for me, knickers, apron

(not clean) ;
Shall you operate on me ? No, sir," with

a grin. Man doing shaving. No greetings from barber. Dirty

apron and coat hanging up on wall. Array of mugs with

sponges. I stood with back to fire, and looked at Daily Mirror,

Had not to wait long. Place looked clean but wasn't. Thick

dust on gas-shades and many cobwebs. Chair too high, a
modern chair, which required footstool. I commented on height.

Barber said :
" It's not high enough for me as it is. I always

have to stoop." I suggested footstool. He said, " They do
have them in some places." I asked if business good. " No,

very short season." A nice mild man, tall, badly shaven, baggy
worn knees. But decent. No energy. Had to go out in middle

to talk to a customer about mending a pipe
—

" Excuse me, sir."

Parted my hair on wrong side and badly. Shoved his sleeve in

my eye. Didn't show me the back of my head. Doubtful

towels. Indiarubber sponge. Price lod. Still a decent chap.

(If I write an article out of this, I might describe Paris barbers,

and insist on inferiority of English barbers, with general reference

to slackness and inefficiency.)

I finished 3rd act " Don Juan " on Friday night, after fairly

huge labours.

Read nearly all of Tristan Bernard's " Amants et Voleurs ".

The first tale (long), "Tabre et Casque", is admirable. The
rest are merely brief ' fait-divers '.

Also in John Mitchel's " Jail Journal This is a good
browsing book. Much of the self-analysis or self-description is

tedious. It could be cut down and made manageable.

Lastly. Conrad's " Chance " came yesterday. Read 150 pp.
This is a discouraging book for a writer, because he damn well

knows he can't write as well as this. The episode of the arrival

of the news of de Barral's bankruptcy at his house in Hove
where his daughter and her superb friend of a governess are

living is simply sublime. I know nothing better than this,

and precious little as *good. I happened to read it in the

night.

^ John Mitche], the Irish Nationalist, was sentenced to 14 years' penal
servitude for inciting to rebellion. After some years he csc&ped from the

penal settlement in Tasmania, and settled in U.S.Apn^Iis **
Jail Journal,

or Five Years in British Prisons ", appeared in 1854 . R been re-issued

many times.
^

•
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Saturday
t
January 24/A.

Touching the alleged fact that a name scarcely counts with a

theatrical manager in choosing a play, Nancy Price offered

Pryce's version of “ Helen with the High Hand " to Frohman,

who offered to do it only on the condition that I would sign it.

As I had always declined to do this, of course the thing was off.

I finished Conrad's “ Chance " in the middle of the night.

It is very fine. The best chapters are “ The Governess " and

the last one. The Tea Party chapter, and " On the Pavement

"

chapter are too long. The indirect narrative is successfully

managed on the whole, even to fourth hand narrative, but here

and there recounted dialogue and gesture is so minute as to be

unconvincing.

In P. G. Hamerton's “Round my House" (p. 160) he says

that rise in prices during ‘ last ten years ' in France had been

so great as to induce some French people to dispense with

servants. No date on this book. No clue to its date. But I

should put it in the seventies. I suppose this rise of price

business recurs at intervals, and always makes the same upset

and then adjusts itself.

All this week I have taken a long walk in the mornings and
worked on “ Don Juan " in the afternoons, with some success.

I am now on the last scene of the last* act.

London, January 31st,

I finished Don Juan " on Sunday night, rather to my surprise.

Got to Berkeley Hotel at noon on Wednesday. I lunched with

Mrs. Lee Mathews. Scott-James came at 5 to beat me down
in price of an article for his new paper. ^ Sharpe concert at night.

Acute neuralgia. Little sleep. Thursday—^Pinker in morning.

Bob Davis and wife to lunch. Much pleased with them. Lucas

to tea, Atkins^* knd Rickards to dinner-then to Olympia. Not
bad. Friday, McKiimel, Wheeler and Pryce here at ii. Then
to Vaudeville i Theatre. Welch ill. Rosher and Methuen to

lunch at Reform. Heniy James joilied us afterwards and
reminisced excSlently. Hy. James said of Reform : This is

for me now a club of ghosts. There were special comers and
Chairs. It is fuller, too, now than it used to be." He also said

that the club was built before dubs were fully understood, and

^ R. A. Scott-James had just started the New Weekly,

* J. Bt Atkins, an old friend, was assistant editor of the Spectator.
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he objected to largeness of atrium or cortile, making all rooms

round it seem small. He described in full James Payn's daily

life :—drove down from Maida Vale or somewhere to Smith

Elder’s,^ and left there before i in order to be at club at i.

Numberless friends. Amusing companion. Played whist etc.,

every afternoon and got home (driving) about 7. Never walked.

Never wanted other interests. ' No intellectual curiosity. Large

family, but was not interested in it. I asked when he did his

work. James said he certainly never worked either afternoon

or night. He was continually politely sarcastic about Payn.

He now lives on river at Chdsea. He likes pavements, shop-

fronts, and the convenient taxi. He said If I was rich, instead

of being in grovelling poverty"—^He made as if to go once,

then asked if he might stay a little longer, and did so.

Monday Fehrmry gth.

Thursday last we went to London by car, and ran into a coal

cart at ii.io a.m. in Lee Bridge Road. Much excitement and

crowd. It gave me a headache, which grew capriciously and
lasted. Marguerite absolutely calm throughout. Back axle bent

and much damage to coachwork. Still, we finished
j
oumey in car.

Afternoon 5 p.m. " Parsifal " at Covent Garden. Putrid

performance. BodauzSy commonplace conductor. Poor or-

chestra. Appalling scenery, costumes and scenic effects. Ugly.

Some good singing. Rotten female chorus amazingly ugly and
ill-dressed. Also long stretches of dull music. I never saw

uglier scenery. I went to sleep in middle of each act. Over

after ii. Great deal of music fine. Better than I expected.

Friday, Pinker to lunch at Berkeley. Vernon came. Details

settled for production of " A Good Woman "
* (*‘ Be sure your

sins will find you out ") at Palace Theatre on Monday i6th.

At night, first night of " A Midsummer Night's Dream at

Savoy. Stylistic quality of much of this ^lay is marvellous.

But the two love stories and the love-philtre-ing tedious.

Scenery not reall}^ good, but exquiske after Covent Garden.

Saturday, February

I finished the third of the Velsa articles for the/^erUury on

* James Payn was reader to these publisheA and ctS^or of the Cornhill

Magazine.
• “ Rivals for Rosamund," see p. 81% • •
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Thursday morning, and fini^ed reading and correcting t3^pe-

script of " Don Juan " on Thursday afternoon. Also I finished

reading Jules Romain's "Mort de Quelqu'un". This short

novel, though often amateurish, and indeed sometimes puerile

in technique, is a really original work. The collective feeling

of groups of men, and the influence of thought on thought, are

remarkably done. It could propcJrly be called psychic

Yesterday morning we came to London. Lunch at hotel.

Then rehearsal of " Helen with the High Hand " at the Vaude-

ville. Dined at hotel. Then Zangwill's Melting Pot ” at

Queen's Theatre. A dreadfully bad piece. We left after the

3rd act. All vieux jeu ; hollow, reverberating with clumsy

echoes of old style eloquence. No human nature in it, except

a bit regarding home life of Jews.

Monday, February 16/A.

Schmitt for lunch, \ hour late. Drank a lot of stout, and
thoroughly enjoyed eating and drinking. Upstairs in sitting-

room he objected to having a small table by his side for coffee,

as it morally prevented him from getting up and walking about

at will. We took him (Rickards also, who came to lunch) to

Wallace Collection. I noted a fine " Music Lesson " of Steen, and
a small picture by L6opold Robert. Wb left Schmitt and his

Baedeker in street to find his way to Russell Sq. alone. Then
aU of us to South Place Institute for concert. Quartet of Ravel,

and Quintet of Schmitt.

Wednesday, February 18/A.

Rivals for Rosamund " received with amiable indifference at

Palace Theatre on Monday night. Last night I went to see it

myself with J. Atkins. The first hilf was quite well received

;

the last half coldly. This was right. It is no real good, and if

I had realised this barlier I would not have let it be done. Pro-

duction and acting goodish.

Characteristic of theatrioal methods. ‘^My ifitme was misspelt

on the painted notice in front of the Vaudeville Theatre, and
the title of the short play was given wrongly in the illuminated

sign in fron/: of the Palace Theatre.

Dress rehearsa^f “ IJ. with High Hand " on Monday night

was good. The original end had been restored, with my chief

.emendatim preserved.
,
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Thursday, February igtt.

Returned home yesterday afternoon. I bought “ Autobiography

of Mark Rutherford *' and " Mark Rutherford's Deliverance
"

in yd, editions at station. And in the night I had finished

reading the latter. Very impressive and original. Fine style,

no scheme of construction. As a continuous narrative extra-

ordinarily amateurish. The man had no notion of fiction. But
a work not easily forgotten. Full of wisdom and high things.^

Middle-aged couple in our compartment yesterday. Well

and quietly dressed. Upper class. Restrained. Extremely

good natural and trained manners. The woman (35) especially

was charming in her admirable breeding. Evidently wealthy.

They talked in such a low tone that, although the articulation

was perfectly clear, one did not hear unless one listened. After

about an hour the woman, reading Daily Mail, said : What
is a tympani solo } " The man made a gesture of non-compre-

hension. She passed him the paper. He read the passage,

and made a scarcely perceptible sign of ignorance. " Don't

you know ? " she asked quietly. He repeated the sign—^would

not speak (as they were not alone). Her glance seemed to say

to him : Pardon me asking you such an outlandish impossible

thing." She took bafk the Daily Mail,

Saturday, February 21st,

Pianoforte recital by F. M. at Frinton Hall last night in aid of

Tendring Parish funds. Hall centrally heated, but draughty.

Uncomfortable chairs. Rush-bottomed chair (cost about 3s.) for

pianist. Old Broadwood baby grand. Pedal creaked. Rotten

tone. Ladies of Frinton and of Tendring parishes in evening

dress. Two parsons, who felt they must speechify afterwards.

Pianist a man about 40, agreeable slightly curt smile. Ferocious

look when he was pla5dng often. Beethoven, Rameau, Chopin,

Scarlatti, Debussy, Liszt, etc. Piano iihpossible. Intense,

almost tragic sadness pf provincial musical affairs, second-rate

or tenth-rate under bad conditions. A gentle snobbishness

(artistically) among the women. One man (friend of pianist)

called out 2 or 3 times after a piece, amid the applau.se,
"

'Core,

'core," very loudly and staccato. And he had. his encore.

^ William HaleWhite, who wrote underthename of^ark.Rutherford, was
educated for the Congregational ministry but became a clerk in the Admir-
alty. These two novels were'published^in 1881 and 1885. He ()ied in 1913.
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Audience determined to appreciate high-class music, and applaud-

ing the noisiest and most showy. Crass inertia and stupidity of

sundry women around me, determined to understand and to

enjoy nothing.

Saturday, March i^h.

On board Veka.

I finished the last of the 6 articles *' From the Log of the

Vdsa " on Monday Mch 2nd and was exhausted. Tuesday I

packed and arranged, and on Wednesday Mch 4th we came to

London. Dined with Rickards and Pryce at Pall Mall

Restaurant and then to see "Helen with High Hand" at

/Vaudeville. The audience were very pleased by the play.

On Friday we came to Paris. Roughish crossing. On
Saturday, March 7th, Th^^tre du Vieux Colombier. "Le
Testament du P^re Leleu " (Martin du Card), " La Jalousie de

Barbouill6 " and " La Navette ". Excellent. Quite a good
audience. Met Morrell and Lady Ottoline M.^ Previously to

this we had been to a conference on " Musical Geography " by
Calvo. Dined at Cipa*s. Bions called before dinner. Fargue,

Vin6s, Sert and Aubry came in afterwards.

Wednesday, March nth, we came to Hy^res. We joined the

yacht on Friday morning.

Orvieto, Tuesday, April 21s/.

Left the yacht yesterday.* Histoire avec Voctroi. The head

thereof said our baggage ought to be examined by customs.

At last, after much worrying of himself, he told us to go. Fine

weather. Rather windy. Dusty. Splendid sky-scapes. The
Campagna full of purples and bright greens. Turned off high

road to Viterbo in order to see Capficola and palace thereof.

Lunch at Viterbo after a sharp descent from chilly hills. Old

waiter at hotel said^he had always been honest. Thus he was
a Roman, and did not like to say that Viterbo water was
better even than Roman water, but it wa^, though it was
against the interest of the h&tel trade in mineral water to say so.

Then to Montefiascone. Great view of purple and bright

^ See note, p. 275.
• The Velsa hSid been sent by canal through France to Marseilles, where

Arnold Bennett boaaied hei? and coasted along the Riviera and Italy.

His wife went by car. The Velsa was lent to the Admiralty during the

'yyar, and vds afterwards sold. «
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greens. Hundreds of sq. miles. Then descent to Lake of

Bolsena and Bolsena town and then rise to hills, and sudden,

view of Orvieto in midst of amphitheatre of hills. Unsurpassed.

Like a show mushroom grown there. Serrated outline of towers.

We were met by hotel-boy at gate of town. Hotel dei Belli

Arti. Dear. Fairish. Slept in a longish room of a palace

with large paintings of Judith and Holofemes etc. Marble

floor. Plenty of pre-renaissance architecture in this town. I

walked to bottom end of Corse Cavour last night (clear—after

rain) and heard voices and saw groups and lights of blinds.

Ever3^hing was alive up the dark courts, lighted by one electric

lamp. At 9, groups of well-dressed families began to emerge

from courts to see last performance of a Fregoli imitator named
Marbis, who was doing '' Zaza " all by himself.

Siena, Wednesday, April 22nd.

Too ill most of yesterday to sit up in the car and be intelligent.

Before leaving Orvieto we went into cathedral. A fiendishly

noisy office going on between 3 or 4 old priests with awful voices.

No audience. Chapels good. Well pleased. Then round

town. Went to find very early church, S. Giovanni, trbs

primitive. After we had entered it and gone away, it occurred

to me that we had not seen it at all, but another quite ordinary

church. So much for one's artistic education. On gobe tout.

Gorgeous and glorious drive over mountains from Orvieto.

At first we couldn't see Orvieto Cathedral ; then we saw its

peaks, and then we couldn't see anything else ; it was the one

thing that stood out on Orvieto's hill. Lunch at Montepulciano.

I couldn't see it ; but I walked about a bit, after taking a room
at Albergo Marzocco to sleep in. Fine palaces. A great deal

of Garibaldi. •

Then to Pienza, where the piazza is small but fine. At S.

Quirico, Read wouldn't stop, and we had a lovely glimpse of a

primitive carved church. Had I known the name of the place

I should have stepped"the car, but I didn't. As it is, the glimpse

remains exquisitely in ‘the memoty. This is a good way of

seeing things occasionally.

Arrived at Siena at 3.50. Surprised at liveliness and beauty

of this town. Drove to Duomo. 7.15. Office going on.

Crowds entering, large crowds. PrieAs at u large desk trans-

acting business with the Faithful, in front of a large box marked
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ohlazioni. Then* a monk in a brovihi robe appeared in a high

.pulpit and began to preach. We had to leave.
*

' »

Siena, Thursday, April 23rd.

Y^terday spent chiefly in following Baedeker up and down
Siena, with good results. The most memorable single thing we
saw was a picture by Sano di Pietro (with a woman in it) on the

ground floor of the Palazzo Communale. The charm of the

cathedral is extreme. Fine renaissance altars and things in

various small churches. Casa di S. Caterina. Very little of it

left. A bit of alleged old floor, carefully boarded, with hinges,

here and there. The place chiefly a series of very ugly chapels.

In charge of a young agreeable priest.

On piazza of S. Agostino I essayed a drawing, with bad results.

I managed to convey to the cocker that I wanted some picturesque

scene to draw. He tumbled instantly. He found 3 all good,

but only one in the least suitable for me.

Pisa, Friday, April 24/A.

San Gimignano and Volterra, both visited yesterday en route

from Siena to Pisa. In each place we had a man who described

himself as le seule guide de la ville and who was intelligent. San
Gimignano the most complete place we have seen. Roads
excellent up to halfway from Volterra to Pisa. Then baddish.

Two tyre bursts, and a kid with handcart ran into us. Pisa very

sad. Tristesse of Piazza del Duomo,

Albenga, Saturday, April 25th.

Yesterday, Pisa to Massa, Spezia and Genoa. Vile, dusty, busy
road to Massa and beyond. Flat. Marmoreal environs of

Carrara. Over hills for a few miles into Spezia good. Fine

hill road (1,700 ft.) to Sestri di Levante. With snow peaks in

very far distance. « This was truly sublime. From Sestri to

Rapallo, road follows coast. Got Max's ^ address at post office

and went to Villino Chiaso for tea. Max in whites, no waistcoat,

and a calico sort of jacket. Fine tiled terrace. He was engaged

in altering a portrait of George Moore in Century in order to tease

Moore. Fine tea. Good servant. Picked a lemon off tree for

tea. Arrived at Genoa 7.55. Grand Hotel de Genes. Good.

Immense room. -Left there this mom. at 9.30 and reached

^ Max Beerbohm.
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Albenga at 1.25. Level crc^iiag^ rather lucky; but up to Savona
progress very slow.

Menton, Sunday, April 26th.

Quite decent roads all the way yesterday. Read ran out of

essence near San Remo. Also pump went wrong and tyre flat.

Sundry delays. It began to rain. Arrived at Menton 6.40

(Fr. time).

Aix-en-Provence, Mofiday, April 27/A.

Pneu troubles up to Cannes and delay there. Left Cannes at

2.30. Slow through the Esterel, but after Fr6jus a tremendous

pace. We reached here (152 k. from Cannes) at 6.20. General

elections ; everywhere streets full of outbursts of chairs and
tables from caf^s. Fete. After I was in bed, silly asinine

cheering of crowds swindled by astute politicians. Such frag-

ments of election literature as 1 saw were just as absurd as in

England, but not more so.

Carcassonne, Tuesday, April 28th,

Row with Jewish landlady at Aix yesterday. Lunch at Avignon.

Now, all the way yesterday and to-day, vineyards for hundreds

of miles, and men with tanks on their backs syringing them with

sulphurous stuff. Sunny, breezy; roads good only in parts.’

Cathedral good.

Went on in afternoon to Nimes-Arenes, then on to Montpellier.

A great noisy city. Scarcely any sleep. Large theatre. Really

very many large caf6s round about it. This mom. we came
straight through Beziers to Carcassonne, 146 k. in 3i hours over

very indifferent but straight roads. I had quite a wrong idea

of Carcassonne. I thought the town itself (30,000 inh.) was a
monument. However, the citS as restored by Viollet le Due is

highly curious. Also church therein. Guide thereat (ne dans

la cite) who said apropos of emhrassement general after annual

Com^die Fran9ai9e shoAr, that “ le Fprum de Rome et le Kremlin
de Moscou ne sont rrrrien ^c6te de cela All his talk like

this.

Toulouse, Thursday, April 30/A.
*

Rain last night, the first appreciable for about a month or more.

Drove aimlessly about in the afternoon. Lift-boy in 4his hotel,
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aged 13, works from 6.30 to ii p.m. or later every day. He ha$

been here a month and looks aged. He is very nicely and smartly

dressed, and very small, and he spoils the hotel for ‘ thinking

people The young man aged 17 or 18 who served our petit

dijeuner this morning excused his delay with * je suis seul\

Certainly overworked. Last night in the rain, paper-sellers and
tram-conductors in felt sandals that would sop up water like a
sponge.

Tulle (Corrhe), Friday, May 1st.

Left Toulouse at 8.50 a.m. Not a ville sympathique. Population

brusque and rude and vie dure pour les pauvres. Rain stopped

us from going to St. Semin yesterday afternoon, but the antique

church of St. Etienne was close by, so we went to that. The
valley of the Corr^ze between Brive and Tulle is lovely. The
Correze runs rapidly through the length of this town. An
important place for only 15,000 inh.

Bourges, Sunday, May yd.

250 kil. yesterday. Generally over ist class roads. Up to

Gueret mountainous. Afterwards for the most part long, straight

roads. Arrived at Bourges at 4.45. Veryrwindy. A good deal

of praying in churches, just now. Many women, but not one

man in cathedral. Some young girls doing the Stations of the

Cross while taking an unfeigned interest in me.

Paris, Mofiday, May ^th.

We reached Fontainebleau at 12.20 yesterday. Have done about

150 k. in 3 hours on the way. Long, straight, pretty good roads.

We left F'bleau at 1.30. All right to Villeneuve St. Georges.

Then the entree dans Paris etait fantastique. Gore de Vincennes,

etc., etc. Arrived at hotel at 3.45 p.m., having motored from

Rome without killing even a fowl. Sole incident—a boy and
handcart ran into us near P^sa.

" ^

Monday, May 11th.

Dined at Godfebski's last Wednesday, and lunched with Martins.

I came to London Thursday. On boat long talk with Pullman

Agent (once coachman to British Embassy). Atkins dined with
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me at Reform Club, and Maurice Baring joined us afterwards.

Visits to his flat and to Atkins. Friday, lunch with Pinker and

son at Arts Club.

Comarques, Wednesday, May 2oth»

Two watercolours with Rickards. Too much tennis. Bad nights.

I resumed "Universal History** reading yesterday, and also

began to write an article for the New Weekly and Harper's

Weekly on " The Barber **. I finished it this morning. This is

the first writing work I have done since early in March. All last

week I planned the first part of " Clayhanger III **
; but I

seemed to get little inspirational force for it. I turned to

Turgenev, which caused my blood to flow. But the mere reviews

of Mrs. Pameirs " Life of Parnell ** (publ. yesterday) inspired

me much more than Turgenev—^gave me the heroic mood.

For " Clayhanger ** also is irremediably in love.

Tuesday, May 26th.

Two aquarelles on Sunday.

Yesterday at 5.55 a.m. I began to write the third "Clay-

hanger ** ^ and did 1,200 words in the morning.

Thursday, May 2Sth,

47 yesterday. Very deepless night. Many annoyances in the

morning ; chief, a summons to Chelmsford Jury for June nth,
the week I have made all arrangements for being in London.

Fatigue, and this, put me right off the novel. M. returned home,

uncured of her special complaint, but otherwise well. I finished
" A House of Gentlefolk **. Somewhat disappointed with the

latter half. But it was a book after the " Life of Parnell **.

Some of the latter is really interesting, but most of it dull, and
all of it marked by a character fundamentally vulgar. But she

was a beautiful woman.

Tuesday, June 2nd.

On Sunday beforfi breakfast I wrotcf a play, " The Alarm **, in

one act, for the Actors' Orphanage Garden Party, on June 23.

Intended to play 5 minutes.

Read Ransome*s " Oscar Wilde **. Well-meant sUiff. Curious

that a man with such decent notions o» style should have none.

‘ ‘‘These Twain**; it did not appear until 1916 .
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After reading Dostoievsky's " Les Pr&oces ", it suddenly occurred

to me, a few pages from the end, that it was merely an episode

lifted from " Les Frferes Karamazov The name Karamazov
does not occur in the first part of the book, and when it does

occur the translators somehow transmogrify it into " Chesta-

mazov
" Clayhanger III " proceeding pretty well. But bad nights

continue, so that after writing i,ioo words yesterday mom. I

was nearly prostrated at night.

Sunday, June jih.

Vernon came for lunch Tuesday, and had no progress to report.

The Edgar Selwyn's came for lunch and tea Friday. Edgar
told us about Alf. Woods, once a cheap-theatre manager, thence

out of that by cinemas, and now one of the chief N.Y. producers.

It was he who said after ist Act of " Milestones ", " Who is this

guy Bennett ? "
; after second, " No, you couldn't give it me !

"

and after 3rd, " He's got me. It'll never stop running in N.Y."
He says he smells a good or a bad play. Showing MS. of an

accepted play to Edgar he said :
" Smell that. Smell it. Doesn't

it smell good ? " Once when listening to an idea for a play, he

sniffed all the time—^sniff, sniff, sniff—and at the end said :
" No,

that don't seem to me to smell very good." Once Michael Morton
intruded on him ; he refused to listen, but Michael made him.

Michael said :
" My idea is for a little Russian girl who wants to

study, and she can't get away unless she takes the prostitute's

ticket—^the yellow ticket as it is called. That's what they have

to do, you know." Said Woods, startled :
“ It is ? It is ? I'll

buy your play." Morton said it wasn't finished. " Never mind.

I'll buy," and he bought it on the spot. He always thus makes
up his mind at once, and won't wait. The legend is that he never

makes a mistake. But it can't be so.

Yesterday I finished ist chapter of "These Twain", 5,900

words, and I thinlc it fairly good.

Sunday, June 14/A.
‘

Went to London by car last Wednesday morn. Two tyre break-

downs. Acute liver attack on previous day, and not recovered.

We dined at Ritz, with Robert Loraine, and Mimi Godebski,

as guests of Edgar Sel^<yn and wife. I took them all, and the

Retingers, to 500th performance of " Great Adventure ". After
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that, with M., to Granville Barker’s supper and dance at Con-

naught Rooms. Lillah was my partner, but Asquith came
uninvited, and she had to look after him. He took Ainley’s

place on her left. When I bet Ainley a quid that play would

not be running on September ist, Asquith took the stakes. He
was in great spirits. He drank a little, but more mineral water

than champagne. We left at 2.15. Met Meyerfeld, translator

of " Milestones ” into German.

Thursday morning, Pinker came to breakfast. Left London
at 2.30 and arrived here at 5.38, after one tyre came off.

Friday, June 7&ih,

Sculpture in garden to be finished to-morrow. Sundry water-

colours. Nevertheless I have never in my life worked better

than this week, despite liver on Tuesday. I have now written

over 20,000 words of “ Clayhanger III and got to the end of

the party which opens the book and the quarrel after it. Seems
all right. Written with ease on the whole. I was up most
mornings at 6.

Monday, July i^th,

I wrote about 4,000 words of " These Twain ” in 4 days last week.

I returned from yacht last Monday. Much interested now in

question of getting a new yacht. 150 ton schooner, crew of 8.

Speed 8 knots. Draft 7 ft. This is what I want.

I went to London on Friday. Collins came on Saturday

morning and read his Grand Babylon Hotel play to me. I joined

yacht, with Swinnerton, at Westminster Bridge at 3 p.m. I

returned home at 9.35 to-day a.m. by yacht.

Tuesday, July 21st.

Marguerite went to Paris to be operated on. ^he returned home
cured on Saturday the i8th. I did no work whatever on my
novel all last weejf, and have not yet resumed.

Thursday, July 30/A.

Between the last entry and Wednesday week, I did no work at

all. Felt queer and couldn’t collect ideas. I think it was a chill

in the head. But thenceforward I worked well, and did an
average of over 1,000 words a day for ten days. I fished a
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long diapter yesterday. Last week-end on Broads in }racht, and
did 2,500 words in the two days. I go on board the yacht

to-night for an excursion to Cowes, timed to leave to-morrow

mom. at 6 a.m.
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Thorpe-le-Soken, Thursday, August 6th.

On arriving at Brightlingsea on Monday afternoon, I was told

that petrol could not be got in the district ; that it was fetching

up to los. a tin at Clacton ; and that Baggaley, the regular

hirer of motor-cars at B*sea, had gone forth in an attempt to

get petrol. At Clacton yesterday the price was 2s. ^d. or 2s. ^d.

a gallon. I have 6o gallons in stock.

A great crowd of holiday makers at Clacton in the showers

yesterday. No difficulty about getting change for a £io note

in gold and silver. At the fish shop, slight increases of price

in poultry and eggs. The man said there was no chance for

him to make money (in response to a friendly jibe of M*s).

He said he expected to get no more fish after that day.

Yesterday we heard noise of explosions destroying inconvenient

houses at Harwich. The sensations of Harwich people must
be poignant. Nevertheless the G.E.R. in yesterday evening's

papers was advertising its Hook of Holland service (with restau-

rant cars etc.) exactly as usual, and I believe the boat left last

night. We also heard thunder ; and the children affirm that

they distinctly heard the noise of firing—^not explosions. (Report

of action in North Sea in evening papers.) I* saw one warship

in the offing at Clacton ; but an ordinary steamer coming to the

pier, and a barge filing northwards.*

An officer came yesterday to complain of a fox terrier (? ours)

which flew at despatch-riders on motor bicycles. He said it

would be shot if foimd loose. These despatch-ridqrs are the

most picturesque feature of the war herg. They rush through
the village at speeds estimated up to 50 miles an hour. 1 am
willing to concede 40. ^

•
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I agree that Russia is the real enemy, and not Germany ; and

that a rapprochement between England and Germany is a
certainty. But I doubt whether it is wise, in the actual con-

duct of affairs, to try to see so far ahead. I think that the

belligerency of England is,a mistake—for England. Yet if I

had had to choose, I believe my instinct would have forced me
to make war.

Sir Edward Grey’s astounding mistake, in his big speech, was
the assertion that the making of war would not much increase

our suffering. It will enormously increase it. The hope for us

is in the honesty and efficiency of our administration. The fear

for France springs from the fact that the majority of French

politicians are notoriously rascals, out for plunder. The corrup-

tion of Russian administration is probably even worse. The
seriousness of the average French private will atone for a lot,

but it will not—^for instance—create boots, for him. The hope
for France is that the German army, arrogant in its traditions

etc., may be lower than its reputation.

After reading the diplomatic papers leading up to the rupture

between England and Germany, this morning, one has to admit

that Sir E. Grey did everything he could, once he had stated his

position. The war is a mistake on our part, but other things

leading to it were a mistake, and, these things approved or con-

doned, the war must be admitted to be inevitable. Judged by
any current standard Sir E. Grey is a man of high common sense.

He has not yet grasped the movement of social evolution ; but

then very few people have. And you cannot properly or fairly

try to govern a country on a plane of common sense too high

above its own general plane.

Apart from Germany two countries are pre-eminently suffering

at the beginning of the war—Frante and Belgium. Both are

quite innocent ; Belgium touchingly so. I can imagine the

Germans among them if they get the upper hand. The Germans
are evidently quite ruthless and brutal and savage in war. This

is logical ; but a large part of their conduct is due to the arrogant

military tradition, which will one day be smashed. If Germany
is smashed in this war, the man most imperilled will be the

German Emperor. If she is not smashed the man most imperilled

may be the Tsar. c

I am told, convincingly, that a firm at Clacton is making an
extra a week out of bi;ead, through increased charges for
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which there is no justification. It appears that the farmers all

round have raised the price of butter 3d. a lb.

Miss Osborne and a girl friend came round yesterday afternoon

to ask for linen or subscriptions for the local branch of the Red
Cross Society. Mrs. Byng is ready to lend Thorpe Hall for a

hospital. These young ladies have no orders or permission yet

from the War Office ; but they wish to be in readiness. This

instinct to do something on the part of idle young women or

half-idle is satisfactory to behold.

On the day after the war the boys ^ wanted a tent. They
had one, beyond the pond. It cost one day's labour of a car-

penter. This tent is used by everybody except me nearly all

the time. The whole household seems to live in it. To-day

the boys are making wooden swords. Yesterday a village boy
gave me a military salute.

Edith Johnston recounts how her father is laying in ammuni-
tion against the time when the populace will raid the countryside

demanding provisions ; he, being a farmer, is to be called on

early in the proceedings, and he is determined to give out his

stores evenly and not to the strongest. Each morning he

summons all his men and explains to them the course of the war,

so that they shall not be misled by rumours. Edith thinks that

a war is necessary ancLadvisable, as the population is too thick.

Friday, August yth.

The news of the sinking of the Amphion, by striking a mine, and
of the weakening of the defence of Li^ge made a silent breakfast-

table. Nevertheless these things are preliminary trifles of in-

finitesimal importance. My Central News service of war
telegrams began at 6 p.m. to-night with an unofficial (Raffles)

statement that the Germain before Li^ge had asked for a day's

armistice, having lost 20,000 men. This uncertain news animated
me much. The postmaster himself brought the telegram. I

asked him if he would like to put it in the post office window.
He said he should In»reply to a question he said he had been
having very little sleep lately (P.O! being open continuously

night and day), but that he had had a good night last night

;

he had the telephone by his bed, but no call.

Rumour through M. this morning that Read * mllght have to

^ Nephews, who were staying at Comarques when War was declared.

The chauffeur.
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join forces as ex-Territorial, and that Lockyer as Captain of

Rifle Club might also have to go, made me think, startled:
" We should have no electricity, and should have to use candles."

This seemed dreadful at first, but by the afternoon I was recon-

ciled to the idea of ho electricity, and also to the idea of the

garden being neglected.

Lockyer told me that it was suspected that 8 or 9,000 Col-

chester men had already been shipped to Belgium, leaving last

Friday, long before war was declared. Certainly the silence of

the newspapers as to the Expeditionary Force is superb. He
said that Miniature Rifle Clubs had been in existence and full

practice for six years now, and that the members had been told

that the object was to repel a German invasion. He suggested

that the Captains of clubs should be called together with a view

to preparing some definite general organisation to offer to the

Govt, in case of need (not for an invasion, but for anything),

and that I should write to J. Parkes, secretary to Clacton district.

This I did. He was quite ready to serve himself, and Cook also

is ready to go (as ex-Reserve man) ; both have families. I

asked Read if he thought of offering himself as an ex-Territorial.

He said he had no thought of going imless it was compulsory.

Saturday, August Sth,

Miss Nerney told me that while people were reading the copy

of the telegram to me shown in the Post Office window yesterday

afternoon, one man asked :
“ Who is Arnold Bennett ? ". The

reply was :
" He's the War-minister." Then in correction,

" Oh no, he isn't. He's the actor chap that lives down the

road."

Rumour that a miller at W., settled there some years with his

family and often suspected of being a German spy, is now proved

to be a German officer, and plans of Harwich, etc. have been

found at his place ; and that he and 2 others are now imprisoned

at the hotel.

To-day I got postal orders as currency.

The boats were still running to Flushing.

We received the Paris Journal for Wednesday. It consisted

of one sheet, 2 pages, and gave chiefly the news of Germany's

declaration of war on England, and a report of the seance in

the Chamber. M. in her pleasure at a French paper, pinned
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it to the hall curtains for all to see and read, long after all had
read it.

Sunday, August gth.

Yesterday Johnson, ex-tobacco merchant, called on me in a

state of some excitement. Tall, thin, nervous man. He began

by sa5dng ;
“ I am a great patriot." He said superiorly :

" I

know the Germans. They are traitors. I have seen this coming

for years. I have £3,000 in cash. I am prepared to use it for

the country." His scheme was that the Government should

give authority to take over the small mills [why only small ?]

of the district, and that he should manage them without profit,

so as to prevent the exploitation of small people now going on.

He had adready got promises of produce of 4,000 acres at rather

less than market price. The extreme improbability of such a

scheme ever being sanctioned, the absurdity of it, the rights

on which it trampled, the excessive difficulty of it—^these

things seemed not to have occurred to him at all. It was all

simple and patriotic to him. He wanted me to guarantee £1,000

and to give the support of my name (this was what he came for),

and he had got Syme to guarantee £1,000. On this he was
prepared to start.

To soothe him I said I would write to someone high up as a
preliminary, and I wrote to Spender, without however con-

cealing my view from Spender. Johnson was soon launched on

his camping experiences in Turkey where he went to buy
tobacco. He is a very decent agreeable well-intentioned oldish

man, speaking fairly correctly except that he adds R to the

ends of too many words. He farms his own land.

Then the Mathewses came. The Rev. M.,^ a very nice chap
indeed, had suddenly discovered that Redmond was a good man ;

but he learnt from me for the first time at 5 p.m. 8th Augt 1914,
that Ulster is not all Protestant. He was -staggered to learn

that quite 50 per cent, of Ulster is Roman Catholic. Although
he had to make tan aftnouncement ^bout it in the pulpit to-

morrow, he had not yet understood the object of the Prince of

Wales's Relief Fund. I explained it to him. By the way, I

have no desire whatever to contribute to this spectacular affair.

I have taken measures to be told of an;^ bad cases m the village

(none at present), and I have authorised Pinker to use £100
* Rev. H. G. S. Mathews, rector Beaumont with Moze,^£ssex.

^
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privatdy among really necessitous authors. I have the same
feeling against funds that I have against committees.

Referring to my permission to postmaster to exhibit my
war-telegrams at the post-office, I read the following on a tele-

graph form outside the P.O. yesterday :
“ British Gold Coast

Forces take German Togoland. No resistance by permission of

Arnold Bennett Esquire."

Monday, August lOth.

The alleged spy (ex-Austrian officer), is perhaps not a spy. But
he has to report himself to the authorities every twelve hours.

The only important rise in price is in butter 3^. a lb. The
rise in bread is not the same everywhere.

Dakins came to see me yesterday about taking the farm.

He is in charge of the National Service League in this district.

He asked me if he could hold a committee meeting here. I

said he could. He said he had spent £25 himself on the League.

He was quite prepared to go on with the preparations for taking

the farm ; but he said :
" I shall look nice if the Germans come

and take it from me." At the back of the mind of everyone is

a demi-semi fear lest the Germans should after all by some
coup, contrive an invasion. And that is the only fear. The fear

of revolution or serious Social uproar after the war does not

trouble anybody. Few even think of it.

When one sees young men idling in the lanes on Sunday, one

thinks :
" Why are they not at the war ? " All one*s pacific

ideas have been rudely disturbed. One is becoming militarist.

And the usefulness of certain organisations, upon which one

looked with disdainful tolerance, is now proved by events.

The alleged spy has to report himself only once a day at

noon. Nothing incriminating has been found in his house.

The family went to Clacton this morning. They said it was
practically emptied of visitors ; and sundry of the big shops

closed until 6 p.m., being out of supplies. Nevertheless in a

four-mile walk round aboqt here this afternoon, I met a quite

unusually large number of motors and other vehicles, many of

them obviously pleasure and tripper parties.

Mrs. and Miss W. have taken the pictures down in their house

and otherwise dismantled it, and sent the silver to the bank.

But why they have done this neither they nor anybody else

seems to know. I suppose it is the mere result of a vague fear.
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W^nesday, August 12th.

No definite news yesterday, and probably there will be none

to-day. I am in fuU work, and only a defeat of the AUies will

put me off work.

Thursday, August 13th.

Tennis meeting at Mathews's, Beaumont, yesterday. The
universal tale of ladies was that they were going to begin Red
Cross shirt-making etc. Our house done had actually brought

its materials and begun. It was said that a band of ladies had

collected and gone to Hall to scrub, and when they got

there found they had not one scrubbing brush. The idea of

certain ladies was to cut out the garments and then send them

to cottage women to sew, without payment. Butter only,

among provisions, is definitely higher, by 3d, a lb. Best sugar

between ^d. and /^\d, I am paying id, extra per gallon of petrol,

that is, the same price as before the reduction a few weeks ago.

I have now had the following hits

:

Serial publication of The Price of Love " suspended in

Daily News, ostensibly on account of paper famine.

Book publication of ditto indefinitely postponed.

Other autumn books probably ditto.

Vedrenne announced to-day that autumn tours of “ IMile-

stones ", if railways permitted them to go out at all, would be

a heavy loss, and would I forgo my fees ? I declined. Knob-
lock, he said, had agreed.

Receipts of " The Great Adventure " at the Kingsway showed
a fall of about £500 on the previous week.

No definite news again to-day, except formal declaration of

war last night by England against Austria.

Monday, August ijth, ,

In the midst of this war I wrote over 7,000 words in six days,

ending Friday. *
•

No war news till last night, wlien Japan's ultimatum to

Germany reached me by wire after I had gone to bed and to

sleep. The dog hearing the telegraph messenger woke me.
Yesterday, a request from the Daily News to ^ite on the

war. To-day, ditto from Everybody*! Mag, Yesterday, in-

spired somewhat by D,N,*s request, I wrote an article on " What
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the German conscript thinks ; this in addition to 2 hours'

revision work on novel.

Friday, August 2isL

Davray wrote me the other day from Paris, stating without any
hint of scepticism (i) that the menu of the dinner which the

Kaiser was to eat in Paris on August 12th had been prepared in

advance. And {2) that in the cellars of the H6tel du Rhin a
garlanded bust of the Emperor had been found ready to expose

in the Place Vend6me when the Kaiser should pass through.

Great spectacular depressing fact of the surrender of Brussels

to the Germans this morning. But by the afternoon I had got

quite used to it, and was convinced that it was part of the Allies

preconceived plan and that all was well. But before getting

this reassuring conviction I had gone upstairs and written 1,200

words in 2 hours.

Sunday, August 2yrd.

A tale yesterday that eighty men had been engaged all day in

searching for a spy who had not been found (in this neighbour-

hood, that is)

!

Sullivan ^ said that he had an enormous belief in the British

Expeditionary Force, and that he thought it would ‘ cause

consternation *
! Nevertheless he was sure that the Germans

would get to Paris, and he bet me a present worth £5 that they

would.

Tuesday, August 2^th,

Yesterday's rumours. Mathews (who came with wife and
daughter to play tennis) said that a friend of his had a friend

who with others had been sent out to Belgium, a fortnight

before the declaration of war, with British guns for the Lidge

forts and to instruct the Belgians in the use of the said guns.

This friend's friend had not returned. The theory held by the

friend was that the Germans were taken by surprise by the

range of the Li^ge guns, ^his reminds me that though we had
constant news that the Li^ge forts were holding out, we have

only had indirect news that they have fallen. Clemenceau is

right in deAianding full news of defeats.

Psychological 'consequence of fall of Namur. We were all

^ The late Herbert Sullivan.

.
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discussing last night what we in this house ought to do if Germans
came. The general result was : nothing.

Thursday, August 2yth.

Talk with old farmer down Golden Lane this morning. Said

he was 78 (‘ but I'm done for *), and had farmed there for 50
years. He said he had often b^n to Brussels as cattle-dealer.

What surprised him there was that people kept pigs in cellars

under their houses. He said he didn't know my opinion, but he

thought Germany was short of money and couldn't last. Then
he said :

“ Now tell me, Mr. Bennett, is it true they're a-killing

women and children ? " He said the harvest was very good,

and that at a certain farm they had got 20 sacks of wheat

to the acre. Many farms, he said, got only 3, 4, or 5. One of

his larger fields was being used for cavaliy (or perhaps field-

artillery) manoeuvres. I asked him whether he charged the

Government anything for the field. He said “ No. They've

got enough to pay for." Lastly he suggested to me ' a matter

of business '.
—

" I know you're a business man, Mr. Bennett,

I can see it in yer face." To wit that I should have my mare
covered by a piebald pony that he knew. He said I could work
her up to the day she foaled, and begin again a week afterwards.

•

Saturday, August 2gth,

It is now reported that Dr. H. (who nevertheless knows colonial

and frontier quasi-military and military life), as well as Mr.

Johnston, can do nothing but read the papers, and think, think,

think, and mourn because English youths will not enlist. It

was given forth that while at Tendring and Weeley and other

villages the response to the call was excellent, the response in

Thorpe was miserable—^indeed, it was said, only one man. No
doubt every village is saying the same. In any case the alleged

state of affairs would be explicable by the fact there is a camp
at Tendring and another at Weeley and youths are thereby

fired. ^
•

However, on enquiry from other sources I found that Thorpe
was doing excellently. Lockyer, a grim and very serious patriot

and the chief pillar of the Rifle Club, said that 5 men had gone

from his Club alone. Cook, second gardener, who belbngs already

to the National Reserve, put down hlb name again, and was
told that for the present he was not wanted. Few young men
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eligible for recruiting and able to go, remain. Miss Nemey said

the same. It was she who told me that Mrs. W. (parson's

wife) had said to a young man who offered certain sorts of help

:

“ You can only help in one way. You can enlist." As parson's

wife, and familiar with the village, she knew or ought to have
known that the young man had a widowed mother depending

on him. Mrs. W. is a very decent woman, and that she

should have said such a thing shows how far the feeling of the

middle-classes will carry them.

Yesterday morning I wrote an article telling some incontro-

vertible truths about this recruiting question. Mrs. Sharpe
' agreed with every word of it ', but did not think it ought to be
published. Marguerite did not like it at all. Both were afraid

of it. I should not be at all surprised if the Daily News is

also afraid of it. In that case I shall probably send it to the

New Statesman.

Monday, August 31s/.

Rickards ^ and I met H. in the street. Jaunty but gloomy.

He said there was only one thing ' to save this country '—^vastly

increased recruiting. When I said that soldiers could be had
quite easily if we would pay fairly for them, he at once said

:

" Bounty ? Yes, the U.S.A. paid a bounty of £20." The usual

charitable idea, not a proper salary. He said it was the middle

classes that shirked, not the lower and not the upper. It did

not seem to occur to him that the whole organisation of the

army was such as to keep the middle-classes out of it—save as

privates.

Our young women, and M. paid another visit to another camp
yesterday. Officers wire appointments here, etc. They call

here in motors to make appointments. Good news yesterday,

as to moving of German troops from Western frontier. The
bill came for the British stand, between 5,000 and 6,000 losses,

but the news that they were thoroughly reinforced was good.

The girls came home with a positive statemeyit from the camp
that 160,000 Russians were being landed in Britain, to be taken

to France. The Colonel had brought the news from Colchester.

The statement was so positive that at first I almost believed

it. But afbsr about an hour I grew quite sceptical. Only the

Archangel route could have been used. Think of the number
^ His old friend Edwin Rickards, a prominent architect.

•
»
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of ships and the amount of convoying necessary. In the end
I dismissed it, and yet could not help hoping . . . Rumours
in village as to it also. Debarkation said variously to take

place at Harwich and in Scotland etc. Numbers went up to

400,000. The most curious embroidery on this rumour was
from Mrs. A. W., who told Mrs. W. that the Russians were coming
via us to France, where they would turn treacherous to France

and join Germans in taking Paris. “ We could not trust the

Russians.** This rumour I think took the cake. Yet Mrs.

Sharpe asked me seriously whether there was anj^ fear of such

a thing.

Wednesday, September 2nd,

Yesterday I received an official invitation to go to London to

meet Masterman ^ as to the war.

The agent for Mrs. Cowley came and rounded up six men
for recruits on Monday night. Cook, second gardener, left this

morning. Lockyer says that practically all available men in

village have gone or belong to some reserve or other.

Thursday, September ^rd,

London absolutely as usual in summer, except the ' call to arms
*

on the taxis. Atkins lunched with me at Reform. Atkins

believed in Russian troops story, but had not much inside news.

Belloc said it was a question whether Germans would break

through Allies* line yesterday or to-day. Spender * told me a

lot of useful stuff for articles. He also said that Kitch. had

150,000 recruits before he would admit 100,000, and that he

now actually had over 200,000 while still advertising for them.

Recruiting organisation had broken down and the recruiting

campaign was off.

Conference at Wellington House of ' eminent authors *. Hall

Caine, Zangwill, Parker, among them. M^terman in chair.

Zangwill talked a great; ^00 much. The sense was talked

by Wells and Chesterton. Rather disappointed in Gilbert

Murray, but I liked the look of little R. H. Benson. Masterman
directed pretty well, and Claud Schuster and the Foreign Office

representative were not bad. Thomas Hardy was all right.

^ Rt. Hon. C. F. G. Masterman, Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster.

* J. A. Spender, editor of the Westminster Gazette,
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Barrie introduced himself to me. Sqbtch accent ; sardonic

canniness. Afterwards I went with Wells to his flat ; aU alone

there. A young Vowles came in with his own recruiting story,

which I arranged to turn into an article. I was much pleased

with the serious, confident, and kind demeanour of everyone.

But Spender told me that the Military Clubs were full of old

officers in a panic. I had such a fearful headache after the

conference that I had to dine alone at the Club. I bought

The Riddle of the Sands —^very anno5dng style.

Saturday, September ^th,

Joseph Retinger came yesterday for the night. He had taken

3 weeks from the Russian-Polish frontier to London—six days

in prison at Vienna and six days in prison at Paris. He said

,
that there were no uniforms for 800,000 French reservists, and
that for three days no reply had been given to a patriotic offer

of 200 combined tailors to set to work on the uniforms, materials

being plentiful. He also said that Messinez (ex-Ministre de

•guerre) was a cos pathologique, often fainted at Cabinet Meetings,

etc. He said that such men as Berthelot (now practically in

charge of French foreign politics) were very sanguine as to the

result of the war. He had plans for Poland, but did not strike

me as having lost any of his impracticalness ;
nor did he inspire

any confidence. He was fairly wrong in his estimate of U.S.A.

opinion.

Monday, September 14/^.

Nothing much happens. I wrote “ Liberty '' last week for the

Saturday Evening Post, and Daily News article last Sunday but

one and yesterday. Pinker came up on Friday for week-end.

He confirmed a tale of Miss Nemey's •(from France) that the lack

of support to British army in early stages was due to a general

forgetting a despatch in his pocket for two days, and that this

general was shot.

The theatrical business varies with the war news, I think.

Week ending Friday 4th it was more than £100 less than previous

week. I am expecting that for last week, with German army in

retreat most of the time, it will be up again considerably.

No certaiftty yet as to the alleged Russian army in France.

Military officers up to yesterday have always believed the tale,

and indeed positively asserted it, here. But yesterday Miss
*
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Hatchett found a colc^S^ who said it was' false and who could

explain how the rumoui first arose.

Sunday, September 2otk»

Yachts, dinghies and other^small boats were moved inland from

Brightlingsea creek last wejsk, as part of a plan for defending

Brightlingsea and the Colne in case of a German invasion. The
notion seemed to be that the G.'s might use them as pontoons.

I said to old Capt. Brand that it was only done because a number
of people had a desire to do something, and this strange pro-

ceeding could not do any harm. He said the same thought had
occurred to him. We met a lot of these boats in military carts.

Sullivan told me there were about 200 of them.

No news last week.

Constant flow of one or two military officers in and through

this house, on account of Mimi and Miss Hatchett. The latest

move—a night excursion in car to see searchlights playing on

the sea off Frinton.

Tuesday, September 22nd.

News of sinking of Aboukir, Hogue and Cressy (12,000 tons each)

by submarine or submarines, startled me in the middle of my
work this afternoon. I, thought : Suppose all our fleet sunk in

this way ? But then I thought : We have twice as many
submarines as Germany, and the trick ought to work both ways.

Nothing in the war yet has affected me like this news, of which

no details to hand. Thursday I contemplated an article about

terms of peace to be imposed on Germany. ,

Monday, September 2Sth,

Cook came to see me last Sunday but one. He was happy in

camp at Doyercourt. He said that inoculation was being prac-

tised against enteric, and that it was useles^. I contradicted

him firmly, but probably without effect. He said that tattooing

was a better preventive*of enteric. He is extensively tattooed.

I think he was tattooed in India. Hfs chief argument in favour

of the excellence of tattooing as a preventive was that ‘ they put

gold in it * where he was tattooed.

I met Dr. H. yesterday morning. He had been having a pow-

wow with an old friend not seen for 20 yfears. Col. Robertson, in

command of new battalion at Colchester—a great maker of
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soldiers, keen, etc. etc. He had come back ivith the usual fine

crop of rumours that flourish in camps and in naval ports.

Serious misunderstandings between French and English com*

manders, French short ot ammunition. Serious leakag^e at the

Admiralty in the veiy highest quarters. Our 3 cruisers were
given away, etc. etc. A French general shot by court-martial,

etc. I disposed at once of the last tale, and sniffed at all the

others, and I especially protested against the implication, eveiy

time the word ‘ German ' was used, that the Germans were super-

human. His wife in the afternoon said that I had quite changed

him. But I bet he is the same as ever to-day. I learnt from

Mrs. H. that there is a serious undercurrent of fear of a German
raid in the village.

Friday, October qth.

Last week I learnt that, owing to the glut of English authors'
“ distinguished copy " in U.S.A. offered practically for nothing

either in order to get it published quickly, or because American

copyright had been sacrificed to instant publication in England,

there was no longer any market for such copy in U.S.A., American

editors, with characteristic foolishness, setting down as valueless

that which they could get cheap. I was told that they now
adopted a patronising smile towards all English war-“ copy

"

other than news. Thus our literary patriotism has cost us

authors’ money and done no good. Personally, a contract for

10 articles for £1,000 was practically arranged for me, and then

called off. This was for American use of Daily News article, so

it was a dear net loss.

To-day I acted on notice to reduce lights, on account of

Zeppelins.

•

Monday, October 12th.

Lunch at Mrs. Hausberg’s. I met a really intelligent officer—^the

first—Captain Montagu Browne, brigade-major or something at

Colchester. He, of course, did not believe in ,the possibility of an
invasion. But others did, and were ready to bet on it. With
him a Colonel D., retired for many years, but now at work again

administratively. Amiable and decent, superficially smart, but

politically a fool. Said (quite nicely) that since the Boer War
there had been nobody interested in British. Empire. ‘ Party

'

was the chief concern and how longest to remain in power.
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When I asked :
" Who has been looking after the British Empire

then ? " he made no answer. Afterwards he took me aside and
said how interesting it was to meet me, and praised my books,

and even showed knowledge of them. He had a Rolls-Royce car,

which he looks after entirely himself, except washing it. Said,

even then he couldn't afford it.

German bomb dropped on roof of Ndtre Dame yesterday.

Sunday, October 25/A.

No news except newspaper news, and no time to write it down
even if there was any. I spend iJ days a week on war-articles.

Village lamps not used for a time. Now they have been blacked

halfway down the sides. A useless precaution. Our house is now
heavily curtained everywhere except on top floor, where curtains

are most needed. I only do what I can there, servants being

incurable. I saw a regiment moving on Friday. Wretchedly

badly made cheap-looking uniforms. A red coat here and there.

Marguerite had a letter from Auguste this morning from Marseilles

to say that his regiment was starting in the direction of Belfort

on the 20th.

Charles Wyndham and F, Harrison both opened their theatres

every afternoon last week, and gave only two performances in

the evenings. Most other theatres begin their evening perform-

ances earlier. From to-morrow " The Great Adventure " begins

at 7 p.m. and finishes at 9.45.

Wednesday, October 28th,

F. W. Wile (Chicago Tribune) came to interview me yesterday,

and I gave him a scheme for a court of Belgian enquiry to be

held at The Hague under aegis of U.S.A. during the war—^not to

affect the course of the wan or to attempt to stop the war.

He told me that T. P. O'Connor told him that the authorities

made recruiting in Ireland as difficult as they possibly could.

Also that Kitchener, as usual, said the war would last 3 years.

Wounded announced to arrive in a day or two at our hospital,

Thorpe HaU.
Wile said that Northcliffe presided every night at the nightly

editorial council of Daily Mail,

Also that Chicago Tribune*

s

first correspondents at the war

were collared by German staff and spoilt alid became pro-German,

and were deeply impressed because they had never seen a big
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army before. Tribune continued pro-German, as 25 per cent,

of its readers at least were Germans. Took Wile's first impartial

article with fear, but it had a great success. Tribune had rather

forgotten its 75 per cent. Attitude changed.

Friday, October 30/A.

On Wednesday I finished the second part of “ These Twain ".

This afternoon I wrote my contribution to “ King Albert’s

Book "—^Hall Caine's scheme.^

Wednesday, November 4/A.

Came to London yesterday morning. The Atkinses arrived on
Saturday and left on Monday. An impression of off-season, half-

emptiness, throughout West End. Girls driving motor-cars. If

one thinks about recruiting one soon gets obsessed by number of

young men about the streets. Lunch with Pinker at Arts Club.
" Price of Love " had sold 6,700 Engl, and 3,500 colonial.

Season good, at shops
;

but libraries ‘ obstructive ' as Pinker

said.

He had seen Conrad that morning, just returned from Austrian

Poland. C. had no opinion of Russian army, and had come to

England to influence public opinion to get good terms for Austria 1

As if he could. Pinker had also seen Henry James, who often

goes to see Page, American Ambassador, in afternoons. They
have long, quiet talks together. First time H. J. opened his

heart to Page, he stopped and said :
“ But I oughtn't to talk

like this to you, a neutral." Said Page :
" My dear man, if you

knew how it does me good to hear it I
" Hy. James is strongly

pro-English, and comes to weeping-point sometimes.

Then tea at A.B.C. Shop opposite Charing Cross. Down into

smoking-room. A few gloomy and rather nice men. One couple

of men deliberately attacking dish of hot tea-cakes. Terrible.

Familiar smell of hot tea. A.B.C. shops are still for me one of

the most characteristic things in London. " Milestones " on

buses again. Same servants at hotels and dubs.

^ “ King Albert's Book " was published as ** A Tribute to the Belgian

King and People from Representative Men and Women throughout the

World ", andwas sold for the benefit of the Daily Telegraph Belgian Fund.
Arnold Bennett’s contnbutjon was The Return ", an account of his first

visit to Belgium and an anticipation of the feelings of ex-patriated Belgians

on their return after the War.
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After tea to NX.C., but I saw nobody I knew. Then, through

latest dusk, to Reform, where Rickards and I dined. London
not so dark as I expected, owing to lamps in centre of roads

throwing down a volume of light in the shape of a lamp-shade

(they are blackened at top). After dinner, Ponting's antarctic

cinema, followed by poor war pictures, at Phil. Hall. Provincial-

seeming audience. Woman behind me continually exclaimed

under her breath, with a sharp, low intake of breath, * Oh ' Oh
Two nice old johnnies at Reform Club, phlegmy-voiced, one fat,

one thin, quoting Latin to each other over their reading. One
said he had a music professor from Li^ge coming to stay with

him—seemed rather naively proud of it. Many old men at

Reform. Their human-ness, almost boyishness, comes out.

Lying placards on evening papers. P.M.C. Great German
retreat " on stren^h of a phrase in Belgian communique affecting

one small part of battle line only.

Thursday, November 5th.

Morning. Print Room, Brit. Museum, to see water colours by
Cotman, Bonington and Girtin. Several Cotmans were inspiring.

The finest thing seen was a small sketch by Bonington. These

in new gallery of B. M. Very bad direct light. New galleries

very ugly and crude.

Then to see Humphries at Hatchards, where I bought a

Baskerville Congreve in 3 vols. There Lucas ^ telephoned me.

He came here for tea. Said he had written his Swollen-headed

William " in 3 hours, and that 42,000 had been sold up to yester-

day. He is doing a revue for Hippodrome. A cheap production.

Harry Tate the only expensive item. He told me about the war
visit of Barrie and Mason to U.S.A. It was decided without

consulting Spring Rice (AmSass. at Washington), and Masterman

forgot even to tell him of the visit until visitors were within

36 hours of New York. Spring Rice didn't Want an3rthing said

by English visitors just {hen—^and rightly. He had the steamer

met, and he stoppled all talking by Barrie and Mason. Mason
returned home at once, and Barrie remained with Frohman for

three weeks.

Then to see Vedrenne (and Berman) at Royalty.
,
Returns of

•

^ E. V. Lucas’s Swollen-headed William ” was published with draw-

ings by G. Morrow. ^
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** Milestones " revival bad. Vedrenne said if he couldn't take

£400 a week he should close the theatre.

Sunday, November 8th.

"The Great Adventure" finished its London run last night

(673 pfces.).

I came home on Thursday.

Yesterday Sale and Show at Frinton, organised by Marguerite

for Belgian Refugees. Total gross receipts £82 6s. yd. and

about £3 more to come. Expenses under £5, I think. Opened

by Marguerite, who during her speech kept jabbing a pair of

scissors into green doth of table. HaU full of exhibits, plants,

flowers, jam, vegetables and sundries ; and of visitors.

I walked out to sea. Lovdy afternoon. I went home for

tea and wrote most of a war article and returned at 8 p.m. for

auction of things left. This auction, worked with difficulty by
a good auctioneer, fetched over £8. Young housewives hesitated

to buy astounding bargains in fruit etc. The affair as a whole

was a very striking success.

Tuesday, November 10th.

Alcock ^ came yesterday. He told us a lot about transport work.

He said Newhaven port had a huge sefSiled envelope of orders

to be executed on receipt of code telegrams. When the first

telegram came, the orders proved to be dated 1911. This was
rather good. The orders, as I heard them, seemed excellent.

Telegram that cruiser Emden destroyed.®

Friday, November 13^.

Last Saturday Miss Nemey began her services at the hospital

(Thorpe Hall). She was to work from 7.30 to 3.30 and from

7.30 to 6.30, alternate days. This was adhered to for two days,

but afterwards she was kept till 8 each night. She says there is

no rest all day. Nevertheless there must be women in the

village who could do this,work in part* Every other week she

has free. As the arrangement of 7.30 to 8.30 every day brought

^ This very old friend of Arnold Bennett was in the Customs at

Newhaven. •

* This German cruiser hsfd done much damage in the East ^d had kept
nearly the whole of Admiral Jerram's fleet in search of her, when she was
Anally ri^ down by H.M.S. Sydj^ey at Cocos Island, Nov. 9, 1914.

no
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her work for me to a standstill, I gave notice that it would have

to be altered.

More wounded came at the beginning of this week, 14 English.

There were already over 20 Belgians.

Knowledge of soldiers : a grenadier at Thorpe Hall, wounded,

told Alcock on Wednesday that the Germans had a gun with a

range of 22 miles 1

Monday, November i6^A.

Yesterday I received a letter from Maj.-Gen. Heath ^ (com-

manding South Midland Div.) asking if I would be Military

Representative on Thorpe Division Emergency Committee (for

preparations against invasion). I answered I would, but that

as I was regularly criticising the War Office in the Press, and
might continue to do so, perhaps he would not care to have me.

This morning he wired me to meet him at 1.45 at Crown Hotel

here. As I was going there two cars full of him and his staff

passed me. I can't distinguish ranks by uniforms, but most of

these men had red round their hats, and I knew that that meant
importance. Ryder (landlord) took my card into the room where

the officers were. A middle-aged officer came out :
" Are you

General Heath ? " I asked. Oh, no," he said, rather alarmed.

General Heath then came out, and took me into the room.

A man about 55, tallish and thin, with a good grey moustache.

He had just begun to smoke a briar. He said at once that my
journalism needn't affect the situation at all. He asked me
whether I was in favour of civilians sniping at soldiers

—
' murder-

ing ' them. I said emphatically I was not, and that I thought

the idea absurd. (Evidently he had read Wells's letter to The

Times advocating this, and had heard it discussed.) He said

he was glad to hear my view, which was his own. Speaking

with slight feeling he said that if he caught any civilian ' over

there ' doing it, he should deal with him. I suppose he meant
after the British had reached German territory. He then said

laughing, that Sullivan (who was in the room, and on his staff

as interpreter
!)

believed in sniping by civilians. He said one of

my duties would be to get intelligence. He introduced me to

his representative. Captain Chesney, and thanked me very

much, and I said " Not at all. Not at all. Only too glad,"

and I departed, after ten minutes.
*

1 Maj.-Gen. H. N. C. Heath, C.B.
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Later, Bertie Sullivan came here. He said he was doing the

same sort of thing at Brightlingsea. He told me of astonishing
' coincidences ' at B'sea. How on the same day, the Customs'

officer's telephone wouldn't work, signalling was thought to be

seen from the second martello tower (belonging to a suspicious

family) on Beacon Hill, and a man had seen bubbles (infficative

of a submarine) in B'sea Reach, and two other coincidences

which I forget. Next day the Blackwater was ' swept ' by the

new apparatus for a submarine, also the Colne, but naught

found ; and that in fact there was nothing in the whole thing.

He told me that the Wallet was being closed by a boom. The
War Office theory was that if an invasion was attempted it would

be within the next fortnight. He said there was absolutely no
co-ordination of effort against invasion, and in particular no
co-ordination between Navy and Army. Yet almost in same
breath he gave me two instances of the Admiralty informing

War Office of certain facts. He said B'sea had between 8 and

9 per cent, of its population in the forces. As sergeant of special

constables his difficulty was the utter stupidity of people. Men
kept writing week after week that B'sea waterworks ought to

be guarded, etc. and at last demanded a military guard for it.

In the end I think they got it, but I am not sure. Sullivan

agreed with me that the chance of an invasion was nil. Also

he couldn't see the use of more new armies beyond what we
have in training, as we couldn't arm them, etc. etc. He said

Kitchener didn't believe in invasion.

Friday, November 20th,

It is said that 40 troop trains went from the South, Cromer-way,

to supply troops against a feared invasion last Monday. All

I know is that the traffic was considerably upset by troop-trains,

and newspapers were 3 hours late.

An Emergency Committee meeting for Thorpe Petty Sessional

Division called at Colchester for to-morrow;, but I received a

letter this morning from^Capt. Chesney, S.M. Division, to say

that it had been found that such divisions were too big, and

that they would be split up, and would I act as Military Repre-

sentative on the Tendring (Thorpe) Police Division. Now I

don't know if I am to attend the Colchester meeting to-morrow.

On Wednesday afteftioon I went to Burslem to see Mater,

reported to be past hope. I saw her at 8 p.m. and remained
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alone with her for about half-an-hour. She looked very small,

especially her head in the hollow of the pillows. The outlines

of her face very sharp ; hectic cheeks ; breathed with her mouth
open, and much rumour of breath in her body ; her nose was
more hooked, had in fact become hooked. Scanty hair. She

had a very weak, self-pitying voice, but with sudden outbursts

of strong voice, imperative, and flinging out of arms. She

still had a great deal of strength. She forgot most times in

the middle of a sentence, and it took her a long time to

recall.

She was very glad to see me, and held my hand all the time

under bedclothes. She spoke of the most trifling things as if

tremendously important—^as e.g. decisions as if they were

momentous and dictated by profound sagacity. She was
seldom fully conscious, and often dozed and woke up with a
start. “ What do you say ?

** rather loud. She had no pain,

but often muttered in anguish : What am I to do ? What
am I to do ?

** Amid tossed bedclothes you could see numbers
on comers of blankets. On medicine table siphon, saucer,

spoon, large soap-dish, brass flower-bowl (empty). The gas

(very bad burner) screened by a contraption of Family Bible,

some wooden thing, and a newspaper. It wasn't level. She

had it altered. She said it annoyed her terribly. Gas stove

burning. Temp, barely 6o. Damp chill, penetrating my legs.

The clock had a very light delicate striking sound. Trams and
buses did not disturb her, though sometimes they made talking

difficult.

Round-topped panels of wardrobe. She wanted to be satis-

fied that her purse was on a particular tray of the wardrobe.

The mater has arterial sclerosis, and patchy congestion of the

lungs. Her condition was very distressing (though less so

than the Pater's), and it seemed strange that this should

necessarily be the end of a life, that a life couldn't always end

more easily. I went in again at 11.45 p.m. She was asleep,

breathing noisily.^ Niupse, in black, installed for night. The
mater had a frequent very bright smfle ; but it would go in an
instant. She asked for her false teeth, and she wanted her

ears syringed again, so that she could hear better. This morning

she was easier, after a good night, but certainly weaker. Mouth
dosed and eyes shut tight to-day. Lifting of chin right up to

get head in line with body for breathing. A bad sign.
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Monday, November 2yd,

Sisters Campion dined here Saturday. They explained ^^t]hat

there were only 60 soldiers at Frinton, and that they had a
tremendous lot done for them in the way of entertainment and
comforts. They said, however, that after quitting the social

club at night—cocoa, etc.—^the men could go to their canteen
and get drunk.

’ Almost laid up with a liver attack this week-end.

Tuesday, November 24/A.

The mater died unconscious yesterday at noon. The telegram
awaited us when we came back from tea at Mrs. Tollinton's at
Tendring yesterday. Cold upstairs room, with bedroom grate

—a bedroom used as a secondary drawing-room. Three great

windows. I got near the morsel of lire. Mrs. Tollinton m^re,

a widow with cap. The wife's sister in black, with a nervous
habit of shrugging her shoulders as if in amiable protest or

agreement with a protest or a humorous comment.

Friday, November zjth.

M. and I went down to Burslem for the mater's funeral on
Tuesday afternoon.

,

The mater died about i p.m. on Monday.
I learnt from Jennings that the ‘last journey* had to be

‘ the longest i.e. corpse must always go longest way to cemetery.
I asked why. He sniggered :

" So as to prolong the agony, I

suppose.” Real reason nowadays and for long past must be
ostentation. We naturally altered this.

Walk down town. Some bricks dry before others. Prominent
yellow painted stone-facings of Maqintyres. Abolition of most
crossings in Waterloo Road, to disgust of residents. I saw new
Coliseum theatre.^ New window in Mr. Povey's side-room at

top of Church St. Church St. was cleaner and better kept.

Funeral. Too soon. Orange light through blinds in front

of room. Coffin in centra on 2 chairs. Covered with flowers.

Bad reading, and stumbling of parson. Cliches and
prayer. Small thin book out of which parson read. In dim
fight, cheap new carving on oak of coffin seemed like fine oak
carving. Sham brass ^handles on coffin. Horrible lettering.

Had to wait after service for hearse to arrive. Men hung their

•
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hats on spik$s of hearse before coming in. No trouble in carrying

coffin. ‘I kept.Unde J. L.’s arm most of the time as he is nearly

blihd. He told me he still managed 700 accounts. Long walk

from cemetery gates to region of chapel. By the way, the

lodge at gates is rented as an ordinary house to a schoolmaster.

John Ford's vault next to Longson, with records of his young
wives (" The flower fadeth " etc.). This could be exaggerated

into a fine story. No sign of any other coffins of course in

Longson vault.

Curious jacket and apron of first gravedigger. Second stood

apart. Both with hats off. Parson put on a skull-cap. On
return, carriages trotted down slope from cemetery, but walked

as we got to houses near Cobridge station. ' Nest Egg Factory

'

en route. 2 cottages turned into works.

War. Extract from notice signed G.R. and issued from

War Office :
“ Complete second half million and ensure success

at home and abroad." And yet a second million is asked for.

I ascertained totals of regular recruits up to Nov. 25th. 12,800

applied, and 9,600 were accepted, in Potteries and N'castle.

Saturday, November 28th.

I met Colonel Tabor (of Cyclists) in the road yesterday. He
said that the War Office was apparently taking quite seriously

the danger of a raid. He said that many officers were now
having a few days' leave, and that one had breakfasted in the

trenches and dined in his club in London.

The Colchester road is being mined just east of the point

where the Tendring road branches off. Four or six soldiers

digging holes on either side of the road (4 in all), about 4 feet

cube. The bridge next to the railway station is also being

mined. Twelve engineers in the village, and more to come.

Tuesday, December 1st,

On Saturday ended the run of the first revival of " Milestones ".

For nearly three }{ears I had had a performance, and frequently

two, every night without intermission in the West End of London.

Friday, December 4/A.

Patriotic concert last night in village schoolroom. Full. All

the toffs of the village were there. R^v. Mathews and family

dined with us before it. Most of the programme was given by
115® • '
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soldiers, except one pro. It was far more amusing than one

could have expected. Corporal Snell, with a really superb bass

voice, sang two very patriotic, sentimental songs, sound in

sentiment but extremely bad in expression. They would have

been excruciating in an ordinary voice ; but he was thrilling in

them. Our Lieutenant Michaelis ^ was there, after mining the

roads, together with a number of his men. The great joke which

appealed to parsons and everyone was of a fat lady sitting on a

man's hat in a bus. " Madam, do you know what you're sitting

on ? '.' " I ought to. I've been sitting on it for 54 years."

This morning, with an endorsement by G. B. S. himself, I

received a suggestion from Mark Judge that I should edit Shaw's

Manifesto for volume publication.*

Gales blowing for days.

Sunday, December 6th.

Major Danielsen * asked me on Tuesday to write to the Press

about behaviour of civilians in case of a raid. I did so, and
sent the letter to, inter alia, The Times, where it made a great

effect. Major-General Heath, G.O.C. South Midland Division,

wrote me on Friday saying that he agreed with every word of

the letter, but that I ought not to have written it in my capacity

of Military Representative, or to have mentioned him as my
authority. This is very characteristic of the ofl&cial fear of

responsibility. The military are really very anxious for their

views to prevail, but they don't want anybody to know I

Meeting yesterday of Emergency Committee at Colchester.

Representative of Police there—^an awful beefy, decent piece of

stupidity. I paid for maps for Parish Councils. Badges for

special constables simply cannot be got.

Returning to Emergency Committee we haven't yet been

able to get out of Headquarters what roads they will want if

there is a raid, not; to settle with police what the signal is to be.

I am now fairly in the last part of the third Clayhanger.
•

Wednesday, December glh.

Sub-committee meeting yesterday with H. Sullivan here as to

^ A young Australian R.E. officer who was living with the Bennetts.
* “ Common Sense Abouj^the War.”
* Maj. F. G. Danielsen, of the Royal Warwickshire Regt., a proficient

linguist.
• •lib
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signalling order to evacuate. I found he knew more about

handling populace than anyone I had yet met. He said :
" I

ought to have been chairman of the committee." He was
right.

To-day I communicate with Banks as to what they will do.

Saturday, December 12th.

I heard of some documented account of work in trenches so awful

that it could not be printed. Maj .-General Heath, however,

said he should send it to some people. Colonel Phipps, who
had just left a man who had just arrived from the front, said

that in some places trenches of English and Germans were only

5 and 7 yards apart. Heath told me he had got into a row
with 3rd Army about my letter to The Times. But it was
now all " purged ". To make conversation, or perhaps because

he thought it was the proper friendly thing to do, he began

talking about books
—

" The Crock of Gold " etc. He had no
use at all for Wells. I caught 5.41 home. Very wet.

Tuesday, December x^th.

London yesterday. Visit to L. G. Brock, secy, of National

Relief Fund at 3 Queen Anne's Gate. Formerly house of Sir

E. Grey.

I then went to inspect establishment of Women's Emergency
Corps at Old Bedford College, Baker St. Miss Ashwell in charge.

Vast effect of femininity. A general exhilarating effect. The
young women badged as messengers, standing in two lines in

outer entrance hall, earnest, eager, braced, made a specially

characteristic feminine effect. One stopped me at once as I

entered, and asked me if she could do anything for me, and
then if I was A. B. I returned by 5.30 train.

Wednesday, December xfdh. •

Concert in aid of National Fund by Frinton Choral Society last

night at Frinton Exhibition Hall, yery bad music, especially

the ballads—^all appallingly dull. A madrigal by Beale, hne,

badly sung. Also in a pot pourri of national airs, the air " The
Minstrel Boy " seemed a masterpiece. It is. Orchestral suite

rotten. Two apparently professional female singers sang with

some skill the most putrid things; {heir gestures and facial

movements comic, but of course they are too close to the audience
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in thjbse small halls. The ordeal is too much. Audience asked

for a lot of encores, especially of tjie worst things, that were

freely given. The only fun in these affairs is comic remarks to

your friends, and the examination of all these ingenuous English

faces that are nevertheless so difficult to decipher. I imagine

all the people in their homes, in natural poses. A few tolerably

dressedwomen inthe audience. But for the most part a frightfully

inartistic audience, showing their lack of taste in eveiything

except their reserved demeanour.

Saturday, December zqth.

Major Danielsen and Lieut. Goodhart called on me this after-

noon. Danielsen told me that their intelligence department was
extraordinarily good, and that they had news of the visit of

German ships this week at 5 o'clock on the evening before they

arrived. I did not, however, understand why sufficient big

English ships could not arrive in time to deal with them.

From Thursday in last week to last Thursday I did nothing

on my novel. I was fairly free to go on with it on Wednesday,

but I had neuralgia. I wrote 2,500 words of it yesterday.

Monday, December 21st,

Gen. Heath, Col. Ryley and a sub called to see me yesterday

morning. Heath, still greatly preoccupied with the question of

civilian behaviour in an invasion, showed me a proclamation

which he was having printed about sniping etc. He also showed

me a draft proclamation to coastal population about bombard-

ment. It was clumsy. I offered, with proper diffidence, to

re-draft it. He consented. I posted him the new draft last

night.

Two naval officers Lieut. Hogg ‘and Assistant Pa5nnaster

Simmons on motor bikes for tea. Hogg told me tale of a soldier

(cavalry) wounded an a charge, who lay on field with the spear

of a lance sticking in him. Another English soldier came along,

and was asked to remove spear. Just as he*started to do so,

he was shot through the brain. Then a group of Germans came
along and begun to loot. Without troubling as to the spear,

they took the wrist-watch off the cavalr5mian's wrist, but just

then a shell burst among them killing or disabling all of them,

but leaving the cavalryman untouched. He was ultimately

saved.
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Tuesday, December 22nd.
'

*

Major Danielsen came over again to see me yesterday aftemobn<;

with a letter from G.O.C. saying that my amended form of his

proclamation about bombardment was much better than his.

They have accepted our suggestions for dispensing with the

police as a means of transmitting the emergency order. This

must have been a great step for Heath to take.

To-day I heard firing at sea which seemed to be like a battle,

and not like firing-practice. The first time I have had this

impression since the war began, though we have heard firing

scores of times.

This is the most gruesome item I have seen in any newspaper.

It is from an account of life in Brussels in Daily Telegraph

15.12.14.

:

Since the fatal, attacks on Ypres and the Yser a new recrea-

tion has been created for the Bruxellois, namely the trains of

the dead. These pass through the suburb of Laeken. and go

by way of Louvain and Li^ge to Germany, to be burnt in the

blast furnaces. The dead are stripped, tied together like

bunches of asparagus, and stacked upright on their feet, some-

times bound together with cords, but for the most part with

iron wire. Two to three thousand pass with each train, some-

times in closed meat-trucks, sometimes in open trucks, just as

it happens. The mighty organisation will not suffer a truck to

go back empty ; a dead man has no further interest for them.

Referring to the firing, Brig.-General Hoare called on me
yesterday afternoon, and, after doing business, asked me if I

had heard the rumour that Yarmouth had been bombarded.

He had heard the rumour, and (characteristically) had started

out to trace it and curse the originator. He traced it to the

station-master at Thorpe, who said he had had it from a Clacton

journalist who passed through in the train. Apparently it was
quite untrue.

I forgot to say earlier Jhat Maj.-Gen. Heath told me he thought

of having a prodfination printed in<jerman for the benefit of

invading Germans, warning them that if they did certain things

certain punishments woiffd without fail ultimately follow.

Rather good.

Wednesday, December 30^.

Great storm on Monday night. We lost 5 trees. A large elm .
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blew across the road, broke telegraph wires, and broke through

the vicarage fence, and blocked the rbad all night. While I was
out at 10.30 p.m. inspecting, I heard another tree crashing and
fled. Old oak fell into the pond.

Thursday, December 31s/.

Mr. F., maltster, with ^£200,000 worth of buildings and stock,

called with the secretary of his company as to order for

destruction of the whole thing in case of emergency. He of

course wanted a proper guarantee of compensation. His best

argument, however, was that a fire would block both the railway

and the high road to Harwich. Speaking of military measures,

he told me he had been to the Home Office, and that there had

actually been drawn up an order to prevent certain things being

imported into this part of the world, lest advantage might accrue

to invading enemy. The order was never promulgated.
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Thursday, January jth.

Dr. H. called this afternoon in a great state of excitement:
“ I've called about a most unpleasant thing. But I thought I

ought to tell you," etc. His news was that the village was
seething with the news that R. was a pro-German, and taking

advantage of his position as chauffeur to the military represen-

tative to transmit secret information as to English plans through

his sweetheart, a German girl, to the German authorities. H.

believed it or half-believed it.

Friday, January Sth.

I wrote to the Police Inspector last night and he called to see

me to-day. He said he was constantly having complaints about

signalling etc., all absifrd. I told him that R. was engaged to

an English girl and that the whole thing was idiotic. He said

he had received a letter about it (signed) and had to make a few

inquiries, but expected of course no result. A very decent sort.

Tuesday, January 12th,

Captain Bath and Lieut. Way of Ammunition Column of W.
Somersets billeted here yesterday. 40 horses in Dakins's yard.

Bath told me a tale of a party of German officers who spent

some time in his town, Glastonbury—I think last year—^with a
fleet of cars in which they went out every night. They had a
field and pretended to be perfecting a process for getting petrol

from peat. They showed some petrol, stated to be so obtained.

Then they departed suddenly and mysteriously. I asked : why
all this ? He said it was to reconnoitre the country. I asked

why they should reconnoitre the country at night when they

were free to do it in the da5d:ime, but he, had no answer. Any-
how, he was fully persuaded that it was a great case of ' in-

telligence '.
^

,
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Danielsen came to see me yesterday as to the case of the post-

master at X., an alleged spy. The contents of a military telegram

of no importance had been divulged. I knew that this had
happened to civil telegrams up there in the past. I sent for the

postmaster here, and questioned him, but fruitlessly. Speaking

yesterday of the difficulty of dealing with spies, Maj. Danielsen

said :
" It's this damned vote-catching government. They're

out to get the vote of the alien." He is a quite honest man, and
seemed to believe this. That the spy business was the exclusive

affair of the war-office, and that he was arraigning the beloved

K. of K. did not seem to occur to him.

Saturday, January ibth.

London to see work of Queen's Fund. I took Mary and Richard ^

to London, and Tertia met us at L'pool St. Train late. I have

never known the 10.7 not late. Lunch at Mrs, McKenna's.

Largeish house in Smith Sq.* designed by Lutyens. Very bare,

and lacking in furniture. But there was some good furniture.

Present : Masterman full of good humour. Brock, Secretary of

National Relief Fund ; and Mary MacArthur, stoutish matron,

with a marked Scotch accent. I met her on doorstep and
introduced myself. I liked her. Mrs. MacArthur had prepared

a timed programme of our pilgrimage, with times in it for leaving

like 2.48. We kept to it fairly well.

Sunday, January

In pursuance of rumour that 30,000 Germans were to land at

once, S of Tendring made all his household sleep in clothes

on ground floor.

Monday, February 1st.

Meeting of T.E. Committee at Colchester on Saturday.

Richmond ® came on Saturday for week-end to give me all

particulars of slacking by members of the Amalg. Soc. of Engineers

in war-contracts. His firm is making, shells, mines, and sub-

marine engines. He said there was not a ^eat deal of money
in it, and that the Contracts supervision dept, of War Office

wfis saving enormous sums.

^ His niece Mary Kennerley, and his nephew Richard Bennett whom
he adopted.. *

* Rt. Hon. Reginald McKenna was then living at 36 Smith Square.

• J. Rt Richmond, of the engineering firm of G. and J. Weir, Ltd.
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Richmond told me that a submarine had attacked Barrow.

This must have been the same vessel that sank several steamers

in the Irish Sea on Saturday. But nothing as to the attack has

appeared in the papers.

Thursday, February ^h,

A wealthy maltster called to tell me all he knew about spies and

suspects. He said there was nothing of the sort, and all he

could speak of were one or two people afflicted with ' cussed-

ness '—^people who would argue that the English were no good

and that Germans must win, etc. He saw this cussedness in

various forms aU over the country. I agreed. But he said

that it was all due to the abolition of flogging. He brought

ingenious old arguments in support of flogging. The chief was
that if you fined or imprisoned a man you punished his wife

and children. Whereas if you flogged him you punished him
and the thing was over at once. He got quite excited on this

subject, and could scarcely leave. A quiet, nervous man

—

public school, etc.

Saturday, February 6th,

Yesterday Brig.-Gen. Hoare (called the Brig) came to inspect

ammunition column's horses. He asked W. full details of every

horse. W. only knew about 20. He invented the rest. He
says you must never say I don't know " in the Army. Hoare

asked him if horses were getting chaff. He said they were (it

was true). When asked how, he was floored and ultimately

said he bought the chaff himself. A lie ! “I must speak to

you about that later." Later Hoare took him on one side

and said :
" It's very kind of you to pay for that chaff out

of your own pocket. Don't do it in future. The proper thing

to do is to exchange spare horse-rations with farmers for

chaff."

A certain Hon. G. B., of S.W. country, was A.D.C. to

a General. A solder was asked whether he had seen the

General. " Don't know no general, sir." " Oh, yes, you must
know the general." " Oh ! You mean that man that goes

about with Squire B. I

"

Saturday, February 13/A.

I finished " These Twain " yesterday.
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Monday, February 22nd.

Friday, Saturday and Sunday I corrected ** These Twain " and

cut it from 128,000 to 100,000 words.

Saturday, March 6th.

Marguerite went to London on Monday, and I (in the car, and

taking Michaelis) went Tuesday. Michaelis had to go to Brain-

tree for an ‘ explosives course and un nomme Rogers came here

to take his place. Miss Weeley, as usual, came to stay in the

house during our absence.

Committee meeting of Allies Wounded as usual on Tuesday

afternoon. Before that, lunch with Eve at R. Thames Yacht

Club. Good club, with good bedrooms to be had. Met there

an infernal bore, red-faced, middle-aged man, owner of a fair-

sized and smart cutter at Brightlingsea. He said a vast number
of silly things. When I trust a person, and that person breaks

his faith—especially if he belongs to the working-classes—^then

I'm death on him. Now the son of my steward—^my steward

that I had for 25 years and who venerated me ; he kissed my
hand when I went to see him when he was ill in bed etc.—^now

the son of that steward,*' etc. etc.

Dinner with Atkinses as guests, at Treviglio's. Then to

Coliseum, but there wasn’t a seat. Then to Alhambra which

was almost empty. A ghastly show. Wet night. Wednesday,

National Gallery. Rickards. He and M. lunched at Appen-
rodt's. I lunched alone. Afternoon, tea at Cedric's. Betty

and M. went to theatre together. I dined alone at Reform, and
listened to some amazingly dull talk by 3 old jossers at table

next to mine. Cedric came to see me there. Thursday, I had
Masterman, L. G. Brock and Lanchester ^ to lunch, and the last

explained admirably his scheme for«finding work for prof, classes

by making surveys of towns. Afterwards when Masterman and
I were alone, I expressed to him my notion of the way he had
been treated, and he seemed rather touched. He told me that

Kitchener was no great shakes. Obstinatp, not open to new
ideas ; no great brain power. But he had the quality of acknow-

ledging that he was wrong, after an interval. Tea at Rickards.

M. and I dined at C. P. Trevelyan's. F. W. Hirst, editor of

Economist) Noel Buxton, with a new and beautiful wife.

^ Architect and partner of Edwin Rickards in the firm of Lanchester

and Rickards.
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Norman Angell later. In the end I should like Trevelyan. My
Z>. News article was really appreciated. Norman Angell was
markedly affected by the war. When I said that worrying was

useless, he became even graver and said :
“ It's very serious,

very serious." He is a good man.

Nothing much Friday morning, except drilling and ph3^ical

exercising of troops in Hyde Park. Very varied. Echoing of

commands over Kensington Water and so on. Drove home in

the afternoon.

Saturday, March 13/A.

Went to London Tuesday morning. Pinker called at the hotel

after lunch. Harmsworths starting a new weekly (he didn't

know what—^afterwards disclosed as the Sunday Pictorial)—and

they wanted some star contributions—1,500 words. They came
to him for advice and help. Their idea was Corelli and Haggard

!

He suggested me at £100, and said I was the greatest and most
expensive star. They at once accepted. I wrote the article

on Wednesday and it was advertised on Thursday. Pinker

offered H. G. Wells, but when approached Wells said he had
already written on the subject suggested, and moreover he was
very busy with his novel. In the end the Sunday Pictorial's

star trio was me, Horatio Bottomley and Austin Harrison

!

Lunch every day at hotel. Wednesday night, Bach's Passion

at St. James's Church. Much material in this assemblage.

Performance mediocre, with vast cuts. We dined at A.B.C.

restaurant for is. grf. the two, because I had written a £100
article that day. Thursday, Pauline came to lunch. Night

:

" The Man who Stayed at Home " at Royalty. Very mediocre.

Very well acted. Returned home yesterday.
•

Sunday, March 21st,

We went to London on Tuesday. Auction sale of pictures etc.

on behalf of Wounded Allies Relief Committee at Hotel Victoria

in the afternoon.^ Spent over £12. Evening, M. went to

Kennerleys. Sydney Harrison came*to talk at Reform Club

after dinner. Very polite and amiable, but a perfect infant in

literature. Wednesday, the Morrells to lunch. Evening, “ The
Man who Stayed at Home," with Emily at Royalty. Thursday,

Hirst and Lowndes lunched with me at Reform. Afterwards, I

had a long talk with Clutton-Brock—a first-dass man. Dinner
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at Webster's. Tremendous Englishness of their house. Came
home Friday afternoon. I wrote half an article at Reform Club

Library. Knoblock came on Saturday for week-end. On
Saturdaiy a new cook arrived, drunk.

Tuesday, March 2yd.

We brought Knoblock to town yesterday morning in the car.

Previously I had got rid of temporary eook, a dnmkard. Lunch
at Reform, where I met G. W. E. Russell and Clutton-Brock. I

stayed in all afternoon reading Hueffer's " When Blood is Their

Argument ", which is not good. Dined in grill-room. Then to

premihre of Barrie's " Rosie Rapture ". Met Vedrenne, Algar

Thorold, Spencer, and Charlton, editor of Sunday Pictorial, who
said he was, and really seemed to be, very pleased with my
article last week. He said that circulation of their second

number was a million and a half. Lever de rideau " The New
Word ", quite good in a small way. " Rosie Rapture " good

here and there, but mostly conventional. Tons of flowers for

Gaby Deslys at the end. On entering I was greeted by cries in

the pit of my name. I think this never before happened to me.

Much difficulty in getting car at the end of the show. Wet
night.

•

Wedne^ay, March 24th.

Mair^ and Sullivan came to lunch. As usual Mair was full of

authentic information on things. Meeting of W.A.R.C. 4-5.

Then I went to see Sharp and Squire * at New Statesman office.

Rumours as to its imminent death untrue. They asked me to

qualify as a director. I said 1 would.

Webster dined with me at the Reform.
•

Thursday, March 25th.

Lunch at Knoblock's. A Marquis de Rosalis, Italian, speaking

French and English fairly well, and emitting platitudes on the

situation throughout.
^

•
•

Mrs. Lowndes gave dinner at Sesame Club. Mrs. Reg. Mc-
Kenna, Lockwood (an American Rhodes scholar), us, and Sir

^ G. H. Mair, formerly on the editorial staff of the Manchester Guardian,

He was at this time with«the Daily Chronicle.

* Clifford Sharp, editor of the New Statesman since its formation in 1913 ;

J. C. Squire was a leading contributor.

. .
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George Ridd^, who came very late. He said the Press Bureau
had sent out a notice to newspapers asking them to stop being

optimistic. On the top of this came the interview (Havas

Agency) with Sir J. French, predicting a short war.

Fridayt March 26th.

E. V. Lucas and wife to lunch. We went to picture show,
“ London Group ” at Goupil. Some nice things, but all imitative.

Dinner at Morrells : Lowes Dickinson, Bertrand Russell, White-

house. All these very much upset by the war, convinced

that the war and government both wrong, etc. Afterwards,

an inunense reunion of Art Students, painters, and queer

people. Girls in fancy male costume, queer dancing, etc. A
Japanese dancer. We left at 12.15. Pianola. Fine pictures.

Glorious drawings by Picasso. Excellent impression of host and
hostess.

Saturday^ March 27/A.

Lunch with Clutton-Brock at Reform. Natl. Portrait Society

in morning and Natl. Gallery in the afternoon. Dinner with

G. H. Mair at Carlton. He is in the secret service, and told us

a lot of really interesting things about the war—^wireless, sub-

marines, Press campaigns in Europe, British spies, etc. etc. He
was quite as optimistic as I am.

Sunday, March 28/A.

Rickards dined with me at Reform. Then music—^Mina Parker

—at his place, F. L. came in, fat, intellectual, and inartistic,

and began explaining how Brahms ought to be sung, and rather

mucked up the show. I played accompaniments. This morning,

R. and Miss Parker and T were at Westminster Cathedral at

9.45 for the blessing of palms by Cardinal Archbp., and High
Mass, with an old S. Matthew Passion sung. •All this cathedral

scene ought to be described in detail. We met Webster. Then
to St. Paul's Cathedral, which seemed,very English and narrow.

I had not been inside St. Paul's for about 20 years. It seemed
small, very Italian, and splendid.

Wednesday, March 31SL

I dined with Knoblock at the Garrick and then to Nat. Sporting

Club. Digger Stanley v. Berry Barnards. Eagerness of seconds.
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Four seconds for the swell boxers. I met James Pryde ^ and

Arthur Morrison, the latter small and shrewd.

Yesterday, Swinnerton with a new brown beard lunched with

me at Reform.

At 6.45 I was at St. Paul's Cathedral to meet Webster for

Bach St. Matthew Passion. The scene from the stall was superb,

with the aged white-haired figure of the conductor (surphced)

at the west end of the choir. Choir boys seated on benches in

comers to help in singing.

Thursday, April isL

I returned home yesterday afternoon. Lunched with Pinker

at the Arts Club and discussed project of me going to the Front.

Superb weather.

Good Friday, April 2nd,

Having cleared up all my correspondence and found room for

all accumulations of new books, I decided yesterday to get

ideas into order and begin my new novel ** The Lion's Share
"

to-day. I was rather disturbed by the prospect of going to

the Front with G. H. Mair.

Saturday, April 10th.

I finished the first instalment of “ The Lion's Share ", 12,500

words, to-day, having begun it on Good Friday, and written an
article as well.

The novel is light, and of intent not deeply imagined, but it

seems to me to be fairly good and interesting.

Thursday, April 15th,

The Ammunition Col. of the Somerset Battery (Capt. Bath and
Lieut. Way, ofi&cers) left here this morning to go into huts with

the Battery at Great Bentley. Last night we went to Mar-

guerite's Soldiers' Club, but very little was going on there, except

a gramophone actuated by a young woiftan who sat between two
soldiers. It seemed that many of the soldiers had asked for

passes to go out to supper. There must have been many fare-

wells. The woman in charge of the refreshments had the same
monotonous faint smile that she always has. Her husband is

at the front.

^ With William Nicholson one of the famous BeggarstafI Brothers.
•
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We went and came in the car, and met ofl&cers with a lamp,

on their rounds. I walked round by the sea wall, and as I came
home old Carter told me that there was a deserter from the

Battery and that 8 or lo cyclists were out after him. He was
a young man who hated being in the Army. Still, being a
Territorial, he chose it early.

Monday, April

Owing to alleged existence of a German spy in British Officer's

clothing and in a car, in this district, order that no officer shall

be out at night in a car unless on duty and with the password

of the day. Personally, I don't see what good this will do.

Highly inconvenient for officers. One officer coming through

Chelmsford, got stopped on his way to this district. He did not

know of order, and had no password. He telephoned for help.

A despatch cyclist was sent from Great Bentley to give him the

password. This cyclist, although on General Hoare's orders,

was not allowed to go through Colchester, and in the end the

officer had to get home by train.

Rickards and Pinker came on Saturday. Yesterday, R., P.,

Swinnerton and I went for a walk to Landermere and had
drinks at the pub. Pinker told me he had arranged to sell my
' Front ' articles (if I go) to the New York Times for £ioo each,

for America. He also told me that Hy. James had intimately

conversed with two men sent on missions by Wilson through

Germany. One, unofficial (the ' King of Texas ', great friend

of Wilson's), to ascertain state of Germany (? and Austria) ; the

other, official, to try to arrange something as to complex social

relations (Germans with American wives, etc.). These two men
only met at the end of their work, and in London. They agreed

in their observations. •

1. German Government had no hope whatever of a victory.

2. German Government was in a ‘ state of terror ' as to the

British Navy, feeling themselves like men in a room
from whic^ the* air was being slowly withdrawn.

3. Food question likely to be very troublesome before harvest.

4. No first-dass leader in Germany.

Wednesday, April 28/A.

I finished the 3rd instalment of " The Libn's Share " on Sunday

;

wrote an article on Monday, and went to London yesterday
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for Wounded Allies Committee Meeting, at which I was in the

chair.

After lunch I had a talk with Spender, who told me that Italy

had ' signed on * definitely in the Quadruple Alliance. He gave

the war another i8 months. I asked him if he kept a diary.

He said no. He said that at the beginning of his intimate friend-

ship with Rosebery, Rosebery asked him if he kept a diary.

" Tm glad," said Rosebery when he had the answer, " now I

can be free with you."

Saturday, May 8th.

Lusitania sunk at 2.30 near Cork Harbour. It was on the posters

at 5.45. At first I did not believe it. It made almost no
impression on me. Then I went back to buy a paper.

Pinker told me some good new small things about the conduct

of the war. He gets most of his information through Henry

James.

Wednesday, May 12th.

We came to London yesterday, bringing Pauline Smith.

Shopping all afternoon with Marguerite. Two dresses bought

at Selfridge's by Marguerite. Crowds of women in Oxford Street

and Regent Street just as usual, and shops just as usual.

The chic of the women in Piccadilly collecting for Russian

woimded was quite remarkable, and the total improvement of

Englishwomen in this respect in recent years is astounding.

Festival of British Music at Queen’s Hall last night, alone.

I dined at R.T.Y.C. O’Neill and Bantock and Holbrooke music

(Humoreske—Fifine—^The Bells) rotten. But Delius’ Sea Drift

very fine.

I met Ernest Newman, who was very canny and very him-

self.

Thursday, May 13th.

Lunch yesterday with Wells and Gardiner at Automobile Club.

Wells said he knew that French (Sir J.)*belieyed the war would
be over in Jime. Afterwards with " H. G." to Royal Academy.
I had no use for Sargents, Orpens, or Clausens. A fairish crowd

there. Then to tea with him at Carlyle Club. First time I had
been in this Club. Furnished in a horrible manner. The tea,

however, was good.
*

Then to meeting of Executive Committee of Wounded Allies

•
.
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at Sardinia House. It lasted from 5 to 7.35, and Lord Swaythling

kept re-lighting one cigar the whole time.

Dined with M. at Hotel. Then to reception at Charles Tre-

velyan’s to meet the Managing Committee of the Union of

Democratic Control. But the only member that I found there

was Arthur Ponsonby; a pale, light, large-foreheaded man.
Seemed surprised when I said that Germans would be beaten,

and that Government would stand. AU these chaps have
twisted ideas.

Saturday, May
Then I met Silas K. Hocking, and found him decidedly agreeable,

rather devil-may-care with his fine beard. He said he hadn't

been doing much lately
;

getting older ; only worked in morn-
ings; and had been living on dividends. However, he had
recently had demands for five serials, and had contracted to do
three. He evidently had the right trade attitude towards his

work.

Monday, May zyth.

Saturday, I re-wrote the London-to-Paris chapter of ” The Lion’s

Share ”. I added an amusing incident, but did not treat it very

marvellously. I did this at the Reform. Then lunch, late, at

the R.T.Y.C.

I then walked down to the new Comer House in the Strand,

which is apparently larger than the original Corner House. This

place was full up ; at the two doors two commissionaires kept

aspirants to tea from entering. And this was not between 4
and 5, but between 5 and 6. I saw coming up Whitehall the

Cadet Corps, with many shrill bands, a long snake curving through

the Mall into the gardens ofrBuckingham Palace, where they were

to be received by the King. Nearly all were in uniform, and all

had rifles. They marched excellently, putting all their brain

into marching and marking time. Command from time to time

to change shoulde^p with rifle. Also Left—Right, Left—Right.

Also lowering of big drum by white-leather-aproned drummer,
sometimes with aid of a companion, to his side after end of a

morceau.

May and Emily came to dinner. Then Coliseum, which was
excessively dull. But we had a good Dox for zos. 6d. and the

sight of the immense crammed house was very good. Ever3^hing
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in this place is so damned ugly. Gen4e danced old-fashionedly

well, amid rotten scenery. Great difficulty in getting taxis

nowadays at night. On three evenings (i) we took motor-bus,

(2) we took four-wheeler, (3) we took motor-bus.

Yesterday I wrote my Daily News article, The Pogrom ", at

the Reform Club, lunched there, and slept there afterwards.

Very agreeable.

Tuesday, May iSth.

Sir George Riddell sent a man and a car to conduct me to St.

Dunstan's, Regent's Park, where Arthur Pearson has established

a home for blinded soldiers. Very large place ; belongs to an

American financier named Kahn. 15 acre garden etc.

Pearson very natty, and a constant and rapid talker. Prac-

tically quite blind. He may have vague sensations of dark and
light. His wife came. He kissed her hand when she left. I

liked her. Two blind officers ; a secretary of Blind Institute,

Pearson*s secretary ;
the Matron, a wounded soldier, and the

Bishop of London for lunch. The last is certainly clever—for

the mot particularly. He is, perhaps excusably, deeply impressed

by the fact that he is Bishop of London, but he turns it off

always into a joke. Thus :
" When I get into a car it always

breaks down. People say the Bishop of London is a Jonah " etc.

" A strange thing for the Bishop of London." Small thin sharp

face, with small trembling eyes. Ordinary Tory ideas. He told

us that every general had told him to impress upon the country

that the army was very short of ammunition ; and one general

told him he was only allowed 2 rounds a day 1 He spoke agree-

ably, with simple well-wom forms of jokes, to the men after

lunch about his experiences at the front.

•

Wednesday, May igfA.

Wells, Archer, and Sep ^ lunched with me at the Reform.

Archer, Wells, and I arranged a scheme for an organised protest

against Yellow Pressism concerning aliens efc.

Friday, May 21st,

Yesterday I lunched and dined at the McKennas, and learnt a

lot about the crisis, ^unciman fine. McKenna and Asquith

and others extremely hurt and pained by the crisis. Kitchener

^ Arnold Bennett's youngest brother.
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not very good. Crisis'made by Repington's article in The Times.

Churchill with French at same time as Repington. Rep’s article

"arranged’. Excellent War Office defence against charge of

lack of shells, namely that French, knowing circumstances,

demanded a certain quantity, and that this quantity was not

only supplied but doubled. Fault therefore with leaders at front.

French not now liked by Army, who want Robertson. Battle of

Aubervilliers of Saturday, 8th, bloodiest of war. Not a defeat,

because men could not be shifted, but we lost 28,000 men.

Operation undertaken against advice of other generals.

In eveimg, after dinner, Hobhouse,^ Postmaster-General, came
in to learn from McKenna his fate, who, however, couldn’t tell

him. As I had been attacking Hobhouse fiercely in Daily News,

McKenna saw him alone in the drawing-room. I just caught a

glimpse of him.

Saturday, May 2g/A.

On Thursday I sent off first copy of first half of “ The Lion's

Share ".

London yesterday for the day. New English Art Club. Very
interesting watercolours of Steer, etc.

Ltuich with Mair at Garrick Club. Mair said that Princess

Irene blew up with 300 mines on board. He said that whereas

Fisher went to bed at 10 and rose at 5, Churchill would come
to the Admiralty after dinner. Churchill sent in a telegram

to be approved by Fisher ; Fisher declined to approve it. On
the intermediary suggesting that instead of sending a blank

refusal he should draft a new telegram, he did so.

Mair said that Simon ® was going to be much more strict with

the censorship, and that it.was intended to prosecute The Times.

He also said that Fisher on being appointed ordered 300 craft

of various sorts. One firm alone made 24 light cruisers. There

are special craft for going up the Danube, and special monitors

for running over mine fields to attack Cuxhaven.

Thursday, June yd.

Dance last night in aid of Blinded Soldiers and Sailors. About
*40 people paid, and something over 30 came. Receipts about

£zi. Began at about 9.15 and finish^ about z.30. Curious

1 The Rt. Hon. C. E. H. Hobhouse. * Sir John Simon.
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method of sitting out. Couples went to sit out in the motor

cars waiting in the stable yard. Coldish night. The earnest air

of young couples, especially the girls, and the short-statured girls

sitting about in my study, my bedroom, and M.'s rooms, also on

the top stairs, was just as comic to me as ever it was. It is the

small girls who seem to take the dalliance so seriously. I danced

with six women,—a record.

Saturday, June $th.

London yesterday. Mair lunched with me and Brock joined us.

Wells and Masterman came in.

Monday, June yth.

Now that Zeppelin fatalities are no longer fully reported in the

papers, it may be noted (from Miss Nemey's brother, who is in

an anti-aircraft train and knows) that eighty houses were

destroyed at Sittingboume the other day and not one life lost.

Official telegram to-day that 5 killed and 40 injured in raid

on East Coast last night.

Sunday, June i^th.

The Strand Magazine objected to my novel The Lion's Share
"

on the ground that it contained suffragette scenes. They held

a meeting of directors and solemnly decided that the Strand

could not print a suffragette serial. However, I think that I

have reassured them.

Wednesday, June ibth.

Still waiting for a telegram permitting me to go to the French

front.

I was told positively on Monday tKat Dardanelles*were forced.

Last night Asquith said that there was no truth whatever in the

rumour. This ruittour has been very strong.

Sunday, June 20th.
'

,

London on Friday. I paid three visits to Godfrey, Mair's

secretary, to get my passport for France and police pass, and in

the end the police pass was wrongly filled up. The passport

had been marked “ Hajni'e " instead of “ Boulogne ", although

no passengers are allowed to land at Havre. Godfrey's calm

under these provocations was remarkable.

^
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X., another man who, having nothing further to do privatdy,

thinks seriously about helping the country, after ten months
and a half.

The Z.'s for dinner. I like her most and him less. His

is a dear case of shyness hiding conceit. Also he is a pessimist

and imenterprisirig.

I leave for London and France to-night.

[Arnold Bennett went to the West Front, June 21st, 1915, and
was there until July 13th, 1915.

—

^Editor.]

Monday, June 21st.

Victoria Station 7.45. Given a form to fill up. Couldn’t get

a big bag through without registering. People coming off train.

Shabby, respectable girls etc. Hot Summer’s morning. Soldiers,

officers. Staff officers on train.

A general : crossed sword and baton with star :
" What I

diould really like to know is, how they relieve those trenches at

night."

Fine voyage.

My police pass saved me a great deal of trouble of waiting at

Folkestone, more at Boulogne. Channel covered with shipping.

Boom for several miles outside Folkestone, buoyed at about

every 100 yards.

Impression at Boulogne of men of military age not engaged,

similar to that at Folkestone.

Arrival of bevy of nurses, white starched muslin blue- and red-

edged in car at ' Stationary Hospital ’. Arrival of Army Postal

Van, with legends about Y.M.C.A. and Kaiser written with a

finger in the white dust on* the sides.

Etaples, hospitals and Camp. As English as England. Hay
in some places made and laid in cocks. Arrived Abbeville

4.15, having taken 3 hours to do 80 or 90 kil. The whole line,

station and scene,^make an impression like perpetual Sunday,

except for soldiers and camps.

Amiens. Very old man in a new long blue blouse and swagger

check trousers showing beneath, acting as porter and shoving a

truck along. Probably had retired and been brought back again.

Paris. 1 had at first a rather false impression about streets

;

in big streets over half the shops were closed. Then I recollected
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that the hour was after 7. A peculiar feeling certainly aH over

Paris. No autobuses, but trains. Few taxis. I saw the horse

bus, Madeleine-Bastille, with a woman in charge, bareheaded,

and with a great black bag over her abdomen. About 40 ; on
easy terms with the passengers.

Mair and I went to Godebski's after dinner. Godebski would

not believe that 33 submarines sunk. Very harsh on Italy.

Paris even darker than London. Same impression in Paris as

in London of young men not in uniform.

Paris, Wednesday, June 2yd.

I learnt yesterday that it was impossible to leave yesterday for

the Front. Gide, Godebski and Mair came to lunch. Gide

intellectually more than ever like an orchid.

General Sketch of Impression of Paris.

View from Hotel. Destruction of gardens and architecture

;

St. Clotilde. Station. Trees. Young man and woman playing

silly ball game in dust. Shops. No buses. Concierges sitting

out at night on pavements. Very close and hot, and as it were

expectant. Number of young men for various reasons left.

Lack of chicory and salt. Sound of guns in distance. Variety

of uniforms. Bad puttees. Women's heavy mourning.

Paris, Thursday, June 24/A.

Dinner last night at Madame Edwards'. An astounding fiat.

Ph. Berthelot, Gide, Mair, the Godebskis and Legrix (young

novelist) . Berthelot^ was as mysterious as ever. When I flattered

him about “ Le Livre Jaune ", he told me that he had to leave

documents out. One an absolute prophecy of the course of the

outbreak of war, from a Pole, received a month in advance.

It was too true for anyone to believe that it wasn't a fake. The
other a quite authgitic statement of the war plans of the Germans,

as to aeroplanes, shells, trenches, strategy etc. This was received

a year before the War. It couldn't be published because the

French War Office had taken no action on the strength of it,

though they knew it was authentic. It was tremendous accusa-

tion of the French War Office. Only a summary was given in

" Le Uvre Jaune ".

^ Philippe Berthelot occupied a responsible post in the French Foreign

Office (see also p. 104).
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Meaux, June 24th,

House by roadside, roof damaged, contents taken away by G/s.

Why ? What they couldn't take they destroyed.

Trenches. Character of country : rolling upwards. Farms.

Wheat, oats, poppies. Heavily wooded in places. High horizon

of tree-lined roads. Tombs here and there.

Thence to Chambry. Many tombs in wheat and hidden by
wheat. Barbed wire on four stout posts (a bird on post), white

wooden cross. Always a small white flag. Not always a name.

On every side in these fields, the gleam of cross or flag, as far as

you can see. Scores and scores. Dark green-purple of distant

wooded hills against high green of fields.

Cemetery used for firing from. Holes in wall.

Wheat absolutely growing out of a German.

The Battlefield is between Barcy and Chambry. Barcy is

high ; Chanibry is low, like Meaux. Round through battlefield

German Army was going South-East, and chiefly East.

General impression. How little is left. How cultivation and
civilization have covered the disaster over

!

Paris, June 2$th.

Mair and I dined at Meaux. Lord Esher came in, wearing a

fancy military costume—perhaps that of Constable of Windsor

Castle. A star was depending from his neck. As soon as he saw
my eye on it he tucked it inside his double-breasted khaki coat.

We are to go to Rheims on Saturday.

Rheims, June 26th.

Chateau Pommary.
Trenches at 80 metres apart. German first line trenches like

a road. Champagne proprietor who didn't want me to drink

water.

Low, short sound of firing. A little smoke and dust.

Crowded roads. 8o,eoo men entrenched in front of us

—

Desolation. Day^when 3,000 ohus fell. Shrapnel last week

—

no good except to break windows.

ChaJteau Thierry, June 28/A.

Arrived here last night at 7.20. We too( drinks at Headquarters

of a Commandant of whom I didn't catch the name. This
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drink (lemon and water and sugar) restored me more than any
drink I ever had. We did a great deal of rough walking yesterday

—estimated 20 miles. I put it at 12.

Mervdl, June 28th.

German prisoners collecting muck in a courtyard under a guard.

When told of possible exchange of prisoners they said “ No
Ambulance de Ugne. Tent operating hospital. Ether

smell. This is the first hospital after the paste de secours near

trenches. Some cases operated on here in an hour after

wound.
In one case at Tirlemont an ambulance (field hospital) with

200 blessSs departed in 60 minutes.

Paris, June ^oth.

Ravel came to lunch. He is a second in autos. He wanted to

be in aviation, but his friends would not help him on account of

danger.

Near Ablain^ July 8th.

Young prisoner, 21, just caught. Trousers and coat pierced by
bullet. Consumptive, enfeebled. Called up in Dec. 1914.

Examined by officer, then went off with a soldier. Had work
in paper factory. Infinitely pathetic. Scared little consumptive.

Why military ambition ?

Ablain seen from here is merely rafters.

Passage of wounded.

After car came to road at Souchez Germans began to* fire on
road 78 high explosives. Searching road at 50 yards* distance

or 100 up and down each shot. Almost every 2 minutes, and
I minute sometimes. Tremendous waste of ammunition. The
thing burst before sound of sizzling has finished reaching your

ears. •

Nearest shot 100 yards.

DouUens, Friday, July 9/A.

405 and 407th Reg. passed through in autobuses chiefly

Berliet. Many roofed in, others with canvas tops, and window
holes either empty or mica-ed. Young and jolly.

1,200 lb. meat in wire safe per day.

26,000 meals a week.
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Ypres, July I2th.
^

Market-place full of people, up to April 22. Acacia trees still

flourishing. St. Martin’s stands, but irreparable. Only walls

left, and tower skeleton. Organ stands. Apse blown out.

Vast heaps of bricks in meeting of transept and nave etc. All

yellowed by picric acid.

Big guns. Wireless report of shot reaches Germans before

sound of explosion.

Boches shelling towns by sections.

Behind cathedral 50 ft. hole by 17-inch gun into graveyard

;

bones all over hole.

Grande Place—except for one white building (convent) all the

rest jagged needles of walls.

Sat in a shell-hole to do sketch in front of convent. Aeroplanes

overhead.

High wind. English guns booming. Fitments in houses

creaking and rattling and cracking.

Houses full of disordered belongings.

On ramparts, dug-outs, birds lustily enjo5dng odour of gas

from shell.

We never saw a Boche aeroplane,

Friday, July 16/A.
*

I returned home from the Front yesterday, after 2 nights in

London at the Savoy. By the evening I had dealt with all

arrears.

The Strand people are obstinate in their objection to The
Lion’s Share ”. On the other hand, the Metropolitan (New
York) are delighted with the work, and openly say so.

Considerable movement ^f troops round about here. Towns
being apparently fortified, etc. General coming down from

London to confabulate with Brig.-Gen. Hoare on the spot. A
current belief that the War Office expects a raid*from the German
Fleet. I don’t think the.War Office does. If it does, why does

it let the Somersetspgo a whole year without firing a single* shot

of any kind in practice ?

Thursday, July 22nd.

Mysteriously and intestinally ill for a week. Unable to work.

Convalescent this morning only. Miss X. told me yesterday
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at dinner that aH Ae bees had died in this district, and that the

reason was they liad hot been ' told ' about the war.

It appears that bees should always be * told ' about deaths

in the family and other important happenings, otherwise they

will die. She met a woman in the road with a lot of honey,

and asked her how it was that she almost alone had succeeded

with her bees. The woman said :
" Ah I But as soon as the

wat broke out I went and told my bees all about, it." Miss

X. believed in this superstition. Edith Johnston said that her

parents had lost 7 hives out of 9.

Monday, August gth.

After my return home I was ill with colitis until the end of July,

and in bed for 9 days. 1 did not resume my visits to London
until August 6th, when I had a long talk with Spender and
Masterman, who agreed that not only was the Russian adminis-

tration corrupt, but the War Office was thoroughly Germanised

until after the beginning of the war. Even Witte was pro-

German until Turkey came in. Spender said Russia had

7 million men trained but not armed yet.

Renewed activity up this coast about preparations for invasion.

Generals came down from town, and I had communications with

Lieut.-General Sir A. R. Martin, K.C.B.

,

Saturday, August 14/A.

London. Masterman lunched with me at Reform.

W.A.R. Committee. George Whale ^ joined it. Tea with

Pinker after it.

Then long talk with Dr. Brend afterwards. He had brought

over wounded from Ostend in October and was very im-

pressive about official incompetence. A positive man ; rather

agreeable.

I dined with Clifford Sharp at Romano’s. He told me that

Brooks had told him Brooks was in Northcliffe's room when N.

himself dictated the Daily Mail article about Kitchener, and that

it was very much stronger then than in print. It seems North-

diffe, having no sons, is very keen on his nephews. He has

already lost two in the war, if not three, and he regards them
as having been murdered by Lord K. When remonstrated with

^ Solicitor, ex-mayor of Woolwich, and one of the founders of the Omar
Khayyam Qub.
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about his attitude to Lord K., he burst out :

**
But he’s murdered

my nephews 1

'*

Saturday, August 21st

It now appears from my ofl&dal correspondence with head-

quarters, that in case of invasion the military people have not

yet got their transport into order ; they admit that it will not

be in order for 2 months, and they are still ' going to ’ indent.

They want to indent from this coastal division, where transport

is already inadequate and any evacuation would be very sudden!

I am tr3dng to stop them.

Also, without any corresponding change in the arrangements

for evacuation, the direction of the evacuation has been taken

out of the hands of the Committees, which organised it, and put

into the hands of the police, who know nothing about the

arrangements.

Pinker told me that British Army now held 160 miles of

French Front. That new horizontally effective bombs were now
perfect. War Office had said that no bombs could be effective

at 50 yards away on the level. Inventors said it could. Bomb
made and ^ tried. An officer was to let it off electrically at

70 yards. War Office protested that he could not be in danger.

He was killed—^hit in the breast by a bit of projectile.

Also that great muddle in landing at Suvla, Dardanelles.

Troops 24 hours late. Otherwise they might have got right

across peninsula. Fearful row, 2 Generals sent home. I

talked somewhat with a Russian (in French). He had great

blame for his countr5mien's administrators—* ces voleurs ’.

Thursday, August 26th,

An oldish woman was carding a pail of water past the nearest

cottage of the row of cottages on the left of the Harwich road

at Thorpe Green. •

“ It don’t get no nearer," said another woman within the

cottage.
^

She was referring to the well in the field, two or three hundred
ysocds away, which supplies these cottages with water.

" No, and it don’t get no lighter," said the water-carrier.

" It’s too far," they agreed.

So it is. There is a water-main runs down the road or very

dose to it, and yet these cottagers have to carry water a ridiculous
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distance in pails^ It is astonishing that they don't contrive a

water-cart on wheels, easy to push. To get enough water for

a bath would *take a woman several hours by the present

systeni.

The chaplain to this brigade told me yesterday at tea in the

garden that he was’ very frieiidly with Y.Z., the composer, and

that Y.Z. would ultimately,rank with Wagner. He was arrang-

ingtor the performance of one of Y.Z.'s works with due solemnity,

when^sdmebody told him that this composer's alleged wife was not

his real wife, who still lived. The chaplain had to retire from

direction of arrangements, but he was not acutely disturbed.

He said to Y.Z. :
" Don’t you think you could make a clean

breast of it and explain things fully to people ? ” And Y.Z.

did so to the organisers. He explained how he could not work
when living with his real wife, whereas now, with No. 2, he had
composed So-and-So and So-and-So. Further, No. 2’s money
was necessary to his material existence. Whereupon somebody
in the room offered to give an income to Y.Z. so that he could

quit No. 2 ! The thing had not been settled when the chaplain

last heard. I asked if Y.Z. was a communicant. He said, No,

he doesn't quite know where he is. He's trying to find himself.

I tell him to take his time."*

Yesterday I finished sixth and last article on the Front.

Saturday, August 28th.

The other day, when I reminded an officer concerned with

Emetgency arrangements here, that a secret word had been

given without which no order to evacuate was to be considered

gemiine, he replied that he had never heard of such a word, but

would look into it. This is a good example of official negligence.

Had I not brought up the matter, the whole Emergency scheme

might have been vitiated if an invasion had suddenly taken

place. •

To Harwich yesterday. I took a map in the car. I asked

sentry at entrance to search the car.** He ^declined. Nothing

said as to maps. No printed notice as to maps. On leaving, 1

was stopped and sent back with a soldier to Headquarters.

Maps were not allowed. The A.P.M. himself had seen me
looking at the map. The attitude of the A.P.M. and another

official, who both interviewed me, was grotesque/ and I have

written formally to wake them up.
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Wednesday, September isL

After over a week's delay I received jny first article on the

British Front back from the Censor at G.H.Q. yfiih the excep-

tion of about three words the whole of the censoring struck me
as entirely futile. I keep the censored copy as a curiosity.

Saturdayf September Afk,

London. . Limch at Marriotts. W.A.R. Committee. My new
appeal heartily approved.

Thursday, September (jth.

Yesterday I finished a supplementary article (hospital) on the

Front. I am now quit of all this, except that I may write a

preface for the book form. I can now turn to the last half of
" The Lion's Share Besides this I have my next (London)

novel in my mind, and my war play, which will advance every

time I think about it for an hour.

I read a year or two of de Goncourts' journal recently. Very

good. In fact it had the finest effect on me when I was exceed-

ingly annoyed.

Saturday, September* nth.

During the day, from Davray, Walker, and Rickards, I got

information as to Zeppelin raid on Wednesday night.^ Davray
on roof of the Waldorf. He said Zeppelin was fairly low over

roof. Searchlights on it. Star-lights. Fairy-like. Shots ^t it.

Then it rose and went northwards. Spectacle agreed to be

superb. Noise of bombs agreed to be absolutely intimidating.

And noise of our guns merely noise of popguns. One bomb in

garden of Queen's Sq. had'smashed windows and indented walls

and smashed window frames on three sides. Two hospitals here.

A lot of the glazing had already been repaired. Much damage
at Wood Street, Cheapside, I didn't see it. Two motor-buses

demolished with pgissengers. Rickards, who went out at 11.15

(visitation at 10.50—^he was in bed and went to cellar), said it

was very strange to see motor-buses going along just as usual,

and a man selling fruit just as usual at a comer. People spoke

to each other in the streets. Walker said streets near bomb in
/

^ On the««vening of September 8 a number of Zeppelins raided London
and the suburbs. Considerable damage was done, 20 killed and 86 injured.
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• City Were ' two inches deep ’ in glass etc. I didn’t see damage
in Theobald’s Road. It appears there had been a raid over

New Cross oil Tuesday night. Queen’s Square was rather like

the Front—^Arras, for example.

Mrs. T. to lunch. Her father, a bishop, has just lost his wife.

A grandnephew was told to write condolences to him. The boy,

^aged II, wrote first :
“ Dear Grandad, I am very sorry Grannie

*

is dead, but we must make the best of these things.” Told

that this wouldn’t do, he tried again :
” I am very sorry Grannie

is dead. But you may be sure she is far happier where she is.”

This also being condemned, he wrote a conventional letter about

Grannie having always been kind to them all, etc.

Wednesday, September i$th.

Zeppelin excitements nightly. It was said in the village that a
Zeppelin hung over the village church for an hour on Monday
night, but I did not believe this. A station-porter, however,

told me that they could see a Zeppelin on Sunday night, as it

passed. He said that another Zeppelin or some Zeppelins had
been signalled for that night (Monday). It was dark when I

talked to him on the dark platform. (They had had instructions

as to lights by telegraph.) The only lights were the reds of the

signals, high up. I asked him as to Marguerite’s train. He said

that the train had ' asked ’ for the line and would arrive soon.

This mysteriousness of unseen things known to be coming—such
as Zeppelins and trains—^was rather impressive. Then suddenly

a red light changes to green in the air. Two engines attached to

each other rumble through the station. Then M.'s train. And
after a long delay Marguerite's silhouette very darkly far down

/.the platform.
./ * •

Monday, September 2*jth.

Capt. B. called late last night. He said he had heard that the

Mauretania had been sunk with 6,000 soldiers on board, but did

not believe it. He liked telling it. He said 1;hat a friend of his,

commander of a T.B.D., had told him that 21 German transports

had recently been within a comparatively short distance of the

English coast. ” They got away again * by a miracle ’,” said

the Commander. ” I can’t give you particulars, but it was a

miracle^” The Commander told him that in the affair he had

been responsible for sinking 10 German submarines, and that
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II were sunk altogether. All had double crews. I said to

Captain B. :
“ Did the Commander tell you this with hiS* own

lips ?
" He replied : He did. He is a friend of mine." B.

said he believed the transports were empty.

B. also related how a man who had gone to the Dardanelles

had promised to send a bit of blue ribbon in an envelope as soon

as they were forced. No word. Just the blue ribbon. Thus
no trouble with censor. Well, the ribbon arrived on Friday, and
the man who had received it (in police force) had himself told B.

yesterday of the incident.

Saturday, October 2fid.

London yesterday. Tailors’. Then to McKenna’s for lunch.

Reggie came in late and left early. There were also Marguerite,

John Bums, and a young doctor whose name I missed. McKenna
was very strong against conscription. He said it would lose the

war. He said the army was already too large for our resources,

that the demands of the Allies were always growing, and that

the financial strain was very great. John Bums was in great form.

He gave most amusing and convincing pictures of artisan family

life etc. He said that when he had been buying a book too

many he would leave it at the club and then take it home last

thing at night, after his wife was in bed, and hide it.

Then to National Liberal Club to meet Percy Alden, M.P.,

who interviewed me for a syndicate of papers. He said there

were only two things he could do really well, sail a small yacht,

and control a meeting. Driving with him to Liverpool St.

Station afterwards I heard of his speechifying tour round the

world.^ He said that in Japan he saw a factory where between

2,000 and 3,000 girls were employed. Girls gathered from

country districts with dreaftns of town life, flower festivals, etc.

These girls worked in two 12-hour shifts, night and day, Sundays
included. They slept in huge dormitories. The sight of them
dirty, dishevelled, crowded, asleep in the dormitories—^and the

Japanese by predjjection such a clean and neat people—was
awful. It was absolutely forbidden to leave the factory at all.

They were bound for three years (sort of apprenticeship) and
they earned 2\d. a day, of which 2d. was deducted for food.

Food chiefly consisted of soup with fish-tails and heads therein,

bodies of fish being reserved for managers etc. When he talked

I On social and labour problems.
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to a big Japanese statesman about industrial conditions, states-

man (I forget his name) said that there was no need for trades

unions in Japan as all Japanese loved each other so much that

abuses v^ould be impossible. Alden said things had slightly

improved.

Home by restaurant train.

Moniay, October

Mrs. Green to-day said that she had been talking to a young

Sub. at Queen Alexandra’s Hospital, Millbank, wounded in

Dardanelles. He told her that one day they had to put up
wire-entanglements and there were no posts. A number of

stiff corpses of Turks were Ijnng about. They up-ended them
and stuck them into the ground like posts, and fastened the

wire to their heads. Mrs. Green said to us :
“ What will the

youths of 19 be like afterwards, who have been through this

kind of thing, and got used to it ?
”

I should say that in most respects, and to all appearance,

they will be like others who have not been through it.

.

Started 6th instalment of “ The Lion’s Share ” to-day.

Saturday, October gth.

Left home at 10 a.m. and drove over slippery roads in a Scotch

mist to Little Easton. I walked with Wells in the park at

,dusk. Stag rutting season. All the bucks were roaring like

lions, and we were somewhat intimidated. Two of them made
a show of fighting, but fimked it. Before this, original ball

games in the arranged bam, in front of which a farmyard and
cesspool had been turned into a very sightly sunk garden with

bathing tank in the middle.

Immense park, belonging to Lad;^ Warwick, and practically

wasted for useful purposes. And there must be huncheds such.
“ It ought to be taxed out,” said H. G.

Tuesday, October 12th.

I returned from Wells’s yesterday morning, and wrote my
article in the afternoon. I had a great time there. There

were about 18 people to hockey on Sunday afternoon. Newman
Flower, of Cassells, came on Sunday for the night, and Clarkson,

chairman of National Steam Car, and others, came for supper

on Sunda]^ It is Wells’s tremendous energy that makes
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the place so entertaining. If there is no real talking then he

must instantly play at some game. I played at Badminton,

hockey, his mvn pat-ball, etc. He has turned a bam and a

farmyard into something very nice, and a great “ escape

"

from the house. He works in his bedroom at a very small

table, and has a primus stove to make tea there. He sometimes

gets up and works in the night. The house is partly steaih-

heated, and is fairly comfortable and very bright ; but some
of it is badly planned and arranged. It is like a large cottage

made comfortable by people rich but capricious. H. G. drives

a car very indifferent bad ; but he enjoys driving.

Saturday, October iSth,

London yesterday. Show of French drawings about war at

Leicester Galleries. I bought a Hermann Paul for 8 guineas.

The Forains were very fine indeed. 50 guineas each.

Monday, October 18th,

Capt. K. and Capt. B. stationed here, recounted the Zeppelin

attack on their camp in Epping Forest. It was apparently

brought on by a light in the Officers' Mess. It seems that the

Zeppelin hung over the camp. It dropped several (4 or 5)

explosive bombs right in the camp, a few feet (under 20) away
from where K. actually was. None of these bombs exploded.

They buried themselves 10 feet in the earth. They were ex-

cavated without accident. K. said the soldiers used pick and
shovel in digging them out with perfect indifference to the

danger. The Zeppelin also dropped a number of incendiary

bombs which the soldiers put out as they fell. It seems to me
that the fact that incendiary bombs were dropped shows that

the Zepp did not know that it was over a tented camp. The
object of setting fire to tents is not clear at all, as the men could

easily get away, and the damage would be inconsiderable.

The explosive bombs weighed one hundredweight each, and
the incendiary bombs about 15 lb. each. K. said he could

not assert that he actually saw the Zeppelin. He said the men
saw whole fleets of Zeppelins. Apropos, Rickards related last

night that Webster came across a crowd in the centre of which

was a man pointing to the sky and raging excitedly :
“ There

she is I She's hit I She's hit I " Webster said :
" You think

that's a Zep, but it's the moon." The crowd dissolved.
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Tuesday, October 26th.

Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Wells came for tea yesterday and left after

limch to-day. He told me he regarded £. Carson as the really

sinister and dangerous figure in poUtics to-day. Immediately

after it was established that he would not compromise on Hom^
Rule the Austrian Note was sent to Serbia. Germany thought

she was safe so far as concerned England.

Last week Gardiner kicked against my article showing the

financial danger of recruiting. But he printed it in the end,

unfortunately cutting out the very part in which I saved myself

by blessing the present recruiting campaign and expressing the

hope that only at the end of the 6 weeks' trial would recruiting

be stopped.

Friday, November $ih.

Chrysanthemum Show here yesterday for the Red Cross.

Only our own plants. About 60 odd people. A singer who
came from London for her exes., is. od. Of course far more
women than men ; but still a few men (and officers). It was
a success; ^^23 net. But it is a strange, though ingenious,

way of getting money. The people could afford more by pay-

ing directly, like income-tax ; but they prefer to pay more
indirectly ; that is, to indulge themselves in amusement
while ‘helping the cause’. There is something to be said

for it.

On Wednesday night my new bookshelves in Miss Nerrey’s

room were inaugurated.

Wednesday, November ijth.

Yesterday morning, barber's. Reform. Directors’ meeting at

noon of New Statesman, Shaw, Webb, Simon (large employer

at Manchester) and Clifford Sharp. Shaw said we ought to

attack Asquith. Said we ought to make Haldane P.M. Shaw
had no conception of public opinion at all.

^
Afterwards, in the

street, he told me he had talked like that as a ‘ hygienic opera-

tion ', and that it was necessary to exaggerate in such hygiene ;

he wanted to stir Sharp up. He said he went to Torquay
sometimes for a holiday, and worked harder than ever. The
fundamental decency and kindliness of Shaw was evident

throughout.
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. Saturday, December

London, Thursday. Slept at R.T.Y.C. Very good. I finished
'' The Lion's Share " on Wednesday night and slept very ill,

and was really too fatigued for London, but I took a tonic,

lYhich did me good. Max Beerbohm lunched with me at Reform,

and I urged him to start pn some cartoons.

Tuesday, December yth.

Came to Manchester by Midland 4.30. On arrival at Central

Station a young officer who had slept, and in between had made
much litter in the train, was met by his family, one by one.

First father. " Hello, Dad," etc. Dad was a t^, thin, grey

man ; they kissed. Then little sister running along ; then

big sister, more reserved, but very welcoming, with a touch of

sisterly superiority. All this was a very agreeable sight on

the worn wooden platform, strangely out of date, of the Central

Station.

December 30/A.

I wrote 272,200 words this year, not counting journals. I had
the best book and serial year I have ever had (though I didn’t

issue a single new novel), and by far the worst theatrical year

since before " The Honeymoon ", I think.

I finished re-reading " Esther Waters " last m'ght, after a

bad bilious attack. It still vigorously lives. ^

^ George Moore’s novel '* Esther Waters ” was published in 1894.
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Comarqms, Saturday, January ist.

Masterman had lunch with me and R. Ross joined us. Master-

man said that in the still-existing crisis, McKenna and Runciman
had both actually resigned, as they could not get a guarantee

that the army should not be allowed to exceed a given total,

they being convinced that we could not financially carry on

unless a strict limit was set. Asquith then implored, etc.,

wrote letters etc., and the subject was reopened.

Wednesday, January 5th.

After an immense day’s work on Monday I came to London
with M. yesterday. •

At night my second visit to “ Romance ” with Doris Keane
in it. She played even better than before. She has a most
powerful personality. Yet afterwards in her loge, she told us

that she thought she had played rottenly. After 9 perform-

ances the previous week she had got gastritis and had taken

practically nothing but hot water for 4 days. She is a very

attractive woman.
c

Saturday, January 15th.

I went to London Wednesday and returned Friday and was ill

nearly all the time with dyspepsia. ^Edward Garnett lunched

with me on Wednesday. He said he had 2qi important matter

to discuss. It was a project for a weekly id. political paper to

tell the truth aboqj politics. He wanted me to give up every-

thing and edit it ; also to start it, and organise it. He had
the title, and a plan of contents, including chiefly a series of

" Fables for Liberals He had written the first fable himself.

When I asked him what he would do, he said he only meant to
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contribute himself. He was quite sincere, and had not begun
to suspect that the scheme originated in his idea for a fable

about Liberals who had lost their trousers.

From the Reform I went to the Statesman to discuss with

Sharp the notion of some plainer writing about political facts.

I had previously seen McKenna's brother, who told me that

Reginald was still quite determined to leave the Cabinet if it

tried to outrun the constable. He indicated that the financial

situation was exceedingly grave.

At night I dined with Atkins, who told us he had met an

old friend that day, an American journalist named Marshall,

whom he had known in the Cuban War, and who had been

shot in the spine in a very interesting way, so much so that it

ought to have been impossible for him to live, and two medical

books had been written about him. He walks with a stick or

sticks. This man was coming to Europe journalistically, and
Bemsdorff had him in at the Waldorf-Astoria, and said to him :

“You can have 50,000, not dollars, before you leave this

hotel, if you will go to Europe in German interests." Marshall

refused. Bemsdorff then went further and told him he could

have the biggest journalistic scoop that any journalist ever

had. Namely, he should be taken from Belgium to Berlin in

a Zeppelin and there have an interview with the Kaiser and be

brought back. Marshall refused. Atkins said he knew Marshall

very well, and vouched for his honesty. The Zeppelin excursion

was afterwards accepted by another American journalist, whose

name I forget, but he died in the Zeppelin on the way. Atkins

also told us that Lord Cromer had told him that an English

officer out in Russia on military contracts business found himself

absolutely unable to do the business without backsheesh to

officials, which he refused ^to give. He then managed to see

the Tsar, who affected great surprise and went over the heads

of the officials—^but how long the Tsar's arrangement ‘ worked
'

Atkins couldn’t say.

Tuesday, January 18th.

Came to London yesterday with M. Luncl^ed at Reform and
saw Spender, and his new contributor, whose noms-de-plume

are " Action Front " and “ Boyd Cable He writes descriptive

stuff very well. I should say a good soldier, very earnest, and
^ The latter was not a nom de plume but the writer's actual name.
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obstinate, and lacking in> humour. He said that the Flanders

. campaign had done good to the Indian soldiers, because it had
shovm them what Western fighting was, and how little chance

a mutiny coidd have.

This wa^vflt route to Assault-at-Arms at National Sporting

Qub in aid of W.A.R.C. The place not full. Very few

ladies, though a ladies' night. Two British and one Russian

nurse. The former jealous of latter who had to stand on platform

while her postcards were being sold for ^5 and £10 the set.

Bookmakers and similar people bought, and allowed to be sold

again, a Shetland pony, dogs, a stamp collection. A music-hall

star, in an evening dress with a red tie and worn-out boots, was
auctioneer part of the time.

I

Saturday, January 22nd.

Too ill in London to write any notes. I even forget what I did.

We dined at the Carlton with Dorziat ^ and Knoblock. She

is a little worn physically. Very intelligent and amusing and

natural. Then to an absolutely dreadful Scotch play at Royalty,
" Bauldy As bad as Bunty and longer. We saw Eadie,

Vedrenne, Vernon, Eaton and others. Wednesday I lunched

with Doran and Messmore Kendal and .Wells at Savoy. H. G.

held forth on the future of N. and S. America. Eaton came to

tea at Berkeley, and explained his triumphant progress. At
night (M. having returned to Thorpe in order to go to the

Colchester Hippodrome) J. R. Richmond dined with me at the

Yacht Qub, and we went to “ II Trovatore " at the Shaftesbury.

Very old fashioned, with a few good things. Horribly con-

ventional plot and acting. I walked to hotel in thick rain.

Thursday, Doris Keane came to lunch. I learnt a lot about

her, and got some general ideas as to how to write a play to

suit her.
,

On Friday after a third sleepless night I lunched with Methuen

at the Reform. He told me “ These Twain had sold 13,350 in

the first week. Some rotten reviews. Apaft from other things,

the book is too jolly true for some people. They say it lacks the

ideal, and mean that it refuses to be untruthful. Several of

the best critics have noted this with satisfaction and laudation.

^ Gabrielle Dorziat, the French actress, appeared several times in Eng-
land and also played in English.
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Monday, January 315^. ^

I only found out last night that Swinnerton was really {n||^ested,,

in music. Vernon came up on Saturday. Very n^afy.
Yesterday morning I drove him and M. and Swinnerton to

Frinton. In the afternoon Corfield persuaded nie to go out

for a ride with the officers and Vernon. First time across a

horse since end of 1902. We went to Frinton. Very fatiguing

for me. I did some work before dinner. In the evening piano

and discovery of Swinnerton’s interest in music.

Friday, February 4/A.

I went to 47 Bedford Sq. yesterday morning to see Rbscoe,

Secretary of Teachers' Registration Council. A downright^

Midlander, with traces of accent. He gave me information for

articles on education. The whole feel of 47 is now changed

—

for the better. Clearer and brighter everywhere.

Limch at the Reform. I saw Methuen who said that the

Publishers’ Association had unanimously decided to issue novels

at net prices, and at prices var3dng according to length—from

4$. 6d. net to ys. 6d. net. I don't think it will work at 7s. 6d.

net anyhow.

Two Committee meetings at W.A.R.C. Lady Paget came
over half an hour late. She is a master-woman, and well

accustomed to command. Everyone says she is an unrivalled
* beggar '. She enunciated her principles of begging, ruthlessly.

They were excellent. She is now starting out to collect a million

for blind soldiers. If she gets £5,000 from our Caledonian

Market Show I shall be far more than satisfied.

Monday, February yth, ,

On Saturday night great excitement about two men who,

challenged by sentry of the ammunition park»near the station

at 7.15 p.m., had run away. Ammunition of all the district is

kept there, including 306,000 rounds of rifle, etc. etc. The
marauders vanished! though pursued. Clacton was called up
by telephone, and kept up most of the night. Officers were

called from dinner. The missing men were supposed to corre-

spond with two escaped Germans interned from Dorset. The
one best seen had a rope and walked noiselessly,—Whence rubber

shoes! Why? etc. etc. No capture yester^y either. The
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funniest thing is that one of the guard, or perhaps it was the

sentry himself, says that the marauder must be a German
because when he challenged the fellow distinctly called out
“ VON

Thursday, February loth.

Came to London yesterday. First good, clear frost of the

winter. Very sharp. Lunch at the Reform. Pinker came.

Methuen joined us about alleged coming ‘ revolution ' in price

of novels. It seems that of the Council of the Publishers'

Assoc, who had suggested it, only four published novels at

all, and none published novels on any scale. Characteristic.

We told him that the scheme of different prices would never

work, and coached him as to what he should say at the grand

meeting on Monday.
Then to W.A.R.C. offices. Difficulty with Lord X. as to my

having put name of Queen Alexandra on posters for concert.

I flatly disagreed with him, whereupon he said I was logically

right, and I drafted a letter for him to write to the Queen.

Friday, February iith,

E. McKenna gave me an idea for a novel. I pointed out the

defects of it, and he was going to think it over further. I met
Atkins coming out of the Travellers' Club. He said "These

Twain " had kept him from his proper amount of sleep, and

that every episode in it was true of every husband and every

wife. Then 3f hours of Wounded Allies Relief Committee.

Rush to Treviglio's at 6.50 where M. and Webster dined with me.

Thence to Stanford's new opera, "The Critic". Thoroughly

rotten. The only fun is in the clowning, and this to the

accompaniment of music without a* spark of humour. One or

two primitive musical jokes. Scarcely an original air in the

thing ; but when he borrows an air from an old song, how fine

it sounds 1

Monday, February 2zst,
^

Haymarket concert in aid of W.A.R.C. at night. This went off

without a hitch, and I was very glad when it was over. I had
no particular trouble but I wUl never organise another. The
theatrical element, Ainley and Nelson Keys, had a much greater

success than the musical element. The latter was naturally
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jealous, but could not help peeping and hugely enjoying the

fonner. One is more struck than ever by the forced cordiality

of all greetings and all praise in thi^ monde. Miss Ada Crossley,

the oldest singer there, has very great charm, and she got the

first encore. After Ainley, people began to go, and after Nelson

Keys a lot went. These two had each more than one encore,

and occupied a great deal of time, so that the concert was not

over till 10.25. 1 had a rotten night.

Sunday, February 2jth.

Went to London on Wednesday afternoon last without this

volume. Snow. Dined at Lord Swa5rthling's. About 12 diners.

I sat by Viscountess Camperdown. Bad music. Lord Chan-

cellor ^ came late, and informally, straight from House of

Lords. He came up to talk to me—said he had often seen me
at the Reform. He gave me the best praise of “ The O.W.
Tale I ever had viva voce. He said he knew Asquith liked

my late appreciation of Asquith. I said I didn't always praise

Ministers, referring to my slanging of himself as head of Press

Bureau. He seemed to catch this and smiled. He is a capti-

vating man.
Walker came at noon to discuss Shaw’s idiotic proposal for

a coalition of Intelligentsia. W.A.R.C. meetings ail afternoon

till 7, after a lunch with Masterman about an article 1 was to

write for him in U.S.A.

We learnt that small German raids expected. All local

garrisons doubled. Two batteries in the village, etc. Great

excitement. 1 had heard nothing of this in London.

Tuesday, February

As regards the great invasion scare. The two batteries ‘ stood

by' yesterday morning from 4 a.m. till sunrise and to-day

from 5.30 a.m. till sunrise, all ready to move off—except that

bits weren't in harness. The reinforcement which came in a
hurry from Colchester here consists of convalescent woxmded
gunners from the Iront, appointed only to light duty and to

extreme emergency duty. In the fatigue of yesterday's field

day (which was utterly useless) the wounds of two of the

gunners were reopened. It is considered that the early morn-

ing standing by is connected with high water, and that some
^ Lord Buckmaster.
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attempt at a landing is feared. Only the Ammunition Column
remains in Thorpe. The two batteries have taken with them
zoo rounds per gun. The rest is stored in our outbuildings.

Saturday, March 4th.

Went to London Wednesday. Lunch and sleep at Marriotts.^

Then national ‘ Economy ' meeting at Guildhall, where I sat

next but one to Barrie. McKenna spoke well but too dowly.

Kitchener read badly a speech which had been prepared for

him. Balfour was pleasing.

Some of the Labour people were funny. The representative

of one branch of workers drank too much. Another slanged

trade unions. Turner of Shop Assistants was good.

Saturday, March 11th.

Birthday dinner at Mrs. McKenna's. Short dinner, but 3 man-
servants. Birrell, very boyish, with much grey hair and short

of a front tobth ;
decided, gay, wary. Edwin Montagu * and

wife, both very Jewish. Nothing seemed to be known about

future of war and McKenna didn't seem to believe in a smashing

of Germany ; but Montagu did. Montagu rather diffident and
quiet. It was stated that nobody could be worse at the War
Office than Kitchener. He wasn't even ‘a brute.

Friday, March nyth.

To Grafton Gallery where the most mixed show (Allied Artists’

Assocn.) you ever saw. Good modem things and cubism, and
the rottenest amateurishness of the worst old-fashioned kind.

For instance a cat sitting on a polished floor, and necklace

thereon, with the title “ Reflections No Strand picture

dealer would have dared to put it in his window. The place

was ready for a reception to Pachmann. I don't know how
we managed to be let in. All the snobs began to arrive. We
left then. Tea at Hatchetts. Then to Westminster Cathedral

for evensong. Beautiful darkening empty building, very sad,

and a sing-song by six priests and their leader. I dined at the

Reform, alone, and alone to the Alhambra. Very empty.

Les grues allowed to sit in back row of dress-drde. London

> Some of his earliest friends in London.
* Second son of Lord Swa3^hling and financial secretary to the Treasury.
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very wet and dark and many grues mysterioudy looming out at

you in Coventry Street.

I slept at R.T.Y.C. Thursday mominig, long stance at

barber’s. Then to W. Nicholson’s.^ He was in a black leather

jacket, covered with paint. He gave me the portrait of Wish
Wynne that was used in the production of “ The Great Ad-
venture ”. He showed me some most ingenious ’ still lifes

and Eric Kennington’s biggish war picture—^very striking.

Monday, March 20th.

The Am. Column received the order to depart on Friday night

at 10.30—to leave on Saturday. The O.C. spent Saturday

morning in trying to get the order rescinded, because the Weeley
position is too far back for a battery at Frinton, especially with

a R.A.M.C. and an A.S.C. in between. He failed. The actual

departure, which we witnessed between 5.30 and 6.30 p.m. on
Saturday, was a striking proof of the vast inferiority of horse

and mule traction to motor traction.

One mule waggon had to be unloaded twice as the mules

wouldn’t or couldn’t draw it. General mix-up, and dinting of

gate-posts. Part of confusion may be the fact that the O.C. had
lost both his subalterns and had to do ever3dhing himself. How-
ever, he had an excellent sergeant-major. On one waggon was
perched his servant holding his dog under one arm and a parcel

of a large photo under the other. The departure had the air of

a circus departure badly managed. Then of course on arrival

at Weeley (2 miles) they had to take everything to pieces again.

Meantime new units were coming in, and it was getting dusk,

and an officers’ mess was being fixed up roughly at Culver

House. The melancholy of evening over it all ; but it was a
warm evening. Few drops *of rain. Then in darkening village

you saw groups of men with piles of kit-bags lying in front of

them waiting to get, or trying to get, into Workmen’s Club,

where a lot of them billeted.

Lovely night. Bjight moon. Trot of a horse occasionally

till late.

Wednesday, March 22nd.

According to the Swedish betting, this is the day, at latest, on

which the German Fleet ought to come out.

^ One of the Beggarstaff Brothers, see p. 128.
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I received a letter from General Martini chief Military Repre-

sentative for Essex Emergency Committee in case of invasion,

this momingi askiilg me to give him a few more copies of the
Tendring Division Instructions, drawn up by me, to be used as
a gmde for other divisions. Tliis shows that instructions have
not yet been issued in some divisions. I thought ours were
very late, seeing that the W.O. instructions were revised over
six months ago. Also it seems strange that the W.O. should
depend on the chance of the instructions in one division being
competently drawn up, for the example of other divisions. You
would have thought that the Central Emergency Committee
would have drawn up a model set of instructions. However,
the incident shows^ that literary merit is appreciated, even in

military circles.

Friday, March 24/A.

London yesterday. Pamela McKenna handed over a book
which Birrell had given me in exchange for ** The Golden
Remains of the Ever Memorable John Hales 'V which he bought
from me about 24 years ago when I was doing a few experiments
in bookselling—and never paid for.

On Wednesday night a Welsh vet. officer came here to sleep.

Very provincial and polite and talkative. All about
Lloyd George and N, Wales and Stanley Weyman. Just like

middle-class provincials in Potteries, except for accent. Speak-
ing of billeting in Manningtree, he said that billetees had to

cook for soldiers, while not finding the food. Now, many of
them didn't like it," he said with sympathy and conviction, as

middle class speaking of and understanding middle class. It

was absolute Five Towns. No member of upper middle class

wbuld have said it like that. A niember of upper middle class

TXdght have laughed, or said it indulgently, or said it compre-
^endingly, but hot with the same unconscious sympathy.

.
Saturday, April 1st.

To-day I began on construction of “ Carlotta ** play for Doris
Keane.

Last night about 8.45 we heard a rattling of windows, denoting

distant explosions. We at once thought of Zeppelins.

^ John Hales was a theological and controversial writer whose Golden
Remains was published in 1659.
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This morning, the post was 8o minutes late, and at 11.45 the

newspapers due at 9 a.m. had not come. No sound of a train

yet heard. Rumour of a raid with 18 Zeppelins. Magnificent

spring morning.

Friday, April ^th.

The end of winter was very sudden last week. On Tuesday
last week was the worst blizzard for 50 years (in which our car

got smashed up against a tree that had fallen across the Col-

chester road) ; snow, slush, etc. And on Saturday the sun

was very hot, and the roads full of fl5dng dust. Just like

summer, even to the E. and the N.E. wind.

I really * got on to * first scene of ** Carlotta " play on
Wednesday.

Friday, April

London yesterday. Interview (with Mrs. Scott) with Selfridge

in his office. He is very proud of his information bureau.

He wanted the Christian name of the Superintendent of Islington

Cattle Market. He got it from his Information Bureau in

about 3 minutes. There was a small closed roll-top desk in

his room. It is his son’s, aged 16. Boy now home for holidays

from Winchester. He•was upstairs learning accountancy. He
takes a boxing lesson every day at 12.30. His father showed

us photos of him at his desk in various attitudes, including

the' attitude of dictating to a girl-clerk. I continue to like

Selfridge.

Wednesday, April igth.

Dr. Slimon reports to me that at the meeting of Chairmen of

Emergency Committees anfl Military Representatives at Chelpis-

ford on Friday, which I could not attend, under the chairmanship

of General Paget, Paget insisted on the strong probability of an
invasion between Harwich and Maldon in July or August,^^

.

The naval opinion at Harwich, I hear, is that the Harwjch
'

Flotilla could not deal with the covering ships of an invading

force, and that, so far as the Navy was concerned, the force

would land, and the convoy be taken in the rear. It is also

said that the German submarines are tr3dng to mine the course

of the proposed expedition, and that we are sweeping their

mines and mining contra.
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Pauline Smith came on Saturd|y, having lost.her luggage on

the way. Voice perhaps feebler than ever. She is highly

intelligent.

Easter Monday, April

To-day I finished first act of Garlotta ” play, of which I began
the writing on 13th inst.

Wednesday, April 26th.

In addition to marking the opening of the water-colour season,

yesterday had some importance in the war. About midnight

(previous) an orderly came on a motor bike and looked in the

front garden. I challenged from the window. He had an

order for Lieut. Myers to report at once at the Orderly OflBce.

Myers was up all night. Then in the morning’s papers was the

news of the capture of Sir Roger Casement in an attempt at

gun-running in Ireland. Then Myers came in with the news
(which he had overheard on the telephone) that a German Fleet

had been within five miles of Lowestoft between 4 and 5 a.m.,

and also that Zeppelins had been over.

Then came telegram with ofiicial news of a short naval action

off Lowestoft. Then came telegram that Betty Sharpe had
had a daughter. Then came the daily French telegram. Then
came telegram of riots and seizure of the Post Office at Dublin.

Then came telegram as to Zeppelins. To continue the tale,

this morning I had a letter from A. G. Gardiner practically

putting an end to my connection with the Daily News,

By the way, the cyclist who called up Myers, going immediately

afterwards to Frinton without any lights (as ordered), ran into

a car and broke both his legs and fractured his skull. He is

supposed to be recovering,

Friday, April 2%th,

London yesterdays Very warm.

At the barber’s, while I was being pedicured in the inner

room, a young voice came in and asked whether it could cash

a cheque for £1. Yes. Well, pay the cabman and have the

luggage brought inside, and send down to *s and ask for

the box of cigarettes that was ordered by Mr. A. The voice

rather high, kept on all the time its hands were being

manicured. Then it was called to the telephone. A Mr. Barlow.

It sprang with enthusiasm to the telephone. It trembled while
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it greeted
/

old boy \ It explained that it was going

down to Windsor by the 1.15 to play golf, and would return

that day, but didn't know whether it was expected to play

after lunch or after tea. It would ‘ love * love

*

love ' to do
something with Barlow in the evening. Time passed. It was
I2.4jf and anxiety for the train began. A friend came in,

evidently to join the Windsor excursion. Certain shopping had
to be done on the way to Paddington, but evidently this was
given up. A taxi was ordered, and it was ordered to be turned

in the direction of Piccadilly, and luggage was to be put in.

Then one cigarette was to be taken out of the cigarette box
and the box put in a certain bag. At last the voice left. What
change remained out of the sovereign, or how the voice would

get to Windsor, I don't know. By the way, to save time, the

cheque was filled up by a member of the staff so that the voice

should only have to sign it.

I came home by 6.38 and had three beef sandwiches at one

end of the journey, and some cold bread-and-butter pudding

at the other. I walked into Red Cross concert at Vicarage HaU,
and was instantly called on to sing a comic song, which I did.

Tuesdayt
May 2nd.

The MS. of " Helen with the High Hand " sold for £27 at the

Red Cross Sale at Christie's on Friday. This was the last day
of the sale. Bookseller Beaumont bought it.

Friday, May 5th.

London yesterday. Mair mysteriously telegraphed me to go to

an ‘ important ' luncheon at the Garrick to meet a Swedish

author. During morning he telephoned that it would be at the

Savoy. The author was Brunius. Also present George Alex-

ander, H. B. Irving, W. L. Courtney, another Swede living in

England named Valentin, I think, and Mair's colleague Carnegie.

I had to sit next to Brunius. He seemed a very nice, sound,

provincial chap, with pretty bad English. But what the limcheon

was for, and why such a strange gathering, I haven't the least

idea. It was a Government luncheon, in a private room at the

Savoy. Brunius specialises in Shakespeare, and he had come
over for the celebrations.^ Alexander is very well preserved, and

^The tercentenary of Shakespeare’s death occurred on April 23 and
was celebrated by special performances, etc.
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behaved with great restraint (espedally for an actor or any sort

of artiste)
;

quiet voice. Tells a story lengthily and without

a spark of originality, but with eiffect. I had to leave at 2.50

for meetings.

Invasion alarm getting more acute on this coast.

Monday, May 8th.

Reading Marcel Dupont’s '' La Campagne ” last night and night

before. There is no genius in it. (40th Edition), but it gives

a plain notion of what war is, and some things are moving.

Curious sensation lying in bed reading this, nightingale singing

violently across the road, and horses and motors passing at

intervals, and the thought that exactly similar scenes might be

occurring here at any time, and that this house might be a ruined

chateau and that our furniture might be defiled by German
officers. At. any rate according to the theory of the War Office.

A period of extreme vigilance now on. It is a pity here that at

new moon high water is at midnight. If high water was at

6 a.m. at new moon the periods of vigilance would be fewer if

there were any at all. One night out of three our Lieutenants

have to spend at the telephone in the orderly room—8 p.m. to

8 a.m. The defensive works are being increased all along the

coast.

Friday, May 12th.

London yesterday. Barber still trying to sell hairwash to me.

But he is a pretty good barber. I had a dreadful neuralgia.

Lunch with the brothers Buxton.^ The elder told me the

younger (my opponent as to pacificism in the Daily News) had
ruined his sight in reading up land facts for Lloyd George’s Land
Valuation. He cannot read at all, 'and can wTite very little.

He looks much younger in every way than the bearded M.P.

I like both of them very much. The younger thought the

Reform Club ‘ uneconomic ’—especially the hall—evidently he

has very little aesthetic sense.
^

On the way to Sardinia House a man overtook and accosted

me. It was Coveney, once articled clerk at Le Brasseur &
Oakleys. I had not seen him for 23 years at least. I knew
him at once, and he me'. It is true that he had written to me
about a year ago asking if I was the A. B. he knew. He told

^ Noel (now Lord Noel-Buxton) and Charles Roden Buxton.

_ ^ ,
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me that S.. whom I put into “ A Man from the North " as

Albert Jenl^s. was now a middle-aged man and apparently

very able.

Saturday, May 20th,

I slept at Reform Club. Kemp * chamberlain ’
I Kemp is an

ageing little man ; very precise. “ Did you know Mr. Henry
James, sir ? Well, this was his room (next to mine) for fifteen

years. Of course he had it beautifully furnished.'' In the

morning Kemp came in and brought tea and arranged every-

thing in the small room (it really was small), and then walked

to door, turned round at door, and said formally :
“ Your room

is quite ready, sir,** as if you didn*t know. He is very careful

lest he should give you anything to do, or too much to do. He
doesn*t say :

" If you*ll ring, sir, 1*11 do so and so.** He says :

If you*ll just touch the bell, sir,** etc. etc.

Friday, May 26th.

Some weeks ago Davray, official Press agent of French Govern-

ment, asked me to write an article on conscription in England.

He laid down the lines, which he had taken from previous

articles of mine in the Daily News, I wrote the article exactly

on these lines and he was most enthusiastic about it. It was
for Le Temps, which the Government now controls. The French

Censor turned it down entirely, and Davray in a letter to me this

week gives the Censor*s actual words. He says the figures were

not official (which they were) and might give rise to polemics.

Moreover that conscription was now accomplished and no more
to be said. But he had kept the article since before the final

conscription bill was brought into Parliament. The Censor*s

reason for refusing the article was, of course, purely political.

This article gave the arguments on both sides ; it stated that

conscription—certain to come—would not greatly increase the

army—and spoke of the necessity of trade, munitions etc. The
Censor didn*t like that.

The article woul& have cleared up misunderstandings into

which the French public have fallen. The Censor didn*t like

that either.

Another curious example of rumour : that passports to

soldiers on leave were now endorsed with the words that if the

war ended before the leave ended the soldier must report at
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such and such a place, etc. This rumour, on reflection, is ^ans-
parently idiotic for lots of reasons, yet many people believed it.

I half believed it. ^

Monday, May 2<jth.

Talking with Captain Brigade Major, last night, apparently

an intelligent man, I mentioned the corruption of the Russian

administration. He said :
‘‘ Well, we aren't much better our-

selves." I then learnt that he believed that Essen was not

attacked by our aeroplanes because Asquith holds shares in

Krupps 1 And yet one is expected to discuss politics seriously

with such intelligences.

Thursday, June ist.

Lieut. Myers told me yesterday that the ‘gas officer' came
down yesterday to inspect gas-helmet efficiency of troops down
here. Asked what would be the effect of gas on horses, he said

he didn't know. And he an alleged expert. He afterwards

found out from a man in the A.S.C. who had been at the front

what the effect was. Myers pointed out that the whole A.S.C.

here had only 25 helmets. The Gas Officer said that that would
be all right, and that as soon as an alanu was given the necessary

helmets would be forwarded 1 I seem to see it 1

Sergeant Humberstone had his son down here yesterday.

Humberstone has been all his life in the army—Coldstreams etc.,

and is called " Dad " by all the other Non-com. officers.

His son received a commission on the field for gallantry.

When he came home, considerably knocked about, and met his

father, his father saluted him, whereupon the son threw his

arms round his father's neck and kissed him. During his visit

here, father has introduced him with restrained pride to Myers

and others. Humberstone is a very nice old man.

Monday, June

A Brigade Staff Captain, speaking of inva!lion last night, said

the Germans were expected to try for it in August, and not

before. He said they were waiting for a chance all last year.

3 Army Corps had been practised in landings for a very long

time. The finest troops. But lately, one corps, or part of it,

had been taken for Verdun. Asked bow he knew all these
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things, he said : Intelligence.’* He spoke of a marvdlous
intelligence man named now at H&ivich, >Vith whom he
had talked, and who had recently penetrated the German lines,

disguised as a woman, etc. He said the German plan was to

land 40,000 men in one mile of coast. Lighters containing 1,000

men each, to be towed over by destroyers. Gas-shells. Monitors

with 15-in. guns to destroy our coast positions first. He said

we had done an enormous lot within the last few months, but

that six months ago there was nothing, and the original British

plan had been to let the Germans penetrate 20 miles or so before

tackling them. Now the plan was to stop them from landing,

and he thought we should do it. He said they would probably

try two places at once,—^here, and near Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Nothing he said altered my view that they couldn't reach the

coast at all. I told him this, and he said he was glad, but that

all precautions had to be taken.

The Captain said the district was full of spies ; which I thought

exaggerated. He said tennis lawns were inspected as gun
positions prepared, but they had never yet, in digging up a

lawn, found any trace of preparation. I should imagine not.

The buried gun and the prepared emplacement stories show the

inability of staffs to distinguish between rumours probable and
rumours grotesque.

*

Thursday, June 8/A.

Came to London Tuesday morning for the Wounded Allies

‘ War Fair ' at the Caledonian Market. Heavy shower. Great

success. I sold books at M.'s stall. After 5.30, crowds of young
women came to look at books and some to buy. One well-

dressed man had never heard of Balzac. Demand for Kipling,

Chesterton, Conrad and me. Difficulty of selling autographs.

Enthusiasm for Jepson's “ PoUyooly ". Met Pett Ridge and

he looked just like an actor. Various estimates of profits of

2 days ; but you can see t]iat the men keep estimates lower than

their hopes. Thus^Mr. Henry—3^8,000 to £15,000. Selfridge

estimated attendance first day at from 25 to 30,000. I agree.

Yet one man in charge of a gate said that through that gate

alone he estimated that 30,000 people had passed. And so on.

There were not enough goods, nor stalls. The place looked

nearly empty when I arrived, and remained so. It was too big.

I did a very good trade in books, but I brought down prices at
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the end considerably, and autographed favourites were going

for 3s. and even 25. 6d. Habit of wpmen of squealing out id

ecstasy over name of a book, and then refusing even to consider

the purchase of it. Perhaps they were so startled to find that

they recognised a title.

News of Kitchener's drowning came at noon on first day.

His sister Mrs. Parker was at M.’s stall, but she had left before

it came. The rumour in the afternoon that Kitchener was saved

roused cheers, again and again. . . . The Fair did not agree

very weU with my advertised descriptions of it but it went
excellently despite weather, and refreshments were fairly well

managed. They took fjioo of silver alone in car to Bank on
first night, and 4 or 5 men were counting hard all day.

Monday, June 12th.

Brig.-Gen. Y. dined here last night. He has been a soldier all

over the Empire. He said :
" I wonder whether they'll give

votes to soldiers after the war. . . . The men who do the bulk

of the work of the Empire never get a vote because they're always

away. Kitchener, Curzon, Milner never could exercise their

votes before they were lords," etc. This was quietly said, but

meant. It certainly gave a point of view. It showed a feeling.

Of course Y. is in favour of all fit men of military age joining,

and thinks Tribimals ridiculous. But he is very quiet over it.

Equally, of course, he sees only the military argument. He has

no imagination, no prophetic view, no wish for a better England,

except militarily. But he must have done a certain amount of

work in his time.

Friday, June 16th.

London yesterday. Spender told us some funny stories of his

personal relations with the Kaiser. He said that in a talk about

theology, the K. insisted that Boyd Carpenter was our greatest

theologian.

In the railway carriages of the G.E.R., {vfter 22J months of

war, they have at last got notices warning about spies and over-

heard conversations.

Tuesday, June 2^th.

Sissie left last Thursday morning with us for London. On
Thursday Le Bas and Kindersley (Director of Bank of England)
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asked me to write an interview with latter as to progress of work
of War Savings Committee.

C. G., poet and friend of Larbaud, came to see us on Sunday
morning. He ought to have arrived on Saturday, but had
difficulties with police. That a prominent lady of Lyons (his

native town) had urged that it was essential that the Croix

Rouge should keep its character mondain. He said that in the

midi most ladies went in for a little mild croix rouge par pur
snobism, and then only in the mornings ; afternoons for amuse-

ments. He said that the arrangements for wounded were stiU

bad and had been appalling. He gave dreadful first-hand

descriptions of wounded joume3dngs. He said all French officers

were in the first place dandies, and in the second place afraid of

the galon superieur, etc. Jealous, and careless of their men's

lives ; and that thousands (tens of) men's lives had been uselessly

lost simply because C.O.'s did not like to risk the reproach pf

inactivity. His indictment was terrific and almost wholesale.

In brief—^men splendid, officers rotten, system bad and corrupt.

At the same time he said that the defence of Verdun was one of

the very finest things of the war—sublime, etc, etc. But he

apparently saw no contradiction between these two attitudes or

points of view of his. Much truth, or some truth in all he said,

but no perspective, no realisation of the good side.

Thursday, July 6th.

Not very optimistic about the big push,^ which began last

Saturday. Was told that Minister's secretary had seen a

telegram, and remarked to the effect that troops had once more
ovemm the points at which they had been ordered to stop. I

didn't hear at what point or points this occurred.

Monday, July ijth.

I finished the " Carlotta " play yesterday morning.

On Thursday last I had a dictaphone installed here.

Saturday, July 22nd.

London, Thursday. Lunched with Pinker at the Arts Club.

Club pretty empty. But before this, I walked through the

City to Pinker's, via Gracechurch St., Monument, etc. Places

I had scarcely seen before. Very interesting and material for

^ The great British offensive along the Somme front.
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next novel. Tremendous impression of wealth and of common
sense.

I sent '' Carlotta " play to Doris Keane last night.

Friday, August iith.

A fortnight ago last Wednesday we began my first holiday since

the war. Slept at St. Pancras Hotel, which is rather like a
church inside, with the longest corridor I ever saw.

Next day : Glasgow via Midland because it alone has kept

restaurant carriages on its trains— mean of the three Scottish

routes. St. Enoch Hotel. Fine suite for 25s. Richmond ^ took

us to the Alhambra, at the instigation of Marguerite. I was
unwell through sleeplessness next day, so instead of visiting sheU

works we motored to Loch Lomond and so on. Very successful.

Weir dined with us, also Richmond. Next day, Marguerite did

shell works in morning. We lunched at W. Weir's and in the

afternoon went with Richmond to his new house at Blanefield,

Kirkoswald, A5nrshire.

We stayed at Blanefield from the Saturday evening till Thurs-

day morning. I soon got an effect of the county of Ayrshire,

with its own character and industries. It is proud of its agricul-

ture, especially potatoes. Ayr is a granite town, rich, with a
good bookshop ;—out-of-the-way water colours therein. Turn-

berry golf course, with big hotel, said by some to be the finest

golf links in the world, is about 4 miles off Blanefield, on coast.

Diversion from domesticity is to dress up and go there for dinner.

I played a few holes (averaging 12) with parson of Kirkoswald.

Parsons have evidently more prestige in Scotland than in

England. This one, though a mediocrity, had a lot, and ' carried

'

it well. Absolutely old fashioned in his ideas, I was told, but

he has travelled. His greatest fault was the small joke. Beautiful

church by brothers Adam, but when I said it was beautiful he

seemed quite surprised, though of course agreeing.

Bums lived in Kirkoswald for 6 months " to complete his

education "so it has fame, and the churchyard draws people,

—

I forget why.® Parson's house full of ag(i:eeable old things.

Many books, but not a good collection.

We also went to Culzean Castle (Marquis of Ailsa). Superbly

^ J. R. Richmond, Managing Director of G. & J. Weir, Ltd.
* Douglas Graham, ** Tam O'Shanter "

; and John Davidson, ** Souter

Johnnie **, are buried there.
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situated, right on the edge of the sea. Large. Built by Adam.
Magnificent, and splendid rooms. But several generations of

owners had done nothing to furnish it worthily, and the modem
side stairs were terrible in every way. The main stair and the

oval well are lovely. I did one or two water colours at Blanefield,

mostly very bad.

Thursday to Aviemore, in Strathspey, right in the Highlands. A
panorama of Cairngorm mountains in front of hotel. Very fine.

We left for Edinburgh on Monday, and were much pleased

with Edinburgh. An old driver, a shade drunk, drove us over

all the town, and was most informing and useful. Great contrast

between the fineness of Edinburgh and the dowdiness of Edin-

burgh and the dirtiness of its shops and caf^s. Its site has

really been trds bien compris, and its natural advantages, scenic-

ally, are terrific.

On Wednesday we went to York, and had a very taciturn

driver, and went to the York Empire. I got some ideas for my
next novel. At Edinburgh and York we stayed at railway

hotels. In railway hotels as regards food the thing to do is to

stick to the grill and the sideboard, which railway companies

understand, for lunch and dinner.

Thursday, August lyth.

Yesterday I cycled to Frinton to see the shooting of the R.F.A.

The target was the Frinton lifeboat, about 300 yards out. The
guns were at Coldharbour, north of Frinton, range of about

2,500 yards. On suggestion of R.G.A.'s we moved—twice,

further north. L. seems to know nothing about artillery (yet

he was in H.A.C.), and he was made observation officer so as

to save him from having to shoot. He could not observe. He
had no notion of observing, beyond marking a plus or a minus.

The R.G.A. subalterns explained things, and were useful, at any

rate to me. Half the shooting being over, a policeman was

clearing people off the beach because of the danger. Last night

at dinner I had the account of the shooting itself from one who
had had to do some 6f it. He said the observation officer was
supposed always to be a first-class gimner, as everything depended

on him, but that an observation officer was not really necessary

in this case (direct fire, etc.). The generals were kidded accord-

ingly. There were three generals. One of them knew nothing

or little about gunnery. He made a great noise, and wanted
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a great noise made—explosions, and to see shells dropping in

the sea. He told the gunners to fire quickly, and to remember
that this was not manoeuvres but war (which happily it was
not). He constantly deranged Gen. Y.X., but Gen. Y.X.,

being a thorough expert, and not to be ruffled, went ahead and
gave quiet orders to the gunners, ignoring Gen. Z.’s notions.

Z. wanted rapid firing. Y.X. said :
" What is the use of your

firing the next shot until you know exactly what was wrong
with the last and why ? " Y.X. was evidently the bright

spot in the proceedings. A. is a pretty good gunner and he says

he learnt a lot. So did the O.C. of the Battery. He had nothing

but scorn for W. and practically the same for Z.

What strikes me is the inability of all these generals to control

themselves. They behave like kids with autocratic power.

People like French merely dashed round, stayed 2 minutes, and
said ‘ Excellent, excellent *. The whole body of subs is against

the plan of defence, and calls it silly.

Speaking with Mason as to this, I said that it seemed improb-

able that the staff should be all wrong and the subs and captains

right (though I agreed with the latter), and Mason said it was
not improbable because the subs had had experience and the

others hadn’t. I think I have forgotten to mention that the

observing officer was not informed that the lifeboat was not

the target and that the target was an imaginary point beyond it.

Tuesday, August 22nd.

Invasion alarm Saturday night. Warnings to local units in the

morning that there was Zepp. activity. Second warning,

instituting P.O.V. (Period of Vigilance) in the afternoon. At
11.30, after men in bed, orders came to R.G.A. (heavy guns)

to take up positions at Frinton. In 45 minutes they had de-

parted. ibis was good. Their guns were in position at 2.30 a.m.

Nothing doing. • They still regard the whole scheme of defence

here as grotesque. At 3 p.m. Sunday P.O.V. was called off.

In the meantime German fleet had 'definitely retired, and we
had lost 2 light cruisers.

*

Sunday, August 2yth.

London last Thursday. • At 4 p.m. S. S. McClure came by appoint-

ment and had a talk. He was very laudatory about England.

Frankly considered himself one of the world’s greatest experts
'
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on public opinion. Said Law was respected in England and not

in America. Said he had seen a Customs official very roughly

manhandled on quay at New York before an admiring audience

of sailors etc. who thoroughly appreciated it.

Our own anti-aircraft shrapnel fell at Landermere quay on
Thursday night. Getting closer, at first it was thought to be

a bomb, but it wasn’t.

Saturdayt
September 2nd.

London Thursday. In the afternoon we saw the films of the

Somme offensive. Very instructive and salutary. Dined with

Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Miller, who took us to see “ Daddy Long-

legs ” at the Duke of York’s, which Miller is at present controlling

for America. An absolutely putrid play, with a new actress,

Renfe Kelly.

Sunday, September loth.

London Thursday to Saturday. Dorziat lunched with us at

Berkeley on Thursday. Very nervous and tired and addicted

to liver. 2 Committee meetings of W.A.R.C. As there was
nothing for publicity committee to do we adjourned for a month.

The general view among the W.A.R.C. was that the French

authorities no longer wunted English hospitals. Wounded were

now being treated chiefly just behind the front.

In view of recent round-ups, and my youthful appearance,

I am now carrying about my birth certificate and registration

card.

Thursday, September 2'^th.

Corfe Castle. I came down here on Tuesday to join John Wright

in half a week of water-colouring. The New Forest was in its

best form. All the scenery of the Isle of Purbeck very fine.

Corfe Castle is spectacular. It was very wet ^yesterday. I did

a water-colour through the rainy window in the morning, and
part of an interior in the afternoon. Wright knows everyone in

village. He told m8 how at the beginning of the war there were

women here also who carefully explained to their inferiors how
they were to behave when the Germans came.

Friday, September 2gth.

The butcher’s daughter practises the piano close to the bptel
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very well and brilliantly. Her Chopin is understood to be
remarkable. To-day it is raining all day, very heavily. Never-

theless, this morning, under an outhouse shed at Wright’s, I did

one of my best water-colours. Unfortunately I heated the

sketching frame to dry it, and it stuck to the varnish and is now
tom.

Weather is in fact horrible. Landlord full of theories about

Zeps. and moon, because once in the navy. I don't know how
it follows, but it does. Last evening I did a water-colour in

blacksmith's garden. He related to us how a * picture ' hawker

had tried to sell him a pair of pictures. “ Look here," said

blacksmith, " if you can show me a place to hang 'em in my
parlour, I'll buy 'em." Hawker entered and looked. " Nay,

guv'nor, you've done me. There's no room." And there wasn't,

for portraits of Kitchener, French, etc. etc.

Saturdayt
October

I went to London on Thursday. Lunched at Lady Paget's. She

was late—^her doctor being late—and she sent word down to

Mrs. Lewis Harcourt and me that we were to begin. The
business was the appeal I had written for the American Women's
Hospital. I liked Mrs. Harcourt. Youngish. Quiet. Self-

possessed. She said that they asked her not to take a maid
when she went to the continent, but she met on the journey an
American woman with two maids. Lady Paget came down
when our lunch was nearly over.

She told us private information about the way Zepps are

caught. Two aeroplanes go up with a long wire between them.

When they have got this wire against the Zepp they electrify it

and it sets fire to the Zepp. Also they entangle the Zepp in

the wire and thus drag the Zepp along. She seemed to believe

all this. Some people will swallow anything.

Yesterday lunch at McKenna's. Runciman (looking ill again),

Lord Fisher, Duchess of Rutland, and Mr., Mrs. and Miss Davison.

Davison is a partner in Pierpont Morgan and is arranging loans.

The whole family had been to the front as' far as Rheims.

I sat between Fisher and the girl. In two minutes he had
referred to ‘ bloody experts '. Touching Falkland battle and
Cradock's defeat, he said that a tortoise had been sent to catch

a hare, and then two tortoises. He ordered the two fastest

ships there were to go off at once. People protested. An admiral
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came up from Portsmouth and said that really they ought to be

overhauled before leaving. “ Not at all," said Fisher, " they

must leave to-night." And he said to me :
" They only arrived

ten minutes too soon. The only real victory we*ve had at sea

yet. It doesn't want an expert to see that a tortoise can't catch

a hare, and that a hare has never yet been wounded by a tortoise

and won't be." Then the phrase about bloody experts. He
was evidently still feeling his shunt from the Admiralty. He
said :

" I was the only one who objected to the Dardanelles

Expedition. Kitchener was in favour of it. He's dead. Won't

say anything about him. He got the Order of the Garter. I

got the Order of the Boot."

He said that in October, 1914, having carte hlanche from Lloyd

George, he ordered 612 new vessels for the Navy. He didn't

think the German line would be broken in the West, and was in

favour of an invasion of Pomerania, only 82 miles from Berlin.

He said that this possibility was the only thing that had ever

made Frederick the Great afraid. He seemed to have developed

this scheme. He told some excellent stories with strong language.

They say he is like a boy. He absolutely is. He said :
" I'm

told I shall live till I'm no. So I've plenty of time yet." He
gave me his favourite quotation

:

•

Not heaven itself upon the past has power.

What has been has been, and I have had my hour.

They also say that he smacks more of the forecastle than of

the bridge. There is something in this, too.

Monday, October gth,

Clegg brought a Capt. B. (of his Battery) to lunch. Had been

out at Ypres ten months and then wounded in the head, in front

of right ear. He carries a good scar. He talked well, and said

he should like to write if he could. I told h&n he could.

He said the newspaper correspondents' descriptions of men
eager to go up ovej the parapet made him laugh. They nev^
were eager. He related how he had seen a whole company of

men extremely pale with apprehension and shaking so that they

could scarcely load their rifles. Then he said that men who
nevertheless did go over in that state were really brave. He
told us how his battery saw hundreds, thousands, of grey figures

coming along only 1,000 yards off, and every man thought he
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would be a prisoner in ten minutes, when suddenly thousands of

Canadians appeared from nowhere, and the Boches fled. The
cheering was delirious. He told this very dramatically, but
without any effort to be effective. He said he really wanted to

be back with the battery. For a long time the fellows wrote to

him regularly once a fortnight, and every letter ended with

:

“ When are you coming back ?
*' He said they had had glorious

times now and then, glorious. He said that to sit on a factory

chimney and see the Boches going over was better than big game
shooting. He said the Boches had any amount of pluck and grit.

Both Clegg and B. facetiously contrasted the rough, anyhow,
bumping treatment the wounded get on their way from the

firing line (when they really are ill) with the hushed, tender,

worshipping treatment they get on arriving in London when
many of them are doing pretty well.

Saturday, October

London on Thursday. Bad neuralgia, which my chemist attitre

took all day to alleviate. John Henderson (Secy, of N.L. Club)

dined with me at the Reform.

Henderson told us a lot about the history of the taking over

of the N.L.C. by the Government. He said the authorities

convinced him absolutely that the place was what they weinted

and would suit them. Also that at the Westminster Pzdace

Hotel the Club was doing very well. 300 to lunch, etc. He
said that taking the hotel meant rooting out old ladies who had
lived there for years on very cheap terms and who objected to

going very much. He said that during crisis with the Govern-

ment one member of the N.L.C. was so worked up by the tension

that he fainted and that another had to be led to a window to

prevent him from fainting. A lot of funny things.

Wednesday, October 2$th,

On Friday I went to Nottingham under charge of Captain Lloyd,

R.N., to inspect a National Projectile Facto,ry. Article written

on this for Munitions Ministry propaganda.

On Sunday in a dreadful east wind we went to Peldon to see

the Zep. It was worth seeing. Was told, inter alia, that Air

Department had refused offer of 100 engines a week eight months
ago. They said they had placed suflicient orders, and would

not/believe that some of the firms who had accepted orders
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would never be able to deliver. Now they want more en^es.
They also need larger planes to go to Essen. They have refused

and still^do refuse the only size of plane that will satisfactorily

bomb Essen, on the plea that it is ‘ aerod3mamically * wrong.

Thursday, October 26th,

Came to London. Lunched with Clutton-Brock and Judge

Evans. The latter a collector. Then old Rawlinson came to

the same table, also a collector. This talk was rather refreshing

and reassuring. It showed how painters materially live.

Worked on my novel (after a sleep) all afternoon till 5 p.m.

I dined alone and went alone to Aldwych in the dark in a creeping

taxi to see “ II Seraglio In time for second act. Long tedious

waits. A few too-well dressed women in boxes, attended by
their courts. Lovely tunes in opera. But otherwise nearly as

ridiculous as musical comedy.

I got some cigarettes yesterday with a card of astronomical

information about Mars. Some boys may grow up with cigarette

cards their sole education.

Friday, November yd.

I came to London on Wednesday and took possession of apart-

ment “ C ” at the R. Thames Y.C. which I have rented. Rather

like celibate life in Paris again. I dined at the Club and read

Macready's diary ; extraordinary sensation of having resumed a

closed chapter of existence.

Dined with M. at Elys^e Restaurant. Dancing by two nice

professional girls at intervals. Young nut who came in at 9.31

and asked whether it was just before or just after drink-dosing

time. He crossed legs and leaned on stick before beginning to

ask waiter.

Caledonian Market this morning. I got there too soon and
saw trucks and hand-carts and carts being wheeled up by all

sorts of people—^many foreigners. Type of pale puffed skin, or

pinched and full re^ lips. I went back to tailor s to try on, and
went to market again at noon, when it was in full swing. I

bought an eastern bowl.

Thursday, November gth.

At night I went to Lord Mayor's Banquet with Regge of Frinton.

I asked usher if I had to be received. He said I could please
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myself ; so I wasn't, and joined Pett Ridge and another acquaint-

ance whose name I couldn't recall behind a barrier at the entrance.

Fisher got loudest cheers. Fimny to see Asquith followed by
his wife and daughter. Reception, in library, took at least an
hour. Names called from usher to usher, and ushers walked
continually up and down the length of the library with guests.

In great hall, about 1,500 guests. Beef carvers at foot of big

sculptures, with rags and knives in sheaths, stood on high

platforms carving barons of beef. At the end, a policeman

lifted one old carver down. Procession inwards of nobs. Maids

of honour with pink bouquets for Lady Mayoress. Trumpeters.

Inauguration march by solicitor, X.Y., awful tosh. Soup tepid.

Fish cold. Pheasant good. Cold meat good. No veg. Sweets

excellent. Fruit good. Wines good. Box of 2 cigars and
2 cigarettes to each male guest, but no smoking in hall. Awful

dowdiness of women, including nobs. After dinner, maids of

honour appeared in a row in balcony in front of Lord Mayor,

and arranged their pink streamers to hang over balcony. Re-

porters had seats near nobs. Took about 5 minute turns, and
handed a watch to each other. Trumpeting before L.M.'s

chaplain's grace (short and inaudible) before and after meal.

Trumpeting (2 pairs of trumpets, one echoing the other, very

good ; trumpeters covered with gold braid and with black velvet

j
ockey caps) before each toast . Comic toastmasterwho had a huge

rosette and scarf, and looked up to skies in announcing toasts.

. . . Loving cup never reached us. . . . General effect, old

stonework, carving, sculptures, 2 galleries (top : musicians), to

left of L.M. wooden beams, gilded roof. Dependent flags. Stone

inscriptions round roof. Old flags at one side. City costumes,

gilded. Black velvet and lace costumes. Lev^e costumes.

Military ditto. Foreign ditto. Vast epaulettes of Ministers.

Lord Mayor leaning back with false ease in his great gilded chair.

Many City ofliciafs behind him. Look of tradition, city-ness,

grooviness, in ugly and yet often decent faces of men.

Councillors had to wear their mazarine (?)^costumes (trimmed

with fitch fur) at reception, but some took them off for dinner

(£12 each). Electric chandeliers. Flowers on tables. Rows of

heads. . . . Blackened windows. Policemen at every door.

Draught on my head. Ben Davies sang ‘ God Save the King
’

very well. The name of Venizelos aroused easily the most

chewing. Herbert Samuel spoke without conviction. Balfour
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was resentful, defensive, and then over-confident (as to ability

to prevent future channel raiders from getting back). He said,

‘the service which I for the moment represent’. French
Ambassador quite inaudible after first few sentences. Lord
French perky and sure—^kept looking down at MS. Asquith

was the best. Diction uneven, but phrasing absolutely perfect

throughout. He was grim but not boastful.

After Asquith. I left.

Tuesday, November i^th,

I came home from town on Friday afternoon, with Swinnerton

and Marguerite. Swinnerton was walking out on Sunday evening

(dark) in the village loddng for me, and not finding me, he asked

a little boy whether he had seen a gentleman, Mr. Bennett, with

4 dogs. The boy mumbled a negative. Swinnerton then

proceeded to describe me, etc., and the boy said, “ I seen Mr.

Bennett with one dog.**

Yesterday Miss Nerney calculated that I had written i6,ooo

words of my new novel.

Thursday, November i6fA.

I came to town yesterday morning with Mrs. Lowndes, who had
come to us on Monday afternoon for two nights. Two nights of

excellent gossip and scandal. She was very nice about servants,

war-economy, etc. She said she had Ai knowledge that German
supplies would run seriously out at the end of February.

Thursday, November 2yd,

In the afternoon, after some work, I found I had a chill on the

stomach. I went with precautions to the Aldwych Theatre and

got the last remaining circle seat for the first performance of

“ Aida **. Theatre full. Goodish performance but offensive

scenery that tried to be original and was ^nly imitative and

ridiculous. Ohl Russian ballet, what horrible sins you have

caused.

Friday, November 24/A.

H. G. Wells told me his scheme for a whole series of new books,

some being novels. He wants monarchy destroyed, of course, and

to have a new religion (that there is one God—and apparently he

can be what you like) without priests or churches. He thought
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very little of British high command at the front, had had diffi-

culties with Censor about his articles on Front, and meant to

say what he thought in a book to be issued in January.

I was still suffering yesterday from my stomach chdl, but I

wrote 1,000 words.

I went up to the Omega workshops by appointment to see

Roger Fry. Arrived as arranged at 2.30. I was told he was
out. Then that he was at his studio, down Fitzroy Street. I

went there and rang. He opened door.
“ Come and have lunch,'* he said. “ I've had lunch, it's 2.30,"

I said. “ How strange !
" he said. I thought it was only

Then as he went upstairs he cried out to a girl above :
“ Blank

(her Xtian name), it's 2.30," as a great item of news. Fry

expounded his theories. He said there was no original industrial

art in England till he started i.c., untraditional. He said lots

of goodish things and was very persuasive and reasonable. Then
he took me to the showrooms in Fitzroy Square, and I bought a
few little things. I did not buy a fine still life by Duncan Grant.

But I may, later. I gradually got to like a number of the things,

especially the stuffs. He said manufacturing (English) firms

roared with laughter at his suggestion that they should do

business together. One firm quoted an impossible price when
he asked them to make rugs to his design at his risks. But when
a eulogistic article appeared in The Times they quoted a lower

price, a reasonable one. He said that both French and German
firms would take his stuff. I began to get more and more
pleased with the stuff, and then I left with two parcels.

This morning I went to Carfax Gallery and bought a Sickert

from the Sickert stand there, “ Coster Girl ". Had some talk

with the proprietor who was highly intelligent, and stuck to it

that Claude Phillips, though he couldn't write, had real taste.

The boss thought Sickert the greatest artist of the age.
f

Saturday, November 2$th.

The manager of the Carfax Gallery told me yesterday that some
people were very antagonistic. One old gentleman in white

spats said he had read in Morning Post a good account of Sargent's

drawings and he had come to see them. When he saw them
he said that he regarded the show as a swindle—^that it was
robbery to charge is. for such an affair. Clifton gave him his

IS. j^tick.
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Thursday, November ^oth,

1 was told the drciimstances of the last social appearance of

Charles Boyd.^ At the St. James's Club, Boyd came in after

dinner, and called out :
“ Any member of the Committee here ?

”

A committee man displayed himself. Then :
“ Any ofi&cer of*

the Grenadier Guards here ? " A member said that he was of

the Coldstreams, and asked if that would do. Boyd said it

would. He added :
‘‘ There's a man outside waiting to kill me.

I want the protection of a member of the Committee and of a

Guardsman." That night he was taken gravely ill.

It was only last week that I received a copy of the entirely

new and revolutionary Instructions to Emergency Committees,

which were issued on the i6th August last. Even then I only

got one copy. I asked for half a dozen more and got one more.

Thusforthreemonths the whole scheme has been changed and
I, in charge of a district including several towns and 30 parishes,

was entirely ignorant of it. So were the civilians concerned.

I protested, but I got no explanation.

Sunday, December yd.

Central Military Representative for Essex has no copy of

Scheme K, which is the present emergency scheme. He lent

me his only copy. When he has to consider it in order to advise

me on doubtful points I have to return it to him. It is printed.

I have been able to get only one other copy. So the preparation

of instructions for this division drags on. The matter is supposed

to be urgent.

Thursday, December yth.

In the afternoon read through what I have written of my new
novel. Not so bad. Undoubtedly I have been refreshed and

invigorated by reading Dreiser's “ The Financier ", which

absolutely held me. " The Titan ", which I am now reading, is

not so good.

I came to Londoij yesterday with M. Rebecca West, Gladys

Wheeler, and H. G. Wells lunched with me at Romano's. Wells

called my fob " gastric jewellery "
! He offered to bet 2 to i

that the war would be over by August next.

1 C. W. Boyd, ” one of Mr. Henley's young men " on the National

Observer and a brilliant writer in many reviews. He was political secretary

to Cecil Rhodes.
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Friday, December 8th.

Dined at Thatched House with F. Rosher, Swinnerton, and Sir

James Dunlop Smith, Political Secretary to the India Office.

Among a number of interesting stories he told how he had found
• the largest ruby in the world (rather larger than the bowl of

an ordinary liqueur glass), a historical stone, lost for 70 years,

in a necklace of the Queen’s.

Wednesday, December i^th.

Lieut. R. of a mobile A. Aircraft unit stationed at Thorpe, came
for tea. He said he carried £15,000 worth of stores. He said

that after big raid at Hull end of last year about, when Mayor of

Hull had been assured that Hull was one of the most heavily

defended places, and a Zep dropped 15 bombs in the town, the

population afterwards mobbed officers, and A.A. officers coming

into the town had to put on Tommies’ clothes. Also that Naval

Unit was telegraphed for and that when it came with full author-

ised special lights, the population, angry at the lights, assaulted

it with stones and bottles and put half of it in hospital, and had
ultimately to be kept off by the military. He outlined complex

administrative system of imit, and showed how utterly and

needlessly idiotic it was. He told me how he had been sent to

some golf links with a big mobile gun, and had put gun into a

good spot where it interfered with play on first hole, the officially

indicated position being a bad one. The affair was urgent as a

raid expected that night. He successfully repulsed various com-

plainants from golf club ; but next morning an Infantry officer

came specially down from War Office, with instructions (positive

orders) that gun must be moved. R. gave reasons against.

Infantry officer : “I don’t know anything about artillery but

that gun has got to be moved. It is my order to you.” In

order to fix gun in inferior official position, R. indented for railway

sleepers to the tune of £127, and got them. Meanwhile the golf

dub professional had told him that it would be quite easy to

modify the course. •

Thursday, December 21st.

Ill ever since last entiy.

I got up for lunch yesterday. To-day I was up for break-

f^>and have read through last finished chapter of new novel.
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But I can't yet write, except articles (for Statesman). During
illness I have had excellent ideas for novel.

On Tuesday we had cable that Marguerite's sister, Gabrielle,.

had died at Pau.

Sundayt
December 315^.

I finished the ^st part of my London novel this afternoon.

35,000 words. I wrote only 127,600 during the year. The
totals of later years, however, cannot be compared fairly vdth

totals of earlier years as latterly I have not counted my journals

We had 10 to Xmas dinner. I read “ The Old Wives'

Tale ", the first time I have read it through since I corrected the

proofs 8 or 9 years ago, I think.



1917

London, January 4th.

Came to town yesterday. Lunched with Wells, and his two
boys, and Ross at the Reform. Ross told me, as regards in-

accuracies in ** Diet. National Biog.**, that he offered to look

through the proofs of Wilde’s biography, but proofs were never

sent to him. He found 18 mistakes of fact in the biography.

Gardiner, editor Daily News, suggested that I should resume
writing for D,N, I said I would resume only on similar

conditions as before, namely that I had a regular commission

for articles, to appear at regular intervals—I didn’t mind what
the intervals were.

After the immense public row between Lloyd George and
Gardiner, the following lately occurred.* T. P. O’Connor came
up to Gardiner and said :

“ You may be interested in a piece

of information which I have. It is not second-hand. I myself

heard the words spoken. The other day LI. George spoke of

you in very friendly terms. He said you were not like the

rest. Your difference of opinion was honest and he respected

it. Yes, he spoke in the kindliest terms of you.” A few days

later another henchman of LI. G. came up to Gardiner at the

N.L. Club and said : “You may be interested to know that I

heard LI. George speak of you in the very friendliest terms the

other day.’’ And so on as before. Thus is it sought to work
the oracle.

Vedrenne wrote me giving way, and agreeing to pay ;f200

down on receipt of MS. of a play for Eadie, for option on it.

He had said to Pinker :
“ I never have paid and I never will

pay to read a play.”

London, Friday, January ^th.

WqiMided Allies Committee in afternoon.
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I read “ Le M5^t^re de la Chambre Jaune " again. Not
bad.

Evening I went to M.*s flat, and we dined at the Ristorante

del Commercio, or some such name, in Frith St., very well.

One of those family restaurants. Papa, stem, in charge, mamma
pleasant, also in charge, a nice girl to help. Glimpse of kitchen

with chef and a woman and a girl. Three children of papa
and mamma, messing about most of the time : girls of 7 or 8, in

white silk with gilt and silvered diadems, and a smaller boy.

This place was very agreeable.

This morning I called first on M. Then to see Lanchester,

who described to me his scheme for tabulating information for

Neville Chamberlain and Man-Service Board in the form of

maps and charts. Very interesting. He also showed me a

set of competition plans for use in my novel. Then to Carfax

Gallery to pay a bill for a Sickert. Clifton said that Conder ^

was very casual. He would be out with Clifton towards evening

and would say :
'' Tve got no silk and Td like to do a fan to-

night,** and he would go into any little draper*s in a side street,

the big shops being already closed, and buy a yard of silk of

no matter what quality. He nearly always worked by candle-

"

light.

Comarques, Saturday, January 14th.

Wednesday evening I went into Westminster Cathedral, and
saw how to use it again in my novel. Very cold day. Nice

warm cathedral. Ugly chapels, detail invisible. A non-R.C.

parson or two squinting about. Noise of a charwoman washing

floor. Exceedingly few people. Then at lo.io, either Prime

or Tierce. A few performers came in, after a bell had rimg

;

took their seats, and then the intoning begins ; scarcely audible

for a second or less. It ‘ steals out *. Words utterly incompre-

hensible. Outside, front of shop devoted to rosaries, crucifixes,

etc.

By yesterday Walpole*s scheme for me to republish Jacob

Tonson articles in volume had taken shape. I read through a

lot of the stuff, and found it enormously vivacious. In fact I

hated to leave it last night in order to dress to go to ball given

by 2nd First London R.G.A. at Weeley
—“The Fields**.

1 Charles Conder (1868-1909), the artist whose exquisite painting on
fans gave him a particular vogue.
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London^ Friday, January igth.

Lunch at Reform to-day. Informed positively that Nivelle

was to include all British Army in his command. It was said

that he said of Haig :
“ II n'est pas assez souple. II est trop

orgueilleux.'* This statement absolutely contradicted by Press

Bureau to-night. To-night in Piccadilly an immense red flare

in sky, followed by a great explosion. Piccadilly rather ex-

cited. Mair informed on telephone at 10.30 that chemical

works at Blackwall exploded and set fire to South Metropolitan

Gasworks. Thousands of woimded in hospital." We shall

see if this is the fact.^

Mair and Willie Weir and George Whale dined with me to-

night at Yacht Club. Very interesting. Mair said there was
nothing in alarm of German invasion of Switzerland, and that

it had been deliberately got up by French authorities (who

said Foch was at Besan^on and actually began to dig trenches)

in order to get Swiss securities out of Switzerland into France

for purpose of helping to regulate exchange.

Mair promised to take me over London in airship.

London, Yacht Club, Wednesday, January 2^h.

I came to London yesterday morning. Hard frost and cold

travelling.

Lunch with Pinker at Arts Club to-day, about the whole

question of cinematograph rights, which I regard as a swindle

on the author. Constant fine snow showers.

Comarques, Sunday, January aSth.

Dined on Wednesday at Madame Van der Velde's, Rossetti

Gardens Mansions. Fry was there. Omega Flat. I saw the

Omega bed. Flfit exceeding cold.

Wells and I dined at Reform. Tossed for bill and he lost.

Then we went to Petit Riche basement restaurant, and saw the

Ha5meses, the Lynds, and Rebecca West..

I came home on Friday morning. I am in unusually good

form for work. In spite of radiators and fires, it is very ^fficult

to keep the house warm. N.E. wind and frost.

^ This was the disastrous explosion at Silvertown when many workers
killed and injured.
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London, Yacht Club, Saturday, February yrd.

Went to London on Wednesday morning.

Wells and I lunched together again at Reform. He and
^Gardiner were in favour of communal feeding in case of starva-

tion, as most efficient, beginning in schools. But Wells took

submarine menace, like me, very calmly. On the other hand,

Donald ^ and R. McKenna were much upset by it and gave

dramatic figures. Afterwards I took Wells to Burlington Fine

Arts Club to see English aquarelles, and he took me to call on

Mrs. Dq Boer, and we took her to Roger Fry’s at Omega work-

shops.

Thorpe-le-Soken, Monday, February Sih.

The announcement that U.S.A. had severed diplomatic relations

with Germany caused really very little discussion here. It

was discussed a little at lunch. Already the intensely mis-

understanding and unjust attitude of M. and officers (some of

them) to U.S.A. is changing. At tea, when Lieut, and Mrs.

Tracy came, it was discussed a little, and Mrs. Tracy well

formulated for me the advantages of an " American peace ",

that is, an unbiased peace, which was received with silence not

altogether hostile. Afterwards Clegg agreed with me as to the

advantages of the " American peace ". During the remainder

of the evening nothing was said as to America.

Yacht Club, London, Thursday, February Sth,

Dined at Mdme Van der Velde’s, and sat at a spiritualistic

seance with a clairvoyant, named Peters, who brought his son,

a youth in R.A.M.C., home for a few hours on leave. This son

said there were 500 professed spiritualist soldiers at Aldershot.

Theosophist. Peters (pere), man of 45 or so. Short. Good
forehead. Bald on top, dark hair at sides. Quick and nervous.

Son of a barge owner. Present : Yeats, Mr. and Mrs. Jowitt *

(barrister—she very beautiful), Roger Fry, hostess and me.

Peters handled objects brought by each of us. His greatest

success, quite startling, was with the glass stopper of a bottle

brought by Jowett. He described a man throwing himself

out of something, down, with machinery behind him, and a

^ Now Sir Robert Donald, editor of the Daily Chronicle, Z902-*i8.

® Later Sir William Jowitt, Attorney General. 1929-31 . v
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big hotel or big building behind him. Something to do with

water, across water. He kept repeating these phrases with

variations. The stopper had belonged to a baronet (I forget

his name) who threw himself off a launch, in response to a

challenge from X., at 3 a.m. into the Thames, after a party up
river. He was drowned.

He succeeded, with my toothpick, in getting me to the

Potteries, and into the office of the Staffordshire Knot or

Sentinel, and described a man that might be either Goold or

the editor of the Sentinel, and said that known or unknown to

me, this man had greatly influenced me. He insisted on the

word * Zola *. ‘ Zola *. He said there was a message to tell me.

I hadn't done my best work. I am morally sure he hadn't

the least idea who. I was. And even if he had, he didn't know
the toothpick belonged to me, even if he knew it was I who
had brought it, which he might conceivably have done as it

was the last thing he picked up off the tray. I made full notes.

Friday, February gth,

I wrote 1,200 words of London novel.

To-day George Moore and W. Sickert came to lunch. Sickert

had swum that morning and skated. He had his skates with

him—^no overcoat. I said little. They talked. Moore was
the man of letters. He said, of a Landor dialogue between

Home Tooke and Johnson, that it would not interest ordinary

people, but that a man of letters might read it under his lamp
at night with great amusement.

Sickert said that he cooked his own food, and cooked it very

well. Formerly he used to read between spells of painting

during the day. Now he cooked. He would go over to the

stove and say " Qa mijotte ". They both used a lot of French

and spoke it very well. Moore recited a French ballad which

he had written about a maquereau, which I thought rather good.

Then he recited Villon. Moore evidently wants to get into the

theatre again. Unfortunately I had no encouragement for him.

He has an idea for dramatising “ The Bfbok Kerith ". He is

naively and harmlessly vain, and very agreeable. I enjoyed

these men very much. 1,500 words.

London, Yacht Club, Saturday, February 10th,

CoiuLinuing Moore and Sickert from yesterday. Moore seemed
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to have detached himself almost completely from the war.

He said he didn’t read newspapers now, as they only made
him feel depressed and did him no good. He said several

entirely foolish things, such as that he could not understand

(very much emphasised) how anyone could read a war hook. ,

To read about new war devices he could understand, but

how anyone could read a war book he could not under-

stand. Sickert was much more reserved—he is much more
normal.

London, Yacht Club, Wednesday, February

I met Dr. Shufflebotham (Stoke) and went with him to the

Palladium (where the entertainment was awful). He told me
one of the principal poison-gas factories was in Burslem. He
said they had gradually learnt the effects of the gases on the

Germans by the effect of the gases on their own workpeople,

over half of whom had been on compensation during the past

year. He told a funny tale of how in the early days there was
a massed band Sunday fete (semi-religious) in Burslem Park,

to which all the children in white came after Sunday school.

Children began to cry. People said it was symptom of whooping"
cough. Then to cou^h. Further symptoms. Then adults

began to cry and cough. Word went round at once, gas escaping

from a factory. Everyone fled from the park. Bandsmen
dropped their instruments. Two of them met at gates. **

Bill,

where’s thy bloody drum ?
” " It’s where thy bloody comet

is, lad.”

Yacht Club, Lohidon, February 2yth.

We came to London yesterday morning. Stage Society in the

afternoon. “ Good Friday ” by Masefield. A terribly dull and

portentous thing in rhyme. I was most acutely bored. I found

that all the elite said they liked the damned thing.

Shaw and Lee Mathews and I had tea together. I shifted

Shaw a little in the end.

Last week I finishAi reading the Balzac vol. containing ” La
recherche de I’absolu ” and ” La peau de chagrin ”. Both these

are very fine indeed. The short stories ” Le chef d’oeuvre ”,

” Inconnu ”, and ” Melmoth reconcili^ ” are good, the latter

the best. ” Jesus Christ in Flanders ” is negligible. On the.

whole a terrific volume.
* ^
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London, Yacht Club, Thursday, March ist.
'

Sharp lunched ivith me at Reform Club. I seemed to be

wandering about all day in search of ideas for novel. R.C.

Cathedral. Lanchester’s Bond St. shop« clubs. By about 6.30

• I had got them all. A Lieut. Bayne (Gordon Highlanders,

lost his left arm) dined with me and Shufflebotham at Caf^

Royal—very well.

ShufE told me that when he went into factory for lacluymatory

shells at Walthamstow, the water poured out of his eyes, and

filled a jug.

Bayne told the tale of an Irish Company Sergeant-Major in

the Gordon Highlanders, with a strong Irish accent, who said to

him in the midst of the Loos affair (in reply to his question as

to how he was getting on)—^with enthusiasm, “ Man, it's grand

to be a Scotchman !

"

Yacht Chib, London, Friday, March 2nd.

1 wrote about 1,500 words of novel yesterday.

After dining alone at the Reform I went up to Roger Fry's

. newly constituted Omega Club in Fitzroy Square. Only about

2 chairs. The remainder of the seats are flatfish canvas bags

cast on floor near walls, and specially made for this. An
exhibition of kids' drawings round the walls. Crowd, including

Madame Van der Velde, Lytton Strachey, the other Strachey,

Yeats, Borenius, etc. They all seemed very intelligent.

Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, March yth.

I returned home from London on Friday last, wrote large

quantities of my London novel each day, wrote my Sardonyx

article in odd moments, and came back to London again yester-

day.

Lunched with Wells. The Webbs said that the new ‘ business

men ' officials had upset all Whitehall. New ministers' habit

of writing letters from home and getting answers at home and
thus springing surprises on departments is' also much resented.

I worked all afternoon at Y.C. Massingham, Ross and I

dined together. I was thus between two pacifists.

Massingham told .a good story of an Australian who was
asked his opinion as to the end of the war. The Australian

said*! “ I thUik what my friend Fritz thinks. Fritz was my
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German prisonei^^ very decent sort of chap. Fritz said

:

' You'll win, but you'll all come home on one steamer.'

"

This of course expressed Massingham’s view beautifully, also

Ross's.

Yacht Chib, Friday, March (jth.

Yesterday I lunched with Mair at Garrick and learnt a few

inside interesting things. I promised to do him an article for

Espaha, the British subsidised paper in Madrid.

Yacht Club, London, Thursday, March i^th.

H. L. Rothband,^ the Manchester manufacturer, lunched with

me yesterday at Reform, about his scheme for emplojonent

of disabled soldiers. Curious mixture of ingenuousness and
acuteness. I missed the beginnings of a shindy between Spender

and Massingham. Masterman brought this safely to an end by
leaving the smoking-room with Massingham and sitting in the

gallery. Spender was with Buckmaster.

I wrote another i,ioo words of novel yesterday after another

very bad night, and I was so exhausted in the afternoon th^
I could scarcely even walk. ^
Percy Williams told me on Monday that he had his beagles

with him at Bournemouth. They raided a butcher's shop.

The dog-master asked butcher what the damage was. The
butcher said fjb. The dog-master said :

“ I’ll toss you for it."

They tossed and the butcher lost. This is a good sporting-

military story.

Yacht Club, London, Friday, March i6th.

Another 1,400 words yesterday morning of novel. Mair lunched

with me at Reform and Davray joined us.

Mair said that Nivelle, in London this week, had been made
C.-in-C. of all armies (French and English) on the Western

Front, but that the appointment would of course not be published.

Afterwards we went to the Omega Club, and saw dancing

by an alleged marvellous boy dancer. He did seem pretty fair

for a kid. I asked if he was Russian, and learnt that he had
been discovered in Brondesbury and was entirely English.

^ Sir Henry Lesser Rothband was originator of the schgme for the King's

National Roll for finding £mpl03nnent for Disabled Sailors and ^Idiers.
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Yacht Chib, London, Thursday, March 22nd.

I had neuralgia a lot yesterday. Went to see M. in the morning.

I curiously enjoyed going to A.B.C. in Piccadilly at noon for

hot milk and a sandwich. To-night, though, I have bought a
• first edition of an evening paper in order to read the morning's

news over again. This is almost indispensable to a morning

visit to an A.B.C.

I bought the new Conrad, " The Shadow Line Good.

Yacht Club, London, Friday, March 2yd.

To-day I began to find ideas for second part of my London
novel, while spending most of the morning at barber's and in

meditation in library of Reform Club. Much good political and
military converse with Wells, Gardiner, and Massingham after

lunch at Reform, and a solitary afternoon here.

I finished Conrad's ‘‘ The Shadow Line " last night. A short

story disguised as a novel. Very good, but a certain anti-

climax where the climax ought to be.

Yacht Chib, London, Saturday, March 24fl%.

T/inc\l with Sir W. Weir (Director of Air Supply), Major Weir
(Flying Staff, W.O.) and Richmond, at Savoy, after spending

J hour in the Angelica Kauffman room at Weir's flat.

They began to try to startle me right off. Weir and Richmond
said that the labour situation was acutely bad. Tyne strike

not better. Men out at Barrow, and men out at 3 or 4 small

factories that worked for Weir. The strikes were not officially

countenanced by Trades Unions ; the organisation alien (U.S.A.)

working through shop stewards, etc.

The Barrow men were stopped by men they knew a long way
from their shops, and they obeyed the order to strike. The
orders were mainly transmitted, not by post, but by motor-

bicycle. The Government knew all about it, as the Trades

Unions had told them everything as fast as they learnt it.

After very long faces, both Weirs and Richmond said that

though it might be very awkward, it coulSfii't be permanently

serious, as the men generally being honest and patriotic would
not stand for it. Also that to catch hold of a few leaders (who

were simply seditious) would do a lot to stop it. Then I was
told of a new invention of a Roumanian, Constantinesco, for

the transmission of power by means of an elastic fluid. This
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device is now actually in use in the machine guns of aeroplanes,

but he said its applications were endless, and that it would
revolutionise machinery. The Government will not at present

let anything be phblished about it at all.

Weir—and all these Weirs are real experts—said Constan-.

tinesco was one of the great men in his own line of a century.

Then they began on submarine question. Very serious. Weir
said that if things went on as at present transport would be
vitally affected in less than four months. Still, he believed in

our victory in the field.

Talking about the Labour question they all agreed that the

margin of labour was sufficient. That is, that the Government
could draw all the men it needed for the Army out of essential

occupations and that the men left in the essential occupations

could do all the work provided they would produce their maximum
output, which they don't and won't. All three were enthusiastic

about the effort of France. W. Weir said that as regards aero-

plane supply, the Germans got the best designs they could,

and made a lot of it, telling the manufacturer meanwhile to use

the field-experience of his machines in thinking out a new and
better design, but sticking to the execution of the origina^i»deffr

We were alwaj^s trying after improvements, and Weir said that

you can't force " technical progress advantageously beyond
a certain speed. The result was that while we always had
easily the best machine in existence we never had enough. He
intended that this should be remedied in May.

Comarques, Monday, March 26th,

Strange rumours on Saturday night. As that Ireland had re-

volted again and reserve Batteries were being sent from Woolwich
to Ireland by special trains. (Apparently quite untrue.) Also

that five German cruisers were “lying off" Harwich. What
the British Fleet was doing meanwhile w&s not explained.

Many troops were undoubtedly drafted into this district, and
on Sunday morning Liverpool Street was a pandemonium of

returning officers summoned by wire, necessitating special

trains.

Yacht Club, London, Friday, March ^oth

I was wondering yesterday whether I jought not to keep a list

of prophecies made to me. ^
^
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Donald said that the Russians.* make no offensive

this year, and that’ had it not been for the Revolution they

would have maxle peace.

W.A.R.C. meeting, with funny written descriptions of rows

•between doctor and administrator and nurses at our Balkans

Hospital.

Dined with M. at flat. Then to Ambassadors, but were too

late for the ballet " Pomme d'Or Vansittart's French Revolu-

tion play, “ Class **, was a pretty good idea spoilt by lack of

invention and uncertain handling. Anatole France's "Man
Who Married a Dumb Wife " served very well. Pierre Veber's
" Gonzague " (with Morton), a common farce of intrigue, was a

most ingeniously constructed affair. There is nobody in England

(whether or not as bereft of genius as Veber is) who could con-

struct a little farce so well. Nothing to it, but very agreeable to

witness. Excellently produced and excellently played. This

was the best evening I have had at the theatre for I don't know
how long,—perhaps during the war.

R. Donald said he was getting some men to write messages

to Russia for cabling, but that he had to obtain Lloyd George's

ajpptwil first. During the afternoon he sent me up a note to

say he had obtained the approval and ^ould I send in a 500
word messsage quickly.

Thorpe’-le-Soken, Saturday, March ^isU

I came home yesterday morning. Beautiful day. Snowfall and
a lot of rain this morning. As soon as the rain ceased at

noon, the whole landscape began to steam, even before the sim
had got fairly out.

Notice outside shop in the village this morning :
“ A few

potatoes. 2 lbs. each customer. No bags found.**

•

Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, April 11th.

Last week I had an immense burst of work. I did not go to

London. I wrote about 5,000 words of my novel (including

2,500 in one day), and finished penultimate diapter of it. On
Monday I wrote Daily News article, and more Statesman stuff.

I slept badly the whole time, but a dinner at the Greys on

Saturday, where we met the ultra-blonde Danish dancer Karina,

and h6r husband Cs^tain Janssen, did me good. Karina ran
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over Janssen in her aUto- and broke both* his liBgs, and then

married him. He looks after Karina so' completdy that he

even cuts out leather' for her shoes. She is very pretty and
agreeable. I sat next to her and enjoyed it. Hard frost driving

home.

Yacht Club, Lofidon, Thursday, Aj^l 12th.

Yesterday afternoon I began the last chapter of my novel.

Lunched with Dayray and a Canadian officer (name forgotten)

who knew 14 languages. He had been through the Russian

revolution, and told me he didn’t trust any of the parties.

T. Seccombe was to have lunched with me next Wednesday,

but he made a mistake and came yesterday. He therefore

joined us. He said that the pupils at the Royal Military College

were now the most extraordinary crowd. Poets and novelists

pullulated among them. He thought there might be i or 2

geniuses. He instanced Arthur Waugh’s son, aged 18, who
had written a remarkably realistic novel of school-life

(Sherborne).^

Webster and Swinnerton dined with me at Reform. Swinner-

ton showed me a letter from Walpole describing Russia^^gfr;
Walpole has written the official account of the Rev. Deaths

5.000.

Yacht Club, London, Friday, April I'^th.

Dined with G. Whale and Mrs. Stephens and Mme Klaptkika,

a Pole blonde, about 35. Lecturer in Anthropology at Oxford.

Her Polish accent quite fatigued me before the evening was
over. She had plenty of brain but she talked too much, and
she said too much.

Yacht Club, London, Thursday, April i^th.

I wrote 2,000 words and over of my novel Jresterday.

I dined with Sir W. and Lady Weir at Savoy. She was very
'

agreeably dressed. Weir told me that sometimes delays in

supplies of air machines were difficult to explain to public. He
had ball bearings for aeroplanes on 3 ships from Norway. He
asked for these to be convoyed. They were not convoyed. The
Germans sunk all of them. He had been to an Imperial War

,

^ This was The Loom of Youth by Alec Waugh,j>ublished in 1917,

with a preface by T. Seccombe. ^
^
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Conference, -wd spoke very highly of Colonials, especially

Smuts. I said Smuts's first speech on arriving was fine. It

was about aeroplanes. He said that after 21 months’ delay,

housing for workpeople at Famborough was at last being put up.

,Weir told me he had established the first regular commercial

air service in the world (he thought) just lately : a daily service

for his own use between London and Paris, 3 hours. 6 machines

employed.

Yacht Club, London, Friday, April 20th,

Yesterday I began to think that the tone of the end of my novel

wouldn’t do. So I spent the day, exhausted, partly in dozing

and reading, and hours at barber’s, and generally thinking

over the climax, which I ultimately got right. I dined with

Wells at Reform. He had worked all day, and arrived only

at 8.40. We had champagne. We tossed for the bill—^he lost.

This is the second time lately he has lost to me.

Yacht Club, London, Tuesday, April 2^th,

Great creative week-end. I wrote over 3,000 words of novel

and Sunday. This novel is to be called “The
Roll CaU ’’.

I came to town this morning, and lunched with Webbs. ^

Webb told me that Lloyd George, contrary to the usual habit

of Ministers, would not deal with papers. He preferred to be

talked to. Webb said that most Ministers were followed about

by despatch boxes full of papers which they had to approve

and initial. Sometimes hundreds of papers. He said there

were several grades of keys ; the highest would open all despatch

boxes. When he was at the Colonial Office he had a second-

grade key, which would open some despatch boxes but not all.

He said that Ministers were still unable to get an5rthing done
as LI. G. would 'not face the labour of deciding and giving

authority. Mrs. Webb, who had just returned from a meeting
of Reconstruction Committee, said that at one meeting recently

at 4 p.m. just before the meeting started, the Marquis of

Salisbury went to the mantelpiece and prayed aloud. She was
talking to somebody else and could not hear what he said, but
he was certainly praying aloud.

Webbs told me that Russian sailors, fleet enclosed in ice, had
^ ' R^I Hoi^Sidney Webb, now Lord Passfield.
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put a lot of their officers through the ice, and the ships were
therefore useless. Germans knew this and were preparing

expedition accordingly. Talk of British and French naval

officers going over to take charge, but these officers said they

would prefer to take their own crews.

Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, April 25th.

I wrote the last scene but one of " The Roll Call to-day, and
was exhausted. Lunched alone at crowded Reform Club.

I walked down past Buckingham Palace this morning. Two
naval petty officers outside in full fig, and their women. A police

superintendent (?) and a policeman at gates. Former said to

latter :
*' We*d better be getting ’em in,” and then to the

sailors, ” You decorations ? Come on. Come along. Come
on,” curtly, as if they had done some deed suspicious, and not

valorous. The sailors talked with their women for a few

moments, and then went obediently within the precincts. They
were two roughish, short, thick-set chaps.

Called at Reform Club, where I spent 40 minutes with Wells

and an American joumalist-lecturer-professor named Mac-

donald, over here for the New York Nation, Wells was trfWfig

about the after-war exacerbationary reaction on nerves, which

would cause rows, quarrels etc. unless it was consciously kept

well in hand, and Macdonald said that a year or so after the

San Francisco earthquake prominent S.F. men would disappear ;

they were in sanatoria, etc. Also lifelong friends, such as

business partners, would quarrel over some trifle, each go to

his solicitor, and never speak to one another again.

Comarques, Monday, April 30^^.

To-day, in accordance with time-table, I finished my novel
” The RoU CaU ” at 4 p.m.

I

Yacht Club, London, Friday, May 4th,

I came to town on Tuesday meaning to take a few days' holiday

after I had written nfy Statesman stuff. But Pinker had arranged

for me to do the official War Savings article in 3 days for

the Strand so that it could appear in their July number. So

that I had to begin at once. And I had so much neuralgia
.

yesterday that I couldn't do an5dhing, at all.

At Reform, and Rickards talked admwbly, ^uite differently
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from his outbursts a fortnight ago. Yesterday I was laid low,

but dined at Mrs. X., and heard some agreeable music on an

old CoUard and G)llard and a not good violin. Two majors

there. One, as soon as the women had gone, began to use

the word * bloody ’, and used it continuously till we had gone

upstairs, when he suddenly ceased to use it. A sort of chronic

disease. Still, he seemed a rather bright sort of man in a

sporting way.

On Wednesday at the Reform I met the poet, Siegfried

Sassoon, and considerably liked him.

Thorpe4e~Soken, Sunday, May 6th.

Returned here on Friday and met Bertie Sullivan in the train.

Carrying F.O. mails over to Holland in the Copenhagen, he had
been torpedoed by a submarine. He said 6 subms. waited for

the boat, in 3 pairs. He was shaving. He seems to have kept

pretty calm, but he said he couldn’t get his boots on. I was
flurried,” he said. Of 17 bags, he saved 16, and sank one.

Result, after several days, a sort of lack of feeling in fingers.

(It was March and he was not in rowboat for long.)

•»¥%terday, for the first time, and at my suggestion, we had
no bread on the table at dinner. Pec^le who want it must
ask for it from the sideboard. Wells gave me this tip. The
value of these dodges is chiefly disciplinary. If the whole of

the well-to-do classes practised them, the wheat problem would
be trifling.

Yacht Club, Loftdon, Wednesday, May gth.

On Sunday I had an idea for a short novel about an episode

in the life of a French cocotte.^ I thought I could tell practically

everything about her existence without shocking the B.P.

On Monday afternoon after doing my Daily News article I did

my first water colour of the season. In the garden. Rather
goodish.

I came to London Tuesday. Lunched at Webbs. Apropos
of Squire's poem in current issue of StateSman the Webbs were
both very funny. Mrs. Webb especially. She said, ” Poetry

means nothing to me. It confuses me. I always want to

translate it back into prose.”

Homan's and Alcoc^s. Two quartets and a quintet before
* ^ Tfis wa|r the origin of “ The Pretty Lady *•*.

..
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dinner at 8.45. Good male dinner, with champagne. During
and after dinner, we had from Norton the finest exhibition of

story-telling I ever heard. I was exhausted with laughing.

Later, W. Alcock gave several parody treatments of “ Three
Blind Mice" according to Haydn. Chopin. Mendelssohn, and
Grieg. Admirable. Werg and Hill played solos. I got to

the Club at i a.m. and a half-dressed, half-asleep waiter let me
in. This was one of the finest evenings I ever spent in my life.

Yacht Club, London, Friday, May 11th.

Kindersley and Gardiner lunched with me at Reform, as K.

wanted to nieet G. K. talked very well. I shall teU him he

ought to go into Parliament. I wrote part of another

Cosfnopolitan article in the morning.

After lunch it was funny to see H. G. Wells talking with an
Indian Ruler (I didn’t catch his name) whom he was entertaining

to lunch. He brought him to us. The Ruler talked very

sensibly, with a slight accent but extremely correctly. His

burden was :
" England cannot now throw us over by abandon-

ing the Monarchy. We need it."

Russian Exhibition and Tolstoy play with Marguerite

I met George Moore on the way there, and he said that he had
never made money out of his books worth talking about.

£1,500 or so out of " Esther Waters ", £1,000 out of his latest,

and so on. It seems that before I asked them to lunch he and
Sickert had had a frightful row, which began by a newspaper

scrap and ended by Sickert inviting himself to dinner at George’s

and getting practically turned out. This was George's version.

They had not met since till my luncheon. At that affair they

were charming to each other.

Comarques, Thorpe-le-Soken, Sunday, May 13/A.

Robert Ross gave a lunch at Automobile. Mr. and Mrs. Edmund
Gosse, Eliz. Asquith, Mrs. Colefax, Captain Miller and Dr.

Borenius. I sat between Eliz. A. and Mrs. Colefax. Eliz. A.

looks quite young, ^he seemed decent and hard, and socially

extremely experienced. A tendency to phrase-making. Much
deep ignorance of literature and even superficial ignorance, e.g.

she didn't know that the French translations of Dostoievsky

are incomplete and the English ones are complete, and read

D. in French. She thought it easier to '^te a novel than a
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short story. She said she would send me a play of hers to read.

It arrived to-day. I liked old Gosse again. He is, anyhow,

educated.

Yacht Chib, London, Saturday, May igth.

I was looking out of the drawing-room window at M.’s flat

yesterday morning when I saw two buses go along, and then

two more. And then, after about 5 minutes, 2 more. I said

:

" The bus strike is over !
’* It was. It had begun on Sunday.

Lunch at Reform. Wells came up here for tea. It was
while talking to him that I had the idea of transferring the

scene of my French cocottc novel from Paris to London, a

vastly better idea, full of possibilities. H. G. certainly liked

the idea.

Yacht Chib, London, Friday, May 25th.

I returned to London Tuesday. Squire and Desmond McCarthy
lunched with me at the Reform. At night, after writing the

Sardonyx ^ article I went to Russian concert at Russian Exhi-

bition, and it was very good. The pianissimos of the Balalaika

Qrc^iestra were marvellous, especially with music like Borodin's.

Ontnfe other hand I had littiie use for Tchaikowsky's ‘ Grand
Trio ' (A minor). Place pretty full. •

But the chief thing yesterday was that I began on my novel

about the French cocotte, with gusto.

Thorpe-le-Soken, Friday, June Tst,

Last Sunday my 50th birthday. Twelve people to dinner.

I went to London on Wednesday. Eliz. Asquith and J. C.

Squire lunched with me at Ristorante del Commercio, Frith St.

She certainly does amuse, but she is too professional over it,

and she is a bad listener. Very neat.

Thursday, luncji at Reform with Ross, Donald, and Bennett ®

of Truth. Went to Philharmonic HaU to see the “ Intolerance
"

film. A stupendous affair—I mean the Babylonian scenes.

They were indeed staggering. But the njpdern story, though

it contained some good rough satire on women social reformers,

was very crude—even to an auto racing a train! A most
fatiguing 3-hour affair.

To-day lunch given by Davray to M. Helmer, an avocat of

^ Injthe New Statesman.

•

• R. A. Bennett, assM&nt editor 1889-1909, when he became editor.
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Colmar, in England to give lectures about Alsace-Lorraine.

T. P. O’Connor, Massingham, Gardiner, Spender, and 4 French-

men. “ T. P.” began to Gardiner and me about his early youth.

He evidently has a fancy for this sort of reminiscence. He said

he had been the most trustful and easily deceived man imagin-

able. It was all very weU, he said, but the connections of a
simple man with women were apt to have pecuniary endings ”.

Yacht Club, London, Friday, June 8^A.

Walking about these streets about 10 to 10.30 when dusk is

nearly over, is a notable sensation ; especially through Soho,

with little caf& and co-op clubs and women and girls at shop

doors. It is the heat that makes these things fine.

Afternoon, idea-finding for final section of first part of my
cocotte novel.

Comarques, Saturday, June i^th.

Siegfried Sassoon lunched with me at the Reform yesterday.

He expected some decoration for admittedly fine bombing
work. Colonel had applied for it three times, but was finally

told that as that particular push was a failure it could notJae

granted. Sassoon was uncertain about accepting a home billet

if he got the offer of one. I advised him to accept it. He is

evidently one of the reckless ones. He said his pals said he

always gave the Germans every chance to pot him. He said

he would like to go out once more and give them another chance

to get him, and come home unscathed. He seemed jealous for

the military reputation of poets. He said most of war was a

tedious nuisance, but there were great moments and he would

like them again.

Yacht Club, London, Thursday, June 14th,

I came to London Tuesday, unwell. Lunch at Webbs. I

spent the afternoon in writing “ Observations Dined at the

Reform with Clutton-Brock, who said that Wells was very rude

to him about his very*polite review of “ God the Invisible King
”

in Times Literary Supplement,

Then I went slowly to Drury Lane to " Tristan ” and arrived

before the end of the ist Act. I went to meet Turner,^ the

^W. J. R. Turner, the well-known dramatic and musical critic, and
author. '•K

^
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New Statesman critic. Too much light on the stage at the

crises, and horrible competition between the band and the

singers ; ugly costumes and scenery. A terrible sight. The second
act was better, darker, and quieter. When King Mark began
his monologue I departed. I thought the music was surviving

pretty well.

On getting to Yacht Club from Richmond at 1.30 I had a
telephone message from Marguerite to say that she and Anna
were in the air raid ^ at Liverpool Street and unhurt. To-day
I found out that though the end of their train (11.38) was bombed,
M. knew nothing of it, and Anna was only sure that she saw smoke
" by the side of the train ** behind her. Neither heard cries of

wounded, nor broken glass or anything. M. heard 4 bombs,
or 5. Anna said she heard a noise and thought it was guns

;

then she saw a girl porter running and heard her cry ** Oh
and thought it was an accident. When she realised that it was
bombs ste remembered nothing more till she * found herself

'

near underground lavatory, where people were taking refuge,

with M. They were in different carriages and had lost each
other. She saw people ‘ crouching down * (near base of girders,

apparently).

This morning I saw remains of a German aeroplane being
motored up Piccadilly.

Yacht Club, Thursday, June 21st,

Atkins and Ross lunched with me yesterday here ; and a very
good lunch. I was startled to find Ross believing in the legend
that the Germans had been cooking all their mortality figures

since 1870. This shows how far a good brain can be deteriorated

by a fixed idea. Whenever Ross talks about the war his whole
face changes.

Charlton Arms, Ludlow, Friday, July 6th.

I came to Ludlow to-day. Fat female aristocrat in train.

Dust cloak. Flower outside it. Jewel to fasten it. Many
rings. Mmicured. Queen, Taller. Eth^l M. Dell's latest

novel. 3 cushions in a decided leather “ envelope “. Elaborate
lunch-basket. Greedy. When ticket collectors came, she
referred them, with an apprehensive gesture, to her maid, lest

^ In the aeroplane raid on London of June 13, there were 157 killed and
432 ixQured. oSe of t)»3 German planes was brought down.
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slie might be bothered. Two of them knew of her maid. The
third said roughly :

" I suppose your maid has your ticket ?
”

Her fear about being worried about an3^hing was obvious. At
Shrewsbury she held " envelope while maid put cushions in

it. Maid got her out of train and transferred her to Ludlow
train. There was another and older and worse woman with

an aged maid, in the same compartment. Very hard. She
was met by a companion sort of girl at Birmingham.

Yacht Club, London, Thursday, July 19/A.

I dined alone, and Frank Shufflebotham who had not been

able to dine, came along here shortly after 10 p.m. He said

that up to now £100,000,000 had been spent on gas, of which a

large portion has been spent on experiments on animals such

as guinea-pigs. He said that a certain firm had made £42,000
in 6 months clear profit on their gas factory with a capital of

£1,000. The Government put up the stills etc. which at the

end of the war are to revert to the firm, and provided the whole

of the raw material. This raw material for this one factory,

in the shape of chemicals, has cost 2 millions in the last twelve

months. I gathered that such factories exist up and doMm the

country.
'

Yacht Club, London, Friday, July 20th,

Barrie came to lunch with me at Reform. 25 minutes late.

He was very agreeable. He talked several times of " my boys ".

One is at the front.

Marguerite and I dined at a new restaurant, the Ivy, opposite

Ambassador’s Theatre. Very good. Then Brieux's “ Les 3
Filles de M. Dupont It was much worse than I expected.

Extremely crude throughout, and so false sometimes that I

could not look at the stage. However, a great tract for those

who need such things. Ethel Irving was vety good but she

seemed to me to ' tear ' the ' big ' scene to pieces. She screamed

hoarsely throughout it.

%

Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, July 2^th,

Great raid over Felixstowe and Harwich on Sunday morning

about 8.15. Heavier bombardment than we have ever heard

before. For the first time, the females^ fled to the cellar, and
the temporary cook (who had been in a p®pviouf raid at •Felix-
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Stowe) almost had hysterics. I was just beginning to shave,

and so I did shave, but the row was disturbing. It ceased in

a few minutes (during which over 40 people had been killed

or injured). No firing nearer than 7 miles from us. The ‘ air-

^
raid warning * came through from the comic War Office about

J an hour after the raid was ov6r.

I came to London yesterday, lunched at Webbs, where was
Gl3mne Williams, the new editor of the Statesman. Company
tfis sympathique ; wrote my article in the afternoon, and went

to dine at Barrie's with Thomas Hardy and wife. Barrie has

an ugly little manservant, and the finest view of London I ever

saw. Mrs. Hardy a very nice woman, with a vibrating attractive

voice. Hardy was very lively ; talked like anything. Apropos

of Tchekoff he started a theory that some of Tchekoff's tales

were not justifiable because they told nothing unusual. He
said a tale must be unusual and the people interesting. Of
course he soon got involved in the meshes of applications and
instances ; but he kept his head and showed elasticity and
common sense, and came out on the whole well. He has all

his faculties, unimpaired. Quite modest and without the

slightest pose. They both had very good and accurate appraise-

ments of such different people as Shorter and Phillpotts.

Later in the evening Barrie brought' along both Shaw and
the Wellses by 'phone. Barrie was consistently very quiet,

but told a few Ai stories. At dusk we viewed the view and the

searchlights. Hardy, standing outside one of the windows, had
to put a handkerchief on his head. I sneezed. Soon after

Shaw and the Wellses came Hardy seemed to curl up. He had
travelled to town that day and was evidently fatigued. He
became quite silent. I then departed and told Barrie that

Hardy ought to go to bed. He agreed. The spectacle of Wells

and G. B. S. talking firmly and strongly about the war, in their

comparative youth, in front of this aged, fatigued and silent

man—^incomparably their superior as a creative artist—^was

very striking.

Yacht Club, London, Thursday, July 26th.

Headache yesterday after Hardy and cigarettes. Shuffie-

botham lunched with me at Reform, and then we had a Turkish

bath, which with me last nearly 3 hours. Dined at the Reform

with Massingh&m, \^,*like me, was going to the Opera. He
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likes eating and drinking. Not much, but well. We had
caviare and we shared a trifle of champagne. Opera.
“ Pagliacci ", of which I saw the last quarter of an hour ; the

ballet from " Faust ", nicely but very womanishly arranged,

and " Phoebus and Pan ". This last was very well done,

especially by MuUings as a comic judge. I met Ernest Newman,
very estimable and sound as usual. We agreed in our estimate

of Beecham. He astonished me by saying that he liked a great

deal in " Louise ". Apropos of Ravel, he said " No great man
is ever idle "

; which is very true. Apropos of Newman’s
liking " Louise ", Hardy said that he liked L5rtton and that
" Pelham " was a very able book. Both Hardy and Barrie

expressed great admiration for Trollope, but they both expressed

perhaps a little too much.

Yacht Club, London^ Friday, July 27/A.

American article yesterday morning.

Dined at flat and then with M. to " Marriage of Figaro ".

Dramatically the last act is very poor in both scenes! Musically^

it is as good as the rest. Shaw grumbled much at the per-

formance. The sentimental interest, as Newman said to me,

is the best part of the opera, and the " Figaro " music^is not

very surpassing. The •sentimental songs were celestial.

Crowded house, very hot. The first act took 100 minutes.

The performance began at 8.3 and ended at 11.43. Beecham
has taken particular care in the placing of his fingers and hand
gestures, as he conducts. A man like him has a lot of things

to think about.

Comarques, Saturday, September 1st,

I took a month's holiday, ending yesterday. We went to spend 2

days at the Schusters during it, and I saw the first batch of the

American Army from the windows of the Yacht Club.

Health not very good during it, but a distinct benefit as

regards the outlook on work actually in progress. I made some
advance in water oplours, and more still in monotypes. I

didn't read a lot. Hardy's " Pair of Blue Eyes ", full of fine

things and immensely sardonic. Murray on Euripides—^form-

less, but gradually getting at something. Reminiscences of

Tagore—^good. " Duchesse de Langeais ", quite a major work,

which thoroughly held me. * ^ ^
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Yacht Club, London, Friday, September ^th.

I walked about yesterday morning and found the ideas I wanted

for my novel. I had to go to Chenil Gallery to buy a Currie

for J. R. Richmond. I saw a Brockhurst oil painting which

was very striking, 3^50, and bought a drawing of his. But the

little Johns there are the finest in the place. £150 for the one

I should have liked.

Thorpe-le-Soken, Friday, September

On Wednesday Shufflebotham carefully examined me at the

Qub, and decided that I must be X-rayed. He guaranteed that

I had had appendicitis several times without knowing it. He
also insisted on a new visit to the oculist. All these things

added to my gloom due to the sudden and long attack of

neuralgia.

Yacht Club, London, Thursday, September 20th.

began to write at 6.30 a.m. yesterday, and I had written a

chapter by 12.15. Then X-Ray s^ce at Harley Street (all

the large front waiting-rooms of Harley St. with people reading

old weeklies in them while waiting).

I Inched with Shufflebotham afterwards at Pagani's, and
had another stance, to watch the progress of the bismuth, at

5 p.m. Rain most of day, and I was walking about most of

the day in the rain. Only spent 2d, on transport.

Yacht Club, London, Friday, September 21st,

Radiographed for the 3rd time yesterday, and nothing found

wrong, except the common slight slowness of the work in the

colon. Lunched with Davray and Weil (ex-member of the

Reichstag). He was dining with Jaur6s when Jaures ^ was
killed in the restaurant.

Yacht Club, London, Monday, September 2/^h,

Marguerite came to town this afternoon. I worked till 3.30 p.m.

and then, seeing I could do more writing,, and could reflect just

as well in train, I came up to town so as to save half a day
to-morrow. I was unwell, and without energy all day. Never-

theless I worked satisfactorily in the train. Then air raid.

^ The great French 3oci^list leader was assassinated on the eve of the

outbreak of waf^ July^i, 1914-
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I had a great subject for a water colour on Saturday. I put
my enceinte French-renaissance virgin (white) and the hle.dk juju

that Molly Green brought from Nigeria for Marguerite, side by
side, and called the picture “ The Gods A fine composition

and a real subject. I started the sketch but couldn’t finish it

in the time. However, the subject will keep.

Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, September 26th,

I wrote a chapter of novel in the morning and a Sardonyx

article in the afternoon. Began the day feeling perfectly rotten,

and ended it feeling quite well. A raid began precisely at the

moment I left the Yacht Club. The buses seemed to quicken,

the streets appreciably emptied. Most people hurried ; I did

;

but a few strolled along. I was glad when I got to the Albany.

Firing when there nearer, and everything was faintly lit up
with flashes. I found that the Albany alley had been covered

with thick glass thrown over from an explosion or a hit on
the Academy on the previous night. ^

Yacht Club, London, Thursday, September 2*jth.

Dined with M. at Waldorf. To get there, strange journeys in

Tube. Very wet. Very poor women and children sittifig on
stairs (fear of raid). Also travelling in lift and liftman grumbling

at them because no fear of raid, and they answering him back,*

and middle class women saying to each other that if the poor

couldn’t keep to the regulations they ought to be forbidden the

Tube as a shelter from raid.

S. said he had seen dreadful sights of very poor with babies

in Tube on Monday. One young woman was in labour. He
asked her if she was and she said she was, and that she had
got up because she was told to go with the rest. He got her

taken on a stretcher to a hospital. Proprietor of a Restaurant,

where I lunched to-day with Swinnerton, said that although his

place was always full at night, he only had four people on

Monday night, and not a single customer on Tuesday night (fear

of raids). He said aj^o that at fish and vegetable markets he

couldn’t get what he wanted because supplies were not there,

and that wholesalers had not taken supplies because they couldn’t

dispose of them, and that stuff was rotting. A raid was feared

^ For about a week there were almost daily air raids over Loudon.

From September 24 to October z nearly 50 people weif killed. ^
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to-night, but evidently the German machines were turned back

before reaching London.

Yacht Chib, London, Wednesday, October

Too unwell to go to Webbs for lunch. Moreover an air raid

alarm was on (false). Piccadilly emptied very fast. All the

people ran out of the Park. One old man remained walking

about there.

Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, October loth.

Dined with George Whale at the N.L.C. and in his great ugly

sitting-room took what I wanted from his large collection of

notes on war superstitions, for my novel. His notes were

extremely interesting.

Wells came in, and slanged the Webbs as usual, and incident-

ally said :
“ My boom is over. I've had my boom. I'm yester-

day." He said that in air raids he was afraid of going to pieces

altogether, so if there was a balcony he stood on it. He had
been through several raids at Southend. He said :

" I get huffy

and cross just as if " but I can't remember his comparison.

Yacht Club, London, Friday, October 12th.

Gran\^e Barker (2nd Lieut.) lunched with me here yesterday.

He said he had to do with liaison between British and U.S.A.

% Governments, and the latter said that they want, in addition

to the official views, the views of the Independent Left. So he

came to get mine. He had got Wells's and 2 or 3 other people.

He said that the U.S.A. people were not greatly impressed by
anonymous opinions. It was useless to say :

" It is thought
"

But if you said :
" So-and-so thinks " the thing carried

weight.

In the morning I visited Brompton Oratory for the purpose

of my next chapter, which by the evening I had completely

arranged.

Comarques, Tuesday, October 16th.

Went through all first two books of cocOtte novel, and fairly

well pleased with ever3rthing except last chapter or so. To-day
I tabulated all my information and ideas afresh.

Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, October 24/A.

I finislled a chapter jaf'^my novel this mom, and did packing.
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To-morrow I go to Ireland at the request of G.O.C. Ireland,

Intelligence Department.

Yacht Club, London, Tuesday, November 6th.

I returned from Dublin on Saturday exhausted ; neuralgia. I

spent Sunday all alone between this and the Reform Clubs, and
wrote my first Irish article complete.

In the evening I read a lot of Alec Waugh’s " Loom of Youth ”

with great interest.

Thorpe, Sunday, November iSth.

I made the acquaintance of Lord Beaverbrook Thursday week.

He and Ross lunched with me on Friday. At this second meeting

he asked me to take him to Leicester Gallery where I had men-
tioned there was a good etching of Rops. I did so, with Ross.

He asked which was the etching, bought it (20 guineas) and gave

it me on the spot.

This was at only our 2nd meeting. Un peu brusque.

Comarques, Sunday, December gth.

Better arrangements must be made for keeping this damned
journal. On Thursday last I made my ddbut at the Other

Club,^ to which I was elected without my knowledge. I sat

next to F. E. Smith, who is a live companion, inclined to recount

his achievements, but interesting and informed. Duke of Marl-

borough in the chair—^merely to propose the Royal health. *

Sir Mark Sykes seemed the most interesting man there. He
did a very original caricature of F. E. Smith and me. I heard

he was the best amateur actor in England. He certainly has

brains, and political brains. Lutyens amiably played the amusing

fool. I greatly enjoyed the affair.

Turkish baths and a little dissipation have lately improved

my health and greatly improved my capacity for finding ideas

and working.

Yacht Club, Londem, Tuesday, December 11th.

Wrote an article yesterday for Daily News showing advisability

of preparing peace terms and insisting—^what few people seem

^ This was a **
secret " club started by the ist Earl of Birkenhead and

others in rivalry to Grillons. It was composed of majy famou^men of

all parties and was social in purpose. ^
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to understand—that this caii go on with ardent prosecution of

war.

Yacht Club, London, Thursday, December

I was told the following at dinner last night. Two working

men were in the Tube and began arguing whether a certain

peculiarly dressed person in the same carriage was or was not

the Archbishop of Canterbury. They bet. To settle it one of

them went up to the person and said, “ Please, sir, are you the

Archbishop of Canterbury ? The reply was :
" What the

bloody hell has that got to do with you ? " The workman went
back to his mate and said :

“ No good, mate. The old cow
won’t give me a straight answer either way."

Yacht Chib, London, Friday, December i^h.

Wakened at 6. I began about noon, and by the end of the day,

7 p.m., had written 1,400 words of novel.

Lunched at Reform, and had some talk with MacCoU who
was rather professional in appearance but not at all in ideas.

He made one more real expert to confirm me in my anti-Sargent

viewS| I spoke to him about his own water-colours and he said

that the one that I liked took him half an hour, but that all

his water-colours were chances—^at any rate the sketches, and
that the percentage of successes was about five only.

t)uring the evening F. E. Smith, Attorney-General, rang me
" up—how he got hold of me God knows—and said :

'* Will you
go to the United States with me on Saturday morning ? " He
then spoke, low, some confidential remarks about his mission.

I didn’t catch them all and didn’t get him to repeat them as

I hadn’t the slightest intention of going—especially for 2 months.

He said :
" Nominally you’ll bemy secretary, but only nominally,

of course.”

Although I like him as a companion I didn’t see myself going

to U.S.A. as F. E.’s secretary and boon companion. Still, he

has considerable points.

Fog and mist, and a most damnable Romantic London. I

walked from Oxford Street to Piccadilly. Scarcely one of my
' pretty ladies ’ about.

Yacht Club, London, Saturday, December 15th.

Dined^vith Benchers ef Gray’s Inn in hall, to meet Lloyd Geoxge
•
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and heads of Air Service. F. E. Smith in chair. A very ' short

very ordinary dinner, and plenty of wine. I think Lord Halsbury
made the greatest impression (aged 96-7) ^ by his forceful way of

sa3dng that a man who made a bargain and didn’t keep it was
“ a dirty scoundrel Tim Healy and Garvin both quoted a
good deal from all sorts of things. LI. G. spoke for over an
hour, too long, and said all sorts of platitudes for public con-

sumption. His ‘ set ' effects were failures. But he had some
great similes. Winston Churchill, after the principal speech,

made an amiable tour of the tables. He wore* all his military

medals dangling on the lapel of his dress coat. (I suppose this

is all right, but I had never seen it before except on the dress

coat of the hall porter of this club.)

Yacht Chib, London, Sunday, December 16th,

I worked most of yesterday at “ The Pretty Lady ” and got to

the end of another chapter. Saw Chalmers Mitchell, H. G.

Wells, and Massingham at the Reform. Dined at flat with M.
and Richard * (who came home yesterday) and then to Barrie's
“ Dear Brutus", where we had seats in the back row of the

dress circle. A great success and deserved. For a fanciful play

the idea is Ai and it is worked out with much invention. As
soon as I saw the scheme of the play I feared for the last Act.

However the last Act was very good. I enjoyed the play nearly

throughout.

On coming away, vast jostling crowds in the streets, and the

feel of a tremendous city in the dark.

Yacht Club, London, Monday, December lyth.

To Stage Society performance where, owing to a misapprehension,

we arrived an hour late.

Part of a ballet we partly saw from the upper circle and it

seemed very English and stiff and voulu and j^oor ; but the old

music was fine. Then I got the Committee to take us into their

box, and we saw Granville Barker's play " Vote by Ballot

It contained any amount of witty and true dialogue, but it was
not what I call a play. Theatre packed. All the usual crowd.

Wives and mistresses of the same men all mixed up and friendly

together.

^ Lord Halsbury was actually 92 . ^
* Richard Bennett, Arnold Bennett's nephew, was at tlfls time at bundle.
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Got to Club at 9.40. Cut a lot of Chaucer pages, but I didn’t

read any because the glossary is all at the end.

Cut a lot of Rabelais pages. Read some of that and found

it good. Also same in Ihiddle of night. Also Butler in middle

of night. Rotten neuralgic night, but I feel a certain liveliness
'

ce matin.

Yacht Club, London, Tuesday, December 18th.

To lunch at the Reform Club, where I joined Robert Ross who
had two young poets, Robert Graves and Philip (I forget

his name and am not even sure if he is a poet). I was very

pleased with both these youths. Lately I am more and more
struck by the certainty, strength, and unconscious self-confi-

dence of young men, so different frommy middle-aged uncertainty

and also my lack of physical confidence in my own body. In

the afternoon 2| hours hard, in which I wrote 1,200 words of
" The Pretty Lady ”.

Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, December igth.

Yarned at Reform Club with Harold Massingham (who asked

why Squire had become such a Jingo 1 ), H. W. Massingham,

BucknSaster, etc. Then finished Sardonyx article, and then saw
Gardiner, who said that the ‘ Thugs ' were after him now. He
said that communique from British Embassy had been issued

to Madrid Press (Spanish Press having lately devoted attention

to Gardiner’s attacks on LI. George) sa5dng that Daily News
was pro-German and represented nothing in England etc.

!

Then to Turkish Baths. Masterman and Squire. Master-

man said as regards the new AUied Military Council at Versailles

that Sir Hy. Wilson had asked for as many officers as the French

representative had, 14, and Robertson would only let him have 4.

Other troubles and Wilson was threatening to resign. In short

a complete farce!

I was wakened out of my after-bath sleep by news of im-

pending air-raid. This news merely made me feel gloomy. I

didn’t mind missing dinner at fiat, or anjithing—I was merely

gloomy. As soon as I got out into Northumberland Avenue
I heard guns. Motors and people rushing. Then guns very

close. I began to run. I headed for Reform Club, and aban-

doned idea of reaching the fiat. Everybody ran. Girls ran.

Hovfever, I fbund that after the Turkish bath I couldn’t run
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much in a heavy overcoat. So I walked. It seemed a long

way. Guns momentarily ceased. ^ I didn't hurry and felt

relieved. But still prodigiously gloomy. I reached the Club.

Hall in darkness. No girls in coffee room. The menservants

manfully tackled the few diners. Nothing could be had out of

kitchen as kitchen under glass and deserted.

All clear at about 9.30.^

Yacht Chib, London, Thursday, December 20th.

Swinnerton came to Yacht Club for tea, and stayed 80 minutes.

He said that “ Books and Persons " had sold 3,400 and was
still going steadily on. He told me about his new novel of

Barnet society and said he had consulted “ Clayhanger " to see

how I got over certain difficulties, but couldn't find out. I

certainly couldn't tell him.

Comarques, Saturday, December 22nd,

Wells came for tea to Club on Thursday, and talked about his

very long novel, which he stated to be terrific indictment of the

present state of England.

Comarques, Sunday, December 2yd. •

Fiddling about all day with small jobs instead of tackling my
Daily News article, yesterday. However, I began to get the

ideas for it about 6.30, and I wrote it this morning in bed.

Captain Hill and wife came last night. He related how after

a long period (several weeks) of ‘ special vigilance ' he was
sleeping in a blanket on the floor of the gardener's cottage at

Thorpe Hall when a despatch rider burst in just like a stage

despatch rider, at 3 a.m. The despatch contained one word,

which for Hill had no meaning. The rider couldn't tell him
anything and only insisted on a signature in receipt, which of

course Hill gave. Hill then got up and werft to see another

O.C. near. This O.C. had received the same message, and also

had not the least idea what it meant. Other C.O.'s were after-

wards found to be rj the same case.

Hill asked another C.O. to ring up the staff. C.O. said he

daren't. So Hill did himself. He asked the telephone clerk

what the message meant. The clerk replied that he knew but

^ Five aeroplanes bombed London, causin|f the death of 10 persons.

There were over 70 injured. • •
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he daren’t tell. Hill then told to siuimon the Brigade

Major. Clerk said he positively 'dare not. Hill insisted, and
took responsibility on himself. Brigade Major came to tele-

phone, using terrible language. It then appeared that the

incomprehensible word was a code word signifying that the period

of vigilance was over. Only no O.C. of unit had been previously

informed of the significance of the word. The whole episode,

with its middle-of-the-night business, absurd secrecy, etc. was
thoroughly characteristic.

Comarques, Tuesday, December 2^th,

War. Only about half a pint of methylated spirits left in the

house. Marguerite decided to keep this in stock for an emergency
of illness etc. Wise. So I can no longer make my own perfect

tea at what hour I like in the morning. And this morning 1

had poor servant-made tea. However there is a hope of me
getting some other heating apparatus.

Je me suis recueilli somewhat yesterday for my novel, with

difficulty. I re-read some of it in typescript and thought part

was dullish and part interesting. Reading “ Georgian Poetry

1916-1917 " seemed to buck me up to raise the damn thing to

a highbr plane than it has yet reached save in odd places here

and there.

Comarques, Wednesday, December

Only seven sat down to dinner last night, owing to difficulties

of transport and engagements of officers for mess dinners. This

is the smallest Xmas dinner we have had in this house. Soldiers

were noisy outside during the day. Mason came for lunch and
stayed till after nightfall. He rode off in falling snow, having

made Richard a present of aU the chemical reagents which he
had ordered for him.

I read a lot, all I shall read, of Saintsbury's “ History of the

French Novel". Very proUx, and bursting with subordinate

sentences and clauses, but containing plenty of useful informa-

tion ; also it shows that he does unders^d something of the

craft of novel-writing. His tracing of the development of the

technique of the novel in the 17th cent, is interesting, and, to

me, quite new. The amount of this old man’s reading is

staggering.

Mudi bad n&osic aitei* dinner,
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Comarques, Thursday, BedAnher 2^ih.

Dinner last night at 2/ist London R.G.A. at Bentley Huts.

Caffery came and fetched us in a Ford car. About 30 people.

Goodish dinner. I did nothing aU the evening except sit in

front of the stove. Solo whist and bridge partners, and much
noisy dancing. After midnight the Ford car could not be
started, and it never was started, though 6 men spent pretty

nearly 2 hours on it, with blowpipes and things. M. and Olive

slept at Steel and Caifery*s lodgings. I came home in a G.S.

waggon with 2 horses and 2 men, easy chair in waggon, rugs,

eiderdown, and a rug like an extinguisher all over my head and
face. Freezing hard, but I was quite warm. This journey

took about ij hours. I made the two men happy, and then

had a hot bath, and must have gone to sleep about 4.40. I

slept till 8. I was thoroughly bored until it was discovered

that the car wouldn’t start. Thenceforward I was quite cheerful.
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Comarques, Tuesday, January ist.

Much work on the novel these last two days. I wrote 2,600

words yesterday. Last year I wrote 255,000 words. Not bad,

considering the circumstances.

Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, January 2nd.

Came to London yesterday. George Paish's Food Question

lunch arranged for yesterday had been put off without warning

me. So I lunched with Ross at Reform. Afterwards, Turkish

Bath with Masterman, who said that the shine of the present

Honours List would be nothing to that of the List when LI.

Georgft quitted the Premiership. He would have everything

to wipe up, then.

On reaching the Club I read the Book of Esther in the Eversley

Bible which I have newly bought. A good Eastern story,

exceedingly ingenuous, all based on copulation.

Yacht Club, London, Thursday, January yd.

Lane told me a British bomb had descended through the roof

of his house and wrecked his library, but the damage was only

3^46. More Bible reading here this evening, i Kings makes
excellent reading. But the way David ordered executions

before he died, aifd Solomon upon his accession is rather startling.

Comarques, Monday, January yth.

2,000 words of novel Sati^day. 2,000 word article for Daily

News yesterday, and a bad night in between. Sundry of&cers,

including Saunders, Jacob and Cummings, dined on Saturday

night, and the delight of these two last in singing more or less

at sight good and bad songs from the “ Scottish Students* Song

Book^, to m^ bad cccompaniment, was most extraordinary.
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Last night Richard was talking about being set to learn 40 lined

of “L*Allegro" in 45 minutes prep, and to write essays in

ten minutes. What a fool of a master. I couldn’t find my
Milton, but on my offering a reward of &f., Richard found it.

I re-read some of " Paradise Lost ", and thought it very jfine

and interesting. The remarks of Adam and the Angel about

the relations of man and wife have not yet been beaten for

sense.

Comarques, Tuesday, January 8th.

Another chapter of " The Pretty Lady " yesterday. Too much
smoking, ostensibly to provide Richard with tobacco ash for

chemical experiments.

I have read 100 pages or so of Hammond’s " Town Labourer "..

There is undoubtedly a pleasure in reading recitals of horrible

injustice and tyranny.

Comarques, Wednesday, January gth.

I didn’t like reading the child-labour chapter in Hammond’s
" Town Labourer ’’. It exceeded the limits, in its physicalness.

I wish I had read it before I wrote the child-chapter in " Clay-

hanger " to which the Hammonds ‘refer. I could hav# made
that chapter even more appalling than it is. But at that date

probably all the materials had not been collected, as the

Hanunonds have since collected them.

Comarques, Friday, January 11th.

Marguerite bought a pig at the end of the year. It was a small

one, but we have been eating this damned animal ever since, in

all forms except ham, which has not yet arrived. Brawn every

morning for breakfast. Yesterday I struck at pig's feet for

lunch, and had mutton instead. They are neither satisf5ring

nor digestible, and one of the biggest frauds* that ever came
out of kitchens. All this is a war measure, and justifiable.

I now no longer care whether I have sugar in my tea or not.

We each have our receptacle containing the week’s sugar, and
use it how we like. It follows us arout, wherever we happen

to be taking anything that is likely to need sugar. My natural

prudence makes me more sparing of mine than I need be.

Another effect of war is that there is a difficulty in getting stamped

envelopes at the P.O. The other day tlie4)ostm4ster by S. great
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'lifort' ja^p^f of his goodwill, got me £i worth, which

won*t gcj’ far.
> ^

.

It occurred to me how the war must affect men of 70, who
have nothing to , look forward to. The war has ruined their

ends, and^the}^ caimot have much hope.

Comarques, Sunday, January 13M.

I outlined iii the bath this morning an idea of a play about a
man being offered a title and his wife insisting on his accepting

it against his will.^ Spender told me that such a man had once

asked him for advice in just such a problem, and he had advised

the man to suppress his scruples and accept the title. Ross

said that this would be a good idea for a play, and it is.

Yacht Club, London, Tuesday, January j$th.

We came to London this morning, dog, Richard, cook, M. and
me. Lunch at Webbs. Then I hurried back to Reform Club

to join after lunch * The Writers* Group *. Paish, Gardiner,

Massingham, Spender, Wallas, G. Murray, L. Dickinson, L. T.

Hobhouse, and Hartley Withers. A peace campaign on foot

—^i.e. peace with German people. Spender, as ' usual, had the

most Information to give, and it seemed very well founded.

After dinner to " Sleeping Partners " at 5t. Martin's. Adapted
from Sacha Guitry. Slow at first, but very adroit and amusing

indeed as it progressed. Se5rmour Hicks had all the jam, and
was marvellously good. We all really enjoyed it, I met
Lucas in the entr'acte and he took me round to see Hicks,

whom 1 instantly liked and decided to ask to lunch.

Comarques, Sunday, January 20th,

I went to the Leicester to see the Dyson war-drawings, and
ended by buying a Barbizon gouache, 1 was hoping the sight

of pictures would stimulate my novel-cerebration, but it did

not. However, yesterday, after a sleeping draught, I was in

form again and wrote over 2,000 words, a complete chapter.

I began on a little Balzac on Friday /light :
“ Une double

famille **. This kind of tfong is always stimulating.

Heard at the Reform on Thursday afternoon on very good

authority that a telegram recalling Haig and appointing AUenby

^ This was “ The Title produced at the Royalty Theatre, July 20.

19x8.
‘

* o
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in his place had been drafted and was to hleiVe been

Wednesday, but was withheld for further disct^ion onThur^y^

Comarques, Monday, January 2isL

M. has now joined a Y.M.C.A. canteen for soldiers coming home
on leave, near Waterloo Station. The hours were from 10.30 to

3 p.m., no interval for lunch. She came home and said that
* any fool could do the work * and that it was ' easy and interest-

ing*. She was going to undertake 4 hours on Tuesdays,

Thursdays and Saturdays, going to town on Monday afternoons;

thus leaving only Sundays for Comarques. However, I stopped

this. She really began as a formal helper on Saturday. She

was put on to washing-up. She had a nice girl of 15 as colleague, ^

very smart. It seems they had to work at really top speed

all the time, in order to cope with the demand. This was for

hours

—

II to' a.30 or so. No interval of any kind for lunch,

even a sandwich, not 5 minutes. A cup of coffee brought to

them, from which they snatched sips. (No breakfast before

starting. No dinner in the evening owing to concert.) Standing

all the time. There is no doubt that she and all the other

women think this rather fine, but still she admitted that it

was thoroughly bad organisation. Women do like this eAaust-
ing kind of work. It wears them out and then they think they

have done something grand.

J wrote another complete chapter of “ The Pretty Lady *' yester-

day, and was rather pleased with it. Mason came to dinner.

Comarques, Tuesday, January 2.2nd.

Miss Nemey found I had written already 75,000 words of my
novel, which was to be its total length. And there are probably

5,000 more words to write.

I read Balzac’s Une double famille **. Very good, but the

plot by no means clear at the end. In fact, thSugh I have now
read the thing probably 3 times, I don't really know what
happened in the interval before the epilogue. Still, his leaving

out is very fine and ^ective as a rale.

Came to London this morn. Gr^t outcry at the Reform
about a new rule against having guests to lunch. I was asked

to draft a protest and I did so. Just as I was going away
Gardiner introduced me to Col. Repington, now celebrated for

having thrown up his Times job as a piQDtest Jgainst stacks
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on the General Staff. He has very large eyes and must be a
strange old man. He said, when 1 said that the matter with
the War Cabinet was that it was not English :

“ Yes, did you
ever know a Celt to win a war ?

**

Comarques, Monday, January 2%th.

To-day at lunch-time I finished my novel “ The Pretty Lady—^about 80,000 words. The close seemed to me to be rather

ingenious, well-executed, and effective. But for years past I

have ceased to try to judge the value of a novel until it has

been published for a year or two—I mean one of my own. I

thought " The Old Wives' Tale " was dull when I had finished it.

Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, January ^oth.

I came to London yesterday morning. No posts and no news-

papers at either Thorpe or Colchester, so that my first news was
obtained in London of the ' great ' air-raid.^ Lunched with

Runciman and Buckmaster in order to get particulars of any
Liberal Party programme there might be. Runciman talked

very well, and with firmness. He complained of the Liberal

Press. His programme had evidently not been put together

;

and ltd admitted that any anti-government concerted action by
Liberals (such as he himself directed) was done without either

the approval or the help of Asquith. Yet he would insist that

Asquith was the actual, veritable leader of the Liberal Party 1

Then Turkish bath with Masterman and Walpole. Walpole
very young, strong, happy and optimistic. He said he enjoyed

himself all the time. Masterman very gloomy and cynical,

and prophesying the most terrible things. He said he hadn't

had a happy day for 19-20 years, and that the only thing that

really bucked him up was winning an election. The Galsworthys

and a Mrs. Bainbridge came to dinner at the fiat.

Air-raid mardon warning at about 10 p.m. We went down
into the Bank basement, which is well heated, and stayed till

12.30 a.m. Marguerite and the cook knitting. I noticed that

John was just as chivalrOTS to the cook^as to any of the other

women. He even gave’ her a chocolate. The time passed

quickly, even on hard chairs. From time to time I went out.

^ One of the most disastrous air raids on London was carried out on
Jan. 28. Fifteen aeroplanes dropped bombs, and the casualties amounted
to 67 ihlled, i66^njured.« One raider was brought down in flames in Essex.
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The red warning with * Take cover ’ on it, shone steadily at the

intersection of Oxford St. and Tottenham Court Rd. But
people were walking about. Infrequent guns. Then the G.’s

ventured to depart.

Yacht Club, London, Thursday, January 3is^

Collecting ideas for my article on the future of the Liberal

Party. Then to show of the Senefelder Club at the Leicester

Galleries. There was a lithograph of Forain, ** Conseil

juridique which put everything else in the show clean off

the map. I couldn't think of anything that I had ever seen

more perfect. 28 guineas, so I didn't buy it. A loud-voiced

old man in very sporting costume, and deaf, came in with a

fairly young woman, who called him alternatively ‘ Claudie

'

and ' Sir Claud '. It was Claud de Crespigny, the sportsman.

Many of these chaps have very loud voices. He said 2S. 6d,

was too high a price for entrance, had never known entrance

to a gallery to be more than is. He was mollified when he

learnt that 2s. 6i. paid for two. He had come to see a painting

by Laura Knighj: of a prize-fighter. As soon as he saw it he

shouted :
*'1 think they ought to give you your money.back.

It's not like at all. He hasn't got those muscles on him
—^never had. And look at his legs. And look at the size of

the ring. It's not 8 feet square." However, the woman soothed

him, and in the end he seemed to be quite a decent sort of chap.

Lunched at Marlborough Club. The first I saw at the Marl-

borough was the Duke of Marlborough. I like this chap—also

he said he was very interested in my articles, and agreed with

them. I liked him the first time I saw him. Ex-King Manoel

was there, lunching like nobody at all with two military officers.

Then to Reform Club to meet Wells, who was very angry with

the insular commercial machinations of the aeroplane m'facturers,

who, he says, are greatly over-represented on the Civil Air

Transport Committee of which he is a member. He told me
the latest theory is that the first floor of a well-built house is

safer than the basemeift in an air-raii^ owing to the new heavy
delayed-action bombs which go through everything and burst

only when they can't travel any further.

Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, Febrjiary 6th^ ^

Gardiner and Massingham at Club in afteftioon were extremely
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gloomy, but Spender preserved his even temper as usual. So
did E. M’Kenna keep cheerful. I heard various interesting

things, but can't remember them, except that U.S.A. has 400,000

men in France now, but frankly admitted its present inability

or absence of military genius to organise a fighting machine at

present. It is to be hoped that it will improve. It seems as

if LI. George had got his way as to a United Command in West.

Yacht Club, London, Friday, February

I seemed to do nothing yesterday morning except call on M.
and write letters, and just reflect for a few minutes on the first

article of my 2nd series for the Cosmopolitan. Lunch at the

Reform with Ross and Chalmers Mitchell. Mitchell, aged 53,

with his grey hairs, stuck to it that he had found a sound

definition of poetry. I forget what it was. I told him he ought

to know better at his age than to imagine that poetry could be

defined. Hedley Le Bas told me that my amateur article out-

lining a policy for the Liberal Party had made a deep impression

on Gulland, the Chief Whip, who said it was the best article on the

subject he had seen for years, and he ‘ should show it to Asquith '.

Majestic and impressive phrase, ‘ Show it to Asquith '.

Yacht Club, London, Saturday, February gth.

Buckmaster told me that Lady Buchanan ^ told him last night

at dinner more and more astounding stories of Petrograd. After

a debauch, heaps of dead, wounded and drunken lying together

—^literally in heaps. In order to get some people out of a mixed
lot in a cellar, the cellar was flooded. No result, except that

the water froze, and will remain frozen till the spring. Two
regiments of women and one of young men alone defended the

Winter Palace. When it was taken the women were captured,

tortured and raped. Some killed themselves ; some escaped to

tell. Massingham said that a friend of his had seen men burnt

alive in kerosene tubs on the Nevsky Prospect.

Yacht Club, London, Afvnday, February nth.

I came up a day earlier in order to meet Grey * at Spender's,

as one of the ‘Writers’ Group’. The ‘Writers' Group' now
consists of George Paish, A. G. Gardiner, J. A. Spender, J. A.

^ Wife of Sii 'George ,Buchanan, British Ambassador at Petrograd.
• Viscount Grey of I^allodon.
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Hobson, Graham Wallas, Lowes Dickinson, Gilbert Murray.

Hartley Withers, Leonard Hobhouse and myself. We lunched

first at Caf£ Royal, the name of which had rather startled

Gardiner & Co., at the start. At Spender's there were also

invited M'Kenna, Runciman and Buckmaster. Webb and
Henderson had been invited to lunch with us. They came
also.

Grey looked yoimger than I had expected. Hair scarcely

grey. Trousers too wide. He played with a pencil-case half

the time. He looked well, and spoke easily, clearly and well.

We all sat in chairs in Spender's study in Sloane Street, sur-

rounded by Spender's water-colours, some of which were very

good. Grey said that both Italy and Roumania had not been

asked to come in. They suggested coming in, and gave their

terms, which in the main we had to agree to, in order to prevent

them being inimically neutral, or, as regards Roumania, going

over to the other side. He said that agreement with Russia

as regards giving her Constantinople, was result of Turkey,

after promising to be neutral, wantonly attacking her ports.

He explained why none of the principal Governments dared

make peace—they could offer nothing to their peoples show
for the war.

Paish made it absolutely clear that unless men could go back

to fields this autumn there would be famine in 1920—spring.

There seemed to be no light at all until M'Kenna, who came
late, said that the only hope was a new attempt at an Inter-

national Labour Conference. He said he was quite sure Inter-

national Labour could agree on something reasonable, and that

if they did, the hands of Governments would be forced. M'Kenna
was valuable in insisting that the idea of us trying to make
peace now on the assumption that we had won was idiotic. He
said that if we held out till 1920 we could have everything we
wanted. He showed how tenacious Germany had always been

in all her wars, and that even the Labour terms of peace gave

no help to pacifist Germans. All were agreed that this Govern-

ment must be overthrown.

Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, February 20th.

We now ask nearly everyone whom we ask to dinner to bring

some food. On Saturday I finished off the p^)ols of • ‘ The
Pretty Lady ". I can now see things that I have left out of
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that novel. Nevertheless the story well held me as I read it

again—a good test.

Yacht Club, London, Thursday, February 21st.

I lunched with Rosher to meet Kennedy Jones at Thatched

House Club. He is a Glasgow man, aged 52, with pale eyes,

and when talking he screws them up a little, and looks far away
as if cogitating on the most difficult and interesting aspects of

what he is discussing. During the lunch he said that he was
really the parent of the new journalism, because he was the

journalist—and it was he who had gone to Northcliffe with the

idea of buying the Evening News. This I fairly believed. He
also drew out of his pocket a cutting from a Bristol newspaper

about 7 ins. long of a speech of his. He said this showed what
attention his remarks had in the Press. He spoke humorously,

but was serious behind the humour, or he would not have pulled

the thing out of his pocket at all. I laughed and said it proved

nothing, because he could do what he liked with any newspaper.

He laughed and said I was cynical.

He related stories of how American newspaper owners stole

‘ men^ from each other, and how Hearst had stolen X. from

Pulitzer, and Northcliffe had stolen him from Hearst, in each

case after being specially requested not to do so. He said

Northcliffe had taken on Wells for the Mail because he felt

that ‘ new ideas ’ were coming and he wanted to be able to say

when they did come that he had favoured them, etc.

K. J. struck me as a powerful and ruthless man, but I wouldn't

have any of his ruthlessness. When he was firm, I was firmer.

In spite of the superior knowledge of which he boasts he has

already lost 2 bets to Rosher, about the war. I wouldn't like

to be one of his ‘ men ', but he was interesting enough to meet.

f

Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, March 13/A.

The ‘ Writers' Group ' entertained Asquith at the Reform last

night, and there was a very good dinner and plenty of various

wines. Twelve people, /tequith looked very well. He came
in a smoking jacket and a good soft silk shirt, but his overcoat

and soft hat were ridiculous. Only Spender of the hosts was
in evening dress. Asquith ate and drank and laughed well,

lie ha^ a gooc^ ' contaiped ' laugh at implications. He showed
no signs of decay. He was surrounded by first-dass men, some
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very first-class, but easily held his place as chief man. He did

not talk a lot in the discussion, but he talked well and showed
a complete grasp of the subject, which was the respective virtues

of a conscription of wealth and a heavier income-tax to meet
after-war budget. It was admirably carried on by George Paish.

Sidney Webb, Hartley Withers. Graham Wallas, and J. A.

Hobson. Withers (anti-conscription) was beaten, indeed yielded

at the end. The conclusion was that super-tax should be much
more steeply graded, and that as much of national debt should

be paid off by conscription of wealth as would enable income

tax to stay at 5s. in the £.

Apropos of taxation Spender told a funny story. He said a
Frenchman (official) in England had recently asked him for

details of our income and super-tax. Spender gave them, but

the Frenchman would not believe them. He could not credit

the high rates, and demanded documentary proofs. When he

got them and was convinced he exclaimed :
** Mais c'est

I’anarchie 1 which incidentally shows how anarchy can' be

confused with its most striking opposite.

Yacht Club, London, Monday, March lith.

On Saturday we went to Oundle to stay with the Sandfirsons ^

for the week-end and I greatly enjoyed it—especially Sanderson's

company. He is a great modernist, with a fruity sense of

humour and much personal power. Food excellent, Mrs.

Sanderson being a maitresse femme. On Saturday night we
attended a school debate on the subject :

“ Is enough as good

as a feast ? " Not brilliant, but one or two boys had a pretty

turn for sarcasm. On Sunday, the first morning Church of

England service I ever (I think) attended in my life. In the

afternoon two masters gave us the Kreutzer Sonata—^just that.

The piano part was played by Brewster, the mathematical master,

very well. Applause not allowed. Then S. and I and Chadwick
(apparently running the library, etc.) went to the library and
art rooms, and I aroused the sympathy of S. by inveighing

against there being r(y)roductions of only old masters on view.

He knows nothing about pajnting, ‘but he was at once very

anxious for me to send him a list of very modem painters.

I also objected to the prominence given on the walls to mere

large photos of cathedrals. Chadwick agreed. This will be
^ F. W. Sanderson, headmaster o*f Oundle %chool.
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altered. I looked at my watch. 8.10 1
“ I shall catch it,”

said S. He hurried off to the waiting supper. I liked Sanderson

very much indeed.

Comarques, Sunday, March 2^h.

The ^eat German offensive began on Thursday and yesterday.

After various delays due to exhaustion and neuralgia, I b^an
my new play. I wrote the first scene from 5 to 7 p.m.

Comarques, Monday, March 2$th,

Second scene of play yesterday, but whereas the first scene was
practically in final form, the second was only a draft. I couldn't

get the ideas right ; but as soon as I had finished it and was
changing for dinner, I saw quite clearly what was up with it.

Tuesday, March 26th,

Brothers McKenna at Reform Club on bad war news. They
came in together. I said ” The Brothers ” and they sat down
with me, and asked if I'd been to any newspaper offices to

get news. ” My god 1 It's awful,'' said Ernest, in a quiet,

disgusted, intensely pessimistic tone. I refen^d to Spender's

2 articles that day. Ernest said Spender was a good man,
kept his nerve—^but Reginald looked at the first article, saw
one line, and said :

” Now, I need read nothing but that. The
man who will say that '' etc. Ernest said :

” There's only

one thing to do. Call Parliament together at once and get

more men.'' Reginald repeated this after him. They had
evidently been long talking together and had exactly the same
ideas on everjrthing. ” Robertson was right. Jellicoe was
right,” said Reggie oracularly. ” Robertson is on the beach.

Jellicoe is on the beach. In order to be on the beach you only

have to be absolutely right.”

Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, March 27/A.

Lunch at Webb's. Webb said his wife couldn't sleep on account

of the war news, and he had to exaggerate his usual tranquil

optimism in order to keep the household together. It was one

of the rare human touches I have noticed in the said household.

However, they were soon off on to the misdeeds of the Recon-

struction Committee. I was told that certain of the staff

of the* Deparflnent of Information ' had resigned when Beaver-
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brook was appointed Minister over them, refusing to serve imder
‘ that ignorant man They won, and were transferred to the

Foreign Office—one more instance of the hand-to-mouthism of

LI. George. Went to Reform Club to see papers. Massingham
was so gloomy he could scarcely speak. The brothers McKenna
came in, intensely pessimistic. I was rather ashamed of them.

Spender's two articles in the Westminster were Ai for fortitude

and wisdom. I think more and more highly of this man. Then
to flat to dine. Electricity not working there. Gloom of

candles. M. very gloomy about the war. This sort of thing

always makes me cheerful.

Sybil Colefax gave a very good description of the All Clear

Signal in a few words at dinner. She said she was walking

with her husband in the streets towards the end of a raid.

Everything was quite silent. Then the searchlights began wink-

ing the “ All clear " all about the sky. Then the sound of the
** All clear " bugles was heard. Then the footsteps of a man.
Then the footsteps of ten people, of twenty, of a hundred. The
town was alive again.

April 4/A. IJouse of Commons.

Lloyd George's introduction of Man Power Bill, for consoripting

Ireland and raising military age etc. Policeman looks at card

outside. Then you go up in a lift. Through an outer room
with one or two journalists, hat pegs, etc. Then an inner room,

with two Morse instruments tapping, and then into Gallery, at

entrance of which your ticket is looked at again by an official

(very friendly with all reporters, and doing their little errands

etc.) in evening dress with a large insignia on his breast.

Two rows of seats with narrow desk all round. A few stand-

ing at either corner, including Spender, Gardiner and me.

Reporters passing in and out all the time, crushing past ; a

horrible lack of space. No light in House of Commons except

through glass roof. No repose in Press Gallery. Sharp corner

of elaborate wood carving against which you knock your head

if you sit or lean in comers. Glimgse of Ladies’ Gallery above,

with glimpse of a smart woman, past first youth, with com-

plexion soigni but going. Looking from left, I could just see

LI. G., Churchill, Bonar Law, Cecil, Balfour etc., on right.

House full. 12 or so standing, between cross benches. (Gallery

opposite full. Side galleries half-full.) Tjiro M.Rs wearing hats.
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As the M.P.s left, they bowed awkwardly to Speaker in getting

up if in front rows or on reaching centrd space if not ; and on
coming in theybowed either on entering, oron reachingopen space.

Speaker under a canopy. Cheap effects of LI. G. looking round

as if challenging
; trick of dropping his voice for last, rather

important word of sentence. Unpleasant Nonconformist voice.

He did not know his case, and having made a muddle deliber-

ately left the muddle. Truisms about values and will-to-win

cheered. Proposal to conscript Ireland loudly cheered a long

time by Tories. No applause as he sat down. The whole thing

a vast make-believe, with an audience of which a large part

was obviously quite unintelligent and content with the usual

hollow rot. LI. G.’s oratorical effects very poor—^like a Lyceum
melodrama. Asquith with long hair very dignified, at home,

and persuasive.

Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, April loth.

Too much occupied and preoccupied with the British defeats,

the Government proposals for increasing the army, the publica-

tion of " The Pretty Lady ", political journalism, the gardening

and household difficulties, chill on the entrails, neuralgia, in-

somnia, Marguerite's illness, the nightly rehearsals in the small

drawing-room of a play for a Red Cross f)erformance at Clacton,

and my new play—to be bothered with this journal or with

notes of any kind. However, I did at last, in spite of aU dis-

tractions, get my play going, and it is going.

Meeting of British War Memorial Committee this afternoon.

Beaverbrook arrived. He told me that he liked " The Pretty

Lady " better than any other book of mine, and better than

any other modem book. As regards sales I hear that it is

" doing very nicely ".

Maurice Baring and F. Swinnerton dined with me to-night

at Yacht Club. ’After F. S. had gone, Maurice grew communi-
cative about the war. Knows Haig. Thinks him a real person-

ality, with decision, grit, and power of command. Never rattled.

A good soldier ; but not a^enius. Henry Wilson a wind-bag.

He spoke in the highest terms of Trenchard, chief of Air Service

;

also very highly of Cox, chief of Intelligence. He said that

Gough and others protested against having to take over extra

front, as ordered by War Cabinet. Gough's front was under-

manned and under-auined. No reserves in France. Depots
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empty. LI. G. always refused to look at facts, but liked ideas,

grandiose, etc. for new stunt. Gave particulars of how North-

cliffe had announced months ago that Robertson would be
attacked and have to go ; ditto in regard to Spring Rice.

Cabinet did not believe in German offensive. Solders did.

Haig told Cabinet long ago facts as to inferiority in man-
power, and expected them to be frightened out of their lives.

They were not, as they did not believe in offensive. He expected

an attack on Haig next. He didn’t think we should lose war,—
we could hold on and Germans would crack. He said that Haig

had no desire to conceal the facts as to lack of troops, and spoke

freely of them and permitted others to do so. Unfortunately

of course one can’t print the facts
;

although the Germans
probably knew them pretty well.

Yacht Club, London, Thursday, April nth,

I went to see Beaverbrook this morning to ascertain, in view

of the fact that I am to write for Lloyd's Weekly News, whether

he was going to buy the paper, and if so whether he meant to

change the politics. He said he wasn’t going to buy it. Before

this Beaverbrook asked me to accept the directorship of British

propaganda in France. After objecting, I said I would think

it over and let him know. He said no one could know French

psychology better than I do—^this conclusion he drew from
reading “ The Pretty Lady ”

! Rothermere was in the room
before we began business, walking about, sitting down, standing

up. He wanted a holiday. I told him it would pay him to

take one. He said he coiddn’t. Here's this great united Air

Force of 170,000 men just come into existence. I can't leave

the baby."

Comarques, Tuesday, April 16th.

On Sunday I wrote to Beaverbrook agreeing to his request that

I should enter Ministry of Information in order to direct British

propaganda in France.

Yacht Club, London, Thursday, *AJ)ril 18th.

Dined with Knoblock last nl^t, and heard much from a naval

commander and Knoblock about comic opera life in Greek

islands. Amazing stuff. Long Memorials Committee meeting,

in afternoon, and then an interview with Paul IJash, who showed
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me his pictures so that I could write a preface to the Catalogue

for his show. I bought 2 drawings by Roberts. At work on
play all the time. Yesterday morning I ordered a new suit

by the forelock for summer. Damnable weather. Great and
grossly libellous attack on “ The Pretty Lady " in the Sunday

. Chronicle unsigned. However, most people are very enthusiastic,

and sales good.

Yacht Club, London, Friday, April i()th.

Yesterday morning I drafted the whole of the second Act of

the new play. Lunch at Reform, where Spender was exceedingly

good and Davray exceedingly emotional. In the afternoon I

wrote a preface for the Catalogue of Paul Nash's exhibition.

I dined with the Nicholsons at the C2S6 Royal griU. Lutyens

and Mrs. Stuart-Wortley were there. The latter nervous and
quiet. The former full of puns and tiny jokes, but agreeable

and ready to stand being teased. Then I saw Nicholson privately

as to his proposed work for Memorials Committee and his situation

in the army. Before going to bed I wrote a report on this for

the Committee. A day 1 Last night the new Military Service

Act became law, and I am now legally, at neady 51 years, in

the Anpy Reserve. I saw Dennis Eadie yesterday going from

his rehearsal at the Ha3miarket to his lunch at the Carlton, and
had a few words with him. The matter was not mentioned,

but he was evidently preoccupied by his impending military

obligations.

Yacht Club, London, Friday, April 2f>th.

I was poisoned by something at the Club on Wednesday, and
had a revolutionary night followed by enfeeblement. However,

the ideas for my play were working so well yesterday that I

worked practically all day, and wrote two scenes. On Wednes-
day night I had Professor Henry S. Cunby (English Literature)

of Yale, after dinner at the Reform. Wells joined in. A young

man, probably about 30, markedly dressed as a tourist. Very
amiable and bright. But apparently just like a million other

young Americans. StiU, h^ made one or^two shrewd remarks

and liked Candide ".

,
Comarques, Sunday, April 2%th.

To-day I finished the second act of my new “ Honours " play,
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after two sleepless nights. I read a lot of “ A Dres^ Story
”

of Tchekoff in the night. I had read it once or twice before.

It now seems to me quite fresh, full of new powers and beauties,

and one of the finest things I ever did read.

Mair told me about painted girls in the Registry department.

I had myself noticed some others, with studiously considered

gaits, in the corridors. Mair said that one of the Registry girls

met him in Tube Train. She smiled. He acknowledged. Then
taking out her meat card, she leaned over and showed it to

him, exclaiming :
“ What about that for a meat card ?

*' The
idea was that he should thus learn her name. Mair said that

he advised her to use her coupons with care and handed the

card back.

Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, May ist.

I came to London yesterday, and interviewed Beaverbrook and
Roderick Jones ^ at Ministry of Information and arranged that

I should begin as head of British Propaganda in France next

week.

Yacht Club, •London, Thursday, May 2nd.

I constructed nearly all the last act of play yesterday? Com-
mittee meeting (War Memorials) all afternoon. Then meetings

with Beaverbrook and C. F. G. Masterman. I dined at Colefax's.

F. E. Smith and wife. Lady Atcheson, Lady R. Churchill,

Cravath, J. Dimlop-Smith. The Laverys came in afterwards.

I much liked Lavery. Special coffee apparatus fell to the floor,

and spoilt Lady Lavery’s new dress. Cravath said, apropos of

an Englishman named Broughton who had lived 25 years in

U.S.A. without losing his spots, that Cravath's youngest daughter

on seeing Broughton on board a British ship on voyage to

England, said to her father :
“ Poppa, I always used to think

that Mr. Broughton was affected, but now l’ see he's only an
Englishman." F. E. Smith told me again that he used to make
£25,000 a year at the Bar : that his house was a palace, and
that he was just givjpg it up to tjie Red Cross. Still both he

and she did really know my ^oks. • I promised to go to dinner

next Friday. Lavery told me that he had that day been
" visiting pictures " as member of the Committee appointed

^ Sir Roderick Jones, chairman of Reuter's and in 19x8 appointed

Director of Propaganda. * t •
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to recommend to the Academy pictures for purchase under the

Chantrey bequest. The other two members were Harker and
Dicksee. He had shown them things by Orpen, Nicholson,

Sickert, and Steer. But they would have none of the last

three. There was a chance of them buying an Orpen.

Yesterday I had lunch with Ross and a flying officer friend

of his, Beverley Robinson, who had escaped from Germany after

2i years' imprisonment. Robinson's account of the escape was
not exciting. His account of prison insolence by the brothers

Niemeyer was : ordering officers to kneel after stripping them
in the presence of soldiers, etc. He told me he'd got most of

the books he wanted, and had formed a library of 500 books.

But he could not get “ Books and Persons ". It was stopped

by the Censor. I couldn't think why imtil he reminded me
that it contained a couple of pages about German colonies.

This is a really remarkable instance of German thoroughness.

He tried to get them to tear out the two pages and then give

him the book, but they wouldn't. He said they were intensely

easy to deceive. He would hear nothing of their starving. He
said he had got an excellent meal at a railway buffet for 4 marks.

%

Yacht Club, Lmidon, Friday, May zoth.

I finished my play The Title " on Wednesday, but in order

to do so 1 had to knock myself up and also to inform people

with whom I had appointments in London that I was laid

aside with a chill. I wrote the last act in four days' actual

work.

Then yesterday I came to London to take up my duties as

head of the French section of the Propaganda Department of

the Ministry of Information. On the whole the first day was
rather a lark. It began with a lunch to allied journalists, where

I sat between Le Journal and Le Petit Parisien, and had the

Dihats opposite. * I didn't like my room, nor my staff being on
different floors from me.

Night : Dinner of the Other Club.^ I made the acquaintance

of Smuts. He has a peculiar: accent (fore^) and puts his hand
on your knee constantly wliile talking to you. A man of prin-

ciples, and a fine man ; but I doubt if he is the great man some
of us thought. He was quite serene about the approaching end

of the war.
* ^ f; See page 207.
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Yacht Club, London, Saturday, May ii/A.

Dined at F. E. Smith’s. An enoimous house, considering it

isn't a special house, but only at the comer of a row (32, Gros-

venor Gardens) . The library is even equal to his boastings about
it, but he would continually refer to prices. What astonished

me was that he does not keep even really valuable books (from

jfioo to £2,000 a piece) under glass. He was greatly amusing
over incidents of his American trip, and especially as to how
he and his brother Harold, in one of the dryest States, Nebraska,

made the Professor of Rhetoric at some University drunk

—

although this Professor was the origin of the dryness. They
drank to the great orators, and then to the stars of American
literature. At the end the Professor said of F. E. “ The most
brilliant man I ever met,” and later, to friends, he said of F. E.
” He is a whaled

Yacht Club, London, Tuesday, May
Did 4 hours* hard work at the Ministry. I have now abandoned

literature until either I am chucked out of the job, or the job

ends, or I am^ called to a better one. But I do journalism,

and a damned nuisance it is. Two articles this week. Three

next week.

Yacht Club, London, Friday, May ^ist.

Other Club dinner last night. Justice Darling came after his

day in Court over the Billing-Maude Allan case.^ He has poor

literary views. Kept insisting that ” Salome ** was nasty, etc.

I said it was only poor. A thin little man, rather clever and
agreeable. He has a hell of a job on, and knows it. Beaver-

brook made £85 in bets over the distance of Chateau Thierry

from Paris. Smuts presided. I sat next to him.

Yacht Club, London, Tuesday, June 4th.

In arranging for the King to attend Westminster Abbey on
France's Day I thought I had set in motion a great thing to

my credit. It was not so. I wdCs misled. I took things for

^ Stigmatised by The Times as ** a scandalous trial this was an action

occasioned by Mr. Pemberton Billing’s criticism of Miss Maud Allan’s

dancing in the performance of Oscar Wilde's ’’Salome”. The case,

developed into a series of promiscuons inpuendocs.^gainst ipany well-

known people. ^
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granted, made mistakes on them, and the whole affair had to

be cancelled. Religion was at the bottom of the trouble. Hence
the trouble. At the last moment I was asked to write the

British contribution to the first daily joint wireless messages

sent out to the world by Britain, France and Italy together.
‘ I wrote it between 6 and 7.

Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, June 12th.

Usual hour home Saturday afternoon, and usual early train

back here on Monday morning. I have now somewhat lessened

the strain of writing articles and doing other extra-office odd
work by the discovery that a lot of the extra-office can be done

at odd times intra-office.

Last night, dinner inaugurating the Groupe Inter-Universitaire

Franco-Anglais, at Pagani's. A big gathering—^in the chair

Gu^ritte, with his hearing apparatus. A most charming man,
though he did call on me for a speech after I'd signed to him
that I wouldn't speak. All the speeches in English. Several

Frenchmen spoke English very well. This organisation is based

on a smaller organisation, of which the rules were : no sub-

scriptions ; no chairman ; no toasts ; no speeches. The idea

being sUnply the interchange colloquially, of opinions. On the

whole I thought last night's affair wasn't so bad—^for sense.

I met Denison Ross (now ‘ Sir '), head of the School of Oriental

Languages. A wild, very interesting person.

Yacht Club, London, Tuesday, July 2nd.

Last Friday, for Ministry. I saw Generals Macdonogh and
Macready (first visit to War Office) and Albert Thomas.^ I

finished up at William Weir’s,and saw Richmond and two brothers

and two wives. Saturday I learnt at home that Lockyer was
called up for meclical exam. Last night I dined with Beaver-

brook, the Edwin Montagues and Diana Manners being of the

party, at the Savoy. Dinner arranged for 9 p.m. At 9.15

Montagu and I having waited, began. The rest arrived at

9.20. When the conversation turned on D^ina being the original

of Queen in " The Pretty Lady ’^my attitude was apparently

so harsh that Beaverbrook changed the subject. We afterwards

went 5 in a taxi to B.'s rooms at Hyde Park Hotel. After a

‘time Diana and I sat on window-sill of B.'s bedroom, looking
• • •

^ The French Socialist politician. He died May 8, 1932.
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at the really superb night view over the park. One small light

burning in the bedroom. B.’s pyjamas second-rate. Some
miscellaneous talk about life and women. ^ After they had all

gone but me B. asked me what I thought of Diana. I told him
I thought she was unhappy, through idleness. He said he liked

her greatly.

Yacht Club, London, Friday, July SfA.

nth anniversary of our wedding yesterday. We dined at the

Caf^ Royal. Rajmiond Needham ^ came and lunched with me
at Yacht Club, and told me much about Lord Beaverbrook

and much as to his own private affairs. On Wednesday night

Eadie came to the flat and read two acts of “ The Title ” very

well. The first act, though, I thought consistently good, seemed
a hell of a length.

I lost my food card.

Yacht Club, London, Tuesday, July i6th.

Far too busy with Ministerial work, articles, or official dinners,

and rehearsals of ** The Title " to be able to keep up any diarising

at all. I went to the dinner to the Canadian journalists at the

Savoy on Friday last, Beaverbrook the host. Lloyd^George

sat at the end of one table and Borden, the P.M. of Canada, at

the end of another, and I heard of smaller P.M.'s of various

territories in Canada.

Yesterday Beaverbrook asked me to take control of another

department at the Ministry in addition to my own. I temporised.

Yacht Club, London, Thursday, July iB>th.

Minute from War Cabinet yesterday censuring me for my most
successful pro-France artide in the Observer on Sunday. It

had been used on Monday by Daily Mail as an axe to hit the

Government with about “ baleful secrecy Lord B. was
furious, and asked me to write a pungent letter in reply, which

he signed. By evening LI. G. had apologised and promised to

have a new minute ci the Cabinet prepared.

Yacht Club, London, Tuesday, July 23rd,

1 went home on Saturday afternoon, after witnessing dress
^

^ Raymond Needham, now K.C., was at »that tim^ Secretscy to the

Ministry of Information.
^

.
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rehearsal of '' The Title " on Friday night at the Royalty. On
Sunday morning I received five telegrams, from which I gathered

that the play had qtiite succeeded with the first night audience.

I came to town yesterday and found that the first night success

had been really immense. Eadie asked me to go and see the

3rd act last night. M. and I went and he and his wife were

there. He admitted that the Sampson Straight scene went
better last night than on the first night. There is really nothing

wrong with it except that like anything else it could be improved.

So I agreed to improve it for him.

Yacht Club, London, Friday, July okih.

Major David Davies asked Massingham, Gardiner, Gooch,

J. Douglas and McCardy to lunch yesterday at the Carlton,

about his League of Nations Association. Coal-owner. Said

to be worth £3,000,000. Very simple-minded. Spoke of

“ someone named Mrs. Humphry Ward “ Someone who is

called ' Q.' " etc. But he has faith.

At night I went with Needham to “ Le Coq d'Or We were

too close to the trombones. The only music of Rimsky's that

I ever liked. I thought the tale rotten and thfe spectacle 2nd
rate. Still I enjoyed the whole.

Yacht Chib, London, Tuesday, July yoth.

Back home Saturday afternoon. Thoroughly unwell. I went
to bed after dinner and arose for lunch on Sunday. Some
tennis. Some spelling game. 200 pages of George Moore's
“ A Story-teller's holiday "—^very good.

Yacht Club, London, Friday, October ^th.

The French section at the Ministry of Information began to

buck up in July and August. I got a special grant of £100,000

out of the Treasury, and the appointment of Lord L)dton as

British Commissioner of Propaganda in Paris. Roderick Jones

recommended this man strongly, and I accepted him blindly on

the importance of his name to French society. He left yesterday

on his mission.
'' ^

c

Yacht Club, London, Tuesday, October 8^A.

At night, having been reproached about not visiting the artistes

at the Royalty, I went there, and saw bits of the play and all

the artikes except JoaM tarey. They seemed very well pleased
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with everything. A poor house. Nigel Playfair told me he
was tr3dng to get the Lyric Opera House at Hammersmith for

what is wrongly called a Repertory Theatre. He had got the

rent promised, but one of the London ring of managers had made
a bid over his head, without even having seen the theatre, just

in order to keep the ring closed. Pla5dair didn*t know whether

he would get the place after all. I told him if he did I might

collect £2,000 for him.^

Yacht Club, London, Saturday, October Tzth,

Dinner of ‘ Writers* Group * last night at Reform, at which it

was decided to drop our 3 months* debated Manifesto entirely

as being quite absurd in present circumstances. A wise decision,

my God ! Spender spoke about the poverty of Germany, and
of a great struggle between inhabitants of 2 room tenements

in poorer quarters and the police. The police laid down that

it was unsanitary for people to sleep in a room where cooking

was done. This of course would have put the whole family

into one room to sleep. They could not enforce the decree

practically. Then they had kitchens constructed in new tene-

ments, in such*a manner, so full of corners, that beds could not

be put into them ! He^also spoke of seeing a highly-respA:table-

looking long row of tenements in Munich, as to which a guide-

friend said to him :
“ You see those houses. There isn*t a

w.c. in the whole row. When the tenants want a w.c. they go

to that beer-hall there and have a drink in order to use a w.c.**

Ellery Sedgwick, of the Atlantic Monthly, was at the dinner.

I talked privately to him afterwards and walked with him back

to the Ritz, and gave him my ideas on most of the big political

personages. I was just in the humour for being highly in-

discreet, and I was indiscreet. He said seriously to me at the

end :
“ You may like to know that I accept your judgment

absolutely.** Every now and then in the rain he would stand

still in order to put an important question.

Yacht Club, London, Tuesday, October 15th.

Reflection upon the German answer "to Wilson*s reply to their

request for an armistice made me think the end of the war was

getting very near, and that the whole policy of the M. of In-

^ When the plan was further matured Arnold Bennett became chair-

man of the Lyric Theatre, Hammersmith. * « ^
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formation would have to be swung roultd. I drafted a Minute
before catching train ;

Mair added to it a little, and when I

showed it to Beaverbrook in the evening he said he would use

it as a Minute to the Cabinet. For me there was already an
air of unreality in the wish of the Ministry, and especially about
our scheme for re-organising it.

Yacht Club, London, Saturday, October igth.

I heard through Mair from Buchan who was in the F.O., that

Germany had capitulated to all Wilson’s terms and that the

Kaiser had abdicated. This was the F.O. information. Strange,

it proved not to be true. A day later, Milner was being inter-

viewed in the Evening Standard (or was it the P.Af.G. ?) to the

effect that all Germany was not militaristic—^in a word, to the

effect that some mercy ought to be shown, lest Bolshevism should

appear in Germany and spread everywhere. It was a move
to save the Kaiser, instigated by cold feet in the F.O., the

Cabinet, and elsewhere. And afterwards Mair told me that the

F.O. had intimated to Wilson that his terms would not quite do.

Beaverbrook away from Ministry all this week. Rothermere

gave a dinner in my honour at the Marlborough Club last

night. * He chose his company in the most extraordinary way.

Australian Hughes, a good tajker, sheer brass, but a good slash-

ing talker ; very deaf, with an apparatus looking like a rather

large Kodak closed, on the table, and a flex from it to his ear.

Henry Dalziel, a bluff person, not without a certain attractive-

ness. Hulton.^ Andrew Caird, manager of the Daily Mail,

bluff and decent and crude, but clever. He told me ever3^hing

I already knew about propaganda after dinner. ChurchiU.

Blumenfeld, somewhat quiet. F. E. Smith came very late and
said little. Churchill talked the best. I like Rothermere. He
told me he wanted to sell all his papers except the Sunday
Pictorial. He said he had worked hard since he was 14, and if

a. man had succeeded and chose to slave as hard as ever after

50, it merely proved that that man didn’t understand life.

He was turned 50. ,

This morning Major Holt c^me to me from Beaverbrook

and said that B.’s doctor had advised him to resign, but he

hadn’t yet taken his decision. Of course this meant that he

had taken his decision. B. is certainly unwell with glands, but

£dwaid*Hulton, newspaper proprietor.
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equally certainly ill-health is not his full reason for resigning.

I propose now to write to him and say that I shall resign.

Yacht Chib, London, Wednesday, October 2yd.

When NorthclifEe returned from America, and was appointed

head of Enemy Propaganda, he kept the title of the organisation

he had controlled in U.S.A., namely ' British War Mission and
he still uses this for his Crewe House organisation.

Some time ago he approached the Ministry of Information

and the War Aims Committee to form a committee to co-

ordinate policy in regard to propaganda. An excellent idea.

This committee, however, was called the " Policy Committee of

i the British War Mission ", which in itself was a bit thick, seeing

that the M. of I. is a far more important organisation than the

Enemy Propaganda show. When the Germans began to be

defeated, NorthclifEe called the Committee together to draw
up peace terms to be used as groundwork of propaganda.

Mysteriously, all the Govt. Departments began to be repre-

sented in this Committee, including Reggie Hall,^ a very great

man in his sgjret service business for the Admiralty, but I

should have thought imsuited to draw up peace tern\^. In-

cluding also a number of absolute duds.

This Committee drew up its Allied Peace Terms, and sub-

mitted them to the War Cabinet. The War Cabinet said it

was very busy and couldn't consider them, and turned them
over to Balfour to pass. Balfour passed them. Reggie HaU
then suggested a serious alteration, namely that the non-return

of the German Colonies to Germany should be removed from

the ‘ negotiable ' to the * absolute
'
group of conditions. (Quite

right!) These terms of peace will form the basis of all our

propaganda. This is a really good story, and shows North-

cUfEe's lust for power very well, for of course he lords it over

the Committee.

I have slept at the flat since end of last week. Very exciting

and rather uncomfortable with a mad servant aged 70 in the

place. Saturday night :
" As were " at the Pavilion.

A few fair jokes (verbal). As«.*whole terribly mediocre. Every

scene turned on adultery, or mere copulation. Even in the

primeval forest scene, an adultery among gorillas was shown.

^ Now Admiral Sir Reginald Hall, at that ti^e Director of Intelligence

Division. Admiralty.
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This revue is the greatest success in London at present, and is

taking about £3,000 a week. In bed all day Sunday with

neuralgia. Poured with rain all day. It now appears that

Beaverbrook, more and more ill, will resign. Confabs daily

between me, Snagge, Mair, A. J. Bennett and Needham. Re-

construction within the Ministry going steadily on.

Yacht Club, London, Thursday, October 2/^h,

I had to lunch at Savoy yesterday with Davray to meet Painleve,

Steig, and another French politician, and Wickham Steed.

Painlev^ came only for a quarter of an hour, as he had to lunch

with LI. G. Steig, reharbatif, and as I knew his connection with

Malery, I at once didn't like him. Davray, however, said

afterwards, that he was quite all right, and extrimement constructif.

He looked rather like a fairly strong Nonconformist preacher.

Steed did not impress me as a strong or a first-class man. He
talked a great deal too much about foreign politics, and really

didn't say much that we don't all know without sa5dng. He
may be a nervous man. Tall, very thin, silky beard. He
certainly didn't appear as an original thinkef^at all. I did

managp to get Painlev^ off politics, and on to personal, concrete

things, such as his impression of LI. George. The usual awful

ignorance of the Irish situation.

Yacht Club, London, Sunday, October 2^fh,

Interview with Masterman on Friday apropos of his ‘ Literature

and Art ' Department at Ministry being broken up. He had
a bad cold and was gloomy. He resented the provisional

arrangements having been made through his 2nd in command,
and not through him—^though he had been greatly away ill.

Still at the bottom of his heart he wasn't really worrying, because

his own place and salary were secured, and this of course was
bound to affect him. Considering that he had been a Cabinet

Minister early in the war, and that I, politically a nobody, was
now his superior, he behaved excellently in an extremely trying

situation. So did I.
^

c

The sensual appeal is now ffjailly very marked everywhere,

in both speech and action, on the stage. Adultery everywhere

pictured as desirable, and copulation generally ditto. Actresses

jday cQ'irtesan^parts fegiall ones, often without words but with

gestures), with gusto.
*
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Yacht CM, London, Tuesday, October

News of Austrian separate demand for armistice yesterday

afternoon. I heard a newsman in Oxford Street cry : Evenin'

News. Last edition. All abaht it. To-night's and to-morrow
night’s too. Only one German left."

Committee meeting in the morning at which I preside.

About 30 present. Masterman insisted on the dangerousness

of our handling and spreading documentary peace terms which
the Government had approved but would not publicly approve

and certainly would not publish. Suppose these came out.

He called them Trinitrotoluol. He didn't seem to see that this

was one of the essential, primary risks that a Ministry of In-

formation must take.

Yacht CM, London, Wednesday, October 30/A.

I was summoned to Beaverbrook yesterday. He was in bed,

bandaged, depressed, having been told by the doctor in the

morning that he had septic poisoning. When Lady B. and
Needham had left the room, he began to smoke and to talk

intimately, and said :
" You know, Arnold, my life has been

all crises. I was worth 5 millions when I was 27. Apd now
this is a new crisis, and it's the worst." However, he cheered

up. Bonar Law came in and was very courteous and cautious

to me. He said his sister had been a very great and constant

admirer of mine, but since " The Pretty Lady " she had done

with me.

Beaverbrook's resignation in the papers. I got instructions

to carry on.

Yacht CM, London, Thursday, October 315^.

Beaverbrook was as bright as anything yesterday. He was up,

laughing, and had had news of a quack doctor who had cured

someone with the same disease as he has. (Nobody, however,

knew what the disease was.)

Dined with M. at Barrie's and saw his Lutyens room. Good,

short dinner. He tol^ me that*lfe didn’t smoke till 23, and
that he wrote " My Lady Nic4)line ” before he had ever smoked.

He said when he first came to London, he dined on 2d, a day

(four halfpenny buns or scones) for a year, eating them in the
,

street, and ate little else. He wrote about twp articles a day

and sold about one in six. He found Ht the end of the year
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that he n^dn't have been so economical ; but he was afraid

of the rainy day. He said it took a long time for him to see

that there was any material in Scotland. He wrote ‘'An
Auld Licht Wedding and sold it, and thought he had exhausted

Scotland. Next few articles he didn't sell, and then an editor

said :
“ We liked your Scotch stuff." So he wrote " An Auld

Licht Funeral ". And so on.

He told us that he had had Asquith and Birrell to dinner the

other night and had arranged with Asquith's daughter-in-law

and another female friend that they should dress up as house-

maids and serve the dinner. They did so. The daughter-in-

law wore a black wig. Neither Birrell nor Asquith recognised

the women. But after dinner, in the drawing-room, Asquith

said :
" One of those maids is extraordinarily like my daughter-

in-law," Barrie told this practical joke with great restraint

and humour.

Yaxiht Chib, London, Wednesday, November 6th»

On Monday at lunch at the Reform I learnt the details of the

secret history of Northcliffe's encyclical to the newspapers of

the world about the proper peace terms with GeriBany. Accord-

ing to C. M. the idea of the letter was nqt N.'s at all, but C. M.
got Campbell Stuart to persuade him to do it. Stuart took

N. out to lunch for that purpose. The thing was written by
C. M., but the style being too good, it was re-written down to

some resemblance of Northcliffe's supposed style. Northcliffe

then signed it and immediately went off to Paris (where, as

Beaverbrook told me last night at dinner, Lloyd George took

good care not to see him at all) to be near the scene of the

armistice negotiations.

Yacht Club, London, Thursday, November yth.

Yesterday afternoon I arranged with Alistair Tayler that he

should join the Board (Plajdair and I being the others) of the

Hammersmith Lyric Theatre Enterprise, and that I should be

the Chairman.
•

Yacht Club, London, Friday, tiovember 8th.

Yesterday afternoon my secretary was twice rung up by officials

at the War Office to know if the war was over—^that is, if the

armistice was sifned. Clie rumours were immense and numerous.
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Yesterday Lillah McCarthy made a determined effort to get

my play “ Instinct out of me, after a refusal. But I put her

on to Pinker, and she failed. By 10.15 she had already rung
me up three times.

Yacht Club, London, Tuesday, November 12th.

In Sunday's papers we saw the Abdication of the Kaiser. Re-
turned to town yesterday morning. In Lower Regent Street

first news that armistice signed—a paper boy calling out in a
subdued tone. 10.45. Maroons went off at ii, and excited

the populace.

A large portion of the Ministry staff got very excited. Buchan
came in to shake hands. Girls very excited. I had to calm
them. Lunch at Wellington Club. We had driven through

large crowds part way up the Mall, and were then turned off

from Buckingham Palace.

Raining now. An excellent thing to damp hysteria and
Bolshevism. Great struggling to cross Piccadilly Circus twice.

No buses. (It was rumoured that Tubes stopped. I believe

they were stopped for a time.) It stopped raining. Then cold

mire in streets. Vehicles passed festooned with shouting^human

beings. Others, dark,, with only one or two occupants. Much
light in Piccadilly up to Ritz comer, and in Piccadilly Circus.

It seemed most brilliant. Some theatres had lights on their

facades too. The enterprising Trocadero had hung a row of

temporary lights under one of its porticoes. Shouting. But
nothing terrible or memorable. Yet this morning Brayley, my
valet, said to me the usual phrases : "You wondered where
the people came from. You could walk on their heads at Charing

Cross, and you couldn't cross Picc. Circus at all." When he

came in with my tea I said: "Well, Brayley, it's all over."

He smiled and said something. That was all our conversation

about the end of the war. Characteristic.

Last night I thought of lonely soldiers in that crowd. No
one to talk to. But fear of death lifted from them.

A
Yacht Club, London, Thursday, November 14/A.

I dined at flat on Tuesday night (Pinker there) and slept there,

so I didn't see anything of the ‘ doings '. But there was a
bonfire in Piccadilly Circus, kept alive by theatre boards and

boards off motor-buses. Girls are stillVery prominent in the

.
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'doings'. Swinnerton told me that the staidest girl they

had suddenly put on a soldier's hat and overcoat and went
promenading in it.

Was told that the scene at the Carlton on Monday night was
reniarkable. Any quantity of broken glasses, tables overturned,

and people standing on tables, and fashionable females with

their hair down. On Tuesday night I noticed that all the

principal restaurants had commissionaires in front of doors

scrutinising people who wished to enter and keeping out (appar-

ently) all who had not reserved tables. Last night a cabby
told me he would go Westwards but hot towards Piccadilly

Circus as he did not know what would happen to him.

The feature of last night was girls with bunches of streamers

which they flicked in your face as you passed.

Yacht Club, London, Friday, November i$th.

My resignation from Ministry took effect yesterday. Buchan,

the liquidator, came down to see me, and was very explanatory

and apologetic. The behaviour of the Cabinet to me was of

course scandalous. But they have treated many others similarly,

so I was not surprised. The only notice I got was*a Roneo'd copy

of the Wqr Cabinet Minute. I was neven consulted in any way.

Luncheon to Robert Donald at Connaught Rooms. 400 there

to honour him because he had not sold himself to the new pro-

prietors of the Chronicle, The Toast-master in a red coat was
the cream of the show. He had a terrifically bland manner,

especially with his supplicating hands. And having prayed

silence for toast of King he rushed madly right round the room
and played “ God save the K." on the piano.

At night, dinner to American editors of Trade Journals at

Savoy. Smuts in the chair. Nothing special except that Smuts
claimed some German colonies for British dependencies.

Yacht Club, London, Tuesday, November igth,

I went to Wells's alone for the week-end. Second time I have

gone away alone because M.*,could not leave her dogs.
•

.
^

Yacht Club, London, Thursday', November 21st,

Attending Ministry about an hour a day, and yet I seem to have

no tim^ to think out plays. I had tea with Max ^ yesterday.

Lord Beaverbrook.
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He wanted to compare my desire to express myself and make
money with the political desire to get titles ; but he failed.

Yacht Club, London, Saturday, November 2zrd.

My article in the Z?.iv! which ended by blaming Liberal leader-

ship, on Thursday, must have caused some commotion, seeing

that Asquith himself wrote me a polite letter of self-justification.

Most Liberals are delighted with the article, and Asquith said

he was in general agreement with it.

Yacht Club, London, Tuesday, November 26th

Week-end at Beaverbrook's, Cherkley Court. Good, except

that not enough food, B. not being interested in food. The
Hultons came over on Sunday afternoon and stayed to dinner.

Hulton had been trained for the R.C. priesthood. An agreeable

pair. He with a certain sense of decency, not a fool, a Lancashire

accent and rather ignorant. For example, he had never heard

of the Labour Party programme 1

I read B.'s printed accoimt of the conspiracy that overthrew

Asquith in Dec. 1916. It was exceedingly well written, and
showed great*Judgment of men and some sense of historical

values. In fact it was^remarkable and heightened my originally

high opinion of Beaverbrook. The War Office and LI. G. both

came badly out of the account, especially the former. B.'s own
share in the affair is kept very modestly in the background. He
seemed almost inclined to publish it in the Daily Express. I

advised him against this.

Yacht Club, London, Tuesday, December 10th.

Week-end at Dr. F. Keeble's ^ at Weybridge. Lillah McCarthy
also there. In spite of my neur^gia we had a great week-end,

full of good and not too serious conversation. I promised to

write her a play on the subject of Judith, if a firm contract

was made at once.* In fact I constructed the play on the spot,

after having read ‘ Judith ' myself and having heard it read by
Keeble. (Some difficulty in getting an ‘ Apocrypha '.)

• •

Yacht Club, London, SatiH^day, December i^ih.

Interview with Lillah McCarthy and Drinkwater at Adelphi

1 Sir Frederick Keeble, appointed professor of Botaxivat Oxfqfd in 1920.
• “ Judith ” was produced at the Kingswty Tbeafte, April 30, 1919.
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Terrace at 12.45. I promised to write " Judith by the end
of January, and they promised to produce Don Juan " also.

In the afternoon Captain Basil Dean came to see me about his

London theatrical scheme. He said he could get and control

£20,000. I definitely promised to write a play for him, too.

This with Goodall’s, Vedrenne's and Lillah's, makes 4 plays

!

We dined at the Galsworthys, Grove Lodge, Hampstead, and
the Masefields were there. Mrs. M. and I got on excellently.

Masefield gloom5dsh, and very precise in diction. Fine voice.

Diction of a public speaker. Galsworthy very nice. Ada
Galsworthy adorable.

Yacht Club, London, Sunday, December z$th.

I began the scheming of my play ** Judith yesterday. At his

request I went and had tea with Weir yesterday. He wanted
me to put a speech into order for him which he is going to

deliver at Manchester on Friday, and in which he will define

the proper British air policy for the future. He told me some
interesting things. He said that the great difficulty in long-

distance flying now was not mechanical but navigational. A
big machine had started for India from LondonTOn Friday and,

coming into a storm, had come down in France. He said that

the commander, a General, was a first-class pilot etc., but if

he had been a really ist class expert in navigation, such as they

did possess, he would never have come down. Weir said that

he had been up in a ‘ flying boat ' weighing 17J tons carrying

9 passengers and a ton of goods, that travelled at 118 miles an

hour and carried petrol for 1,000 miles. He said that' the

flight to the United States would occur between March 15th

and April 15th. On politics he was extremely grave and bitter.

Yacht Club, London, Thursday, December igth,

I met a Captain Griffin (from Walsall) at Reform yesterday,

with Shufflebotham. He had been wounded 9 times, I think,

prisoner in Germany. Was reported dead. After he returned

to life, his solicitor among q^er bills forwarded the following

:

“ To Memorial Service (fully chord) 3 guineas."

Yacht Club, London, Friday, December 20th.

Welcome to Sir Douglas Haig and 4 carriages full of Generals

yesterddy. VaAi crowds in front of Reform Club. Girls at

.
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windows opposite covered their shoulders in the cold with

national flags. Reform full of women, boys, and kids. In

ground floor room, East, grave members standing on table-

clothed tables in front of windows (me too) and in front a dame
covering the throats of two small bo3^. All front windows of

dub occupied by women. Roadway kept by very few police.

Roadway sprinkled with gravel. Cheering in distance. Hand-
kerchiefs taken oiit. One or two mounted policemen on fine

horses. Then a sort of herald in a long hat. Handkerchief

waving, cheering, louder and louder. Then the four carriages,

3 in ist carriage and 4 each in the other 3. Generals wore no
overcoats. One or two bowed and smiled. Gone in a moment
and we all jumped down and turned away. Such was the

wdcome to Haig and Co.
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Comarques, Saturday, January iith.

Having given up all the work except " Observations '' for the

New Statesman I came to Comarques on Saturday last, 4th inst.,

with the intention of writing “ Judith the play for llillah

McCarthy, and finishing it before 7th February. I began it on
Sunday, 5th inst., and to-night, nth, I finished the first act.

Last year, in spite of the fact that I was engaged officially

at the M. of Information for 7 or 8 months, I wrote 165,700

words of my own stuff.

Comarques, Tuesday, January 2%th.

I finished Judith " yesterday at 7.30, having written it in

twenty-three days. I had several very slight headaches, but

no dyspepsia worth a damn. Nervous dyspepsia did give

indications of attacking me, but the mysterious and expensive

tablets which I got kept me in excellent order.

Comarques, Saturday, February 8th.

Judith " was delivered yesterday week. On Tuesday Mar-

guerite met Lillah McCarthy, who nearly fell on her neck in

the street, from enthusiasm about the play. Eaton also wrote

to me that he was “ violently enthusiastic about it.

These two and old Drinkwater came to dinner at the new
flat on Tuesday last. Drinkwater said nothing good or bad

to the play until late in the evening, when I asked him.

He then said indifferentlj^that ho liked it, but didn’t care

much for the last act, or *wor^ to thaf effect.

Comarques, Sunday, February 16th.

I am chiefly occupied with the stage. I give a considerable

amount of time^ to the Cyric, Hammersmith, where money has
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been lost in my absence owing to the lavish expenditure. And
I am also being drawn into the production part of “ Judith

Lillah McC., Drinkwater, Eaton and I, had a stance of nearly

three hours oh Tuesday aboul the cast.

I finished Professor Arthur Keith's " The Human Body

"

(Home University Library). A thoroughly sound little book,

rottenly written, even to bad syntax. It is strange that these

experts, such as Keith and Sidney Webb, do not take the trouble

to be efiicient in their first business, the vehicle of expression.

Comarques, Monday, March yd.

On the 1st I began my book on women, ^ but I only wrote about

100 words. I meant to go on with it yesterday, but couldn't.

After muddling about nearly all day I began at 5 p.m. and
wrote 6oo good words before dinner. The book is now really

begun.

Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, March $th.

We came to London yesterday. M. went to Newcastle to

stay with the Shufflebothams. Swinnerton, Playfair and
A. E. W. Masdh dined with me at the Garrick. Mason told us

some of his secret service adventures in Mexico. He wfis very

good as a raconteur, and evidently has a great gift for secret

service, though he said he began as an amateur.

Mason said that practically all the German spies and many
of the Zeppelin men carried a packet of obscene photographs

on their persons. I fully expected he would laugh at the repu-

tation of the German Secret Service for efficiency, and he did.

I felt sure the German temperament is not a good secret service

temperament. Too gullible and talkative. Mason said their

secret service was merely expensive. Money chucked away
idiotically.

Comarques, Saturday, March 15th.

I went to London on Tuesday after a solitary week-end here in

which I earned £300 in two da^js, by hard work.

Tuesday night M. *and J attended the first rehearsal of

“ Judith ". It was in Eaton's room at the Royalty. The
Royalty was in process of reparation, and there was an almost

continuous slapping noise of whitewashers in the room above.
*

1 ** Our Women*' was published in^ptemftr, 1920 .
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Later rehearsals wera.held in tHe Amt)thill,^ootn 2± the Co|l-

naught Rooms. Happily, the leading lady, LiUah, 4
deal with. Eaton knows immensely more 'abouit producing

than I do, but I was able to coit^ce him that h!s plans for the^^

'murder in the second act were all wrong and that my original

plans were all right. I also changed Lillah's conception of her

acting of it. In fact the murder scene will be the author’s own.

17, Berkeley St., London, March 27/A.

The 285th and last performance of “ The Title " occurred on
Saturday last at the Royalty. A good house. The provincial

tour which began some weeks ago was a failure for the first

fortnight.

While I was being shaved at the Reform on Tuesday Henry
Norman came in and waited. He read me a letter from his

wife who is inspecting the Fronts to make a record for the

Imperial War Museum. He told mie other things not in the

letter. As that English women are stilllooking after French
* permissionaires

'

at the railway stations and that French-

women do nothing in this line and even try to prevent the

Englishwomen from getting lodgings in the towis. I regard

Englishwomen as silly for doing it. It .seems that the French

soldier is very rough when drunk or half drunk. One woman
had coffee thrown in her face three times. Another was stabbed

and killed. The English psychology is very queer in these

things.

Rehearsals of “ Judith " going along fairly well.

In spite of distractions I have written one complete “ woman ”

article at home each week-end for 3 weeks.

Comarques, Friday, April ii/A.

Richard, M. and I went to Eastbourne last Saturday for the

first production of " Judith ” (Devonshire Park Theatre).

; LiUah McCarthy behaved well, considering her double anxiety

of manager and star,—^both as it were making a fresh start in

life. Lillah had there Dr. Kemble (her fianc^), her mother, her

sister, and a niece and nephew qffspring of another rister (or

brother). AU these were aU over the theatre aU the time.

She protested that all the creative producing work had been

done hy me, M. and her. I had to put this right. Ernest

Thesiger, the BSigoas, gtew sterner as the hour of performance
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c]i^ fi^Bxer. . X ^on’t he smiled^pn Monday at all. He^

.

is- really an artist.
' He gave a magnificiht performance.

Hubbi^4 (tibggith) remained light and merry throughout, and

l^aveV magnificent p^ormance.^ i^redk. Volp6 (Ingur) behaved

'ratjier like Thesiger and was very fine. /
Evidently LUlah is used to authors who will stand no damned

. non^iise. ^ She' got rather excited after both 2nd and ist per-

fonnances because Bagoas’s rushing forth and killing a spying^

woman detracted from her kissing Holofernes, and she had to

be soothed. Her tent costume frightened one of the lessees of the

theatre. Above a line drawn about J inch or i inch about the
‘ mont de Vinus * she wore nothing except a 4-in. band of black

velvet round the body hiding the breasts and a similar per-

pendicular band of velvet starting from between the breasts

and going down to the skirt and so hiding the navel. Two
thin shoulder straps held this contrivance in position. Bracelets

and rings of course. The skirt was slit everywhere and showed

the legs up to the top of the thigh when she lay down there at

Holofemes's feet. She looked a magnificent picture thus, but

a police prosecution would not have surprised me at all. She

gave an exceedingly fine performance—^as good as could be

wished for. The hou§e was very full for the first might.

(Capacity about 115-120.)

I refused the persistent calls for author, and sat with Lillah's

maid in Lillah's dressing-room until the calls had finished.

Terribly silly mishaps occurred with the sack containing Holo-

femes's head in the 3rd act, despite the most precise instructions

to the crowd. Further instructions to the crowd, and similar

mishaps on the 2nd night.

I took supper 3 nights running, and survived it.

Comarques, Sunday, May /^th,

I never before took so much interest in the production of a play

of mine. “ Judith " was produced at the Kingsway Theatre;

London, last Wednesday, 30th April. It certainly bewildered

people. Numerous comic touches were quite lost in the ist

act. In the 2nd act DUlah McCarthy had put down h^r dress

as low as it was at the first night at Eastbourne (after raising

it for later performances at Eastbourne, and for dress rehearsals

in London). The end of Act II might have been spoilt by an
'

untimely descent of the curtain 10 ^onds too soon. The
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performance as a whole was excellent. The disinterested

applause was fair. The interested friendly applause was too

insistent. House held over £150, the highest first night the

Kingsway ever had, I think. The ordinary first night public

was derou^.* :C(xmmon people seemed thoroughly interested and
well pleased.

The tress criticisms next day were without exception un-

favourable. The Sunday criticisms that I have seen were not

bad, though there was much exception taken to Lfflah's nudity

in Act II. In general the Press quite failed to comprehend the

play, and said the most ridiculous things about it, showing

immense stupidity.

Yacht Club, London, Thursday, May 8th,

Came to tonddn on I'ueiiay^after a week-^d in which^I did

nothing W get u|)^to date with my things. Saw ** Judith"
on Tuesday night. The news that Hardy was enthusiastic

about the play gave me more satisfaction than anything that

has happened to me for a long time.
^

‘

Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, May i^h, * ;

Constant insomnia. Doing nothing excej>t the series of articlesv

about women, which I shall be immensely relieved to finish.

Then a year of plays. Seeing Rickards weekly.

The receipts of “ Judith " were just under £900 last week, the

first complete week. Marguerite began to be less sure about

its success. I know that there is too much psychological realism

in the play to please a large section of the public. On Monday
night the receipts fell to £56. This was a bombshell, especially

for Marguerite. We knew after this that the play must be

regarded as a failure.

Yacht Club, London, Friday, May ^oth,

A political dinner having been put off, I found myself aim-

less, but I also found Siegfried Sassoon, Osbert Sitwell, and
Robert Nichols, and went with them to the Russian ballet.

Promenade. • \ *

H. G.'s " The Und5dng Fire
"
'came along. The machinery

of it is bad and unconvincing, but the stuff is good. I hope

to finish my damnable, pedestrian, fair-minded, sagacious
" Woman " boftk on Mbnday.
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Cofftarques, Monday, June 2nd,

To-day at 4.30 I finished my book about women. I haven’t

yet come to any conclusion as to its value. I now have 3 plays

to write in the next nine months, all commissioned
; and

fortunately I have nothing else.

Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, June /^h.

Tom Bodkin from Dublin came to see me yesterday, and we
talked pictures.

Yacht Club, London, Thursday, June 5th.

Dined at Osbert Sitwell’s. Good dinner. Fish before soup.

Present, W. H. Davies, Lytton Strachey. Woolf, Nichols, S.

Sassoon, Aldous Huxley, Atkin (a very young caricaturist),

W. J. Turner, and Herbert Read (a very young poet). The
faces of Woolf, Atkin, and Read, were particularly charming in

their ingenuousness. Davies I liked. He had walked all the

way from Tottenham Court Road to Swan Walk. A house

with much better pictures and bric-i-brac than furniture. In

fact there was scarcely any what I call furniture. But lots of

; very modern pictures, of which I liked a number. Brigl^t walls

and bright cloths and bright glass everywhere. A fine Rowland-

son drawing. Osbert is young. He is already a very good host.

I enjoyed this evening, though I knew I should have indigestion

after the creamy sweet, and I have got it.

I dined with Garvin to-night at the Cafe Royal. Knoblock
also there. Garvin said :

“ I said to LI. George, ‘ The 19th

century was the transfer of the vote. The 20th century will

be the transfer of profit.' He was rather struck by that. I'd

given him something portable."

A. told the greatest theatrical story I ever heard. He said

that X., talking about why he had refused to play in a certain

play, said to him :
" You may think I'm conceited, but I felt

the public would never understand a girl preferring anybody
else to me." A. assured us that X. had actually said this, in

all seriousness. *
•

Yacht Club, London, Wednesday, June 18/A.

Basil Dean and Alec Rea came to tea here, and I was very

pleased with them and their general attitude. *They proposed
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to ‘ try out
• “ Sacred and Profane Love " at J^verpool on

September 13th and to open at Aldwych about October ist.

Basil Del toid a good rehearsal story. He said that they

rehearsed Shaw's ** Pygmalion " for 9 weeks at His Majesty's

and that in the middle Mrs. Pat Campbell went away for two

weeks on her honeymoon. When she returned she merely said

by way of explanation :
“ George (her new husband) is a golden

man." There was some trouble about her rendering. When
she had altered it she said to Shaw, " Is that better ? " Shaw
said :

" No, it isn't. I don't want any of your flamboyant

creatures, I want a simple human ordinary creation such as I

have drawn." He was getting shirty. Mrs. P. C. was taken

aback. She replied, however :
" You are a terrible man, Mr.

Shaw. One day you'll eat a beefsteak and then God help all

women." It is said that Shaw blushed.

Yacht Club, London, Thursday, June

Masterman and I got Barrie to lunch at Reform Club. He
remained very quiet for nearly 2 hours, and then began to talk

about the cricket team that he used to organise. For about

10 minutes he was brilliant.
t*

George SL, Hanover Sq,, Tuesday, July xst.

Peace with Germany was signed on Saturday.

George St, Hanover Sq,, Wednesday, July

Official religious celebrations took place last Sunday. Official

pagan celebrations will take place on Saturday, 19th, but the

chief interest of an enlightened public has been the lawn tennis

championships, and the Transatlantic voyage of R. 34. My
chief interest has been my new play, of which I started the actual

writing on Thursday ; and the process of getting fixed in this

flat—interminable. However, the play is so interesting that I

don't mind sleepless hours in the night, as I can think about it

and see part of it.

I

• c
*

Comarques, Tuesday, July 22nd,

Marguerite came home yesterday from the Peace Celebrations

on Saturday. She said, " Tu n*as pas idee. The air was
positively warrfl vnih tic frenesie of the reception of the pro-
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cession.*' 'ftie only thing that happened at Thorpe was that

the village mob threw an adulterer into the mill pond because

he’d attacked the woman’s husband. They would*1iave lowered

him into a well but they couldn’t find a rope.

Massingham and Masterman came for the week-end. Leslie

Green was the fourth. Much fine wine. Much tennis on Satur-

day. Masterman showed great gifts at tennis and didn’t use

them. He was beaten. Characteristic. He said he had an
article to write urgently. He didn’t write a line. But he was
a perfectly delightful companion. And when Massingham read

the first act of my play aloud, Masterman grasped all the points

and difficulties with astoimding quickness.

Massingham worked hard and wrote an article on Prohibition

in America. He showed an all-round highly sensitive apprecia-

tion in all the arts. Masterman left on Sunday night, and
Massingham yesterday.

Comarques, Wednesday, July 2‘^rd.

Adding to her descriptions of Peace Procession last Saturday,

Marguerite said that many women cried during the clapping

and cheering. •On the other hand the emotion of some women
(better classes) in wiijdows seemed forced and imnattiral, or

hysterical.

Way gave reminiscences of marching in Palestine and Asia

Minor. Horses without drink for 3 days. One well 50 to 70
feet deep, one canvas bucket only could be lowered at a time.

\ of water spilled at each raising. Each horse required about

8 buckets, and they were simply mad for water. They had no
camels, when camels would have made things much easier.

A camel can go without water for 5 days. They averaged 12

miles a day for 37 days in one march.

Comarques, Friday, August is/.

I spent an evening with Walpole last week and we went to

the Russian ballet,
—

“ Three Gjmered Hat ”. After the

hysterical laudation of The Times I feared for this ballet, and

I didn’t in fact care §0 much* for it. Monotonous and noisy.

But I might like it much better later on. This has occurred

more than once before. I remember when I found " Carnival

"

tedious. Hughie introduced me to one Bruce, a tall ^plomat,
'

young and agreeable.
•
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He suggested we should go and see Karsavina afterwards.

I said I ^^^^9^00 ill, and I was. But I might have been warned
by Hughie iteit Bruce was Karsavina's husband.

I ^hall finish the 3rd act of play to-morrow. This act seems
pretty good, but naturally I fear for the fourth act now.

Last Saturday with Leslie Green to the Finals of the Frinton

Lawn Tennis Tournament. I had a longish talk with Mrs.

Lambert Chambers, who in her talk, herself, and her play, fulfilled

my hopes of the truly classic player. I liked her.

August i^th to 20th.

Motor tour with Beaverbrook to Aberdeen.

I only saw Max afraid or out of feather once, and that was
when we landed in a poor hotel at Perth on Sunday after-

noon for the night. He could not stick it. We went on to

Aberdeen.

We travelled up to the rate of 75 m.p.h. Passed a racing

Mercedes at 69J and somewhere near Forfar on the way to

Stirling, killed 3 partridges on the wind-screen out of a covey
that was picking in the middle of the road and failed to get up
quick enough.

Max^s interest in the Border—chieftain robbers and their

keeps and methods—^was very noticeable. He returned to the
subject again and again.

He told me that someone said of him :
“ He began at ^

and wasn't big enough. He left Montreal because
Montreal wasn't big enough. He went to London and London
wasn't big enough, and when he gets to hell he'll be too big for

heU."

At Perth, dining, we met Lord Dewar. Excessively rich,

butt won't spend money. He said sorrowfully that he would
have to spend 7 hours in the train the next day in order to get
to Harrogate. The idea of having a car had not apparently
occurred to him.

Max gave me the history of the last 15 years of his father's

life, beginning with the old man's phrase when he retired from
the pastorate at the age of ^Ot*.

“
'fhe evening mists are

gathering,"—meaning that doubts had come to him about the
reliability of the doctrines he had been preaching. He died

• g.

‘ So in the MS^ Probably the place is Halifax.
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at 85, and in his last years he spent 55,000 dollars of Max's
money. It is a great subject for a novel.

Dublin, August 26th,

At 7.30 the bookstalls were opening at Euston. The girls th^of
all read either the Mirror or the Sketch at once, in their spare

intervals. The Daily Express was sold out at 7.45 a.m.

Nothing special on journey. I thought of 14 titles for Edyth
Goodall play. On the steamer an Irishman from New 2^aland

who hadn't been home for 21 years, told me at great length

how his luggage had not reached the boat. He simply, however,

had not looked after it. When I left him he seized on to another

man and treated him the same as me, but at greater length

still. A feckless fool. Had wasted his passage over. In N.Z.

he had caught enteric through letting an enteric patient drink

cough-medicine out of the bottle, his bottle.

We arrived at 6 p.m.

Dublin, August 2^th,

Horse Show. Lady jumpers who jumped better than the men.

Irish faces of nearly all the girls in the Grand Stand. A certain

chic. Motor-car enclosure full of cars all higgledy-piggledy.

God save the King when H.E. (French) came and left, and
very feeble cheering of the same. The women won the jumping

competitions easily. It seems a few of them go round and round

Ireland, jumping ; but this is the first time they have been

allowed to jump at Dublin Show.

Dublin, August agfA.

Hired a taxi for 3 hours and went with O'Connor and Bodkin ^

to search quays in pouring cold rain. I bought four pictures,

two lacquer tables and 3 fine Victorian vases. I went to bed

at 5 p.m. and got up at 7 to go to Bodkin's. Good dinner.

Goodish talking. Especially from old Miss Purser who had

known Marie Bashkirtseff intimately and now, at 75, owns a

stained-glass factory in Dublin and bosses it herself. Bodkin

is acquiring fine picttires, fori songs. Fancy getting a Diaz in

Belfast for a song. He has a magnificent Bloemaert, and a

* Sir James O’Connor, the prominent Irish lawyer ; and Dr. Thomas^

Bodkin, writer on art, and in 1927 appointed Director of National Gallery

of Ireland. • »
®
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Domenico Feti. And he knows a deuce of a lot. He saved me
from buying an alleged oil painting in the style of Poussin by
suspecting that it was merely painted on an engraving. The
dealer, who was quite honest, took the backing to pieces and

we all examined it, and it was painted on an engraving. Last

night's was a mixbd dinner— really believe the first I have

been to in Dublin.

Dublin, August 30/A.

Yesterday I went to see George Russell (-®.) in the morning at

Plunkett House—^3rd floor, editorial offices of The Homestead.

Susan Mitchell there as sub-editor. Russell very untidy.

Longish beard. Gleaming glasses. He said he could not

stand the dullness of the walls. So he had given 4 after-

noons to painting the whole of them with figures and land-

scapes.

Russell said he had said to Yeats that Moore's " Hail and
Farewell " was the finest biography Yeats would ever have.

Dublin, August 31st.

Yesterday morning with O^Coxmor and Bodkih to National

Gallery,^where James Stephens is Registrar. A little thin man,
untidy, strange accent, with a continuous flow of ideas and
fancies. He said ' The O.W. Tale ' was ‘ It but ‘ The Pretty

Lady ' was * itter
'

", and he put it at the top of all modem
fiction. (On the other hand, a society journalist at the Races

in the afternoon said to someone, who told me, that Elinor Gl3m
would have given the story ‘ a more human touch '.) Stephens

seemed to me to be a stronger man than I had thought. He
said that anybody who re-wrote Doyle's detective stories from
the standpoint of psycho-analysis would make a vast fortune.

He gave me further tips about plots in Irish literature. Then
we saw a few pictures in the Gallery, and then off somewhere
else to see young Clarke's stained glass. Then limch at Dolphin,

and O'C. and I joined X. and wife and friend for Phoenix Park.

X. is a solicitor, with 7 children, goes racing, lives very well,

keeps his mother, and hires autoc on coifcract. O'Connor said

he made £1,600 a year. The mystery of how Irish people cut

th6 dash they do is very deep. They must be improvident.

*Racing a gay sight. Vast crowds. Much money lost as the

starting prices afe an o/^anised swindle. In one race there• * 256
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were two horses at even money. However, nobody cares. Got
home at 6 and slept. Soiree iranquille.

Midland Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool, September 2nd,

Came here from Dublin yesterday. Pouring rain. Packed
steamer. Couldn't move on it except with

'
greatest difficulty.

People placidly getting soaked through while being ill. I felt

sure my luggage would reach Liverpool with me. It didn't.

Great melancholy. Fruitless expeditions by hotel people to

lost luggage office. At 9 p.m. I stroUed up there myself, and
the trunk came in at that identical moment. It was like a

miracle.

On Sunday we drove over Wicklow mountains and things to

Glendalough ; ancient ecclesiastic city. Much of the scenery

was superb. I drank bott. of stout, which gravely incom-

moded me. Yesterday I sat in wet boots after leaving the boat,

12.30 a.m. to 9.30 p.m. No alternative. Yet did not catch

cold.

Liverpool, September Ajth,

At 6 I went diJwn to the Pier Head and witnessed the departure

of a liner, the Canada, Boats of aU sorts, rafts. Passengers

all packed on starboard rails. Crows-nest. Going and coming

over gangway seemed as if it would never cease. Absurd tiny

fluttering of handkerchiefs. Then drawing in of hawsers.

Bell ringing. Band :
** Auld Lang Syne ". She slipped away.

No perceptible movement of propellers, but the helm moved.

She just grazed floating outposts of landing-stage. A tug joined

her and closed her. Many other steamers made much smoke
obscuring her and the distance. She seemed to stop in mid-

stream a few hundred yards down, the tug hugging her starboard

bow. People said she would wait there till midnight. It was

a moving sight.

Liverpool, September 6th,

W. G. Fay came to dine with me last night. He entered the

hotel and then the festauranf with almost as much modesty

and diffidence as if he ha& never had any experience at all.

He said he was not interested in money and had kept all his

simple habits. He told me how he and his brother had started

a theatre in Liverpool with £5 capital each whith theypreviously
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had to work for and save. They took a hall and made the

seating themselves. He said his father was a civil servant and
he was to have been one, but he failed at the preliminary and
hated it. During his first theatrical enterprise he worked as an
electncian in Dublin from 8 to 6. Then worked on his theatre

• from 8 to ii, and then would go and talk to Yeats or Martin or

Russell till 2 or 3 a.m. He said the opposition to the “ Play-

boy " was indirectly due to the opposition to “ The Well of the

Saints ". The opposition to the latter made Synge say :
" FU

write something that will make *em sit up'*. He wrote the
" Playboy ** and it did make 'em sit up. He said that at the first

night not a word could be heard after the first three niinutes.

All had to be in dumb show. Later he had policemen to chuck

out the worst rowdies. Then the theatre was empty. But
he kept open, playing to £2 or £3 a week. He stopped all news-

paper advertisements and hoarding advts. and kept on. He
used to invite the audience to collect in the first row of the

stalls. He lost many of his friends and has never got some of

them back. After 6 months the newspapers asked for seats.

He said they must pay. They said they wanted his advts.

back. He said they would have the advts. on •condition that

they didn't say in the paper that his theatre was empty. He
wodd let them slang his plays and his players, but not say

that his theatre was empty. Then the hoarding people came
and made peace. He won out. It seems that Yeats, Lady G.^

and Synge were directors at this time.

This man was a hero and never shows. He is full of

creative ideas about the theatre. Afterwards we went down
to the theatre, and later we went with Clive Brook (lead in
“ Over Sunday ") and Clift (business manager) and I saw these

people eat supper at their hotel " The Stork ", where you could

get drink afterwards.

This morning I went with Iris to choose a jeune fille costume

for the first act.

Comarques, Friday, Septemher igZ/j.

" Sacred and Profane Lovo" W2^ produied at the Playhouse,

Liverpool, last Monday 15th, at 7!30. The audience laughed

when Iris Hoey calleid out ‘ I cannot bear it * as the hero was

*playing the piano. True, the pla3dng was appallingly bad.

1 Lady .Gregor^, the Iiidh dramatist. She died May 23. 1932.
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This ruined the first Act Sc. i. Act i Sc. 2 went perfectly.

The hold of the play gradually increased on the audience, and
at the dose an emphatic success was undeniable. 1 took a call

because I had to. Then I had to take a second call. A thing

I never did before.
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London, Tuesday, January 6th.

At the Garrick last night Mair told us that he was absolutely sure

that Shaw had not been an ascetic. Also he said that, in reply

to an American criticism to the effect that when talking about

love G. B. S. did not know what he was talking about, G. B. S.

wrote to the paper to say that few people could possess greater

practical experience as amorists than he possessed, 'fhis found

us very startled and Anthony Hope incredulous, but Mair

reiterated that he was quite sure. As to Shawls amorism. It

occurs to me that only a practical man would have written the

1st act of 'VMan and Superman

January iith. *

SympKony concert yesterday at Queen's* Hall with Sassoon and
E. M. Forster. Henry Wood having a chill, Frank Bridge

conducted in his place at a few hours' notice. After Schubert

C major symphony, much applause at such good conducting

at such short notice. Members of the orchestra applauded

their conductor, and there was general mutual applause. Sassoon

said : “I often wish when all these mutual compliments are

going on they'd give the composer a show. Instead of pointing

to the orchestra, why doesn't the conductor hold up the score

and show it to the audience."

At night Olympia Victory Circus with M. and the two Sitwells.

Circus part, fair. Performing seal the best. Why can all

performing seals do balancing feats infinitely better than

Cinquevalli himself could ever have done ?

London, March (jth. . \ •

I went with Swinnerton on a mdhth's holiday to Portugal on

Jan. 29, and returned last Wednesday March 3rd. While I

was away, " Sacred and Profane Love " finished its London
run at the Ald\#ych of iust over a hundred performances. Still,
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I made quite a lot of money out of that play. On Feby. 2nd,
** Sacred and Profane Love ** started its American career under
Frohman & Co. ; with Elsie Ferguson as “ attraction ’* in Pennsyl-

vania and went on to Baltimore for 2nd week, and the receipts

for first fortnight were 25,000 dollars. On the same day,

Feby. 2nd, a spring provincial tour (21 weeks) of “ Milestones
"

started at Oxford.

W. R. Hearst newspapers asked me if I would go to Russia

to interview leaders and examine Soviet system for them.

I said I would go for 2,000 dollars a week, plus all expenses,

and a journalist-courier with me to see to all formalities. They
said this was prohibitive and offered alternative to send me in

tow of the Allied Commission going out to Petrograd at £200 a

week to include expenses. I refused.

I also got the id^ for my next novel (on the old age of Max’s

father, as related to me by Max himself) fairly complete, and
I read “ Le cur6 de campagne " ^ for the death-bed scene at the

end. I shall have a great death-bed scene at the end of my
novel, and I want to stage it with the utmost magnificence.

I got a tip or two from Balzac : but he is not at his best in this

book and can be bettered.

Lately we have seqn 3 revivals. ** Arms and the •Man
seemed better than it did 25 years ago. Very fine. Shaw’s

title to be the modem Moliere not so rocky as I had thought.

On the other hand ** Pygmalion " is on the whole poor. Most

of the characterisation is quite rotten, and wilfully made so

for the sake of art and eloquence. The last act is foozled. Mrs.

Campbell was superb. There is still nobody else to touch her.

Last night “ The Admirable Crichton ”. Excellent. I liked it

better than when I first saw it, much better.

London, Wednesday, March xoth.

In search of ideas for island-play, I spent yesterday morning

in walking about, and went to the stores and bought things

in 4 departments. A wonderful and delightful way of spending

time and money. Better than most theatres. It is surprising

that rich or fairly rich people do^’t consciously practise Let’s

go and spend £100 somewhere." Of even only £10 or £5. I

think this sort of activity does stimulate creative ideas.

Philippe and H^l^ne Berthelot came for dinner last night.

^ The reference is to V^ronique au Tombeau,** in j^alzac*s •** Le curd

de village **.
* •
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Also Massmgham and Legros. Berthelot said that he read
from II to midnight. Then worked from 12 to 3 writing out
his telegrams, and got up at 7.30. He had done this for six

years—I think he said without a break. He talked exceedingly

well, indeed perfectly, rather in the manner of Gambon. All

his judgments seemed to be quite detached and fair. But you
could see he was the official, crafty, urbane, and also good-
natured. He told several funny stories, two pathetic ones,

quoted mofs, quoted poetry ; and poured my best champagne
into a tumbler of water ; didn't smoke ; and left at 10.30,

having given us a most finished entertainment.

On the other hand, he never once showed the slightest curiosity

. about anything whatever outside his own sphere of action

—

^
*not the slightest. He had a great notion of LI. George's agility

• of mind, and quickness to grasp new ideas. He said that among
.‘the big men at the Conference, Cl^enceau was the only one
who thought only of his country. (True, I imagine. But I

^ wish he had thought of it differently.) He was politely fierce

against Hoover, while recognising his value. Of Wilson he
said that during the war he had all his immense correspondence
from persons unknown to him classified regionally etc., and
got local people to report on the senders, and thus arrived at

a notion of what public opinion was in each district, and suited

his political arguments to that district, and thus in the end
managed to bring U.S.A. into the war. I thought this rather

good, but Berthelot despised it, and implied that a truly great

man would convert the state of public opinion by means within
his own mind, not employing machinery.

As a fact, Berthelot has little use for public opinion. He
said :

“ On peut toujours s'asseoir dessus." He said that
Wilson had got on by failing at everything : the Bar, university,

New Jersey, etc. ; and that some people dtd get on like that

:

which is true. His judgment on the man's double quality-
idealistic, and yet ruthless in affairs—was excellent. But he
didn't seem to realise that this judgment doesn't dispose of the
Americans and of their future predominance. You can under-
stand the secret disdain of ‘such a 4iighly-cultured, broad-
minded, efficient, conscientious ancl industrious man, descendant
of a great father and the finest civilisation, for the crudeness

• and mental slovenliness of representatives of U.S.A. and even
of England.

,
Aid he giive us a great show."
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London, Tuesday, March i6tt.

Saturday. Knoblock's play " Mumsee Little Theatre. After

the first night he cut off the last (fourth) act entirely. Which
leaves the play ending in a raw stump. It is astounding how
people can do these things, with apparently no sense of ‘ the

fact that they are butchers.

To-day I lunched with Newman Flower. He knew Hardy's

mother. She lived in the original thatched cottage.

London, Saturday, March 20th.

Yesterday morning, after careering in the park after play-ideas

and catching them, I went to Neville Lewis's show and bought

a small picture of a woman suckling a child (portrait of Madame
Litvinoff) for 15 guineas. Clifton, with whom I had a talk,

told me of the times when Johns could be bought for 10 guineas

—and damned few buyers. He said he had once sold a very

large pastel of John's for 10 guineas to a woman and had never

heard of it since.

I heard yesterday that the first week's receipts of “ Sacred

and Profane Love " in New York were over 16,700 dollars.

This easily bangs '' Milestones " and all my other records. My
royalties on that week exceed £350. My faith in the*theatre

as a means of artistic expression was of course instantly re-

established. It would be,

London, Sunday, March 2i.st.

Yesterday morning I wrote the first scene of 2nd act of the play

which for the present I am calling “ Caspo It turned out

more vivacious than I had expected but then I took the pre-

caution of inspiring myself with the spirit of Italian “ Comeclia

delle arti ", and I used one or two more of its jokes. The
success (apparent, anyhow) of " S. & P. Love " in New York
gives me hopes of one of my other plays being soon produced

there. I find the elation caused by a 16,000 dollar week in

New York wears off in about 24 hours, but it faintly reappears

at intervals.
^ ^

At night to Coliseum to €ee Barrie's " The Truth about the

Russian Dancers ". I bought the last two stalls on Wednesday.

The stalls only filled up towards 9.30—^proof absolute of what^

1 It was subsequently rechristened ‘•The Bri^t Island
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made those particular people buy those seats. Much of the

piece is very amusing and well imagined. But Karsavina has

no atmosphere in which really to exist.

London, Thursday, March 25th.

I learned this morning that in the week ending February 21st

Sacred and Profane Love " played at Washington to $21,490.

I went down to see E. last night about her affairs and especially

about the efforts being made by the landlady to turn her out

of her house. I had a strong impression of the acute misery

caused to people by the shortage of houses. It seems that

agents have notices fixed on their doors :
" No unfurnished

houses or flats of any description to let under £160 a year."

I also had a strong impression of the misery among demobilised

girls, many of whom can get neither work to do nor rooms to

sleep in. City people, it appears, instantly turn down any
application from a W.A.A.C. or W.R.E.N., etc.. City people

are always very imitative. I went and came back in a bus,

between 8.30 and ii. I suppose that few of the people in the

buses thought that their lives were hard ; but I thought so.
1-

Comqrques, Wednesday, March 31s/.

On Sunday, performance by the Stage Society at Hammersmith
of Ashley Dukes’s translation of George Kaiser's “ From Mom
to Midnight ". This play, though mostly ineffective and very

mad, improved as it went on. It had ideas. It showed how
all English and French dramatists are in a rut. Its last scene,

saving of souls at a Salvation Army meeting, was strikingly

good.

Monday, Gilbert Miller and Stanley Bell lunched with me.

I wanted to talk about Miller's projected block of flats ; but

they wanted to talk and did talk about a dramatisation of
" The Card " and " The Regent ", for which they guaranteed

me as many lightning changes of scene as I might demand.

Comarques, Sunday, April nth,

P. J. came on Friday for a*weeli:i'end of painting with me. But
the weather has gravely interfered \wth it. He was in the heavy
artillery during the war. He said the staff orders of the

' British Anny so far as he knew them were uniformly bad

—

always fi^ of ei^ors andmegligences which had to be corrected
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on the telephone so far as possible, though any attempt to

correct from below was elways much resented (and often

revenged) from above. He instanced a celebrated international

footballer who was a staff-captain and hopelessly stupid through-

out. His indictment was most calm but most sweeping. ‘On
the other hand, he highly praised the staff work of both the

Australian and the Canadian armies, which he always found

efficient, correct, and as simple as possible. He said these

staffs went solely for essentials and had a horror of filling up
the useless forms which ravaged the British Armies. He said,

e.g. the heavies in which he was, never had any horses or mules,

but nevertheless had to fill up forms 3 times a day (among

countless other forms) giving a return of horses and mules.

I read the “ Memoires d'une Chanteuse '* attributed to

Wilhelmine Schroeder-Devrient (in French). I don’t think it

is hers ; but it has very powerful passages, is informed by a

comprehensible philosophy and wisdom of life, and must have

been written by an individual with some individuality. But,

except at the close, it is obviously * composed * in general form,

so as to lead on from one outrageous scene to a scene still more
outrageous. It^ is a masterpiece in its way ; but very cru as

a German work ought, to be. The French translation is funny

in places. The word ' aphrodisiaque ’ is constantly used as if

it means a contraceptive device.

Comarques, Wednesday, April 14/A.

I went to London to-day. Stores and other things before

lunch. At the Reform I saw Spender for the first time since

his return from Egypt. He goes to my (and the King's) tailors,

and if his attire was not always the perfection of quietude, he

would have to be called a dandy. When you see him in a tight

corner in debate, and ultimately flooring everybody—^which I

have never known him fail to do—you perceive that he is a

man capable of passion—though always restrained passion.

I lunched with Swinnerton and Wells. I told H. G. that he

ought to spend some of the profits of “ The Outline of History
"

on new clothes. He said “ Thefl3utline of History " was ruining

him—^in income-tax.
•

Comarques, Monday, April igth.

Frank Swinnerton came for the week-end, aftd I got endless
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literary gossip. Among other things he told me that X.
seriously advanced the proposition that his new sonnets were

better than Shakespeare's. On Saturday we went to Bertie

Sullivan's for tea, and went down among the yachts again.

Sullivan told me that I could get a loo-ton trading ketch all

transformed and well finished into a yacht for £3,500, and that

it would cost less than £1,000 a year to run. Considering that

I could make more than £1,000 a year out of it in articles, and
that also I could do all my ordinary writing on board, I deter-

mined to have it. Robert Nichols gave me Henry James's

copy of the Fowlers' translation of Lucian in 4 vols. Looking

through these volumes in bed last night, I found that the only

part of which the leaves were cut was the Dialogues of Courtesans.

Swinnerton and I agreed this morning that it was a very pretty

problem whether these leaves were cut by Henry James or by
Robert. Swinnerton left this morning in lovely weather.

Yesterday at 11.45 ^.m. I finished the writing of my play,

provisionally entitled Caspo ". S. read it and is very pleased

with it.
f

Comarques, Tuesday, April 20th.

Yesterday I wrote the explanatory matter for the play “ Caspo ",

and to-day I almost decided to call it " The Bright Island ".

Also I reflected and decided upon the theme and general plot

of my next play (for Eadie). To-night, drawn thereto by a

reference to Rossetti's sonnet " The last days of my life " in

Blunt's diaries,^ I read the same. Exceeding fine. Also a

number of other sonnets in " The House of Life ". Also some
Francis Thompson, chiefly about girls' love. These things gave

me the idea that I might conclude my next play with something

very fine about love.

London, Thursday, April 2gth.

I came to London on Tuesday and went to the dentist who
threatened me with wholesale extractions, as several teeth were

exuding pus.

Tuesday dined with Dufi Ta^)der andiwent to " As You Like

It " at Hammersmith, with Athehe Seyler, Playfair, Herbert

Marshall, and .Malison in the cast, and found it thoroughly

* good. In spite of much fatigue and dentistry (including an
I Wilfrirf'Scawer^ Blunt, "My Diaries, 1888-1914''.
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extraction) on the top of. the fatigue, and much dyspepsia, I

immensely enjoyed the thing.

Wednesday morning I had go minutes' business with Pinker

and Eric at their office, after Pinker’s return from America.

He enlarged on the importance of the film business in U.S!A.

He said that all the big theatrical people were in the film business,

and that Famous Players-Lasky owned Frohman Coy. outright.

Further that my play would not have been produced if the

film had not been bought, and that it was very difficult to get

any play produced without the concurrence of the film people,

who regarded the play production as an advertisement for the

film. They gave big prices when circumstances were favourable.

London, Wednesday, May
I went for week-end to Beaverbrook's on Saturday and returned

on Monday. Max has now two crazes—^pla3dng tennis all day,

—

and sleeping at night in the garden. He gave me the full history

of his relations with his father, as material for my next ‘ big
’

novel. (But I'm afraid I shall have to write a little one first.)

He also promised to tell me stories of “ deals " as material for

short stories. Especially Strathcona's life in England.

He had a series of Mutt and Jeff cartoons in which LI. G. and
Bonar Law were Mutt and Jeff, and LI. G. was always playing

tricks on B. Law. He said that in the end Law asked him to

stop this and he stopped it, LI. G. expressed curiosity earnestly

to see these things, and so Max asked him and Mrs. LI. G. to

come to Cherkley with several other Ministers, to see them on

his private screen, and Max got an orchestra, which cost him

£25. LI. G. saw the whole lot. Max said it was an ordeal for

him (LI. G.) and that Mrs. LI. G. was very subdued during the

rest of the evening. Practically the whole Bonar Law family

came down in batches while I was there. All perfectly delightful,

—^papa, 2 girls and 2 boys.

Monday night :
" Mary Rose ", Barrie's new play at the

Haymarket. Tedious. The papers for the most part hailed

this work as a great masterpiece.

Last night. " The SMn Gamd!" Galsworthy's new play at

the St. Martin's. This play may be a melodrama, but it is a

very good one indeed and it holds you absolutely. It is very

well acted. It is a tale, an incident, whose effect depen^ on a

coincidence, and it has no general significancef The writing
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* and the observation are excellent. After this show we went to

Lillah and Fred Keeble's reception after their marriage. Lillah

most beautiful. Lady W3mdhan| was there ; aged. I thought

:

" Lillah will be like that one day." But perhaps she never will

be' like that. The usual crowd.

Comarques, Monday, May loth.

I spent the week-end in doing gratis work for other people.

Alterations and additions to " The Beggar's Opera " for Hammer-
smith, a prospectus for the New Statesman and a descriptive

sketch of H. G. Wells for W. Rothenstein's new book of drawings.

I also finished the proofs of " Body and Soul ".

I read Atkins' and lonides' " A Floating Home " all through.

It is a very good book indeed. Some of my illustrations to it

are fair and some are merely awful. I read most of Aldous

Huxley's " Leda ". The first poem in it is the best modem
poem I have read for years. This last week I have read Ernest

Newman's book on Gluck. It is a youthful work, published

25 years ago, and written in style very much less sure than his

present style, but it is the goods.

Con^arques, Saturday, May i.$th,

Wednesday I went down to Bournemouth to see Rickards,

a^d I returned on Thursday. Glimpses, through Rickards, into

a vast world of sickness and tragedy—^a whole world, complete

in itself, and looking on angrily and resentfully and longingly

at our world. The fact is that Rickards has stood very admirably

this trial of being all of a sudden cut ofE from our world and all

that he so extremely savoured (rather than enjoyed) therein.

So has Mina Rickards. He grumbles terribly, but he has stood

it, and his judgment has remained sane. On Thursday night

we took Richmond to see Sacha Guitry and wife in " La Prise

de Berg op Zoom ". Episodically very amusing. But nothing

whatever in the play. Sacha is really a better actor than an

author. He is really very good. Yvonne Printemps young
and fairish. It was rather pathetic to see the once young and
worshipped Suzaime D'Avril\»playinge the small and purely

farcical part of the ouvreuse in tbe 2nd act. Vassistance itait

trhs snob. I took pleasure in pointing out to sundry acquaint-

ances in the foyer that what we were seeing was really nothing

in particular, dhd that <he whole season, artistically, depended
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on Luden Guitry’s interpretation of his son’s dever second rate

boulevard plays. The acting generally, however, and the pro-

duction, were without question superior to English ditto. .

I got some books on St. Paul and began to read them.

Comarques, Saturday, May zgth.

Thursday was my 53rd birthday, and I had rheumatism all day.

James Douglais was in the strangers’ room of the Garrick

lunching a boy. Afterwards he introduced me to this boy, who
proved to be the celebrated Colonel Lawrence.^

Comarques, Saturday, June igfA.

I came here for the summer yesterday evening. A fortnight

yesterday Basil Dean refused “ The Bright Island ”, and for-

feited his £200 ‘ caution money '. Yesterday it was accepted

with enthusiasm by the Lyric, Hammersmith, which theatre

had refused ” Sacred and Profane Love ” which Dean sub-

sequently accepted with enthusiasm.

Comarques, Saturday, July ytd.

In spite of queer health and much loss of time, a period of hard

work is setting in. I have got more into the habit of getting up
about 5.30. This is a* great advantage. I wrote the dpening

scene of my new play on Thursday.

Yesterday I went to London and, with Lasky and Pinker at

lunch, made a contract with Lasky for a film. Lasky asked me
to go and stay with him in the cinema city in California and
offered to pay my fares both ways. I have to deliver this

film in 6 months. I have to deliver a 100,000 word novel in

about 7 months, and a series of say six short stories before the

end of April anyhow.

Comarques, Monday, July 5th.

Edgar Selwyn here for the week-end. Edgar gave me some
good tips about screen-writing.—He said

:
you haven’t got to

write for London, you have to write for Thorpe. I added to

this and said
:
you have to write for a Thorpe man who can’t

hear and who can only read 4imple words. 1 see that any
projected revolution in the film can only be done gradually.

Edgar told me that the rents of N.Y. Theatres ran from

40 to 70 thousand dollars p.a., and that the Morosco was

^ Col. T. E. Lawrence, ot Arabia.
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t

45,000. I already knew how much the Morosco holds. It

held $16,000 a week for Sacred and Profane Love Edgar
read 2 acts of The Bright Island ” while he was here and I

doubt if he saw an3^hing in it at all. He said that political

plays always failed in U.S.A. and that you could not interest

the U.S.A. people even in politics themselves, to say nothing

of plays about politics. I don’t believe either of these state-

ments.

Speaking of the Labour question in U.S.A., Edgar said that

for the big Labour meetings the streets were always choked

with cars—and not Fords either. It is obvious of course that

if there are 12 million cars in use in U.S.A. a vast number of

working men must possess cars. It means one to less than

every nine of the total population, men, women and children.

Comatques, Monday, July 12th,

I finished the second act of Eadie’s play yesterday afternoon

at 7, having written 1,500 words of dialogue in 3J hours.

This is work. I was extremely exhausted. I took my Sunday
to-day. Drove to Clacton this morning ; but had no interest

in it. Weather full of heavy thundershowers* with hurriedly

hot interludes of tropical sunshine—^reminding one of Conrad’s

equatorial landscapes. Beneath all my work and occupations,

I have been getting information as to yachts for sale. Tliis is

reaUy interesting. I must have a yacht rather bigger than I

ought to have. This will give me the new interest and anxiety

which I want.

Comarques, Monday, July igtt.

I finished Conrad’s “The Rescue” yesterday. It is better

than some of his recent things ; but it has dull passages. Also

the motivation, especially of the Malay minds, is obscure. But
some of the situations are fine. The opening reads so stiffly

that it might have been written a long time ago, when Conrad

was learning to write. I at last got “ Flatland ” ^ the other day,

price 30s. It is quite up to its reputation. The author only

fails towards the end, wheniie tribs to do Sustained conversations.

He can't do convincing dialogue. He is fine at exposition,

irony, and genuine creative imagination ; but he cannot do
the picti^^que ; he can't ' reconstitute ' a scene as a whole.

,

^
»elSrE. A. Abbott.
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Comarques, Monday, August 2nd.

Having begun my play, now called “ The Love Match ", on
1st July, I finished it on 31st ditto. The stuff in it is all right,

I think. But I should not be at all surprised if Eadie declines

to take up the option for which he has paid £200.

Yesterday evening I finished " La Chartreuse de Parine
"

and immediately began " Le Rouge et le Noir ", of which I

have already read over fifty pages (8 a.m.). The Chartreuse

is very great. It is only in reading such parts as the escape

from prison that one sees that the technique of the novel has

advanced. This part is not fully imagined; it is very well

imagined up to a point, and very well invented ; but the physical

acts of escape are not as well rendered as Stendhal probably

intended them to be. However, the wit, the power, the variety,

the grace, the naturalness and the continuous distinction of

this book will want some beating. In reading Conrad lately,

I sometimes had a sense of effort. Not so with this, which I

have now read three times. The opening of " Le Rouge et le

Noir " has the air of being Ms ingenue ; but after 20 pages

you see avec qui vous avez d faire.

S,W. Hotel, Southampton, Friday, August 6th.

I came down here on Wednesday with Bertie Sullivan in a

hired Rolls-Royce from London to buy a yacht. Bad weather.

We lunched at Alton on Wednesday, and then went on and
inspected the much vaunted Julia schooner. £5,000 odd. No
good. Ruled right out, (All yacht yards are closed this week

up to Thursday, in spite of the fact that it is Cowes week and

any racer might want repairs in a hurry.) Yesterday morning

we tried to see the Hinemoa, but couldn't, in spite of appoint-

ment. At II a.m. we went to Cowes and I saw the Wanderer,

ketch 88 tons, and decided to buy her if I could get her at my
price, £2,500, including a motor launch and two dinghies. By

9 p.m. I had got her at my price subject to inventory and

survey. I reckoned she will cost £1,500 to put right below.

a f t

Royal York Hotel, Brightm, Saturday, August jth.

On Thursday I saw two of the finest yachts afloat. lolanda,

which I have often admired at Cannes. The other yficht was

the Duke of Westminster's Belem, l)fijig in 5ie Medina near

.
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to T)ii^ Wanderer, A converted French merchantman. Fan-

tastic;|iixiiry ; but real taste. I got some ideas from it for

TlU'^lVanderer, A lovely ship. Allen said the, Duke had spent

well over £100,000 on her, and that would buy her

;

which probably meant £25,000. The wages bill must be £700

a month. She, appears to be used for only about a week or so

a year.^ This is a social crime.

I think I should fancy more than any of these boats the

Shenandoah, a 3-masted schooner, with a big beam ; she floated

on the water like a duck and looked superb. When we went

out in a launch to inspect the motor launch that goes with The

Wanderer, we went close by the Shenandoah and it was sicken-

ing to think she wasn't mine.

Comarques, Friday, August 2yth,

Yesterday afternoon I received the second and final part of the

survey of The Wanderer, and it was thoroughly unsatisfactory,

so that I was obliged to refuse the yacht. The first part had
been pretty good, especially for a bo-year-old boat.

I read Erewhon " again. The nature descriptions are as

good as an5rthing. The best “ Erewhon " parts are the crimin-

ality df ill-health and the musical banks/ The * machines ' part

is not nearly so good. The form of the book is very clumsy,

and the philosophic theories ought to have been worked more
ingeniously into a narrative of picturesque events. It is much
inferior to Gidliver as a whole, but the finest parts seem to make
it a classic.

^ ^ During the last two or three weeks I seem to have
do^^j

.
nothing, but still I have done something. Idled with

‘Swinnerton at Clacton and Frinton. Finished my sketch of

Rickards for the Rickards book. Got into final order all the

matter for the first annual volume of " Things That Have Inter-

ested Me",^ and evolved the idea and structure of my film.

Also I have played a lot of tennis, and can now play four sets

in an afternoon without dropping down dead. Croquet has also

improved. But still no water colours at all since Portugal. I

expect I shan't do any now t^is, seasAi.

Brightlingsea, Yacht ** Zoraida,** Wednesday, September gth.

We left,Harwich about 9.30 yesterday, but there was no wind
' PiAlished January 13, 1921.
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till after lunch, so that instead of going to,Burnham as ihtended/

vre came in here. Flat calm this morning at 7 a.m.

mate, slept ashore, and came aboard in a fisherman’s

The 3 men in the boat went to a small smack dose by, pumped
her, and then went somewhere else, two of them rowing face

to stem and standing up. Smacks' sails everywhere being set,

rattle of running rigging and anchor chains ; small boats moving
everywhere ; riding lights extinguished etc. etc. A yacht towed
out by a Gvt. steamer.

Glasgow^ Sunday, September 26th.

We drove in Richmond’s open car yesterday up W. side of

Loch Lomond and past Locheamhead and home by Stirling.

About 135 miles. Driving rain and mist nearly all day, so that

we saw Scotland in a characteristic aspect. After dinner at the

hotel 10 p.m. we went out to view the streets. Renfield Street

and Sauchiehall Street crowded with people, largely young.

Many picture palaces. In quiet side streets off Renfield Street

and Sauchiehall Street I noticed large knots of men. It took

me some time to find out what they were doing. The largest

group was a thick ring ; in the middle a man about 32 was quickly

selling tracts. His speech was finished. He had som% scrap

with a man in the crowd, but apologised and said he had no
intention of being discourteous. At last I discovered that he

was an advocate of birth-control. He must have been doing

pretty well out of it.

In a smaller group a man was advocating something about

franchise. He argued with his little audience whose nearest

faces were within a foot of his own. A few others craned their

necks to listen. The social tone of the argument was aiiliraJ>leV

These street phenomena seemed to show how Scotchmen like

argument. Not one woman in these little crowds. Presently

two pairs of tall policemen from different directions converged on

the two groups and very quietly and persuasively broke them up.

Waiter in coffee-room at hotel didn’t know that riz de veau

meant sweetbread ;
in fact asserted that it didn’t. It often

happens that waiters don’t km^w al; all what they are selling,

and don't care. They oughit to be told in detail every day.

Edinburgh, Thursday, September 30/A.

On Monday we went by train to Invqpess. •On Tdfesday we
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faired a car and went round Dornoch Firth to Dornoch. A
village* of 700 inh. with a cathedral and vast railway hotel.

We drove back to Inverness yesterday, and came on to Edin-

burgh in the afternoon, arriving* at the North British at

9.30. This hotel not so ugly as the Central at Glasgow, but

still passably ugly. Railway Companies ought not to be allowed

to build ^hotels, or at any rate "the Company’s Architect"

ought not to be allowed to design them. They have too much
money to spend and too many conventions.

Durham, Saturday, October 2nd.

Left Edinburgh yesterday at 10.20 and missed the fast con-

nection at Newcastle for Durham. Newcastle is a vast, dirty

and dishevelled station. It doesn’t seem to belong to anybody
in particular. Enormous ennui of the casual local train to

Durham. A few ' first seasons ’ {I thought) in our compartment

:

men well accustomed to the boredom of travelling in slow trains.

I went to sleep, and only awoke as we were entering Durham.
At station the stationmaster asked me if I was the Earl of

Damley. Presently the Earl of Damley arrived with wife. He
is in fact rather like me but older and bigger.* We stuck our

luggageon a cart for the hotel and went ^ect to the cathedral.

lliis cathedral comes up to expectations. It is not a homo-
geneous whole, but many of the parts are magnificent. The
verger who guided us was dignified and very fimny at times

without knowing it. Still he told us a lot. It is a gigantic

affair, this cathedral, and I regret that the view from the north

sid^ shows up so acutely the disparity of the towers. The view

from the river is all that Turner & Co. made it out to be.

London, Saturday, October gth.

Yesterday afternoon I went down to Cambridge to stay a night

with Rivers and see to Richard’s induction into Clare College.

Train full of undergrads and relatives. Tea at Rivers’s. Then
by ‘ backs ’ to Clare where I saw Richard's rooms.

I dined with Rivers in St. John’s hall. A ‘ short ’ dinner,

too short, and professors ^tc. rather dull. Too cautious ; too

pedagogic. Another professor thefe, agriculture. I forget his

name. His chief interest seemed to be the history of the barley

•plant. Went on with him to Rivers’s, where there was another

psychologist (ps]fcho-anjLlyst) who had just been on a visit to
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Freud. Freud speaks English perfectly. Talks little. Gets the

''patient'' to analyse himself. Was told afterwards that a
good psycho-analyst would charge 360 guineas for a case, which
might employ one hundred hours. I went to bed hungry, and
woke up so hungry at 3.15 that at about 5 I got up and searched

for cake and found it. Three imdergrads to breakfast, besides

Richard. But among them only Davison (poet) talked. He
did talk well. Rivers' delightful personality 1 Richard’s work
seems to be arranged so that he has no afternoons for sport.

Laboratory every afternoon, including Saturday. Cambridge
was most beautiful. We went into King’s College Chapel and
heard choir practice.

London, Monday, October 18th.

Coal strike began to-day, but accepted with a notable calm.

I worked every day on my novel last week. Beaverbrook and
Masterman came for lunch on Friday. Max in great conver-

sational form, and historically effusive about inner history of

the Cabinet.

London, Tuesday, October X()th,

At Siegfried Sa&oon’s suggestion we went last night to a chamber

concert. Haydn, Beethoven, Schumann. I made notes of it

for a chapter in my new novel. Seemed thin, and too small

for the half^ Anyhow I was bored. Ottoline Morrell ^ was there.

Distinguished features. In fact a personality. She left with us

after the Beethoven. Siegfried, delighted with the music, would

not leave till the end.

London, Thursday, October 21st.

Rivers came to lunch at the Reform on Tuesday. He and
Shufflebotham were talking about miners' eye-diseases, etc. and

Rivers said that the danger factor on the nervous system had
never been taken properly into account. Shufflebotham said

that he had been preaching it for years. Shuff said that you

could always distinguish miners from potters on their way to

early morning work. Miners had an apprehensive look. Potters

would whistle on the way to work ; miners never. It appears

that someone has just pointfed out in The Times that if you put

the mines in order of frequency of accidents, and also in order

of majorities for strikes, the two lists coincide! All this ofc

^ Wife of Philip Morrell, M.P. , and half-sistef of the Cfth Duke bf Portland.
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course, so far as the miners are concern^, is chiefly subconscious.

Shufi said that of course boys voted for strikes. They had not

had time to become accustomed to the danger, and the instinctive

reactions were very strong.

I -got frightened about the opening of my novel Mr.

Prohack " yesterday. But on reaing it through I thought it

wasn't so bad.

London, Saturday, October 2yd.

George Sampson came to lunch at Reform on Thursday. Sas-

soon, with Jascha Heifetz violinist and his pianist. Something

distinguished about Heifetz. Very young. A gold collar-pin

and a pearl scarf-pin. I went with those three to a concert of

Josef Hoffman at 3 p.m. They said he was the finest pianist

in the world and that there was no good second. This is his

reputation in America. (They are both—Heifetz and his accom-

panist—^markedly Americanised.) Hoffman certainly played

magnificently, but the programme was not a good one. I

thought of asking the three to come along here for tea, but

decided not to, in view of my interest in my novel.

Yesterday M. and I limched with F. Swiimerton at Caf6 Royal

to meet, the St. John Ervines, This w^ quite excellent. I

dined with Reeves Smith at the Savoy to meet Sharper Knowlson ^

and Dr. S. Knowlson decidedly better than his wilting.

London, Sunday, October 24th.
”
French Leave " by Reginald Berkeley at the Apollo Theatre,

last night. This is said to be a first play. Mechanical old

mistaken-identity farcical theme. But remarkably well treated

for a beginner. And the last act was the best.

Reading Repington's Diary (“ The First World War "). It is

an inexcusable violation of confidences, but emphaticsdly it is

" the goods

Four orators in Hyde Park. One : a sort of imitation working

man, old, on political themes. Good crowd. Extremely dull.

Two : an Oriental preaching Islamism in fluent English with

exaggerated R's. Extrem^y dnll. Tbfee : a young man
preaching I don't know what, thoiilgh I listened several times.

Monotonous gestures. Extremely dull. Four ; an evangelistic

scene. A little man with a big nose, and a group of attendants

^ Author Ho# to Wrjts a Novel ", " The Art of Success ", etc.
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including 5 or 6 dull women. Bad singing of bad hymns. Ex-
tremely dull. Stai, he did say : When I lived in the country

and worked on my farm the girl came out and shouted (very

loud) Mr. Wayr ^^What?*^ •‘Dinner:^ "Ah! That was
a good moment. But God’s dinner is better than that. * On
the farm I wanted a fresh dinner every day. God’s dinner lasts

for ever," etc.

London, Wednesday, October 27^*.

I finished the fifth chapter of " Mr. Prohack " yesterday morning,

and corrected all the proofs of the E. A. Rickards book in the

afternoon—and they wanted a lot of correcting. When they

were done I suddenly realised that I was exhausted and that

the top of my head was coming off. Jascha Heifetz concert at

Queen’s Hall. M.’s one idea as soon as the concert had begun
was to depart again. I thought Heifetz was a marvellous per-

former, with a lovely tone, but his interpretation of C6sar

Franck’s sonata did not excite me.

London, Friday, October 2gth.

Haid^e Wright, Vernon, and the Alec Reas, for dinner. Haidfe

very like the 3rd act of
**
Milestones,” and exactly like •the 2nd

act. Depressed and captious about the world generally, though

much plea^ with an alleged renaissance which she has observed

in English acting. A strong, ‘ vibrant
'
(as they say) personality,

always interesting. You can see all the time why Haidte Wright

is a great actress. Something is always oozing out of her. She

is very shy and nervous and diffident, yet well aware, some-

where within herself, that she is a person of considerable

importance in the artistic world.

London, Sunday, October ^ist.

I finished first instalment of my new novel " Mr. Prohack

"

(14,500 words) on Friday afternoon, two days in front of schedule.

I have done more of this in October than I hoped to be able

to do. Friday night, Olive, Marguerite, Legros and I went to

the Hammersmith Palais de*Danoe. It was the first time I

had ever danced in public. However, there was no ordeal about

it. I even danced with M., who knows less about dancing

than I do. Intense respectability of the whole jdace. The

instructresses had a certain chic. • »
*
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• Yesterday j iwent with M. to Dickins & Jones new shop,

in Regent St;;, and; was much pleased with the ribbon depart-

ment. I was as usual struck by the felinity of the women
customers.:^th the vendeuses. These latter I suppose get into

a habit of diplomacy and forbearance. They need it, by God.

One phrase that girls must have been taught is :
" Are you having

attention. Madam 1
" The dress department head (a decent,

worn, diplomatic sort) showed enormous tact, after we had put

her to a certain amount of trouble about a dress which we had
not the slightest intention of buying, by saying :

“ Perhaps you
would like to call and see it again on Monday."

London, Tuesday, November 2nd.

I concocted a film plot yesterday evening in the streets between

5.15 and 7.15, after spending most of the day in worrying about

the proposals and cast for a revival of " Milestones I first

heard of this affair on Wednesday last, from Eric Pinker on the

phone. He had just heard of it ; but negotiations had previ-

ously been going on between Eadie and Bright (on behalf of

Knoblock). I refused to agree to Eadie being the producer,

and wanted to cable to Knoblock. Miss Netney, however,

learnt on the phone from Bright that Knoblock had left no
address and that Bright had a power of attorney and that Bright

agreed to Eadie being the producer. So I agreed."^

On Friday evening Eaton came to see me and assured me
that Eadie would produce it all right, which I much doubted.

He also showed me a copy of his letter to Eadie in which he

indicated that there would be no trouble about the casting and
that I should only have to be formally consulted. On Monday
I learnt from the Pinkers on going to see them that Bright and
Vaughan had fully discussed the cast on Friday. Why they

didn't ask me to join in I don’t know. I then got Eric Pinker

to send to Vaughan for the cast and he brought it up to me
here yesterday at 3 p.m. The only ‘ name ’ in it was Eadie's,

with possibly Harben's. I told him to say that I insisted on
Haid^e Wright for Gertrude. I said that a failure of this revival

would damage the play for ten years, that^the bulk of the players

were unused to London, and tW ever5rthing centred round the

star, whereas there never has been a star in " Milestones ", and
•I wanted some balance to the star, in the shape of a first-rate

actress in the moft important woman's part. I said that Haidde
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W. had a good figure and could make up for the first act as*

least as young as Eadie, and that she was petfect.<ior the other

acts. •
•

The Star rang me up yesterday and asked me to'feview Mrs.

Asquith's book ^ for Friday. I wondered the reason of this niove

till I saw the Evening News with an enormous announcement
that Churchill was going to review it for the Daily Mail. Evi-

dently the papers are going to make a tremendous feature of it.

1 refused.

London, Wednesday, November ^rd.

" Macbeth " last night at the Aldwych with the American
actor Hackett, and Mrs. Patrick Campbell. He has good diction.

Mediocre as a whole and largely bad. Mrs. Pat. inaudible.

Witches appalling. Music ditto, besides being much too slow

and besides being played in darkness.

London, November 8th.

Difference between London and provinces. I have several times

noticed in provincial theatres and music-halls that the men in

the audience d<5 not stand still when the National Anthem is

played. They do not* even take off their hats (or caps). In

West End tjjeatres the observance of the protocol is still absolutely

strict.
^

London, Thursday, November ii/A.

Last night Bertie Sullivan and I gave a dinner to Harry Preston.

Tom Marlowe {Daily Mail), Se3miour Hicks and Reeves Smith

(Savoy Hotel) also present. Hicks told a number of fine stories,

and a few really great ; but Tom Marlowe told the best one.

Harry Preston was very flattered and quiet. Hicks is a great

wit. His flashes are almost continuous. When we were talking

about black puddings and the constituents thereof and then

got on to chitterlings, lights, etc., he said :
“ All this ought to

be in the Christmas Number of The Lancet*'

London, Wednesday, November

On Monday MacAlamey of* Famous Players called to discuss

my project for a film. On the whole he warmly approved it.

He showed excellent understanding of the characterisation and •

1 ** Autobiography of Margot **, first volume..

•
.
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the psychological implications thereof (No—it was not Monday,
but one day last week). I was to have proceeded with the
film yesterday: but could do little owing to lassitude and
engagements. I did a bit, and this morning in a very brilliant

hour in the streets I did a whole chunk. In fact all the first

part.

London, Sunday, November 21st.

Dress rehearsals of " Milestones " on Thursday-Friday. The
first performance last night. I took Bertie Sullivan and Legros.

Much real enthusiasm. But by last night I had got tired of

the play, and went home gloomy. I introduced Legros to English

dubs yesterday and he was immensely struck. “ Quelle vie

charmante ! he said at the Garrick, where all the members
chafE each other.

London, Wednesday, November 24th,

At work on film aU morning. Lunched with Pinker and Swinner-
ton at Reform, and then I got information from Shufiiebotham
about the nursing home for my film. Barrie, Elgar, Massingham,
Hy. Head and Sassoon to dinner, and Rivers c^e afterwards.

Massingham had forgotten the date, had to be rung up and
arrived*45 minutes late. Large quantitid^ of interesting things

were said at this dinner. Some of the fellows stnpjyH till 12.25.

I smoked too much. But I have survived it all right. Barrie
said he never went out at all except to dine with me once a
year. Elgar is fine, though in fact they all were.

London, Tuesday, November 30th,

Friday I went to Brightlingsea to see the yacht ^ again, and I

made further arrangements for changes therein.

I read Lawrence's new novel, “ The Lost Girl ". It would
be absolutely great if it had a dear central theme and compre-
hensible construction. It doesn't end ; it stops: But it is very
fine indeed, the work of a genius. It held me. I read it in
less than 24 hours.

Lo'ndon, Saturday, December
^

To-day I began to work on the film and other things, though
short of sleep. I took M. this afternoon to see the Japanese
•prints at the B.M., and was more impressed than the first time

1 Btnnett hA boug]^t«ihe xiiotor>yacht Hoyden, 103 tons.
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even. Of course the mummies held M. on her way through

their rooms. She is obsessed when she sees them by the fact

that they once lived, loved, etc. To be just, she showed just

as much interest in the Greek sculpture. We were struck anew
by the immense size and grandioseness of the B.M. It*is a
very efficient affair. Crowds of people, especially girls, most of

them uncomprehending. Experts giving popular lectures.

London^ Wednesday
^
December 8th,

Last night reception at Edith Sitwell's and Helen Rootham's.

Two small rooms very full of smoke and people. But not dull.

I have never been bored there.

Yesterday at the Reform I was told that Shaw said that he

had received a film offer of £io,ooo per original film, he to

furnish two films a year. I gathered that he was going to

accept it.

London, Friday, December noth.

Wednesday night, first performance of the Swedish ballet at

the Palace. This affair was very good. Particularly the “ El

Greco ", the " Nuit de S. Jean " and the " Vierges Folles ". Yet
a number of idiots in the Press yesterday morning treated it

with cold condescension, and said that Russian ballet had spoilt

us for an^^Siing third-rate ! Tlie " El Greco " was thoroughly

well done.

London, Saturday, December ixth.

Yesterday lunch with Thomas Vaughan, partner in God knows
how many theatres, M., and Gilbert Miller also. This lunch

must have cost Tommy £io. The beefsteak was a failure.

Last night a dinner, organised by Albert Rutherston to Nigel

Playfair, to mark his departure to U.S.A. to produce " The
Beggar's Opera " there. Milne was in the chair, and made a

brilliant sort of speech full of jokes proposing Nigel's health.

The speeches were too few, and too short, and after them there

was an anticlimax.

This morning at i2.go I finished the writing of my first film.

I have temporarily called It " The Wedding Dress ". It has

taken 25 days, out of which I was ill on 7 days and did nothing

whatever. I should estimate that the MS. is about 10,000 •

words. 4 • *
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London, Sunday, December igth.

The last few days, having delivered the film, I have read through

the first instalment of the novel, “ Mr. Prohack and been
inspiring myself for the next instalment. I read George

Moore's play which he sent me in the edition de luxe, " The
Coming of Gabrielle The idea is very ancient and the plot

very clumsy ; but there are very bright distinguished things in

the dialogue ; which is highly readable without being at all

fireworky.

I gave permission to the Everyman Theatre to do "The
Honeymoon". They did not consult me in any way about

casting, scenery, production. The first word I had from the

theatre was 2 tickets for the first night. I returned them. In

the first place I had a curious absence of all desire to go, and
in the second place I thought it was like their darned cheek to

ignore me entirely imtil the first night. The thing has been

played in Manchester and Harrogate before the London produc-

tion to-morrow. I only knew of this from the papers.

London, Tuesday, December 2isL
^

Last night, Helen Rootham's friend, the Serbian, Milr^novic

came to see me. He arrived at 9.40 and' left at 11.40. Previ-

oudy M. and I dined alone. He said he had livq^^n London
six years without knowing anyone, and had thought, within

himself, about religion. He seemed rather profound; full of

fine ideas of which perhaps about the hundredth part will be

realised in about a century. I told him practically how to

begin to realise his dreams.

On Sunday night Legros dined here and then he and I went

to the Stage Society show at Hammersmith. H. 0 . Meredith's
" The Forerunner " was one of the feeblest things I ever saw

on the stage. Then Franklin Dyall introduced me to the author.

I said to him :
" You have written a highly curious play."

Later I said :
" You have written a damned curious play,"

This was the best I could do.

London, Christmas Day, 1920.
*

Two thoroughly bad nights, full of the church clock. Still I

wrote over 4,000 words of my novel in 3 days, with lots of pre-

occupations. •* .

»
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London^ Sunday, December 26th.

I gave my Christmas dinner last m*ght at Claridge's, M., Legros

and Loma Lewis who told me she was 2o\ and Welsh. A vast

crowd ; the two lounges added to the restaurant. Many family

parties. Impossible not to contrast this show with the finandsd

crisis now existing. A crude contrast of course. But interesting

to think of the apprehensions in the minds of many hosts there.

Crackers, paper caps, and much throwing of paper missiles.

London, Thursday, December 30th.

In spite of much fatigue after Xmas night I did some work on

my novel in the afternoon. Yesterday I lunched (alone) and
dined at home and wrote 2,100 words, also of my novel. After

dinner I went out to be polite to the members of the “ Mile-

stones " company. Eadie was very gloomy. Stella Jesse, Ada
Barton and 2 others were the gayest. SteUa asked me whether

I could tell her what old gentlemen with long beards did with

their beards when they took a bath.

The front-of-the-house manager displayed the usual illogical

optimism in face of a poor house. The night was awful and
the audience thfli and chilly (according to Eadie). Perhaps that

accounted for the atmosphere of the dressing-rooms, i think

that Harb^ was the only realist in the assembly.
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London/Saturday
,
January isL

Thursday, Friday, and to-day, as M. was lunching out, I lunched

at the Reform, twice with Swinnerton. Thursday night W. W. K.

came to dinner to discuss Tertia’s investments ; but most of the

time was occupied by Marguerite in discussing her recital work.

Last night : New Year's Eve dinner at the Savoy. I made
some notes on this for my novel. It was a vast, well-dressed,

vulgar rag, and cost me about £27. We invited Olive, Esmond
Hogg, Vernon and Miss Tennyson Jesse.

I did over 5,000 words of my novel on Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday

; but owing to shortness of sleep ^onc of it yester-

day or to-day. Last year, I published “ The Log of the Velsa
**

and “t)ur Women Sacred and Profane Love " was pro-

duced in America and India.

I wrote 145,100 words.

I had over 600 and probably at least 630 theatrical perform-

ances during the year. The returns for the colonies and the

provinces have not yet all come in ; and the amateur perform-

ances are not counted in this total.

London, Monday, January lotk.

To-day I lunched with George Moore at 121 Ebury St. Nice

London house, with fine pictures. A marvellous Claude Monet
and ditto Constable. I said ** So you have two Manets." He
said " I am the only man in London who has two Manets."

Not true, of course. The house was very neat and well kept

;

but in the nicely furnished embrasure* on the half-landing, I

saw a collection of hat-boxes etc. 'hidden in a corner.

Moore said that even I used French words sometimes in

writing, and that he objected to it. I said I never did. He
cited thd word*" flair I told him it had become English.

.
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He wouldn’t have that. He was curious about the financial

side of letters. Like other people, he could not belief that

1 can’t get my plays produced.

He said that when Bernstein had a play on the stocks he
went to a manager and said to the manager : The play* will

be finished on such a date. You will pay me so much. I shall

have so much for scenery etc. I shall be allowed to engage

artistes up to so much weekly. 1 shall conduct the rehearsals.

You will be permitted to come to the last 3 rehearsals.” He
assured me this was true, and that the manager would (at any
rate officially) know nothing about the play till the end. Moore
has no use for Hardy or Conrad. He spoke of ” Hardy the

Villager, Conrad the Sailor,” etc.

London, Thursday, January 27/A.

A desolating night on Monday at the New Theatre, to see

Matheson Lang in Thurston's ” The Wandering Jew ”. Terribly

old fashioned and ugly, but his acting very good. Lang wanted

to buy “ Don Juan ; but he insisted on doing his own scenery

and producing. Also he would only pay me half my demanded
terms. So I tdld Eric Pinker to call it all off.

On Tuesday we took Jean Godebski to the Aladdin panto at

the Hippo^ome. Goodish. I met Harry Preston there. In

2 minutes ne*had given me a cigar, invited me to a dinner and
invited me to a boxing match.

Wednesday, Norman Mackinnel came here for tea and bought
” The Love Match ” on my terms. He asked me to try to get

Gladys Cooper for the principal woman. I wrote to her at

once.

London, Sunday, January ^oth.

I bought another complete Tchekoff for this flat yesterday.

Couldn’t do without it any longer.

London, Monday, February

Thoroughly indisposed for a week. But immediately I began

to feel better I begamalso to feel that 1 could finish up that

damned novel in no time.
’

London, Tuesday, March 8th.

I went to Cambridge on Saturday to fee the?®Greek *pky» and
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felt obliged to mite an article about it for the New Statesman

on Sun&y instead of taking a holiday. ^

On Sunday night we went to a very good party at Mrs. Ralph
Hammersley’s, where 2 good playlets were performed, the food

w^ 'good, and there was dancing afterwards. All was for the

b^t at this party. Last night Heinemanns gave a dinner to

introduce their new partner. Page, to British authors. There

were about 35 people. I sat between Pinero and Sir Francis

Fuller. Hall Caine made a prodigiously idiotic speech, in which

incidentally he proved that he was responsible for the choice of

Page's father as U.S. ambassador to England. Page made an
excellent speech. Lately, thanks to yeast, I have been sleeping

immensely better.

London, Wednesday, March

I went to Beaverbrook's on Saturday morning and returned

yesterday morning. The MacKennas were there. Much duet-

plasnng between her and me. Also Lady B.'s sister, Helen

Drury, with whom I became very friendly. On Monday Freddie

Guest brought over a party of 7, including Lady Belper, the

celebrated and beautiful Mrs. Norton, and Lois Sturt, daughter

of Lord Alington, rather distinguished. We had a great dancing

evening.

London, Sunday, April vjih.

I was too much worried with “ The Wedding Dress " film to

mite anything here. I finished the entirely new version of

the film to-day, 27,400 words, and feel relieved.

During M.'s absence in France and Italy 1 have been doing

a lot of dancing—^3
dances a week, and going to bed late, and

with results on the whole good.

London, Tuesday, April

I finished Strachey's " Queen Victoria " this afternoon. It is

only a sketch, and the part dealing with the widowhood (40

years) is really too outliny. The style seems artificial often,

and the brilliance sometimes fafis.^ StiK the thing is on the

whole very brilliant and very readable. It has real imagination

throughout, and is generally judicious. The restraint of the

v:ontinual irony is extremely effective. In brief, this book is truly

a great Isik. •
,
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London, Thursday, April 21st

'Yesterday afternoon. Clark's Second concert, at Aeolian Hall,

the place was practically full. I was bored by the Scarlatti

Pastoral Cantata and by Mozart's Haffner Serenade, which to

my mind were not well conducted. Of the modem music
BUSS and Vaughan WiUiams knocked the French composers,

Tailleferre, Poulenc and Milhaud, all to bits. The Bliss con-

versations were amusing. Milhaud's jazz overture or sym-
phony was a lark, but too long for a lark. I did not work
afterwards, though I rushed away from the concert in order to

work.

London, Saturday, April 2yrd.

I read through the first four instalments of " Mr. Prohack

"

and to my surprise I was really pleased with it. The hero

seemed to me to be a new sort of character, and the story made
me laugh again and again. The St. John Ervines and Swinnerton

came to dinner. At 10.45 Mrs. St. J. Ervine and I went to the

Grafton to dance. We returned at 12.55 and the other two

were st# gossiping. I lent St. J. E. the first 3 scenes of ** The
Love Match"* to read. He gave me to imderstand to-day

that he was considerably impressed by them. •

London^Tuesday, April 26th.

I worked all day yesterday and wrote 1,500 words of " Mr.

Prohack". Evans, of Heinemann, came to see me at 4.30.

He said T. J. Wise's Ubrary was worth £200,000, and that he

had left it to the nation. Also a number of bizarre anecdotes

about Wise and others.

Archdeacon Wakeford, to the general astonishment, failed

in his appeal against conviction of adultery, and I lost £2
thereby.

London, Wednesday, April 2'jth,

By the last post last night I received the proofs of the first

instalment in The Delineator, of " Mr. Prohack ". To my
intense disgust I saw ^t once that tliey had cut it. Considering

that the number of instalhients and the precise length had

been agreed by me in accordance with the editor's own suggestion,

this absolutely disgusted me, and I have written to Pinken

that I don't want to correct any mpre proofe.
*
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• In the night I finished the tenth volume (just out) of Tchekoff.

Apart from * Ward No. 6 the only long story, I think the best

tidng in it is ‘ The Frost It struck me on re-reading ' Ward
No. 6 * (for the 3rd time) that this tale is not at all like any
other tale in the volume, and that there are very few Tchekoff's

like it in manner in any volume. In places it seems to have
been written under English influences. It is a most terrible

story, and one of the most violent instances of Tchekoff's

preoccupation with Russian slackness, and corruption.

London, Thursday, April aSih.

Lord Justice O'Connor came for lunch yesterday. He is still

paying visits to London to negotiate a settlement.^ He didn't

seem too hopeful, and the difficulty was to get either side to

put anything in writing. Previous to this I had written 1,100

words and was perfectly exhausted and inerve. In the evening

I joined Beverley Baxter, Helen Drury, and X. (Gaiety actress)

at Queen's Hall Dinner-dance. After midnight the place got

rowdy with rattles, trumpets, balloons etc. etc. Left at 12.30.

I greatly enjoyed this evening, but was not absolutfiy raving

about X., who was stiff, and said she had a s&se of humour,

which 16 always a sure untruth when anybody utters it.

London, Tuesday, May yd,
^

I am still reading Moore's Hdloise and Aboard ", very slowly.

Some of it is fine, but on the whole it is delaye.

London, Saturday, May yth.

Futile reflection about " Mr. Prohack " most of yesterday

;

but I got the ideas at night. I arose early this mom and

had written another 600 words before 8.15 and 1,000 before

10.30. To-day we go to Thorpe, and on Monday I go to the

yacht.

London, Friday, May 20th,

Yesterday was what can b© lawfully c^ed a full day. After

a late night dancing I made my tea at 7 a.m. and worked. Corre-

spondence and advising M. about her Anglo-French Poetry

• ' The negotiations to conclude the Irish Treaty were nearing a crucial

stage. • t
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Society, and receiving Robert Bion (who arrived bn Wednesday
from Paris) took me till 10.45. I went out for an idea-collecting

walk and returned before 11.30. I wrote only 300 words by
12.30. M. and I had to leave at 12.45 to Ituich at the Lovat
Frasers' and meet Bruce and Karsavina at i. Karsavina has

a perfectly marvellous charm. She is shy and rather reserved.

Dressed in nice colours. This lunch was quite all right. No
nonsense about it. And I liked Bruce.

We had to go to the Eric Pinker wedding reception at Claridge's

afterwards
; we got there at 3.20. Eric and his brother of

excellent demeanour and form. The bride, a young widow,

pretty and very reserved, which I liked. Orchestra and a

dance. I saw Mrs. Perrin and Archibald Marshall, and made
the acquaintance of Phillips Oppenheim, a jolly middle-aged grey

man (who danced with his daughter and with M.).

London, Sunday, May 22nd.

George Moore for lunch. He is very prejudiced, especially on

the old subjects of James, Conrad, and Hardy, but extremely

interesting, though long-winded. He said he much wished our

acquaintance to continue. He said that Christine was the

finest cocotte in literature, and that I must have lived \jfith her,

and actually witnessed the Sunday afternoon kitchen scenes,

etc. I do'Jl^t^hink he believed my denial of this and my state-

ment that it was all invented, including Christine.^ I didn't

tell him that when I was hunting about for a physique for

Christine I saw Madame R. accompan3dng her husband at a

concert, and immediately fastened on her physique for Christine

—sadness, puckering of the brows etc. Moore told me he

was writing five short stories about celibates. He gave me a

rather full account of one story, which seemed very good and
Moore-ish. He left at 3.30. . . . Fiddled about all afternoon.

No ideas. I went to the Burlington Club. Personne ! Then to

the Reform. Personne ! But at the Reform I read Conrad's

essay on de Maupassant and then I read the first part of

“ Yvette ", and this did me good.

London, Monday, tiay 2yd.

After beginning exhausted I wrote 2,600 words to-day, finishing

at 7.30, just as exhausted as I began. After dinner, M. and I,

1 In ‘‘The Pretty tady". •
•
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walked in Hyde Park for an hour, and saw the rhododendrons,

the amorous couples, the avenues, the grues, and*^ heard the

band. It was a very beautiful and amusing evening.

Lmdan, Friday, June ytd,

1,900 words yesterday of “ Mr. Prohack ", and no feeling of

fatigue. I was in first-rate health. I am beginning to doubt
now, have been for some time doubting, whether there is any
validity in the theory that writers work best when they are

just a little bit off colour.

To-day I go to the yacht.

London, Wednesday, June 15th.

I began to write the last chapter of " Mr. Prohack " at 3.57

yesterday and wrote 1,200 words by 6.30, being then perfectly

exhausted, though I had written easily. My health was all

wrong, as it generally is when I'm finishing a book. Alistair

Tayler came to dinner, and we (including Marguerite) went to

Harriet Cohen's concert. Very good playing. The modem
music came out pretty well, but there was nothing j^t class.

I was never really " held " for more than a moijient at a time.

I ought to have been at the concert at Queen's Hall hearing

Gustav Ttlolst's " Planets ". All this because I liked Harriet

Cohen's physical style and her playing. ^

London, Friday, June V]th.

I finished " Mr. Prohack " at 3.57 yesterday afternoon. Last

night Cochran dined with me, and at 10 p.m. we went to see

Petrouchka. The dinner was to discuss the idea of me writing

a revue with Lucas for him.

London, Sunday, October ^oth.

I left the yacht on Oct, ist, and came here. I had kept the log

regularly. But here, owing to conjugal worries, I could not

possibly keep this journal. On Tuesday i8th inst. I consulted

Braby ^ as to the marital situation. I determined that nothng

should be done until after M.'s recital at Lady SwaythUng's on

19th inst. This was the lasit evening I spent with her. Braby

sent for her on the Thursday. She wrote him on Thursday

night confirming her desire for a separation. Yet on Friday

• \His lawyer.

.
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she asked me to take her to a concert I I told Braby about,

this, and hci^wrote suggesting that she should go and live some-

where else.

On Saturday morning 22nd inst. I went to the Tate Gallery

so as to be out of the house. When I returned she had gone,

but I did not know this until the next day I

London, Wednesday, November 2yrd.

On this day the two parts of the deed of separation between

my wife and myself were formally exchanged by our solicitors,

and the matter is complete.
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Peace terms, 237 ; on Channel
raids, 176-7 ; on National Econ-
omy, 156

Balkan War, the first, 34 & n. 2, 56
Balkans, British Hospitals in, 192
Baltic cruise of B. in the Velsa, 66-7, 76
Baltic, S.S., 17
Balzac, Honor6 de, novels by, 60, 187,

203, 216, 217, 261
Bantock, Granville, 130
Barbers, notes and article on, 30, 78-9,

160-1, 162, 190
Barbizon gouache, a, bought by B., 216
Barcy, 137
Bargeman, the, and the wind, 66
Baring, Maurice, 57, 89 ; on the War

(April, 1918), 226-7
Barker, Granville, play by, 209 ; sup-

per and dance given
;

visit

from, with his wife, 64 ; on not
making money by his plays, 7 ;

on the U.S.A. and on the views of
the Independent Left, 206

Barrie, Sir James, 104, ^6, 202, 203,
280 ; and his ado{Tced children,

201; books by,739-40 ;
plays by,

209, 263, 267 ;
practical joke by,

240 ; as talker, 252 ; unsmiling at
“ The Great Adventure **, 59 ;

war
visit of, to U.S.A., 109 ; on his

early days in London, 239-40
Barrow, a German submarine attack

at, 123 ; strike at, 190
Barry, Shiel, 73
Barton, Ada, 283
Baseball, notes on a game of, 18-19
Bashkirtseff, Marie, 255
Bath, Capt., 128 ; story of, on sus-

pected German officers, 121
Battle of Flowers, Cannes, 45
Battlefield, a, impression of, 137
Baxter, Beverley, 288
Bayne, Lieut., 188
Beach, Rex, 21
Beaverbrook, Lady, 239, 286
Beaverbi^k, Lord, B.’s friendship

• with, 207, 227, 229, 236, 237, 240»

243, 267, 286 ;
a motor tour with,

254 ; bets by, 231 ; a dinner given
by, 232-3 ; and his subordinates,

224-5 >
post offered by to, and

accepted by, B., 227 sqq,, 233

;
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INDEX
Beaverbrook, Lord {continued)

father of, old [age of, 254-5 ; B.*s
novel based on, 261, 267 ; resigna-
tion and alleged illness of, 236
sqq. ; on the Cabinet's inner his-

tory, 275 ; on his life and on his
father, 254-5 ; on “ The Pretty
Lady ”, 226, 227

Becque, Henri, plays by, 52 & m. z

Bedford College, the W.E.C. at, 1x7
Bedford Square, No. 47, 153
Beecham, Sir Thomas, 58, 203 ; at

rehearsal, story of, 51
Beerbohm, Max, cartoons by, and show

of, 61, 86 & n., Z49
Bees, death of, in Essex (19x5), cause

assigned for, 140
Beggarstaff Brothers, the, 128 n.,

i57n.
Belasco, David, plays by, 27
Belem, yacht, 271-2
Belfort, 107
Belgian refugees, no
Belgian wounded, at Thorpe Hall, iii
Belgium, a visit to, 70-z, 76 ; and the

War, 94. 96
Bell, Stanley, 264
Belligerency, B.'s attitude to, in

Au^st, 1914, 94
Belloc, Hik^e. 103 ; and G. B. Shaw,

a poliKh debate between, 57-8
Belper, Lady, 286 •
Bennett, A, J., 238
Bennett, Enoch Arnold, abodes of, see

Avon, Fontainebleau, Paris ; see

also Comarques, Whitehall Court,
and xhe Rc|Kd Thames Yacht
Club ; Avon abandoned by, Z2

Books by, read by, and commented
on, and plays by, see those heads ;

books owned by, question of a
catalogue of, 74 ; books sold by,
in U.S.A., 21

Christmas dinners given by, 1916,
i8x, 1920, 283 ; car bought by,

56 ; and a clairvoyant, 185-6

;

and the Conference of ” Eminent
Authors ”, 103-4 ; consideration
by, of his own career (Jan. 1911),

2 ; dances, 277, 286, 287, 288

;

dictaphone installed by, 167

;

dinner in honour of, given by Lord
Rothermere, 236 ;

director of the
Lyric Theatre, Hammersmith, 235
n., 240, and of the New StaUs-
man, 126 ; early rising habit
acquired by, 269 ; elected to the
Other Club, 207 ; final falewell to
Fontainebleau, 47 ;

first ride for

fourteen years, 153 ; handwriting,

54 & n. 3 ; health of, uniformly
poor, 4, passim, abscess, 66,
dental woes, 266-7, eye-trouble,

204, gastro-entirite, 43, insomnia,

Bennett, Enoch Arnold {continued)

78, 80, 89, 226, 250, 252, 280,
282, neuralgia, 174, 226, X-.
ray examination, 204 ; guest at
the Lord Mayor's banquet (1916),
175 sqq. ;

holiday in Portugal, 260,
272 ; house bought by {see also
Comarques), 56 ; interest in musio
(see also Concerts, Operas, under
Plays, etc., seen, and Names cf
Composers), 55, 83, 127, 176* i97»

212 ; concert organised by, 154-S ;

invited by the Star to review Mrs.
Asquith's “Autobiography”, 279
& n. ; invited to accompany F. E.
Smithon his American Mission, 208;
interviewed in America, 17, 2i, 32
33, 34» said in England, 40, 107

Journal of, i sqq., 56, 181, 207 et

alibi

;

during the War, 93 sqq.

Letter to The Times on civilian

behaviour in case of a German raid,

116, 117
Literary work {see also Books, Con-

tributions, and Plays by), done
gratis for friends, 268, 272, 277;
earnings from, 8, 9, 56, 76, 99, zo6,

247, 250, 261, 263, 270 ;
his own

opinions thereon, 2, 5, zz, 57» 74»

75> 82, 90, z79> 206, 218 ; summar-
ies of, Z9Z2 up to April zz, 46, and
to Dec., 56; I9I3»76; 1915,149;
1916, z8i; 1917,2x4; 19x8,246;
X920, 284; why one b<8ok was
banned in Germany, 230

Journalism in X9z8, 231, 233 ; Pre-
face to “ Marie Claire” in English,
z

;
Preface to Nash's catalogue,

228 ;
love for art {see also various

Exhibitions,and Names of painters),

4,25,34,71,82, 85, 109, X27, X47,

208,223 ; Pictures bought by, 147,

178, 183, 204, 228, 263 ;
Water-

colours and sketches by, 4, 68, 86,

89, 171, 172, 196, 203 ;
one of

Rickards, 272 ; one c^ed “ The
Gods ”, 205 ; in railway accident

at Mantes, 9-10 ;
member of the

Writers' Group, 2x6, 220, 222-3,

235 ;
method for helping authors

in need, in the War, 97-8 ; in

a motor accident, 8x
;
New Year's

diimer given by, 284 ;
novels b^^,

Henry James on, 57; in Paris

(19x2), 56 ;
prose sketch of Wells,

268
On the advance of age, 6z ; on Air

raids, 158-9, 200, 205 & n., 206,
2x8-19, 225 ; on Concert audi-
ences, 58, Z18; on Brasseries, in

Antwe^, 70 ; on the critics, and
on reviews of bis books, 63, 152 ;

on darkness al Comarques, 73-4

;

on»fe^low-tra>^llers by train, 83,



INDEX
•Bennett, Enoch Arnold {continue) Bennett, Enoch Arnold {continued)

200^1 ; on his 50th birthday, 198 ; War Memorial Committee, 228 ;

, on his 53rd birthday, 269 ; on food in tempora^ charge of Ministry
rations as affecting dinner parties, of Information, 239 ;

invited to go
221 ; on getting without giving, to Petrograd, 261

148; on his impressions of Smuts, Yachts owned by, see Velsa, and
230 ; on impressionism in art and in Zoraida; yachting by, 8, 56, 63
literature, 74 ; on “ interesting ”, & ». i ; Baltic cruise, 66-7, 76

;

equal to ” good ” said of a book, Franco-Italian cruise, 84 ; question

24 ; on ” Intolerance ”, the film of, of new yacht, 91, 271-2 ; on the
198 ; on lonely soldiers in the Broads and at Cowes, 92
Ann^tice crowd, 241 ; on a public Bennett, Mrs. Enoch (mother), 40 ;

holiday, 78 ;
on a man with St. last illness, death, and funeral of,

Vitus* dance, 7-8 ;
on men of 70, 112 sqq,

as affected by the War, 216 ; on Bennett, Mrs. E. A., 5, 6, 40, 42, 45, 59,
medals worn with civilian dress, 73i 84 »., 95, 96, 102, 107, 114,

209 ; on bis mother in her last i24» 125, 130, 131, 144, 145, 130,
illness, 112-13 ; on the National i5i> 152, 157, 168, 175, 177, 181,
Anthem in town and country, 279 ; 183, 190, 192, 201, 203, 204, 205,
on sensual appeal on the stage 212, 213, 216, 223, 225, 234, 239,
(1918), 237, 238 ; on snow, and the 247, 248, 250, 260, 268, 274, 276,
bluish tint of it, 77 ; on social in- 277, 278, 282, 283, 285, 286, 289 ;

equalities, 46, 87-8, 146, 205 ; on absence of, abroad, 286 ; in air

trying-on of dr^es, 42 ; on the raids, 144, 200, 218 ; and her
un-Englishness of the War Cabinet, Anglo-French Poetry Society, 288-
218 ; on the welcome to Haig (Dec. 9 ; coolness of, in motor crash, 81 ;

1918), 244-5 ;
on working best and her dogs, 242 ; and her golf

when busy, 69, and when off- club, 69 ; iith anniversa^ of her
colour, 290 ; on youth and its wedding, 233 ;

health of, illnesses,

characteristics, 24, 210 etc., 59, 89, 91, 22^^ and the
Portraits, one by X., 64 ; one, a Egyptian mummies, zn ; and her

caricature by ” Max**, bought, 61; pig, 215; recital work of, 284,
refusal to sign a dramatisation of 290 ;

separation of, from B., 290-
” Helen with the High Hand **, 80; i ; war work of, no, 128, 217 ; on
Scotch tours, 168-9, 254-5, 273-4 ; the first night of ” The Great
separation from his wife, 290-1 ;

Adventure ”, 59 ; on the Peace
success in 1913, 56 ; tennis and Procession (191^, 252, 253
croquet playing, 272 ; tour along Bennett, Richard (nephew), 209 & ».,

the Riviera and in Italy, 84 & n. 212, 215, 216, 248, 274, 275
sqq. ; tour in Belgium, 70 sqq. ; Bennett, Robert A., of Truth, 198 & n.

twice called before the emtain at Bennett, Sep, 132
Liverpool, 259 ; village notions as Bennett, Tertia, 122, 284
to his avocations, 96 Benson, Robert Hugh, Z03

Visits to Cambridge, 274-5, 285-6 ; Bentley Huts, a military dinner at,

to Cannes, 41 sqq, ; to the French 2x3
front, Z34 sqq.

;

to the House of Berkeley, Reginald, play by, 276
Commons, 225-6 ;

to Ireland, 207, Beringer, £sm6, 50
255 ; to Oundle, 223-4 ; to the Bernard, Tristan, novels by, 79 ;

play
Potteries, 5 ; to St. Dunstan*s, 1 32 ;

by, 47
to U.S.A., 12 apartinggift, 38 Bemsdorff, Count, and the American

War-time avocations of, 103 ; journalists, 15

1

appointment as Head of British Bernstein, Henri, plays by, 72 & n. 2,

ftopaganda in France at the Min- 73, and methods of, with theatre
istry of Information, 229, 230, 231, managers, 285
234 ; resignation, 242 ; in the Berthelot, H616ne, 261
Army Reserve, 228 ; Military Rep- Berthelot, Henri, views expressed by,
resentative on Thorpe Division 261,262
Emergency Committee, in ^qq.

;

Bythelof, Philippe, X04, 136
National Projectile .Factory in- Besan^on, 184
spected by, 174 ; member of the Beveridge, Senator and Mrs., 36
Wounded Allies Relief Committee B6ziers, 87
{q.v.), 124 et alibi ; policy outlined Billetees, grievances of, 158
by, foa the Liberal party (Feb. Billing-AUan case, the, 231 & n.

1918), 220 ;
Report by^ on the Bion, R., 289 ;

and his wife, 73, 184
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INDEX
Birmingham Festival rehearsals, Sir

Henry Wood at, 51
Birrell, Rt. Hon. Augustine, 156, 158,

240
Birth-control, a street advocate of, 273
Blanefield, 168
Blinded Soldiers, Lady Paget’s begging

for, 153
Blinded Soldiers and Sailors, Pearson’s

work for, 132 ; dance in aid of,

sitting out at, 133-4
Bliss, Arthur, music by, 287
** Bloody ”, constant use of the word, 196
Blotting-paper in America, 24
Blumenfeld, R. D., 236
Blunt, Wilfrid Scaweu, book by, 266 & n,

Blyth, Sam, 37
Bodkin, Dr. Thomas, 251, 255 & «., 256
Boer War, the, a story of, 50
Bolsena, Lake and town of, 85
Bolshevism in Germany, fear of, 236
Bombs, and the W.O., 141
Bonington, R. P., pictures by, 109
Bonnot, thebandit, end of, 47 & n. 2, 48
Books, the sortbought at Christmas, 75
Books, etc., bought, read, reviewed and

commented on, by B., Critical

Study [of Oscar Wilde] (Ransome),
89 ;

Amants et Voleurs (Bernard),

79 ;
Auld Licht Funeral (Barrie),

240 Licht Wedding (Barrie),

240 ; Autobiography of Margot
Asquith, 279 « n. ; Autobiog-
raphy of Mark Rutherford (W.
Hale White), 83 ; Bubu de Mont-
parnasse (Philippe), 75, 77 ; Can-
dide (Vmtair^, 228 ;

Cannibals of
Finance (Sitwell), 62 ; Chance
(Conrad), 79, 80 ; Chaucer’s poems,
210 ;

Congreve, in a Baskerville
edition, 109 ;

Cur6 de Tours
(Balzac), 60 ; Dans les Rue,
(Rosny ain6), 75 ; Diaries of
Macready, i75 ; Dreary Story
(Tchekofi), 229 ; Duchesse de
Langeais (Balzac), 203 ;

Dying
Fires (Monkhouse), 55 ; Enfan-
tines (Larbaud), 43, n. 2 ; Ere-
whon (S. Butler), 272 ; Esther
Waters (Moore), 149 & n., 197

;

Euripides (trs. G. Murray), 203

;

Flatland (Abbott), 270 & n.

;

Flaubert’s correspondence, 62, 63,
68 ;

Floating Home (Atkins &
lonides), 268 ;

Georgian Poetry,
1916-1917, 212 ;

Gluck and the
Opera (Ernest Newman), 268

;

Gulliver’s Travels (Swi^t), 272

;

He Who Passed (Anon.), 43 ;
M6-

loise and Abelard (Moore), 288

;

Histoire G6nerale de la France
jusqu’^ la Revolution (Larisse

and Rambaud), 67, 68 & n., 89

;

History of the French Novel

Books, 'etc., bought, read, reviewed and.
commented on, by B. {contwued)

(Saintsbury), 2x2
; Homes of the

First Franciscans in Umbria
(Beryl de Zoete), i n. ; House of
Gentlefolk (Turgenev), 89 ; How
to Write a Novel (Knowlson), 276
& «. ; Jail Journal (Mitchel), 79 &
n. I ; Joiumal of thedeGoncourts,
143 ;

L’Anneau d’Amdthyste,
(France), 39 ; L’Europe et la
Revolution Fran^aise (Sorel), 42 ;

L’Eve Future, 10 ; La Campagne
(Dupont), 162 ; La Chartreuse de
Parme (Stendhal), 271 ; La re-

cherche de I’absolu and other
Stories (Balzac), 187 ; Le Crocodile
(Dostoievsky), 43 ; Le Cur6 de
Campagne (Balzac), 261 ; Le
Livre Jaune (Berthelot), 136 ; Le
Mystere de la Chambre Jaune
(Leroux), 183 ;

Le Rouge et le

Noir (Stendhal), 271 ; Le Sous-
Sol (Dostoievsky), 43 ; Les Pr6coces
(Dostoievsky), 90 ; Les Freres
Karamazov (Dostoievsky), 90

;

Les Xip6huz (Rosny), 77 ; Lcda
(^dous Huxley), 268 ;

Life of
C. S. Parnell (Mrs. Parnell), 89

;

Lucian, Fowler’s translation, 266 ;

Marie Claire, (Audoux), i ; Marie
Donadieu, 77-8 ;

Mark Ruther-
ford’s Deliverance (W. Hale White)
83 ;

M6moires d*une Chantcuse
(Schroeder-Devrient ?), 2^5 ;

Mort
de Quelqu’un (Romain), 82 ; My
Diaries (Wilfrid S. Blunt), 266 &
n.

;
My Lady Nicotine (Barriel,

239 ;
Ode to Dejection (Coleridge),

60 ; Old Social Evil and New
Remedy (Jane Addams), 40 ; Pair
of Blue Eyes (Hardy), 203 ;

Para-
dise Lost, 215 ; Pelham (Lytton),

203 ; Pierrette (Balzac), 60

;

Poems by Francis Thompson, 266 ;

Pollyooly (Jepson), 165 ; Queen
Victoria (Lytton Strachey), 286 ;

Quentin Durward (Scott), 47

;

Rabelais, 210 ;
Reminiscences

(Tagore), 203 ;
Repington’s Diary,

(“ The First World War ”), 276

;

Rossetti’s sonnet ” The Last Days
of my Life ”, 266 ;

Round my
House (Harnerton), 80 ; on St.

Paul, 269 ;
Sanine (Artzybacheff),

39, 40 ;
Scrambles in the Alps

(Whymper), 42 ;
Story-teller’s

holiday (Moore), 234 ;
Tchekoff’s

novels, 285, 288 ; The Apocrypha,
243 ; The Art of Success (Knowl-
son), 276 n. ; The Brook Kerith
(Moore), 186 ; The Crock of Gold
(Stephens), 117 ; The Eversley

*

Bible, Book If Esthei\nd i Kings,
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INDEX
. Books, etc., bought, read, reviewed and Books, Novels and Stories by B., Titles

commented on, by B. (continued) of (continued)

etc., 214 ;
The Financier (Dreiser), Mandarin, 47 ; The Old Wives*

179; The First World War (Reping- Tale, 54 n. 3, 155, 181, 218, 256;
ton) 276 ; The Golden Remains of The Plain Man and his Wife, 76

;

the Ever Memorable John Hales, The Pretty Lady, 196 & n., 198,

J58 & n,

;

The Human Body 204, 205, 206, 208 sw., 232, 239,
(Keith), 247 ; The Loom of Youth 256, 289 & n. ; The Price of Love,

g
Vaugh), 193 & n., 207; The Lost 53 & 2, 60, 61, 69 & n. i, 76,
irl (p. H. Lawrence), 280 ;

The 99, 108 ;
The Regent, 42 ». i, 43»

New Machiavelli (Wells), 2 ; The 44* 48, 58, 60, 61, 76, 264 ;
The

OutlineofHistory (Wells), 265; The Roll Call, 175, i79i 180, 181, 186,
Oxford Book of English Verse, 43 ; ^2, 193, 194, 195; The Story
The Prelude to Adventure (Wal- Teller's Craft, 76 ; The Truth
pole), 47 ;

The Rescue (Conrad), about an Author, 55 ; These
270 ; The Riddle of the Sands, Twain (“ the third Clayhanger **),

(Erskine ChUders), 104 ; The 62, 67, 89 & 90, 91, zoo, zo8,

Shadow Line (Conrad), 190 ;
The 116, 118, 123, 124, 152, 154;

Story of the King's Highway (S. Things that have Interested Me,
& B. Webb), 62 &. n. 2; The 272 & n.

Street called Straight (B. King), Bookstall girls, reading of, 255
24 n. ; The Titan (Dreiser), 179 ;

Borden, Rt. Hon. Sir Robert L., 233
The Town Labourer (J. L. & B. Bore, silly sayings of, 124

,

Hammond), 215 ; The Undying Borenius, Dr., 188, 197
Fire (Wells), 250 ; The Way of all Borodino, Battle of, description of, by
Flesh (S. Butler), 76 ; Tom Jones Tolstoy, 61, 62
(Fielding), 12 ; Une double famille Boston, U.S.A., 25 sqq. ; dearness of

(Balzac), 216, 217; Une vielle living in, 26; Italian quarter, 26

;

Maitresse (d*Aur6villy), 64 ;
Vie Navy Yard, 26 ;

Old State House
de Napoleon (Stendhal), 42 ; War with Lion and Unicom on roof,

and Peace (Tolstoy), 60. 61, 62 ; 26; Public Library, pCLtings in.

When Blood is their Argument 25
(Hueffer), 126 ; Yvette (de Mau- Bottomley, Horatio, 125
passant), 289 Boudin, Epg^ne-Louis, pictures by, 3

Books, Nbvels and Stories by B. (seealso Boulogne, impression at, 135
(^ntributions, and Plays by and Bourges, 88 ^
adapted from Books by), American Bournemouth, the sgprting butcher at,

edUuons of, 2, 4 ; Frenchversions of, 189 ; a visit to, 268

55 ; Tauchnitz editions of, 2 Boy dancer, an English, 189
Titles of : A Man from the North,[163 ;

Boyd, C. W., 179 & n.

Body and Soul, 268 ;
Books and Braby, B.'s lawyer, 290 & w., 291

Persons, 21 1, 230 ; Buried Alive, Braden, Colonel, 28

2, 4 ; Clayhanger, 21, 67, 211 ; Brady, W. A., of the Playhouse, New
Clayhanger, the third, see These York, 23
Twain below ; Helen with the Braintree, explosives courses at, 124
High Hand, 67-8, price given for Brand, Captain, 105
MS. of, at Christie's, 161 ; Hilda Brandon Hall, near Boston, 26
Lessways, i, 2, 4, 6, 7, 9t 38, 67 ; Brayley, B.'s valet, 241
How to Live on 24 Hours a Day, Bread-saving plan, a, 196

33 ; Grand Babylon Hotel, 91 ; Brend, Dr., a talk with, 140
Just at a Venture, 9 ; Mr. Prohack, Brentano, and a reprint of "Buried
275 sqq., 282 sqq.

;

Our Women, Alive ", 2, 4
247 & n., 250, 251, 284 ; Paris Bridge, Frank, as conductor, 260
Nights, 76 ; Riceyman Steps, 58 Brieux, Eugfene, play by, 201
Sen. 2; Sacred and Profane Love, Brightlingsea, 124, 272-3 ; yachting

4» 55» 252, 284 ; The Card, 4 & n. at, 8 ;
the Velsa at, 62, 63, 63 ;

2, 41, 46, 264 ; sequel to, 4i» 42 in war time, 93, vessels removed
&f»., 43; The Feast of St. Friend, from^ Z05, scares at, izz ; visit

9 & 11. z, zz, 23 ; .The Glimpse, ^ to the yacht at, 280
67 ;

The Human Machine, 33 ;
Brighton, 47

The Lion's Share, Z28, Z29, Z3Z, British Commissioner of Propaganda in

*33. 134, 139. 143. 146, 149 ; The appointment of, 234 ^Log of the Vasa, 56, 284 ; The British Expeditionary^ Force, the, 96

;

M^Ltadci*, 55 ; T^ie Murder,of the Sullivan's belief in, zoo
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INDEX
British Music, Festival of, at Queen’s

Hall, 130
British Museum, the, Japanese prints

at, 280 ; impressions on, 281 ;

water-colours at, 109
British Propaganda in France, B.*s direc-

torship of, 227, 229, 230, 234,
242

British uniforms (1914), 107
British War Memorial Committee, the,

226, 227, 229
Brive, 88
Broadhurst, George, play by, 23
Broads, the, sailing on, 92
Brock, —, 21 ; story told by, 22
Brock, L. G., 117, 122, 124, 134
Brockhurst, G. L., pictures by, 204
Brompton Oratory, visit to, 206
Brook, Clive, 258
Brookline, Boston, 25
Browne, Graham, 78
Browne, Maurice, 34-5
Browne, Captain Montagu, 106-7
Bruce, H. J., husband of Karsavina,

253-4, 289
Brunius, Dr., a luncheon to meet, 161
Brussels, surrender of, 100, and life in

Buclian, Colonel John, M.P., 236, 241,
242

Buchanairvibidy, on Petrograd, 220
Buchanan, Sir George, 220 n. 1

Buckingham Palace," 1 31, 195
Buckmaster, Lord, 155 & n.. 189, 210,

218, 220, 221 ;
praise by, of “ The

Old Wives* Tale **, 155
Burnham, 2f^
Burns, Rt. Hon, ^ohn, 145 ; a talk

with, 48 sqq.

Burns, Robert, 168
Burslem, poison gas factory at, 187

;

visits to, 5, 40, 1 12, 1 14
Bus conductress in Paris, 136
“ Business as usual ” with the G.E.R.

(Aug. 19x4), 93 ; in Oxford Street,

etc. (1915), 130
Business men at Whitehall, 188
Butler, Samuel, books by, 76, 210, 272
Buxton, Charles Roden, 162 & n.

Buxton, Rt. Hon. Noel (now Lord),
162 & n. ; and his wife, 124

Byng, Hon. Mrs. (now Viscountess
Byng of Vimy), 66, 95

Cable, Boyd, and his pseudonym,
151 & »., 152

Cadet Corps, the, a march of, 131
Caf6s, Caf6 Boulevard (New York), 31

;

Caf6 de rOp6ra (New York), 22 ;

Caf6 Martin (New York), 24 ; Caf6
Royal (London), 7, 59, 188, 221,

233. 251, 276
Caffery, a soldier friend, 213
Cagnes, Renoir’s villa at, 41

VOL. II.

Caine, Sir Hall, 103 ; and ** King

.

Albert’s Book ”, 108 & ; speech
by, 286

Caird, A., of the Daily Mailt 236
Cairngorm mountains, the, 169
Caledonian Market, the, a visit to, 175 ;

Wounded Allies Fair at, 153, 1,65-6
Calvocoressi, M. D., i, 72, 73 ; confer-

ence by, on ” Musical Geo-
graphy”, 84

Cambridge, visit to, 274-5 ; Greek
play at, seen by B., 285-6

Cambridge, U.S.A., excursion to, 24-5 ;

social life at, 25
Camels and horses, different water

needs of, 253
Campbell, Mrs. Patrick, 53, 261 ; in

Macbeth ”, 279 ; stories about,
252

Camperdown, Viscountess, 155
Campion, Sisters, 1 14
Canada, s.s., departure of, 257

'

Canadian journalists, a dinner to, 233
Canadian officer, a, on the Russians, 193
Canadian Staff, praise of, by P. J., 265
Cannes, 87, 271 ; stay at, 41 sqq,

;

Battle of Flowers at, 45
Capricola, palace at, 87
Carcassonne, visited, 87
Carey, Joan, 234
Carfax Gallery, 178, 183
Carlisle, Alexandra, 6
Carrara, 86
Cars, use of, by officers, rules on, 129
Carson, Sir Edward (Lord Carson),

Wells on, 148
Caruso, at Philadelphia, 37
Casement, Sir Roger, capture of, 160
Caxton MSS., at Rosenbach’s, 37
Celibates, short stories on, Moore on

uniting, 289
Censorship, the, in War-time, 133, 143
Central News Service of War News, to

B., 95 ; exhibited at the Post
Office, 98

Century Magazine, The, 86
Cezanne, Paul, pictures by, 3
Chamberlain, Rt. Hon. Sir Neville, 183
Chambers, Mrs. Lambert, 254
Chambers, R. W., 28
Chambry, 137
Chantpr Bequest, the choice for, of

pictures, 229-30
Charlton, —,

editor of the Sunday Pic-
torial, 126

Chateau Pommary, 137
Chateau Thierry, 137-8, 231
Chai^nnes, Puvis de, paintings by, at

Boston, 25
Chelmsford, B. summoned on jury at, 89
Chelsea, Henry James’s house in, 81

Chenil Gallery, pictures bought at, 204
Cherkley Court, visits at, 243 ;

private

cinema at, 267
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INDEX
.Chesney, Capt.» 112
Chestertpn, G. K., 103 ; books by, 165
Cheyne Walk, Henry James’s abc^e in,

57
Chicago, Art Institute at, opening of,

32 ; John Burns’s epigram on, 48

;

the city of superlatives, 33 ; num-
ber of shop girls in, 40 ;

rudeness
in, 33 ; view of, from B.’s hotel
window, 32

Chicago Evening Post, The, 34
Chicago Examiner, The, interview with

B. in, 33, 34
Chicago Record and Herald, The, John

Bums on, 48
Chicago Tribune, The, 32 ; and its war-

correspondents, 107-8
Childers, Erskine, book by, 104
Children’s Aid Society, plea of, for help,

39
Chinatown, New York, 19
Choate, Hon. J., 49
Christ Church, Boston, and Paul

Revere, 26 & n.

Christian names, use of, by American
men, 19

Christie’s, Red Cross Sale at (1916),
MS. of “ Helen with the High
Hand ” sold at, z6z

Christopher Columbus Day in New
York, z8

Chrysanthemum Show to aid the Red
Cross, 148

Churchill, Lady Randolph, 229
ChurchilF, Rt. Hon. W. S., 225, 236,

279 ; at the Admiralty, Z33
Civil Air Transport Committee, the,

2Z9
Civilians, behaviour of, in a raid, B.’s

letter to the Press, zi6, Z17 ; snip-
ing by, views on, discussed, zzi

Clacton, in disturbed weather, 270
light seen from Comarque, 73
in War-time, 93, 98, 153, 272
a Red Cross play at, 226

Clare College, Cambridge, 274
Clark, Mr. and Mrs. James, 23
Clausen, George, painting by, Z30
Clay, Henry, portrait of, 20
Clegg, Capt., 173, 174
Clemenceau, Georges, zoo

; at the
Peace Conference, 262

Clifton, —
,
on Conder, Z83

Qubs: Arts, 89, zo8, Z28, 167, 184;
Authors’, 5, 6, 7; Automobile,
130, 197 ; Boston Yacht, 25 ;

Bur-
lington, 289 ;

Burlington Fine
Arts, Z85 ; Carlton, Z27 ; Caflyle,
Z30

; Chicago Press, 33 ; Cliff

Dwellers, Chicago,' 34 ; Devon-
shire, 5 ; Dutch Treat (New York),

29 ; Garrick, Z27, 133» 247* 260,

269, 280 : Grafton, 287 ; Harvard
(U.S.A.*;, 27 ; Lctmbs (New York),

Clubs {fiofUinud^

27 ; Lawyers* (New York), 2z ;

Marlborough, 219, 236 ;
Miniature

Rifle, 96, loz ; Nassau (U.S.A.),

29 ; National Liberal, 5, 6, 48, Z09,

i45f z74> 1761 182, 206 ; National
Sporting, 127, 152 ;

New Eng-
lish Art, 133 ;

Omar Khayyam,
61, Z40 n. ; Omega, z88, 189 ;

Other, 207 & 230, 23Z
;
Players,

U.S.A., 21 ;
Princeton (U.S.A.),

27 ; Reform, 54, 61, 62, 73» 80, 89,
103, 109, 124 sqq., Z3Z, Z32, Z48,

149, 151 sqq., Z63, z82 , Z84, 185, z88,

189, Z90, 193 sqq., 201,202,207,208
sqq., 219 sqq., 235, 240, 244-5, 248,
252,265,275, 276, 280,281,284,289
et alibi passim, the ’’chamber-
lain” at, 163, Henry James on,
80-1

;
old men at, 109 ; unecon-

omic, a Buxton on, Z62 ; Writers’
Group at, see that head ; Reynolds
(Chicago), 33 ; Royal Thames
Yacht, 124, 149, 187 sqq., et alibi,

203 ; B.’s apartment at, 175 ;

St. James’s, 179 ; Sesame, 6, 7,
Z26 ; Thatched House, 180, 222 ;

Travellers’, 154 ;
University (In-

dianapolis), 36 ;
Wellington, 24 z

Clubs, English, Legros’ delight with, 280
Clutton-Brock, A., Z25, z75,

199
Coal Strikes (z9zf;, 45 & n. 1, (Z920),

275
Coastal Evacuation, the muddle over,

Z41
;
the too-secret word to order,

142 ^
Cobb, Irwin, 17, jo, ig, 37 ; and the

nigger’s retort, 22-3 ;
on inter-

views, 29
Cobb, Mrs. Irwin, 35
Cochran, C. B., a possible revue for, by

B. and Lucas, 290
Cocos Island, non. 2
Cohan, Abraham, 3Z
Cohan, G. M., play by, and theatre of,

31
Cohan, Mrs., 31
Cohen, —

,
editor of The Foreword, 28

Cohen, Harriet, concert given by, 290
Colchester, 66, 105, 129, 152 ; matinde

at, 73 ; story of men from having
been sent before the War to
Belgium, 96

Colchester road, mining of, zx5, xi6
Coldharbour, 169
Colefax, Mrs. (now Lady Colefax), Z97 ;

on t^^e All Clear signal, 225
Ccleridge, S. T., poem by, 60 .

Colvin, Sir Sydney, and R. L. S., 6
Comarques,'niorpe-le-Soken, newhome,

B. (Oct. 1912), 53 sqq. passim
Commins, U.S.A., a replica of Oxford,

33
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** Common Sense About the War” Contributions by B. to Magazines;

(Shaw), ii6 & n. 2 Newspapers, etc. {continued)
Communal feeding, problem of, dis- tonal, 12s; The Times, 116, X17;

cussed, 185 Youth's Companion, 46
Concerts {see also Queen's Hall), at the Titles of Articles and Names of

iEolian Hall, given by Clark, 287 ;
Subjects: Appeal for the American

in aid of W.A.R.C., 154-5 ;
Women's Hospital, 172 ; Attacks

chamber, 275 ; at Frinton in aid on Hobhouse, 133 ; Behaviour of
of the National Relief Fund, 117- Civilians in case of a German raid,
118 ; givenby Harriet Cohen, 290 ;

1 16, 1 17 ; Blaming Liberal Leader-
given by Heifetz, 277; given by ship, 243 ;

Clay in the Hands of the
Josef Hoffman, 276 ; on the Potter, 46 ; Conscription in Eng-
Lusitania, and Harry Lauder, 40 ;

land, 163 ; Danger of over-
Mozart, Strauss, 7 ; patriotic at recruiting, 148 ; Education, 153 ;

Thorpe-le-Soken, 115-16 ; Russian, From the Log of the Velsa, 75,
at the Russian Exhibition, 198 ; 81, 84 ; Future of the Liberal
given by Sharpe, 65, 73, 80 ; at Party (1918), 219 ; Jacob Tonson
South Place, 82 articles, suggested issue in book

Conder, Charles, fans painted by, 183 form, 183 ; Just at a Venture, 9 ;

& n. Liberty, 104 ; Life in London, 9 ;

Condolences, a schoolboy's efforts at, Munitions propaganda, 174 ; Ob-
144 servations, 199, 246 ; Phenomena

Conductors {see Beecham, Bridge, and at Covent Garden, 60 ; Preparing
Wood), phrases used by one, at Peace terms while War goes on,
rehearsal, 55-6 207-8 ;

Pro-France, 233 ; Pros-

Conrad, J[oseph, first idea of writing, pectus, 268 ;
Recruiting, 102 ;

how inspired reason of his choice Reminiscences, 55 ;
Report on

of English, i
;
books by, 79, 80, 165, Nicholson and the War Memorials

190, 270, 271 ;
essay by, on de Committee, 228 ;

Sardonyx, 188,

Ma^pssant, 289 ;
Moore on, 285, 198, 205, 2x0 ; Sequel to ” The

289 ;
on the Russian Army and on Card”, 41, 42, 43; Sketch of

arms for Austiia, 108 H. G. Wells, 268 ; The Barber, 89 ;

Conscription, British, 145 ;
B.’s articles Greek play at Cambridge, 286 ;

on, 163 ;
proposed, in Ireland, 225, Life of Nash Nicklin,* 70 ; The

226 Lion's Share, 139, 143 ; The
“Conseil jmidique”, lithograph by Pogrom, 132 ; The Price of Love,

Forain, 219 • 53 w. 2, 56, 62, 63, 64, 66, 67, 68,

Constable, John, picture by, 284 69 ; The Return, 108 & n. ; The
Constantinesco, —.invention of, 190-1 Story-teller’s Craft, 64, 65; on
Constantinople, and Russia, 221 the U.S.A., 9, 41, 46, 56, 203 ; un-

Contributions by B, to Magazines, specified, 129, 231, 232 ;
Visit to

Newspapers, etc. : American Mag- the [War] Front, 129, 142, 143;
azine, 41 ;

CefUury, 75, 81, 84 ;
War articles, 107 *, War Savings,

Cosmopolitan, 70, 197, 220 ; Daily official, 195 ;
What the German

Mail, 233 ;
Daily News, 99, 102, Conscript thinks, 99-100 ; on

104, 106, 125, 132, 133, i6o, 163, Women, 247, a/so Our Women,
182, 192, 196, 207-8, 21 1, 214, 243 ;

under Books by B.
Delineator, 287 ;

Esparia, 189 ; Cook, B., gardener, 96, loi, 103 ; on
Everybody's Magazine, 99 ; French tattooing versus inoculation, 105

Press, 163 ;
Harper's Magazine, 9, Cooper, Gladys, 285

41, 43, 46. 53 & n. 2, 56, 63, 64, Copeau, J., 4, 72

66 sgq.,S9; King Albert's Booh,ioB Copenhagen, s.s., Sulhvan torpedoed

Scn,i;Le Temps (not printed), 163 ; in, 196
Lloyd's Weekly News, 227 ; Man- Corelli, Marie, 125

.

Chester Guardian, 55 ; Manchester Corfe Castle, sketching visit to, 171-2

Sundayfihfonicle, 17 ; Metropolitan Cork Harbour, 130
Magazine, 21, 55, 65, 130 ; Nation, Comer House, Strand, crowd at, 131

6, 9 ;
New Statesman, ro, 75, J02, Cofnhill Magazine, 81 n. i

181, 192, 195, 202, 246, 268, 286 ;
Comiche road, the, 43

New Weekly, 89 ;
New York Times, Comillier, M. and Madame, 72

129 ; Observer, 233 ; Odd Volume, Corrfeze river, 88

9 ;
Saturday Evening Post, 104 ;

Cotman, J. S., pictures by, 109 ,

Star, 279 ;
Strand Magazine, 53, Courting couple notes *00, used m

55, 134, 139, *95 » Sunday Pic- V ^iceyman Steps ", 58 Stmn. 2
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INDEX
Courtney, W. L., 7. i6i
Coveney, an old friend, 162
Coventry Street, 157
Cowes, the Velsa at, 92
Cowes Week, 271
Cradock, Admiral, 172
Craig; Frank, illustrator, 21, 36, 37
Cranach, Lucas, picture by, 64
Cravath, —, on an English

**
accent **

retained in U.S.A., 229
Cressy, sunk, 105
Crippen, Dr., 47
Cromer, ist Earl of, 151
Crosses on graves, on the Western

Front, 137
Crossley, Ada, 155
Cuban War, the, 151
Culzean Castle, visited, 168-9
Cunby, Prof. Henry, of Yale, a visit

from, 228
Curzon of Kedleston, Marquess, 166
Customs official at New York, man-

handling of, 171
Cuxhaven, monitors for attacking, 133

D., Colonel, on Party versus Empire,
106-7

Daily Chronicle, The, 126 n. i, 192
M., 242

Daily Express, The, 243, 255
Daily Mail, The, 60, 83, 222, 236,279 ;

Editorial Council of, 107 ; North-
clifie*s anti-Kitchener article in,

140-ic
Daily Mirror, The, girl readers of, 255
Daily News, The, editor of (1911), 6

& n. ; end of B.*s connection with,
160 ; the Spanish Press on, 2x0

Daily Sketch, The, girl readers of, 258
Daily Tdegraph. The, account in, of

life in Brussels in 19x4, 119 ; Bel-
gian Fund of, and King Albert’s
Book ", 108 n. X

Dakins, —, and the National Service
League, 98

Dalziel, Henry, 236
Danger factor, effect of on the nervous

system, 275-6
Danielsen, Major F. G., 119, and B.'s

letter on behaviour of civilians in
case of invasion, xx6 & n. ; and an
alleged spy, 122 ; on a visit of
German ships, 118

Danish women, characteristics of, 67
Danseuse nue, Russian, 72
Danube, craft for navigating, 133
Dardandles expedition, the, 134, xxi,

145, 146 ; Fisher on, 173
*

Darling, Mr. Justice (now Lord), on the
Maud Allan Case, 231 & n. i

Damley, Earl of, 274
David, King, 214
Davidson, John, 168 n^2
Davies, Ben, 176 ^

•

Davies, Major Davidj and the League
of Nations Association, 234

Davies Street, 7
Davies, W. H., 251
Davis, R. H., 38, 80 ; interview of with

Li Hung Chang, 30
* Mrs. R. H., 80
Davison,—, a poet, 275
Davison, Mr., Mrs. and Miss, 172
Davray, Henri, and his War Post, 163,

189, 193, 198, 204, 228 ; and B.’s
article on conscription in England,
163 ; tale of the Kaiser, zoo

;

on the Zeppelin raid of Sept, i,

I9i5» 143 ; on Steig, 238
D’Avril, Suzanne, 268
Day, George, lunch with, 27
Dean, Captain Basil, 251 ; London

theatrical scheme of, 244 ;
" The

Bright Island " rejected by, 269 ; a
rehearsal story by, 252

De Boer, Mrs., 185
de Crespign^, Sir Claude, 219
Degas, £., pictures by, 3
Deland, Margaret, dinner with, 26
Delius, F., music by, 130
Dell, Ethel M., novels by, 200
Dell, Floyd, 34
de Mille, W. C., play by, 21, 27
Denmark, B.’s cruise roun^^/>-7
Deserter, search for a, 129
Desl3rs, Gaby, 126 •

Despatch riders, 93
Devereux, Mrs. (Roy), 72
Dewar, Lord, 254
de Zoete, Beryl, book by, n.

Diary-keeping, Lord Rosebery dn, 130
Diaz, N., picture by, 255
Dickins & Jones, visit to, 278
Dickinson, G. Lowes, 127, 2x6, 221
Dicksee, F., 230
" Dictionary of National Biography ”,

inaccuracies in, 182
Ditrichstein, Leo, actor, 32
Dock strike, J. Burns’s handling of,

49
Doctors, use by of some of B.’s books,

in America, 33
Donald, Sir Robert, 183, 198 ; forecast

by in early I9i7> 192 ; dinner in
honour of, 242

Donnay, Maurice, play by, 71
Doors, painted, at Durand Ruel’s, 3
Doran, G. H., publisher of B.’s books

in America, 4, ix, 17, 2X, 23, 24, 27,
30, 36, 37, 47, 133, 152 ; and his
wife, 22, 23, 37, 38 ;

visits from,

J*, 75
*

Dornoch, and Dornoch Firth, 274
Dorziat, Gabrielle, X52 & «., X71
Dostoievsky, F., books by, 43, 78, 90

;

one dramatised, 4
Douglas, James, 6, 33^, 269
Doullcns, Z38
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INDEX
Dramatists, royalties of, Pinker’s

scheme about, 6i
Dreams, inventiveness of some, 68 ^
Dreiser, Theodore, novels by, 179 «

Dresden, 58 n. 2
Drinkwater, John, 243, 246, 247
Drury, Helen, 286, 288
Dublin, B.*s visits to, 207, 255 sqq.

»

theatrical affairs in, 257-8
Horse Show, 255
National Gallery, 256
Races, 256-7

Duca degli Abruzzi^ s.s., 29
Dukes, Ashley, play translated by, 264
Dunlop-Smith, J., 229
Dupont, Marcel, book by, 162
Durand Ruel collection, the, a visit to,

2-3
Durham and its Cathedral, 274
Dutton, Messrs., B.*s books published

by, in America, 4
Duveen’s, New York, 27
Dyall, Franklin, 282
Dyke, Judge, 38
Dyson, Will, war drawings by, 216

Eadie, Denis (see also Vcdrenne and
Eadie), B.^s relations with, 152,

182, 228, 234, 266, 270, 283 ; and
the revival of “ Milestones **, 278,

Mrs. D., 234
East Coast, the, during the War, in-

vasion scare and spy scare, see

under German ; raids on, see Air
raids

;
importations into, alleged

order Restricting, 120 ;
military

m<5vements,^39, 140
Eastbourne, performance at, of ** Ju-

dith 248-9
Easton Park, 146
Eaton, —, 152, 246, 247, 248, 278
Ebury Street, No. 12 1, George Moore’s

residence, 284
Economist^ The, 124
Edinburgh, contrasts at, 169 ; Hum-

phreys’s walk to, from London, 74

;

a night at, 273-4
Edwards, Madame, 72, 138
Edwards, Misia, on lack of chic in

women, 73
Edwardes Square, 7
Egypt, 265
Elgar, Sir Edward, 280
Elevated Railway, the, New York, 18
Elkins, Katherine, 38
Emden, the, destroyed, 1 10 & n. 2
Emergency Committees, R’s connec-

tion with, 1 16, 122, i$9, 159, J79
Enemy Propaganda, Lord NorthcUlfe

head of, 237
English Channel, shipping in (Jime,

1915), 135
. ^ ,

English salesmen, defects of, 51, 65

Englishwomen, chic of, improvement
in, 130

Enteric, inoculation for, 105
‘

Epping Forest, Zeppelin raid on, 147
Esbjerg, 67
Esher, Rt. Hon. Viscount, 137
Espagnat, Georges d’, 41
Essen, 175 ; canard on, 164
Esterel, the, 87
Staples, Z35
Evans, C. S., on Wise and his library,

287
Evans, Judge, 175
Evening News, The, 279 ; hawker’s cry

of, 239 ; Lord Northcliffe’s pur-
chase of, 222

Ezekiel, book of, 74

** Fables for Liberals ”, 150
Factory life in Japan, Alden on, 143-6
Falkland battle, the, Fisher on, 172-3
Famous Players-Lasky and Froh-

mann, 267 ; and B’s him, 279
Fargue, Paul, i, 84
Farmer, talk with a, on Brussels, pigs,

pony, and patriotism, loi
Farnborough, 194
Farrar, Dr., 59
Farrar, Geraldine, 37
Fat lady in a ’bus, story of, 116
Fay, W. G., on his early threatrical days,

257-8
Felixstowe, air raids over, 201
Fenayrols-les-Bains, 43
Ferp^son, Elsie, 261 •
Feti, Domenico, picture by, 255-6
Fielding, H., book by, 12
Fifth Avenue, New York, 19 ; and its

sky-scrapers, 23
Film business, U.S.A., importance of,

267
Film by B., “The Wedding Dress”,

contract for, with Lasky, 269 ,278,

279-80, 281, 282, 286
Film offer made to G. B. Shaw, 281
Firing, heard in Paris, 136, at sea,

heard inland, 119
First daily joint wirdess message sent

out to the world, writtenby B., 232
First night audience in Paris, 72
Fisher, Admiral Lord, 133, 176; talk

with, 172-3
Fishguard, B.’s arrival at, 40
Flatford Mill, visit to, 64
Flaubert, Gustave, correspondence of,

62, 63
Flippancy, easiness of, 29
Flogging, arguments for, 123
Fldwer, Newman, 146, 263
Foch, Marshal, 184
Folkestone, boom outside, 135
Fontainebleau, 61, 88 ; final departure

from, 47 •

Food Question,^unch, the, 214
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INDEX
Food rations and dinner guests, 221
Forain, J. L., pictures by, 147 ; litho-

graph by, 2x9
Forbes, Mr. and Mrs. J., 31, 38, 40
Ford, John, vault of, 115
Foreign Office, the, 103, 225 ; and the

Kaiser, 236
Yiddish U.S.A. paper, 28

Forster, £. M., 260
France, Anatole, novels by, 39 ;

play
by, 192

France, B. back in (July 1911), 9;
canal voyage through, of the Vdsa,
84 & n.

;
conditions in, in 1916,

167 ; price-variations in, 80 ; and
the War, 94

British Propaganda in B.*s connection
with, 227, 229, 230, 231, 234, 242

France’s Day, B.’s plan jfor celebrating,
231-2

Frankau, Mrs. Julia (“ Frank Danby ”),

44 ;
on the Coal Strike, 45

Fraser, Lovat, Mr. and Mrs., 289
Frederick the Great, and his one dread,

173
Fr^jus, election at, 87
French, F.-M. Sir J. D. P. (later Earl of

Ypres), 172, 177, 255 ; a short war
predicted by, 127, 130, and the
shortage of ammunition, 133

French Attitude to British taxation, 223
Censor, and B.’s article on con-

scription in England, 163
Corruption in, 94
Drawings, show of, 147
Military Officers, 167
PoUus, and English nurses, 248
Sanguineness as to the War (Sept.

1914), 104
Versions of B.’s novels, 55
War Office, laxity of, 136
Wounded, sufferings of, 167
Words, use of, Moore on, 284-5

Freud, S., and his methods, 275
Friendships of men, American and

English, contrasted, 19
Frinton Hall, piano recital at, 83
Frinton-on-Sea, 74, 153, 157, 272 ;

the
barber at, 78-9 ; Concert at, 117-
18 ; Field Artillery, practice at,

169-70 ; the golf club at, 69

;

Lawn Tennis Tournament at, 254 ;

light of, seen at Thorpe-le-Soken,

73 ;
Mrs. E. A. Bennett’s Sale,

etc., at, for Belgian Refugees, no;
searchlights at, 105

Frith Street, Soho, Italian restaurant
in, 183, 198

Frohman, Charles, 80, 109 ; Sind
“ Sacred and Profane-Love ”, 261

Frohman Company, the, and the film

producers, 267
JFry, Roger, 184, 185 ;

in his studio,

178 ; andithe Oi^ga Club, z88

Fuller, Sir Francis, 286
Funds and Committees, B.’s attitude

to, 98
Fyfe, George Buchanan, a call on, 2i

Gaxge, Crosby, on higher gains from
plays in San Francisco, 22

Galsworthy, John, 44, 219, 244 ; plays
by, 267-8

Mrs. John, 44, 219, 244
Gamblers, professional, on Liners, 14
Gard, Martin du, play by, 84
Gardiner, A. G., 130, 148, 182, 190,

X97> I 99 » 2x6, 2 i7> 2 I9 i 220, 22X,

234» 235 ; and Lloyd George, 182,

210; and B.’s article on recruiting,
X48 ;

and the end of B.’s connec-
tion with the Daily News, 160

Gardner, Mrs. Jack, house of, 25
Garibaldi, Giuseppe, 85
Garland, Hamlin, 34 & n.

Garnett, Edward, 150-x
Garvice, Charles, 5
Garvin, J. L., 209 ;

on changes in the
X9th and 20th centuries, 25X

Gary, Judge, 28
Gary, Mrs. Elbert, 37
Gauguin, Paul, 51
Gen6e, Adeline, 132
Genoa, 86
George V., H.M., 265 ; ai)[^#«e Cadet

Corps, 131 ;
coronation of,

American envdy to, 28 ;
glimpse

of, with Poincar6, 65 & n.
; and

the Liner Captain, 16 ; proposed
attendances of, at the Abbey, on
France’s Day, B.’s pal't in, 231-2

George, Mrs. D. LloyQ, 267
George, Rt. Hon. D. Lloyd, X58, 162,

173, 2x4, 233, 238, 25X ; attitude
of, to facts, 227 ; avoidance by of
Northcliffe in Paris, 240 ;

Berthe-
lot on, 262 ; caricature of, 267 ;

and Gardiner, 182, 2zo ; at Gray’s
Inn, 208, over-long speech of,

209 ; Man Power Bill of, and
speech on, 225, 226 ;

methods of,

194, 225 ;
and the overthrow of

Asquith, 243 ;
and a unified com-

mand on the Western Front, 220
German Colonics and Peace terms, 237,

242
Fleet, action of, off Lowestoft, x6o ;

raids of notified, and expected, 118,

139 ;
Swedish betting on the date

of its emergence, X57
Government, American observers on,

in April, X915, 129
Invasion, anticipations of, 96, 98,

Z05, 106, 112, ZX5, 1x6, 118, 122,

155, 158, 159, 162, 164, 165, 170,
171

Long-range ^n, iix
Methods m War, 94, xx9, X37
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INDEX
German Mortality figures, alleged cook-

ing of, 200
Offensive of March, 1918, 224 ; War

Cabinet disbelief in, 227
Prisoners, 138 ; escaped, search for,

153-4
Secret Service, the. Mason on, 247
Spy scares, 96, 98, 100, 112, 121, 122,

123, 129, 165, i66
Submarine attacks, 105, 123 ;

cam-
paign of, 191 ; numbers sunk, 136,
144-5

Supplies, in 1917, Mrs. Belloc
Lowndes on, 177

Thoroughness, instance of, 230
Treatment of Prisoners of VVar, 230
Versions of B.*s plays, 91
War plans, news of before the War,

136
Germans, invading, proposed proclam-

ation for, 1 19
Germany, Japanese ultimatum to, 99 ;

Wilson's emissaries to, 129 ; con-
ditions in (Oct. 1918), 235 ; request
by, for an armistice (Oct. 1918),

235, 236; and the Milner interview
(Oct. 1918), 236 ;

Armistice accor-
ded to, 241

Gide, Andrd, 45, 136
Girls, English, behaviour on a steamer,

67^ i-*Government Oflices, 229;
at the Armistice, 241-2 ; de-
mobilised, difficulties of, 264

Girtin, Thomas, pictures by, X09
Glacsner, Mrs., 24

•

Glasgow, 168, 273
Glass dSbrt^ after a Zeppelin raid, 144
Glendalough, visit to, 257
Glyn, Elinor, 256
“ God the Invisible King ” (H. G.

Wells), 199
Godebski, Cipa, i, 72 & «. i, 73» 84, 88,

136
Godebski, Madame, i, 72 & w. i, 73
Godebski, Jean, 285
Godfrey, —

,
secretary to G. H. Mair,

134
“ Going over the Top ” in fact and in

the papers, 173
Gold shortage in Paris (Dec. 1912), 56
Goncourt, the brothers dc. Journal of,

143
Goodall, Edyth, play commissioned by.

244, 255
Goodhart, Lieut., xi8
Gorges du Loup, 44
Gosse, Sir Edmund, and his wife, 197,

198 ^
Gossip in Men's Clubs, 5 •

Gothenburg, and the Gothenbxirg
steamer, 62

Gough, General Sir Hubert, 226
Goupil Gallery, .show at the, of The

" London Group ”, 127

Gourdon, 44
Grafton Galleries, show at, of the Allied’

Artists Association, X56
‘

Graham, Douglas, x68 n. 2

Grande Revue, La, French version of
” Sacred and Profane Love ”

issued in, 55
Grasse, 43» 44
Grave diggers, XX5
Graves, Robert, 210
Gray's Inn, dinner in Hall at, to meet

Lloyd George, 208-9
Great Bentley, 128, X29
G.E.R. ” carrying on ” by, in Aug.

I9i4f 93 ; warning against spies

posted in trains of, 166
Greek Islands, life in (April X918), 227
Green, Leslie, 253, 254
Green, Mrs., on the future character of

youths fighting in the War, 146
Gregory, Lady, 258
Grey, Lady, 192
Grey, Rt. Hon. Sir Edward (later

Viscount Grey of Fallodon), 94, 1 17,
192, 220 & n. ; on Italy, Roumania
and Russia (Feb. 1918), 221

Griffin, Captain, curious bill sent to, 244
Grosvenor Gardens, No. 32, house of

F. E. Smith given up to the Red
Cross, 229 ; its library, 231

Groupe Inter-Universitaire Franco-
Anglais, dinner inaugurating, 232

Gu6rittc, T. J., 232
Guest, Capt. Rt. Hon. Frederick, 286
Guggenheim, Dan, 2X, 28 •

Guildhall, National Economy Meeting
at, 156

Guinness, Mr. and Mrs., 24
Guitry, Lucien, 269 ; a story of, 59
Guitry, Sacha, play by, English version

of, 2x6 ;
acting in London with his

wife, 268, 269
Gulland, J. W., on B.'s Article outlining

a Liberal policy (X918), 220
Gunnery at Frinton, 169-70 ; versus

golf near Hull, 180

H. , Dr., and enlistment, loi, 102

;

rumours reported by, 105-6 ; a
spy scare of, 121

Hackett, Francis, 34, 279
Haggard, Sir Rider, 125
Hague, The, a suggested Belgian

Court of Enquiry at, during the
War, B.’s scheme for, X07

Haig, Lieut.-General Sir Douglas (later

F.M. Earl Haig), 227 ;
Nivelle on,

184 ; alleged recall of, 216-17

;

* M. Baring on, 226 ; welcome to

(Dec. 1918), 244-5
” Hail and Farewell *' (G. Moore), 256
Haldane, Rt. Hon. Viscount, 148
Halifax, 254 n. •

Hall, Admiral Reginald, 237
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INDEX
Halsbury, Earl of, on making and not

keeping a bargain, 209
Hamertod, P. G., book by, 80
Hammersley, Mrs. Ralph, party given

by, 286 & n.

Hammersmith Palais de Dance, an
evening at, 277

Hamihond, J.'L. & B., book by, 215
Hanna, Mark, .35

Harcourt, Mps. Lewis, 172
Hardie, K^, 6
Hardy. Mrs., mother of Thomas, 263
Hardyy Mrs. Thomas, 202

Thomas, 103, 202, 203

;

udith” appreciated by, 250;
G. Moore on, 285, 289

Harker, J. C., 230
Harmsworths, the, and the Sunday Pic-

torial, 125
Harper's Magazine and B.*s American

impressions, 8 ; a lunch given by,
2o~i ; offices of, a visit to, 21

Harris, Frank, 44, 51 ;
play by, Oscar

Wilde and, 53 & n. 2, 54 ; on
Oscar Wilde, 53-7

Mrs. Frank, 44
Harris, H. B., 46 ;

and his wife, and
the Titanic disaster, 47 & n.

Harrison, Austin, 7, 125
Harrison, Frederick, 107
Harrison, Mrs., 36
Harrison, Sydney, 125
Harrogate, 254, 282
Harvard University, a visit to, 24-5
Harvey, Colonel George, of Harper's, 20
Harwich, 62, 66, 70, 96, 103, 142

;

house destruction at, 93 ;
locale

for a German invasion between,
and Maldon, 159 ;

Naval views at
(April, 1916), 159 ;

Zeppelin raid
over, 201

Harwich Flotilla, the, 159
Hatchards, Messrs., 74 109
Hatchett, Mrs. and Miss, 104-5
Hausberg, Mrs., 106
Havas Agency, 127
Havre, 134
Haymarket Concert for W.A.R.C.,

154-5
Haynes, Mr. and Mrs., 184
Head, Henry, 280
Healy, Tim, 209
Hearst, W. R., 222, and his combina-

tion
;

a novel of B. sold to in

advance, 8 ;
Li Hung Chang inter-

viewed for, 30 ;
bad interview with

B. in a paper of, 33 ;
invitation

from to B. to go to examine (he

Soviet system for them declined,

261
Heath, Maj.-General H. N. C., C.B.,

III & n., on B.’s letter to the

• press on behaviour of civilians in
araid, iii-17 ; a|*d the accounts

• 306

Heath, Maj.-General {continued)
from the trenches, 117 ; and his
proclamation on civil behaviour in
invasion, re-drafted by B., zi8, 119

Heifetz, Jascha, violinist, 276 ; con-
cert given by, 277

Heinemann, Messrs., dinner given by,
occasion of, 286

Heilman, George, 37
Helmer, N., 198-9
Henderson, John, 174
Henderson, Rt. Hon. A., 221
Henley, W., and his “young men”,

179
Hessel, Paris picture dealer, 72
Hewlett, Maurice, 7
Hicks, Seymour, 216 ;

wit of, 279
Hill, Capt. and Mrs., and the incom-

prehensible despatch, 211-12
Hind, Lewis, 5
Hinemoa, yacht, 271
Hirst, F. W., 124, 125
Hoare, Brig.-General, 129, 139 ; and a

horse-inspection, 123 ; on a canard
as to Yarmouth, Z19

Hobhouse, Rt. Hon. C. £. H., 133 & n.

Hobhouse, L. T., 216, 221
Hobson, J. A., 220-1, 223
Hocking, Silas K., on his writings, 131
Hoey, Iris, 258
Hoffman, Josef, concert hp, €*76
Hogg, Esmond, 284
Hogg, Lieut., on Gfirman treatment of

wounded, 118
Hogue, H.M.S., sunk, 105
Holbrooke, Joseph, 130
Holst, Gustav, music by, 2^0

,

Holt, Major, 236
*

Home Rule and the Serbian note, 148
Homer, Winslow, aquarellist, 36
Homestead, The, office of, painted wall

of, 256
Honours Lists, Masterman on, 214
Hooley, Arthur, 24
Hoover, Herbert (later President,

U.S.A.), 262
Hope, Anthony, 260
Homiman, Miss, and her theatrical

Company, 5 w.

Hospital for Incurables, a comment on,

50
Hospitals, in the Balkans, 192 ; Queen

Alexandra’s, Milbank, 146; Red
Cross at Thorpe Hall, 95, 107, no,
III ;

Tent, in France, 138
Hotels and Inns, visited or mentioned

:

Albergo Marzocco, 85 ; Astoria
(Brus^ls), 71 ; Belle-Vue, Strat-

cford (Philadelphia), 37 ; Belmont
(New York), 117; Berkeley, 59,
80, 8x, 152, 171 ;

Blackstone
^Chicago), 32, 33 ; Califomie
[Cannes), 41, 47.; Carlton (Lon-
don), 73, 152, 228, 234, 242 ; Cecil



INDEX
Hotels and Inns, visited or mentioned

{continued)
(London), 8; Central (Glasgow),

274; CharltonArms (Ludlow), 200;
Claridge's, 283, 289 ; de Paris
(Monte Carlo), 44 ; dei Belli Arti
(Orvieto), 85 ; Dolphin (Dublin),

256; duRhin(Paris),47,56,72, 100;
Grand (Antwerp), 70 ; Grand (Frin-
ton), 77; Grand (London), Grill-

room, 6 ; Grand Hotel de Genes
(Genoa), 86 ; Hyde Park (London),
232 ; Meurice (Paris), 40 ; Midland
Adelphi (Liverpool), 257 ; Moimt
Nelson (South Africa), 50 ; North
British (Edinburgh), 274 ; at
Perth, 254 ; Princeton Inn (Prince-
ton, U.S.A.)i 29 ; Ritz (London),
90 ; Royal York (Brighton), 271

;

St. Enoch (Glasgow), 168 ; St.

James (Paris), i ; St. Pancras,
168 ;

Savoy, 6, 8, 139, 152, 161,

190, 193, 238, 242, 276, 279, 284,
Grill-room, 8 ; Shoreham (Washing-
ton), 20 ;

South Western (South-
ampton), 271 ; The Stork (Liver-
pool), 258 ; Waldorf (London), 143,
205 ;

Waldorf (U.S.A.), 21, 24,
28, 37 ;

Waldorf-Astoria (U.S.A.),

151 ; Westminster Palace, 174
Houghttti, %anley, 5
House of Commons, visits to, 6, 225-6
House shortage, misery due to, 264
“ How to live in New York on 48 hours

a day **, skit by Wallace Irwin, 29
Howard deWalden, Lord, 6
Hubbar^, ^m6, 249
Hueffer, Ford Madox (now Ford

Madox Ford), book by, 126
Hughes, Rt. Hon. W. M., 236
Hull, Zeppelin raid at, 180
Hulton, Sir Edward, 236, 243
Humberstone, Sergeant, and his son, 164
Humphreys, Arthur L., of Hatchards,

74-5, 109
Hunt, Violet, i

Hutchinson, Charles, 33, 34
Hutchinson, Dr., on sanitation in

Naples and elsewhere, 16

Huxley, Aldous, 251 ;
poems by, 268

Hyde Park, drilling in, 125 ; oratory
and hymns in, 276-7 ; in the
evening, 290

Hydro-aeroplane seen, 44
Hyferes, 84

Ibsen, Henrik, plays by, G. Moore on
the dialogue in, 52 ^

Idols and stolen jewels, tales of, 52 •

He St. Honorat, the tower on and the
shepherd's vanity, 42-3

Illness, details of, noted, 113
Illumination, and MS., a knowledge of,

23

Imperial War Conference, an, 193-4
Imperial War Museum, the, 248
Income tax, inroads made by* 265 ; and

super-tax, a Frenchman's amaze-
ment at, 223

Indian Ruler, an, on England's duty in
India, 197 ^

Indian Soldiers and the Flanders cam-
paign, 152

Indianapolis, visit to, 35-6
Intelligentsia, G. B. Shaw^^«proposed

Coalition of, 155
International Labour Conf^fiilCe, an,

McKenna on, 221
Interviewers and interviews at Chica'go,

32, 33» 34 ; at Liverpool, 40

;

Irwin Cobb on, 29
Inverness, visit to, 273, 274
lolandat yacht, 271
Ipswich, excursion to, 75
Ireland, visits to, 207, 255 ; proposed

conscription in, 225, 226 ; re-

cruiting difficulties in, 107
Irish Sea, German submarine successes

in, 123
Irish situation, French ignorance on,

238
Irishman in the Gordon Highlanders,

188
Irving, Ethel, 201
Irving, H. B., 161
Irwin

j
Wallace, skit by, 29

Islamism, preaching of, in Hyde Park,
276

Island play, ideas for souglft {see also

The Bright Island, under Plays by
B.), 261

Islington Cattle Market, 159
Italian coast, rim along in the Velsa,

84 w.

Italy, journey in (1914), 84 sqq,

;

entry

01, into the War, 130, 221

J. C. JLa Cour, s.s., 67
Jack London, and the Chicago Exam-

inerts interview with B., 34
James, Henry, meeting with, 57 ;

on
the Reform Club in 1914, 8o-i

;

talks of, with Page, 108 ; War
news gleaned from, by Pinker, 129,

130 ;
and Wilson's special envoys,

129 ;
book once owned by, the

only cut pages in, 266 ; George
Moore on, 289

Janssen, Captain, 192-3
Japan, factory life in, P. Alden on, 145-

,146; ultimatum of, to Germany, 99
Japanese in Paris, 3 ; in U.S.A., 36
Jaurds, J., murder of, 204 & n.

Jellicoe, Admiral Earl, 224
Jenkins, Albert, in “ A Man from the

North," prototype of, 163 •

Jennings, Evclyi# 65
•
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INDEX
Jensen; , 34
Jepson, Edgar, book by, 165
Jerram, Admiral, xzo n., 2
Jesse, Stella, 283
Jesse, Tennyson, 284
Jews, Frank Harris on, 44
John,, Au^stus, pictures by, 204, 263
Johnson, Jack, pugilist, 23
Jdhnston, Edith, and the bees, 140

;

on her father’s laying in of stores,

95
Jones, Kennedy, on the new jour-

nalism, 222
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Howard, 7
Jones, Sir Roderick, 229 & n., 234
Journal, Le, 230 ;

contents of, on Aug.
5, 1914, 96 ; Salle des Fdtes of, 72

Journal dc Dibais, Le, 230
Journalists, Allied, a lunch for, 230

;

American, and Bernsdortf, 151

;

stealing by newspaper proprietors,

222 ; Canadian, dinner to, 233
Jowitt, Sir William, 185
Juan les Pins, hydro-aeroplane seen at,

44
Judalis, Mrs. John, 36
Judge, Mark, and G. B. Shaw’s Mani-

festo, 1 16
Judson, Mrs., tea with, 33
Julia, schooner yacht, 271

K.,CApT.,on a Zeppelin raid onEpping
Forest, 147

Kahn, —

,

and ,St. Dunstan’s, 132
Kaiser, Glorge, play by, 264
Karina, Danish dancer, 192-3
Karsavina, 264, 289, and her husband,

254
Kauffmann, Angelica, 190
Kaufman, Herbert, 35
Keane, Doris, 6, 150, 152, 158, 168
Keeble, Dr. F. (Sir F. Keeble), week-

end w'ith, 243, 248 ; wedding to
Lillah McCarthy, 268

Keith, Sir A., book by, 247
Kelly, Ren6e, 171
Kendal, Messmore, 152 ; and J. H. D.,

19 ; lunch given by, 28
Kennerley, Mr. and Mrs., 125
Kennington, Eric, war picture by, 157
Keys, Nelson, 154* i55
Kid gloves, dressing for, 16
Kindersley, Sir Robert, B.’s interview

with, on the War Savings Com-
mittee, 166-7, 197

King, Basil, 24, 25 ; book by, 24 n.

King’s College Chapel, Cambridge, 275
King’s National Roll, the originat<^ of,

189 & n.

Kipling, Rudyard, books by, 165

;

neologisms of, 45
Kirby-le-Soken, 74
Kirkoswald grave-yard, fame of, z68

& n. 2 * •

Kitchener of Khartoum, F.-M. Earl, 122,
132-3, 166, 172 ; a story of, 50

;

plethora of recruits got by, 103

;

on the probable length of the war,
Z07 ; Masterman on, 124 ; North-
diffe’s article on, 140-1 ; at W.O.,
156 ; on National Economy, 156 ;

death of, 166 ; Fisher’s one refer-

ence to, 173
Klaptika, Madame, 193
Knight, Dame Laura, picture by, 219
Knoblock, Edward, 14, 24, 28, 46, 47,

59, 65, 127, 152, 227, 251, 278 ;

fees foregone by, 99 ;
play by,

263 ; play written with, by B. {see

also ’‘Milestones ”), 8, ii & n., 12,

45 ; a visit from, 126
Knoblock, Gertrude, 46, 47
Knowlson, Sharper, books by, 276 & n.

Kostilefi, —, 72

Labour people at National Economy
Meeting, 156

Labour situation in 1917 ; the Weirs on,
190-1

Lafayette,
** The Great ”, tragic death

of, 8 & n.

Lancet, The, 279
Lanchester, H. V., scheme for help-

ing professional classes, 124 & n.

;

scheme of for tabulaUngiiaforma-
tion, 183

Lanchester and *Richards, Messrs.,

architects, 124 n.

Land valua’tion scheme ofLloyd George,
162

Landermere and quay, do, 74, 171 ;

sketching at, 6^
Land’s End, Humphreys’s walk to, from

London, 74
Lane, John, bomb damage to house of,

214
Lang, Matheson, wish to buy ” Don

Juan ”, 285
Lanoire, Maurice, B.’s “Sacred and

Profane Love ”, translated by, into
French, 55

Lapland, Red Star liner, 70
Larbaud, Valdry, book by, 43 2, 45;

on “ Le Sous Sol ”, by Dostoiev-
sky, 43 ; dinner with, 8 & n.

Lasky,—
, 269

Lauder, Sir Harry, 40
Lavery, Sir J., and Lady, 229
Lavisse and Rambaud, book by,

67 & 89
Law, Rt. Hon. A. Bonar, 171, 225 ; and

his f|mily, 267 ; on “ The Pretty
• Lady ”, 239

Lawrence, Colonel T. E., youthful aspect
of, 269

Lawrence, D. H., novel by, 280
League of Nations Association, the, 234
Le Bas, Hedley, 166, 220
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INDEX
Le Brasseur & Oakley, Messrs., 162
Lee Bridge Road, B.'s motor accident

in, 81
Lee, Major, of Harper's, 20
Legros, —, 262, 277, 283 ; on English

Club Life, 280
Leicester Galleries, picture shows at,

61, 147, 207, 216, 219
Larins, Les lies, atOo-canot excursion

to, 42
Leroux, Gaston, novel by, 183
Lewis, Loma, 283
Lewis, Neville, picture show of, 263
Liberal Party, and Press (1918),

Runciman on, 218
Libraries “ obstructive ” to “ The Price

of Love ** (B.), 108
Li^ge, defence of, 95 ;

a story on, 100
Li Hung Chang, interviewed for Hearst,

30
Liner life, B.*s notes on, during passage

to America, 12 sqq, ; the Captain
of, and his C.B., 16

Lingley, Mr. and Mrs., 23, 27
Literary patriotism and its results, 106
Literature, processes of, a surprising

instance of interest in, 45
Little Easton, visited, 146
Litvinoff, Madame, portrait of, 263
Liverpool, B. at, 2$7 sqq, ; production

at, **leered and I^ofane Love ”,

258-9
Liverpool Street, airraid over, 200 & n.

Loch Lomond, x68, 273
Lochearnhead, 273

*

Lockyer, —^96, loi, 103, 232
London,, 88; air raids on, 200 & n., 205

& 210-11 & n., 218-19, the
All Clear signal after, 225 ;

Beaver-
brook's coming to, 254 ; B.'s

return to, and frequent visits to, 5,

59 et passim. See also Royal
Thames Yacht Club, under Clubs,
and Whitehall Court; in fog,
“ damnable ” and “ romantic ”,

208 ;
lighting restrictions in, 109,

136
London, Bishop of, 132
‘ London Group ', exhibition by, 127
London omnibus strike, 198
Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth, house

of, 25
Longson vault at Burslem 115
Loos, Battle of, 188
Loraine, Robert, 90
Lord Mayor's Banquet, the, B. at, 175 sqq.

Lorimer, G. H., 37
Lost luggage, 257 »
Lowell, James Russell, house of, 25#
Lowestoft, German naval action off, 160
Lowndes, Mrs. Belloc, lunches and

dinner with, 6, 7, 126 ; a visit

from, 177 ; 09 German supplies, ib.

Luard murder, stories about, 52

Lucas, E. V., 36, 127, 216 ; book by,

.

109 & n.
; a visit from, 65, 66;’

plays by, 66 ; a revue by, with B.
spoken of, 290

Mrs. E. V., 127
Ludlow, stay at, 200
Luntberman, The, 33
Lusitania, B.'s return on, 38 sqq. ; the

tragedy of, 130
Lutyensroom, the, at Barrie's house, 239
Lutyens, Sir E., 122, 207, 228
Lynd, Mr. and Mrs., 184
Lyric Theatre, Hammersmith, B.'s

association with, 235 & n. i, 240,
246-7

Lytton, E. Bulwer (ist Lord Lytton),
book by, 203

Lytton, Rt. Hon. Earl of, and British
propaganda in Paris, 234

M., see Bennett, Mrs. E. A.
MacAlamey— and B.'s project for a

film, 279-80
MacArthur, Mrs. Mary, 122
McCarthy, Desmond, 198
McCarthy, Lillah (Mrs. Granville

Barker, now Lady Keeble), 6, 64,

91, 243 ;
wish of to buy “ The

Great Adventure ”, xi ; as * Her-
mione ', 50 & n. ; and B.’s play
” Instinct ”, 241 ;

“ Judith ” writ-

ten for, by B., 244, 246, 247, cos-

tume of, in the play, 249, 250 ;

wedding of, to Dr. Keeble, 268
McClure, S. S., a talk with, 170-t
MacColl, D. S., 208
McCormick, Mr. and Mrs. Michill, 35
Macdonogh, Lt.-Gen. Sir George, 232
McKenna, Ernest, 15 1, 154, 220 ;

pes-
simism of, 224, 225

McKenna, Mrs. R., 122, 126, 132, 156,

158, 286
McKenna, Rt. Hon. Reginald, 122 n. i,

132, 133, 156, 172, 185, 221, 286;
attitude of, to Conscription, 145

;

pessimism of, 224, 225 ;
resigna-

tion of, reason for, 15

1

Mackenzie, Mr. and Mrs. Con^ton, 40
Mackinnel, Norman, 80 ;

“ The Love
Match ” bought by, 285

Macready, General, 232
Macready, William Charles, ” Diaries

”

of, 175
Madrid, 189
Madrid Press, on Lloyd George, and on

the Daily News as pro-German, 210
Mair, G. H., ii, 126 8cn. 1,128,136,161,

,184, 189, 236, 238; optimism of,

on the War, 127 ;
visit to, 5 ;

on
Fisher and Churchill, 133 ; on
girls in Government offices, 229 ;

on Shaw's amorism, 260
Mrs. G. H., II

Maison de Blancfdresses from^ 42
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INDEX
Malleson, Miles, 266

' Mallock, Douglas, 33
Mailings', question of destroying in
• emergency, 120
Man Power BiU of Lloyd George, and

his speech thereon, 225, 226
Man-Service Board, the, 183
Manchester, 282 ; Central Station, a

family welcome at, to a young
officer, 149 ; visit to, 5

Manchester Guardianf The, 126 H. i

;

review in, t)f “ The Card **, 4
Manet, Edouard,* pictures by, 3, 284
Manners, Lady Diana (now l!^dy Diana

Duff-Cooper), 232-3
Manningtree, Dilletees at, 158
Manoel, ex-King of Portugal, 219
Mantes, railway accident at, B. in, 9-10
Maps, not allowed to civilians, 142
Marbis, performance of, 85
Marguerite, see Bennett, Mrs. £. A.
Marlboroi^h, Duke of, 207, 219
Marlowe, 'Tom, 279
Marriott, Fred, 5, 68, 143, 156

Mrs. Fred, 143, 156 & n. i

Mars, cigarette-card informationon, 175
Marseilles, 84 n., 107
Marshall, —

,
American journalist, and

Bemsdorff, 151
Marshall, Archibald, 289
Marshall, Herbert, 266
Martin, Lieut.-GeneralSirA. R., 140, 158
Martin, Mr. and Mrs., 72, 88
Martyn, Louis, and his wife, 22
Masefield^ John, 244 ; play by, 187

Mrs. John, 244
Mason, A. E. W., 90, 212, 217 ; War

visit of, to U.S.A., 109 ;
on Secret

Service in U.S.A. , on pornography
of German spies, and on German
Secret Service, 247

Massa, 86
Massingham, H. W., 188, 189, 190, 202-

3, 209, 210, 216, 219, 234, 262, 280

;

Article by, on Prohibition, 253

;

gloom of, 225 ;
lunch with, 5, 6 ;

on Russian brutalities, 220
Massingham, Harold, 210
Masterman, Rt. Hon. C. F. G., 103 & n. i,

122, 134, 155, i 89» 210, 214, 218,
229, 252, 253, 275 ; and the break-
ing up of his department at the
Ministry of Information, 238

;

oversight by, 109 ;
on documen-

taiy peace terms, 239 ; on Lord
Kitchener, 124 ; on recruiting and
finance, 150

Mathews, Miss, zoo
,

Mathews, Mrs. H. G. S., 97, zoo
Mathews, Rev. H. G. S., $7 & w., 99,

ZZ5 ; on the defence of Li^ge, zoo
Mathews, Lee, z, z87; on the success

of
**
Milestones ”, 45

Mrs. Lee, *80
; Coricert given by, 6

Matisse, Henri, an appreciator of, 51
Maugin,—

, 4Z
Maupassant, Guy de, book by, 289 ;

essay on, by Conrad, 289
Maybrick, Mrs., case of, 77 & n.
Mayo, Marguerite, see Selwyn, Mrs.

Edgar
Mayo, Mrs., 3Z
Means in War-time, Z37
Menton, 87
Meredith, H. O., play by, 282
Merval, German prisoners at, Z38
Mcssinez, M., Z04
Methuen, A. M. S., 54, 73, 80, Z52, Z53,

154
Mexico, Mason's Secret Service tales

about, 247
Meyerfeld, —, translator of “Mile-

stones ” into German, 91
Michaelis, Lieut., zz& & n. z, Z23, Z24
Middle Class, B.'s disclaimer of know-

ledTO of, 57
Middle Class sympathies, an instance of,

158
Military ambition, Z38
Military muddling, Z57
Military Service Act passed, 228
Miller, Captain, Z97
Miller, Gilbert, z7z, 264, 28Z

Mrs. Gilbert, zyz
Milne, A. A., 281 m ^
Milner, Rt. Hon. Viscount, z66

;

interview witk, 236
Milrenovic, M., 282
Milton, John, poem by, 2Z5
Miners' eye, and other disease. Rivers

and Shufflebotham oif; 275-6
Miners and potters, %oing to w'ork, how

distinguishable, 275
Mines, Warships destroyed by, 95
Miniature Rifle Clubs, object of, 96, zoz
Minimum Wages BiU, views on, of the

well-to-do, 46
Ministers, Scottish, prestige of, z68
Ministry or Department of Information,

Lord Beaverbrook's leadership of,

224-5 ; post in taken by B., 227,
230, 23Z, 232, 234, 246, recon-
struction of, 236, 238, minutes for,

drafted by B., 236; B.'s resigna-
tion from, 243

Mitchel, John, book by, 79 & n. z

Mitchell, Dr. Chalmers, 209, 220
Mitchell, Susan, 256
Moffat, Graham, play by, 50, Z52
“ Mona Lisa ”, theft of, Z5
Monet, Claude, pictures by, 3, 284
Monkhoi^e, Allan, novel by, 55
MantagufRt. Hon. Ed\^'in and h^ wife,

Z56 & n. z, 232
Monte Carlo, visit to, 43, 44, 46

;

gambling at, 43, 46
Montefiascone, view from, 84-5
Montepulciano, 85
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INDEX
Montpellier, 87
Montreal, Lord Beaverbrook at, 254
Monument, the, 167
Moon, the, taken for a Zeppelin, 147
Moore, George, 7 ; books by, 149 & n.,

186, 197, 234» 2561 288 ; gaffe by,
52 ; lunch with, 284-5, 289 ; Max
Beerbohm's portrait of, 86 ;

play
by, 282 ; and Sickert, table be-
tween, 186-7 ; on Barker’s pre-
sentation of “A Winter’s Tale”,
on ” Charley’s Aunt ”, on ” Lady
Windermere’s Fan”, on “The
Importance of being Earnest”,
and on Ibsen’s dialogue, 52 ; on
Hardy and Conrad, 285 ; and on
James, 289 ; and on “ The Pretty
Lady ”, 289 ; on women’s suffrage,

5i~2
Moore, Mary (Lady Wyndham), 46,

268
Morgan, J. Pierpont, 172, and his first

public speech, 28
Morning Post^ The, 178
Morrell, Philip, 84, 125, 127
Morrell, Lady Ottoline, 84, 125, 127,

275
Morrison, Arthur, 128
Morrow,G., illustrationsby, to “SwoUen-

heac]^ \^lliam ” (Lucas), 109 n.

Morton, Michael, play bjr, 90
Moscow, French entry into, descrip-

tions of, by Tolstoy and by a
French Sergeant, 61

Motor car accident, a, 81
Motor cars, d^ned by workmen, U.S.A.,

270 * •

Murray, Prof. Gilbert, 103, 216, 221 ;

translation by, of Euripides, 203
Mus6e Plantin, the, 70
Mus6e Royal, Brussels, 71
Music Halls: Alhambra, 124, 156;

Alhambra (Glasgow), 168; Coli-

seum, 124, 13I1 263 ;
Hippodrome,

109, 285 ;
Hippodrome (COl-

chester), 152 ;
Palladium, 187 ;

Pavilion, 237 ; York Empire, 169
“ Musical Geography ”, a conference on,

84
“ Mutt and Jeff ” cartoons, taking off

Lloyd George and Bonar Law, 267
Myers, Lieut., 160 ; on a “ gas ” in-

spection, 164

Namur, fall of, 100
Nantucket bell, 15
Naples, sanitation in, obstructions to, 1

6

Napoule, 43 • »
Nash, Paul, pictures of, 227-8, B.’s

preface to the catalogue of, 228
Nation, The (New York), 195
National Anthem, the, in town and

provinces, 279
*

National Economy Meeting, 156

New

National Gallery, visited, 124, 127
National Observer, The, and “ Mr.

Henley’s yoimg men ”, 179 n.
National Projectile Factory, inspection

of, 174
National Relief Fund, 117, 122
National Reserve, 10 z

National Service League, 98
Nebraska, prohibition in, a protagonist

Of, 23X
Nefcdham, Raymond, 233, 234, 238, 239
Nemeyi^ Miss W., B.’s secretary, 76 &

n., 9^ 102, 148, 177, 217, 278;
Red Cross work of, 110-iz

; War
news from, 104, 134

Nerves, reactions of after War or
catastrophe, 295

Nevsky Prospect, horrors on, 220
New Forest, 171
New Haven, lunch at, 27
New Jersey, 37
New Joumali^, Kennedy Jones on,

222
New Statesman, The, 75, 151 ; B. a

director of, 126 ;
its critic, 200 ;

directors’ meeting, 148 ;
editors of,

126 & ». 2, 202 ; J. C. Squire’s poem
in, 196

New Weekly, The, 8 & n.

New Year’s Eve Dinner at the Savoy
fzo2i), 284

k, 6 ; B.’s arrival at and
impressions of, 17-18 ; Art in,

28 ; the Horse Show, '^8 ; the
Italian district, 29 ;

“ not the real

America ”, 18, B. asks why, 32 ;

Street paving in, 20 ;
“ Sacred

and Profane Love in, 263

;

“ The Great Adventure ” in, 71 ;

Theatre-rents in, 269-70 ; views
of, 21, 37 ;

young folk of, 24
New York Times building, view from

roof of, 21
Newcastle, Mrs. E. A. Bennett at, 247 ;

railway station at, 274 ;
recruits

from, 1 15
Newhaven, 47 ;

readiness at in 1914,
no

Newman, Ernest, 130, 203, 268
Newspapers, wise silence of in Aug.

1914, 96
I^ice 43
Nicholas II, Tsar of Russia, 94
Nichols, Robert, 250, 251 ;

gift of

books, 266
Nicholson, Meredith, 36
Nicholson, William, 128 «., 157 &

dnd the WarMemorialsCommittee,
228 ;

pictures by, 230
Mrs. W., 228

Nicoll, Sir W. Robertson, 5
Niemeyer brothers, insolence of, to

prisoners of v^, 230 •

Nfmes-«A]jenes, 87 #

.
3it



INDEX
‘ Nivelle, General, on Haig, 184

;

rumours concerning, 184, 189
Norman, Sir Henry, on Englishwomen's

whr work in France, 248
North Sea rumour of action in, 93 ;

mining and countermining in, 159
Northcliffe, Viscount, 60, loy ; and

the Daily Mail Editorial Council,

107; article by, on Kitchener,
140-1 ; and the British War Mis-
sion in U.S.A., headship of over
Enemy Propaganda, 237; Crewe
House Organisation of, 237 ; and
Kennedy Jones, 222 ; and Robert-
son, 227 ; and the Peace, 237,
inner history of the affair, 240

Norton, Mrs., 286
Notre Dame, German bomb on, 107
Nottingham, inspection of a Projectile

Factory at, 174
Nouvelle Revue Franfaiset La, B.*s

“ The Matador”, translated for, 55
Novels, twentieth century, Humphreys

on, 75

O'Connor, Sir James, Lord Justice,

255 & 256, 288
O'Connor, T. P., 182 ;

on recruiting in
Ireland, 107 ; on his youth, 199

Old age, special pleasures of, Renoir
on, 41

Olympia, an evening at, 80
Olympia Victory Circus, performing

seals* at, 260
Omega workshops, 178, 184, 285
O’Neill, N., 130
Oppenheim, £. Phillips, and his

daughter, 289
Orpen, Sir W., pictures by, 230, B.'s

reaction to, 130
Orvieto, Cathedral of, 85
Osborne, Miss, and the Red Cross, 95
Ostend, 62, 140
Oundle school, 209 n., stay at, 223-4

Pachmann, Vladimir, 156
Page, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Nelson, 32
Page, V^ter Hines, and Henry James,

108 ; son of, dinner introducing,'286
Paget, General, and the expected

German invasion, 159
Paget, Lady, 153, 172

. ^
Painlev6, M., meetmg with, 238
Paish, Sir George, 216, 220, 223 ;

Food
Question lunch of, 214 ;

on the

outlook for a^culture (1916}* 221
Palais de Glace, visit to, 71
Pall Mall Gazette, War news in, 109
Paper famine in 1914, 99'

Paris, 47, i 38» 231, 289 ;
Americans in,

3 ; B.’s life in, and visits to, x sqq,,

40, 47, 5b, 72-3i 76, 84, 88 ;
gold

scarcity,“in (19112), 56; pecuhar
smell in houses, 3 ; Jap^pnese in.

Paris {continued)

3 ; Lord Lytton’s appointment to,

234 ; in 1925, B.'s impressions in,

236 sqq.

;

Wilde's last days in, 54
Parish Councils, maps for, given by B.,

226
Parker, Sir Gilbert, 103
Parker, Louis N., play by, 24
Parker, Mina, 127
Parker, Mrs. 166
Parkes, J., 96
Parkes, Miss, 227
Parnell, Mrs., book by, 89
Parsons, Scotch, prestige of, x68
Pau, 182
Paul, Hermann, picture by, bought by

B., 147
Pavlova, in her Dying Swan Dance, 5
Pawling, Sydney, 45 & n. 2

Payn, James, daily life of, Henry James
on, 82 & n. X

Peace, Austrian request for, 239 ; why
no Government dare to make
(x9x 8), 222 ; with Germany, signed
celebration of, in London, 252-3

Peace Campaign (2928), 226
Peace Procession, the, Mrs. E. A.

Bennett on, 252-3
Peace terms drawn up under North-

cliffe Policy Committee, y 7, 240
Pearson, Sir Arthur, and St. Dunstan’s,

232 *

Pedestrianism, A. Humphreys's feats

of, 75“
Peldon, the fallen Zeppelin at, 274
Pennsylvania Station, NeVv York, 19
Perrin, Mrs., 289 “

Perth, poor hotel at, 254
Peters,—,

clairvoyant, and B., 285-6
Petit Parisien, Le, 230
Petrograd, stories of, 220 ; B. invited

to go to, 262
Petty omcers going to be decorated, 295
Petworth, interior of. Turner's picture

of, 53
Philadelphia, hunchback mascot of, 29

;

a visit to, 37
Philharmonic Hall, films shown at, 209,

298
Philippe, C. L., book by, 75, 77
Phillips, Sir Claude, 278
Phillpotts, Eden, 202
Phipps, Colonel, 227
Phoenix Park, Dublin, 25b
Picasso, Pablo, pictures by, 52, 227
Piccadilly on Armistice Day, 241
Picture-dealers, specialising in modem

* art, Ilow making money, 3
Pienza, 85
Pinero, Sir A. W., 286
Pinker, Eric, 89, 267, 278, 285 ;

wed-
ding of, 289

Pinker, J. B., 4, 8, 4i, 44» 55» 57i 62, 66,

80, 82, 89, 92, 97, 104, X08, 225,

312



INDEX
Pinker, J. B. {continued)

128, 141, 154, 167, 182, 184, 195,
241, 267,269,280, 289 ; War news
from, 129, 130, 141

Pinner, 5
Pisa, 86
Play-production in U.S.A., and the

film magnates, 267
Playfair, Sir Nigel, 247 ; and the Lyric

Theatre, Hammersmith, 235, 240,
266 ; dinner to, on going to
America with “ The Beggar's
Opera 281

Plays commissioned from B., 182, 244,
266, 271

Plays written by B., alone, and in col-

laboration, and plays adapted from
B.*s novels : A Good Woman, see

Rivals for Rosamund, below
;
Car-

lotta, 158, 159, 160, 167, 168

;

Caspo, see The Bright Island,
below ; Cupid and Commonsensc,
41 ;

Don Juan, 71, 73» 74, 75, 76,

77, 78, 79, 80, 82, 244, 285 ; Helen
with the High Hand (Pryce's ver-
sion), 67-8, 80, 82, 84 ;

Instinct,

241 ; Judith, 243 & n., 244, 246,
247, 248 sqq. ;

Milestones (with
Knoblock), ii & n., 12, 45, 59, 91,
99, 108, 109-XO, 1 15, 261, 263, 277,
27^ 28'% 283 ;

Rivals for Rosa-
mund, 81 n, ^ 82 ; Sacred and
Profane Love, 252, 258-9, 260, 261,

263, 264, 269, 270, ,284 ; The
Alarm, in one act, 89 ;

llie Bright
Island,^263 & 266, 269, 270;
The Grand Babylon Hotel, drama-
tised by Collins, 91 ;

The Great
Adventure, ii, 59, 60, 69, 73, 76,

90, 157 ; effect on, of the War, 99,
107 ; end of the run of, no

;
suc-

cess of, 62, 73 ;
in Sydney, 69 ; in

New York, 71 ; The Honeymoon,
4 & n. 1, 6, 9, 11,41, 149,282 ; The
Love Match, 270, 271, 285, 287;
The Title, 216 & n., 224, 226, 228,

229, 230, 233, 234, 248 ; Unnamed,
for the Red Cross, 226 ;

What the
Public Wants, 41

German versions of, 91
Performances in London till Dec.

1914, 115
Plays, Ballets, and Operas seen and

commented on by B. : A Mid-
summer Night’s Dream, 81 ; A
Winter’s Talc, 50, 51 ;

Aida, 177 ;

Aladdin, 285 ; Arizona, 22 ; Arms
and the Man (Shaw), 26u; As You
Like It, 266 ;

As You Were, 237«-8

;

Baby Mine, 22 ; Bauldy, 152 ;

Bought and
^
Paid For (Broad-

hurst), 23 ;

‘ Bunty Pulls the
Strings (Graham Moffat), 50, 152 ;

Carnival, 253 ;
Charley’s Aunt,

313

Plays, Ballets, and Operas seen and
commented on by B. {continued)

52 ; Class (Vansittart), 192

;

Daddy Longlegs, 171 ; Daphiiis
et Chloe (Ravel), 4 ; Dear Brutus
(Barrie), 209 ; Der Rosenkavalier
(R. Strauss), 58 & n. i ; Disraeli
(Parker), 24 ; Fanny’s First Pl^iy
(Shaw), 6 ; Faust (in London), 203,
(in New York), 37 ; French Leave
(Berkeley), 276 ; From Morn to
Midnight (Kaiser, trs. Dukes), 264 ;

Gonzague (Veber & Morton), 192 ;

Good Friday (Masefield), 187

;

II Seraglio (Mozart), 175 ; II Tro-
vatore (Verdi), 152 ; L*Amour
Mddecin (Moliere), 72 ; La Gio-
conda, 37 ; La Jalousie de Bar-
bouill6, 84 ; La Navette, 84 ; La
Pomme d’Or (ballet), 192 ; La
Prise de Berg op Zoom (Guitry),

268 ; Lady Windermere’s Fan
(Wilde), 52, 54 ; Le Cocq d’Or
(Rimsky-Korsakov), 234 ; Le
Petit Caf6 (Bernard), 47 ; Le
Secret (Bernstein), 72 & n. 2, 73 ;

Le Testament du P^rc Leleu (du
Gard), 84 ;

Le Vicl Homme (du
Pofto-Riche), 73 ; Les Corbeaux
(Becque), 52 n. i ; Les Eclaireuses
(Donnay), 71 ;

Les Freres Kara-
rnazor (Dostoievsky), Copeau’s
adaptation of, 4 ;

Les Trois Filles

de M. Dupont (Brie}|ix), 20 z

;

Louise (Charpentier), 203 ; Mac-
beth, 279 ; Superman
(Shaw), 260 ; Mary Rose (Barrie),

267 ;
Mr. and Mrs. Daventry

(Harris), 53 & n. 2 ; Mumsee,
(Knoblock), 263 ;

Nan, 8 ; CHdipus
(Reinhardt), 8 ; one by Selwyn,

43 ; one by Tolstoy, 197 ; Over
Sunday, 258 ; Pagliacci, 203

;

Parisienne (Becque), 52 n. i ; Par-
sifal (Wagner), 81 ; Petroucka
(ballet), 290 ; Phoebus and Pan,
203 ;

Pygmalion (Shaw), 252, 261 ;

Romance, 150 ; Rosie Rapture
(Barrie), 126 ; Salome (Wilde),

231 ;
School for Scandal (Sheri-

dan), 54 ;
Sleeping Partners (after

Sacha Guitry), 216 ; Swedish bal-

let, 281 ; The Admirable Crichton
(Barrie), 261 ; The Arab (Selwyn),

22 ; The Beggar’s Opera (Gay),

268, 281 ; The Coming of Gabrielle

(Moore), 282 ; The Concert, 32 ;

tThc Critic (Stanford), 154 ; The
Forerunner (Meredith), 282 ; The
Importance of Being Earnest
(Wilde), 52 ; The Little Million-

aire (Cohan), 31 ; The Man who^
Married a Dumb Wife (France),

1^2 ; The flan who Stayed at



INDEX
.Plays, Ballets, and Operas seen and

commented on by B. (continued)
Home, T25 ; llie Marriage of

' Figaro (Mozart), 203 ; The Melt-
ing Pot (Zang^ll), 82 ; The New
Word, 126 ; The Playboy of the
Western World (^nge), 258 ; The
Return of Peter Grimm (Belasco),

27 ;
The Skin Game (Galsworthy),

267; The Three-CorneredHat (bal-

let), 253 ; The Truth about the
Russian Dancers (Barrie), 263

;

The Wandering Jew (Thurston),

285 ; The Well of the Saints
(Synge), 258; The Woman (de
Mille), 21, 27 ;

The Yellow Ticket
(Morton), 90 *, Tristan and Iseult

(Wagner), 199-200 ; Une Femme
tu6e par les douceur, 72 ; Vote by
Ballot (G. Barker), 209

Poincar6, I^esident, 65 & n.

Poison Gas, British manufacture of,

187, 201 ;
ignorance of effects of,

164
Police, and petty officers going to be

decorated, 195
Policy Committee of the British War

Mission, the, 237; Peace terms
drawn up hy, ib.

Ponsonby, Arthur (Lord Ponsonby),

Prussia, Invasion of, Lord Fisher on, 173
Pryce, Richard, dramatisation of

“ Helen with the High Hand ", 67-
68, 80, 84

Pryde, James, 128 & n.

Pseudonym Library, the, i

Psychoanalysis, Freud’s methods in,

275
Public Holiday, a, B. on, 78
Public Opinion, Berthelot on, 262 ; G. B.

Shaw’s lack of conception of, 148 ;

Wilson’s study of, 262
Publishers’ Association, the, and books

at net prices, i53» i54
Pulitzer, Joseph, 222
Pullman agent, a talk with, 88
Purbeck, Isle of, 171
Purser, Miss, 255
Purser of Liner on Gamblers on

voyages, 14

“ Q ’’ (Sir A. Quiller Couch), 234
Queen’s Fund, the, 122
Queen’s Gate, No. 3, 117
Queen’s Hall, Concerts at, 260, 277;

Dinner dance at, 288 ; Festival at,

of British Music, 130 ; the Shaw-
Belloc debate at, 57-8

Queen’s Square, Zeppelin damage at,

144

Ponting’s Antarctic film, 109
Poppies near Meaux, 137
Portugal, holiday in, 260, 272 J

Post-impressionism and Turner’s paint-
ings, 53 ^

Post-Impressionist Exhibition, notes
on, 51 ]

Postal telegraph girl in the Waldorf, ]

notes on, 28 ]

Potatoes, notice about, 192 ]

Potteries, B.’s notebook of, 5 ; recruits ]

from, 1 15
Poussin, N., faked picture attributed to,

256
Precisian, village boy as a, 177 1

Press G^ery, House of Commons, 1

225
Preston, Harry, 279, 285 1

Preston, May, 38 1

Price, Nancy, 80
Prices, rise of (Aug. I9i4)» 94-5i 99 J

Prince of Wales’s Relief Fund, the, I

97
Princess Irene, blowing up of, 133 I

Princeton University, visit to, 29 1

Printemps, Yvonne, 268 I

Prisoners of War, German treatment of,

230
Profiteering (1914), 94-5, 99
Prohibition in America, article on, by I

,
Massingham, 253 ; fate of one I

supported of, 231
Prophecies made to B., 186, 191-2 I

•
* *

314

9 2

R., Lieut., on the^Hull Zeppelin raid,

180
R., Madame, B.’s model for “The

Pretty Lady 289
R.34, first airship to cross the Atlantic,

252
Rabelais, writings ot, 210
Ransome, A., book, 89
Rapallo, 86
Raphael, Oscar, 70
Ravel, Maurice, composer, 4, 73, 203

;

ballet and quartet by, 4, 82 ; a
visit from, 75 & n.

;
war-work of,

138
Rea, Alec, 251, and his wife, 277
Read, chauffeur, 78, 85, 87, 95 & n. 2,

96
Read, Herbert, 251
Realistic detail, B.’s ignoring of, in

“ Don Juan ’*, 74
Reconstruction Committee, the, 224
Recruiting, official notice on, 115 ; and

finance, 148, 151
Recruits, rounding up of, 103
Red Cross Hospital, see Thorpe Hall
Red Cross Society, mondain character

of, ixv France, 167 ;
various efforts

to help, 73, 95, 99, no-ii, 148,

153, 165-6, 226, 229
Redmond, John, 97
Registry Departmeht of Information

Office, girls in, 229
Reinhardt, Max, play by, 8



INDEX
Renoir, Pierre Auguste, ‘ great *

picture by, 3; prices paid for
others, 41

Repertory Theatre, Playfair’s wish to
start, 235 ; see also Lyric Theatre

Repington, Lieut.-Colonel C. k Court,
book by, 276 ;

crisis-making
article by, in The Times, 133 ; a
meeting with, 217-18

Restaurants, Appenrodt’s, 8, 124 ; Caf6
Royal, 7, 59, 188, 221, 276 ; Giro’s
(Monte Carlo), 44 ; Giro’s (Paris),

73 ; Connaught Rooms, 242

;

Dclmonico’s (New York), 27 ; du
Helder (Brussels), 71 ;

Elys6c
(London), 175 ;

Etoile (Brussels),

71 ; Hatchett’s, 156 ;
Henri’s

(Paris), 72 ;
Hermitage (Monte

Carlo), 46 ; Kean’s Chop House
(New York), 29 ;

Knickerbocker
(New York), 22 ; Les Gourmets,
6 ; Pagani’s, 7, 204 ; Pall Mall,

78, 84 ; Petit Riche, basement,
184 ; Princess’s (Cannes), 47

;

Rectors (New York), 23 ; Ristor-
ante del Commercio, Soho, 183,
198 ;

Romano’s, 53» 140, i79

;

Savoy, 276 ; Sherry’s (New York),

30 ; The Ivy, 201 ; Treviglio’s,

124 154
Reting^, Jcieph, 90 ; on War matters,

Reuter’s Agency, 229 «.

Revere, Paul, memories of, gC & ».

Reynolds, Paul, 21
Rheims in 4915, 137
Rhodes,.—,

dran^tist, 24
Rhodes, Rt. Hon. Cecil, 179 n.

Rice, Sir Cecil Spring, 109, 227
Rice, David, 65
Richmond, J. R., 152, 168 & n. i, 190,

204, 232, 268, 273 ; on slacking by
engineers on war contracts, 122
& n. ;

on a submarine attack at
Barrow, 123

Richmond, Surrey, 62 n, i

Rickards, Edwin A., 67, 80, 82, 84, 89,
102 & n., 109, 124 & n., 127, 129,

143, 147, 195, 250, 272 ; as dinner
guest, 7 ; a visit from, 75 ; illness

of, 268 ; book about, 272, 277

;

sketch for, by B., 272
Rickards, Mina, 268
Riddell, Sir George (later Lord), 126-7,

132
Ridge, W. Pett, 165, 176
“ Right away ”, deceptiveness of the

phrase, 37 ^
Riley, James Whitcomb, B. calls on,*36

& n. 2
Rimsky-Korsakoff,, music by, 234
Rivers,—, a Cambridge don, 274, 275»

280
Riviera, colour on, 43

VOL. II

Riviera, cruise along, in the Velsa^
84 n. .

Road-mining on the Colchester road,
115, 116

Robert, Leopold, picture by, 82
Roberts of Kandahar, F.-M., Earl, 50
Roberts, Morley, 5
Robertson, Colonel, 105
Robertson, Sir J. Forbes, 14
Robertson, F.-M., Sir W., 133, 210, 224

;

the attack on, 227
Robinson, Beverley, on his experiences

as a prisoner of War, 230
Rode Heath, visit to, s
Rolland, Romain, visit to, 2
Romain, Jules, novel by, 82
Roman Campagna, the, 84
Rome, 88
Ronald, mate of Zoraida, 273
Rooke, Irene, 5 & n.

Rootham, Helen, 281, 282
Rops, Fdlicien, etching by, 207
Rosalis, Marquis de, 126
Roscoe, Frank, 153
Rosebery, Earl of, on diary-keeping,

130
Roscnbach, Dr. A., rare books owned

by, 37
Rosher, F., 80, 180, 222
Rosny ain^y book by, 75
Rosny, J. H., book by, 77
Ross, Sir Denison, meeting with, 232
Ross, R., 150, 182, 188, 189, 197, 198,

200, 207, 210, 214, 216, ^o, 230
Rothband, Sir Henry Lesser, and the

King’s National Roll, a talk with,

189 & n.

Rothenstein, Sir W., 268
Rothermere, Viscount, 227 ; dinner

given by, in honour of B., 236
Roumania, entry of, into the War,

221
Royal Academy, 1915, visit to, 130
Royal Military College, the, in 1917,

193
Royal Navy, the German terror of

(April, 1915), 129
Rue du Faubourg St. Honore at dark,

72
Runciman, Rt. Hon. W., 132, 172, 221 ;

resignation of, 150 ;
on the Liberal

Party and the Press (1918), 218
Russell, Bertrand (Earl Russell), 127
Russell, G. W. E., 126, 258 ;

a call on,

256
Russell, Lilian, 23
Russell, Sir Charles, and Mrs. May-

tbrick, 77
Russia, Allied Mission to, 261 ; B.

invited to visit, 261 ; corruption

in, 94, i4o» I4i» I5i» 164 ; and Con-
stantinople, 221 ; R. Donald’s

^

plansregarding, 192 ;.}n 1917, 192 ;

the real eneitty, 94 ^

315 X



INDEX
.Russian Army, Conrad on, 108

Ballet, .the, 12, 250, 281 ;
deprecated

by B., 177
* Canard, the, 102-3, 104-5
Exhibition, 197, 198
Fleet, brutalities in, 194-5
Revolution, the, S93

Rutherford, Mark, 83
R'utherston, Albert, aBj *

Rutland, Duchess of, 172 •

Ryley, Colonel, 1x8

St. DuNSTAN*g,'v&t tb, 132
St. Etienne, church at, 88
St. James’s Church, Bach’s Passion

muste at, 125
St. John Ervine, Mr. and Mrs., 276, 287
St. John’s Hall, Cambridge, dinner in,

274
*

St. Lazare Station, vietT^pf, 3
St. Paul’s Cathedral, ^it .to, 127, 128
S. Pellegrino qu^ter, Vifert)6, 84
St. Petersburg, 74
St. Quizico, 85
St. Eaphael, lunch at, 44
St. Sexnin, 88
St. Vitus dance, notes on, 7-8; 39
Saintsbury, Prof. George, books by, 60,

2X2
Salesmen, English, defects of, 51, 65
Salisbury, Marquis of, praying aloud,

Z94
Samuel, Rt. Hon. Sir Herbert, 176
Sampson, George, 276
San Francisco, gains at from royalties,

Crosby Gaige on, 22
San Gimignano, visit to, 86
San Remo, 87
Sanderson, F. W., headmaster of

Oundlc, 223 & n., 224
Sargent, J. S., B.’s reaction to, 130,

208 ; drawings by, and an unap-
preciative old gentleman, 178

Sassoon, Siegfried, B.’s meeting with,

and after acquaintance, 196, 199,

250, 251, 260, 275, 276, 280
Saturday Evening Post, The, 37
Savona, 87
Schifi, Mr. and Mrs. Mortimer, 37
Schmitt, —, a lunch guest, 82 ; music

by, ib.

Schroeder-Devrient, Wilhelmine, book
ascribed to, 265

Schuster, Sir Claude, 103, and his wife,

203
Scotland, 103 visits to, 168-9, 254»

273
Scott, Dixon, review by, of “Xhe

Card ”, 4
Scott, Mrs., Z59
Scott, Sir Walter, book by, 47
Scott-James, R. A., of the New Weekly,

80 & n. ; as critic, B. on, 6 & n., 7
Sears Roebuck & Co.,'«>tore of, 35

Seccombe, T., 6, 193 & n.

Secretaries, a succession of, 53
Sedgwick, Ellery, talk with, 235
Selfndge, Gordon, and his shop, 130

;

son of, holiday work of, 159;
speed of reference to his Informa-
tion Bureau, ih.

Selincourt, Bridget de, 60
S61incoutt, Hugh de, and Lord North-

clilfe, 60
Selwyn, Edgar, 22, 31, 38, 40, 44, 46,

47» 90 ;
play by, 22 ; on American

and English theatres and actors
and their gains, 22 ; on writing
for the screen, 269

Selwyn, Mrs. Edgar, 38, 42, 44» 46, 47 ;

on her touring companies and their

earnings, 22
Senefelder Club, the, show of, 219
Sentinel,'The, 186
Serbia; pid, Irish Home Rule, 148
Sestri di Levante, 86 *

Seyler,’ Athene, 73, 266
Shakespeare tefcentenary, the, 161 &n.
Sharp, Clifford, .editor of the New

' Statesfnan; 126 & n. 2, 148, 151 ;

on Northcliffe and Kitchener,
1^-1

Sharpe, Cedric, 124 ;
concerts given

by» 65, 73, 80 ;
and the lunatics,

57 ; on Sir Henry W#od’#energy,
51 & n.

Sharpe, Mrs., 162, I03
Shaw, George Bernard 148, 155, 187,

202, 203 ; as the modem Molifere,

261 ; film' offers ma^ to, 281

;

and Hilaire Bplloc, a political

debate between, 57-8 ; manifesto
by, on the War, 116 & n., 2 ; and
Mrs. Patrick Campbell, 252 ;

plays
by, 6, 252, 260, 261 ; on his ex-

periences as an amorist, 260
Mrs. G. B., 57

Sheldon, E., ii

Shell works, visited by Mrs. E, A.
Bennett, 168

Shenandoah, yacht, 272
Shepherd, Oswald, 47
Sherborne School, Alec Waugh’s book

on, 193 & n.

Sherratt & Hughes, booksellers, 5
Ship stewards, conversation of, 15
Shorter, C. K., 59, 202 ; a joke on, 5-6
Shufffebotham, Dr. Frank, 187, 201,

202, 244, 247* 276, 280 ; B.
X-rayed by, 204 ;

ondangerandits
effects on the nervous system, 275

Shufflebolham, Mrs., 247
Sickert, W!, and G. Moore, conversation

between, 186-7 ;
quarrel of, 197 ;

picturesby, 230, one bought by B.,

178, 183
Siena, the Duomo of,. 85-6 ;

sketching
at, 86



INDEX
Silvertown explosion, the, 184 & n.

Simmons, Assist. Pa^aster, 118
Simon, Rt. Hon. Sir John and the

Censorship, 133 & ft., 2
Simone, Madame, i, 72 & n. 2
Sinclair, May, 7
Sinclair, Upton, chat with, 24
Sisley, Alired, pictures by, 3 .

Sittingboume, Zeppelin raid over;
results, 134

Sitwell, Edith, 260, 281
Sitwell, Osbert, 250 ; dinnergiven by,-25

1

Slimon, Dr., and the invasion scare, 150
Slocum, Capt. Joshua, round-the-world

voyager, 25
Smith, Rt. Hon. F. E. (later Earl of'

Birkenhead), 207 & n., 298, 209,
229, 236 ; house of, 229, a dinner
at, 231 ;

mission of, to the^U.S.A.,
B. invited to accombdi^, 208

;

as a “ whale,’* 231 I •
.

Smith, Mrs. F. E, (nov^ Couptess of
Birkenhead),*229 .

* ’*

.

Smith, Harold, 231
* *

Smith, James Dupl9P, 180
‘

Smith, Pauline, 125, 130, 160
Smith, Reeves, 276, 279 *

Smith Elder, Messrs., 81 & ft. i

Smith Square, No. 36, 122 & n. i

Smithy Leonard, 53
Smuts^er*%:al J. C., 194, 230, 231

;

on post-war ayocation of German
Colonies, 242

Snell, Corporal, 116
,

Sneyd Deep Pit, visit to, 5
Social and^Labour Problems, P. Alden’s

world tour connected with, 145-6
Soho after dusk, 199
Soldiers disabled, Rothband’s scheme

for employing, 189 ;
present day,

John Burns on, 49-50 ; spiritualist,

185 ; votes for, 166
Soldiers* Club, run by Mrs. E. A. Ben-

nett, 128
Solomon, King, 214
Somerset Battery, Ammunition Col. of,

departure of, 128
Somerset Regt., no firing practice by,

139
Somme, Battle of the, 167 & it.

; films

of, 171
Sorel, Albert, book by, 42
Souchez, firing near, 138
Souli6, Gabrielle, death of, 18

1

Southampton, stay at, 271
South Place, Concert at, 82
Southend, air raid at, 206
Spectator, The, assistant editor of, 103

& w. 2 •

Spence, Mr. and Mrs., 77
Spender, J. A., ^4, 97, 103 & «. 3 »

104, 140, 151, 189, 199, 216,

220, 221, 222, 224, 225, 228 ; and
the Kaiser, i66 ; articles by, on

Spender, J. A. {continued)
fortitude, 224, 225 ; characteris-'
tics of, 265 ; on conoitions in
Germany (Oct. 1918), 235; on
Italy's joining the Allies, and on
not keeping, a diary, 130 ; on a
French view- <61 income, and super-
tax, 223

‘ *

Spezia, 86 . . .

Spies, warip^^ on; in G.E.R. trains,

166
,

Spray, relic of,

Spring of 1916, sudden onset of, 159
Squire, J. C., fzfi tSs n. 2, 198, 210

poem by; 196*;* a visit from, 75
Stage Society, the, plays performed by,

187, 209, 264, 282
Stags, roaring of, 146 *

Stamped envelopes, dearth of, in the
War,2i3--«JO

Standard, The, B. interviewed for, 40 ;

Stanford, Sir C. W., opera by, 154
Stanley, Digger, and Berry Barnards,

boxing match between, 127-8
Star, TTie, an invitation from, to review

Mrs. Asquith’s “Autobiography*,
2>9 & w.

Steed, Wickham, 238
Steen, Jan, picture by, 82
Steer, Wilson, pictures by, 52-3, 230
Steig, M., 238
Stendhal, H, B., books by, 42, 271
Stephens, James, on “ The Old Wives*

Tale ”, and on “ The Pretty Lady **,

256
•

Stevenson, Robert Louis, and Colvin, 6
Stirling, 254, 273
Stokehold of liner, visit to, i6
Stores, buying things in, 261

.
Storm of Dec. 21, 1914, 119-20
Strachey, Lytton, 188, 251 ; book by,

286
Strachey, J. St. Loe, 188
Strathcona and Mount Royal, Lord

(ist Baron), 267
Strathspey, 169
Strauss, Richard, opera by, 58 & n. 1

Street arguments, Glasgow, 273
Strikes of miners in relation to acci-

dents in mines, 275-6
Strode, Chetham, 56
Stuart, Sir Campbell, and Lord North-

cliffe’s Peace terms, 240
Stuart-Wortley, Mrs., 228
Sturt, Hon. Lois, 286
Submarines, see German submarines *

Suffragette scenes in “ The Lion's

• Share **, objected to by The Strand
Magazine, 134, 139

Sugar ration, the, 215
Sullivan, H., 70, 105, 112, 266, 271, 279f

280; on being torpedoed, 196;
on signalling order to evacuate,'

116-17 ;
oisthe Wft, 100 & n.

• » •
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INDEX
Sunday Chronicle, reviews in of

** The
Pretty Lady 228

Sunday Pictorial, 236 ; birth, of 125, 126
Suvla Bay, landing at, 141
Swanson, Esther, 72
Swaythling, Lady, and Mrs. Arnold

Bennett’s recital, 290
Swaythling, Lord, 131, 155, 156 n.

Swedish date for the emergence of the
German Fleet, 157

Swift, Dean, book by, 272
Swinburne, Algernon, 64
Swinnerton, Frank, 128, i77, 180, 193,

205, 226, 242, 265, 266, 272, 276,
280, 284, 287 ;

books by, 211

;

a music lover, 153 ; a Portuguese
holiday with, 260

Switzerland, talk of German invasion

“Sw^m-ieaded WiUiam" (E. V.
Lucas), 109 &n, 1

Sydney, H.M.S., and the Emden, no
& ». 2

Sydney, N.S.W., “The Great Adven-
ture” at, 69

Sykes, Sir Mark, 207
Synge, J. M., plays by, 258

Tabor, Colonel, on the possibility of
invasion, 115

Taft, Lorado, sculptor, 34 & n.

Tagore, Rabindranath, book by, 203
Tailhade, L., poetry by, 75
Tam O'Shanter, 168 n. 2
Tammanyf 30
Tariff Reform, MacKinnonWood on, 54
Tarkington, Booth, meeting with, 27,

29, 36 & n. 1

Tasmania, 79 n.

Tate Gallery, visits to, 52-3, 291
Tate, Harry, 109
Tattooing as preventive of enteric, 105
Tauchnitz Editions of B/s novels, 2
Tayler, Alistair, 240, 290
Tayler, Duff, 266
Tchekoff, A., novels by, 229, 285, 288 ;

Thomas Hardy on, 202
“ Telling the bees 140
Tempest, Marie, 78 ; and “ The Honey-

moon ”, 9, II
Tendring, 83, 112 ;

enlistment at, loi

Tent operating hospital, a, 138
Thanksgiving Dinner on the Lusitania,

39
Theatre managers, London ring of,

*35
Theatre rents in New York, 269-70
Theatres and Opera Houses visiteci by

and referred to, by B. : Aldwych,
I75» i77» 252, 261, 279 ;

Ambassa-
dor’s, 192, 201 ;

Apollo, 276

;

Astor (New York), 22 ;
Belasco

‘ (New York), 27 ; Blackstone
(Chicago)^ 32 ; l^ufics Parisiens

Theatres and Opera Houses visited by
and referred to, by B. (continued)

(Paris), 72 ; Cigale (Paris), 73

;

Cohan’s (New York), 31 ; Coli-

seum, Burslem, 114 ; Com6die
Fran^aisc, annual performance of
its company at Carcassonne, 87

;

Covent Garden, 58, 81 ; dcs Arts
(Paris), 5 ; Devonshire Park (East-
bourne), 248 ;

Drury Lane, 199,
202, 203 ;

du Parc (Brussels), 71 ;

du Vieux Colombier (Paris), 72,

84 ; Duke of York’s, 171 ; Empire
(Edinburgh), fire at, 8 «. 2 ; Every-
man, 282 ; Haymarket, 228, 267 ;

His Majesty’s, 252 ; Kingsway,
59, 60, 62, 99, 243 w., 249, 250;
Little, 8, 263 ;

Lyric, Hammer-
smith, 23s & n, 240, 246-7, 264, 266,
268, 269, 282 ;

Metropolitan Opera
House (New York), 37 ;

Morosco
(New York), 269-70 ;

New, 72
n. 2, 285 ; Palace, 5, 281 ; Palais
Royal (Paris), 47 ; Philadelphia
OE)era House, 37 ;

Playhouse
(Liverpool), 258 ;

Playhouse
(U.S.A.), 23 ; Queen’s, 82 *, Re-
public (U.S.A.), 21 ;

Royalty,

4 & w. I, II 45, 53 2, 109, 125,
152, 234, 247, 248 ;

St. Martin’s,

216, 267 ;
Savoy, 5o,4Bi ; Shaftes-

bury, 152 ; Vaudeville, 80, 82, 84 ;

Wallack’s (U.^A.), 24
West End, “ God Save the King ”

in, 279
Theatric^ business as affected by the

War, 99, 104, iqi?
Thefts, notable, 15
Thesiger, Ernest, 248-9
Thomas, Albert, 232 & n. 1

Thompson, Francis, poems by, 266
Thorold, Algar, 126
Thorpe Green and the water supply,

141
Thorpe Hall, as Red Cross hospital, 95,

107, no. III
Thorpe-lc-Soken, B.’s house at, 53 sq(j.,

passim, see also Comarques
;

en-
listments from, loi

Thorpe Petty Sessional Division, plans
’ of upset, 1 12

Thurston, E. Temple, play by, 69, 285
Tiffany’s, New York, 27
Times, The, 45, 178, 275 ; and Colonel

Repington, 133, 217 ; praise by, of
“ The Three-Cornered Hat ”, 253

;

on the Billing-Maud Allan trial,

231* U. I ; on the coincidence of
« accident with strikes in an
occimation, 275

Times Literary Supplement, review
in, 199 ^

Tirlemont, 138
Titanic disaster, the, 47 & n. i
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INDEX
Toast master, at the Guildhall, 176

;

an effective, 242
Tollinton, Mrs., 114
Tolstoy, Count Leo, 60, 61, 62
Tolstoy play, at a Russian Exhibiton,

197
Torquay, 148
Toulouse, 45, 87, 88
Tourette, 44
Tracy, Lieut, and his wife on an

American Peace, 185
Tree, Sir Herbert Beerbohm, Author’s

Club banquet to, 7
Trenchard, Air Marshall Lord, 226
Trenches, the, 137; horrors of, 117
Trevelyan, Sir Charles P., 124, 125, 131
Tribune, The, interviews with B. in, 21
Trollope, Anthony, 203
Truth and its editor, 198 & n.

Tube stations during Zeppelin raids",

205
Tulle, 88
Turgenev, I. S., 78 ;

novels by, 89
Turkey, 97 ; entrance of, into the War,

140 ; attack by, on Russian ports,
22Z

Turks, dead, used as palings, 146
Turnberry Golf Course, 168
Turner, J. W. M., pictures byand paint-

Imx of, 53 ;
water-colours by, a

sh8^ of^2 ; view of Durham by,

274
Turner, W. J. R., chramatic critic, 199

& M., 200, 251

Ulster, nop-Protestants in, 97
Union o^ Democratic Control, Manag-

ing Committee of, 131
United States of America, and anony-

mous opinions, 206 ; B’s. visit to, 12
sqq., total cost of, 40 ; D.’s articles

on, see under Contributions ; the
film business in, 267 ; flight to,

planned, 244, and executed by
R. 34, 252 ; glut in, of “ distin-

guished copy**, 106; John Burns
on his adventures in, 48 ; the
labour question in, 270 ; mission
to of F. E. Smith, 208, 231, B.
invited to accompany, 208 ; the
money autocracy ruling, 62 ; per-

formances in, of “ Sacred and
Profane Love **, 261 ;

politics not
taken interest in, 270; prohibi-

tion in, 231 ; Massingham’s article

on, 253 ; theatrical life in, book
describing, 43 ;

“ The Beggar’s
Opera ’* in, 281

Entry of, into the War, t 85, 2*2;
strength of army of in France
(Feb. 1918), 220 ; the Northcliffe

War mission to, 237 ; troops of,

seen in London, 203 ; War visit

to, of Barrie and Mason, 109

Vanbrugh, Irene, 6
Van der Velde, Madame, 184, 185, i88‘
Van Gogh, Vincent, 51
Vansittart, R. G., play by, 192
Van Vorst, Marie, 45 .

Vaughan, Thomas, 57, 278 ; a lunch
with, 281

Veber, Pierre, and Morton, play by, 192
Vedrenne, J. E., 109, no, 126, 152;

a story of, 78
and Eadie, “ The Honeymoon **

produced by, 4, 6, 9 ; angling for
a play by B., 65, 182, 244

Velsa, the, B.*s yacht, 62 & n. x, 63,
66 ; launch of, 65 ; cruises in, 84
& n., 91, 92; fate of, 84 n.

Vcncc, 44
Vendeuses, maimers and methods of,

42, 278
Venizelos, M., 176
Verdun, defence of, 164, 167
Vernon, Frank, 9, 81, 90, 152, 153, 277
Versailles, Allied Military Council at,

friction at, 210
Vevey Station, and Conrad, i

Vienna, 104
Vienna, s.s., 70
Villeneuve St. Georges, 88
Villino Chiaso, 86
Villon, Frangois, 186
Viollet le Due, 87
Virginia Water, Asylum at, Sharpe

on, 57
Viterbo, 84
Volpe, Frederick, 249
Voltaire, book by, 228
Volterra, visit to, 86
Vowles, —, a story of, used by B., 104
Vuillard, picture by, bought, 72

W.A.A.C.’s, not wanted in the City,

264
Wagenhals and Kemper, of the Astor

Theatre, 22
Wagner, Richard, 142 ;

operas by, 81,

199
Waiters, ignorance of, 273
Wakeford, Archdeacon, 287
Wallace Collection, visit to, 82

Wallas, Graham, 216, 221, 223
Wallet, the, closing of, 112

Walpole, Hugh, 183, 218, 253* 254;
novels by, 47; on the Russian
Revolution, 193 ; a visit from, 75

Walthamstow, tear shell factory at, x88

Walton, 74
Wanderer, yacht, 271, 272

Wjus, a French fear of (Dec. 1912), 56

War, the Great, end of, views on, 188-

189 ;
great moments in, Sassoon on,

199 ;
Polish prophecy of, 136

;

question of its effects on young
soldiers, 146 ; rumours during, a

fine crop of, §91
*
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INDEX
. War Articles requested from B., by

newspapers, 99-100
War Cabinet, the, and the March offen-

sive, 227; Minute of Censure
from, on B.*s pro-France article,

233 ; and the Northcliffe peace
terms, 237 ;

Repington on, 218 ;

treatment by, of B. and others, at
the Armistice, 242

War Journals, 93 sqq, passim
War Memorial Committee, 226; B/s

report on, 228
War Office, the, 141, 202, 240, 243

;

Germanisation of, 140
War Savings Committee and B., i67
War Work of women, unwise organ-

isation of, iio-u
Ward, Mrs. Humphry, 234
Waring, Herbert, 6
Wars and Earthquakes, effects of, on

human nerves, 195
Warwick, Frances, Countess of, 146
Washington, B.’s visit to, 19-20 ; a

restaurant scene at the Railway
Station, 20 ;

** Sacred and Pro-
fane Love ** at, 264

Washington Monument, the, a na-
tional catastrophe 20

Water-supplies to cottages, 41-2
Waugh, Alec, book by, 193 & n., 207
Way, Lieut., 121, 128 ; on marching in

Palestine and Asia Minor, 253
Wealth, conscription of, versus heavier

post-^ar Income-tax, a discussion
on, 223

Webb, Sydney (Rt. Hon. Lord Pass-
field), 57, 60, 75, 148, 194 & n,, 196,

199, 206, 216, 221, 223, 224 '»

literary defects of, 287 ;
on work

in the Cabinet, 194
Webb, Mrs. Sydney (Lady Passfield),

57, 60, 75, 196, 202, 206 ; on poetry,
196 ;

on praying by Lord Salis-

bury, 194
Webb, Sydney and Beatrice (now Lord

and Lady Passfield), 202 ; book by,
62 & n. 2 ;

on “ Business Men ” at
Whitehall, 188

Webster,—, 126, 127, 128, 154, 193 ; on
the moon taken for a Zeppelin,

147
Wedgwood, J. C., 6
Weeley, 157 ; enlistments at, 10 1 ; the

R.G.A. Ball at, 183
Weil, Herr, 204
'Weir, Lady, 193
Weir, Major, 190
Weir, Messrs. G. & J., Ltd., 122 ct. 2,

168 n. I

Weir, Sir William (Lord W6ir), i68, 184,
190-1, 193, 194, 232 ; on British

air policy, 244 ; on delays in
supply qf air machines, 193 ; on
his new pir ser^ce, 194

Wellington Barracks and present-day
soldiers, 49-50

Wellington House, Conference at, of
* eminent authors *, X03

Wells, H. G., 6, 66, 103, 104, 117, 125,
132, 146, 147, 185, i88, 190,

194, 195, 19b, 199, 202, 209 ;
books

by, 2, 77, 198, 21 1, 250, 265 ; and
his boys, 182 ; and Glutton Brock,
Z99 ; and the Daily Mail, 222

;

and his attire, 265 ; and andndian
potentate, 197 ; and his new
religion, 177-8 ; visits to, 146-7,
242 ; on aeroplane manufacturers
and their misdeeds, 219 ; on
French's idea of a short War, 130 ;

on a fob as “ gastric jewellery ",

179 ; on the future of the
Americas, 152 ; on his boom as
over, 206 ; on his income-tax, 265 ;

on Carson, 148
Wells, Mrs. H. G., 6, 66, 148, 202, 242
Wells, T. B., of Harper*s, 8, 9 & «., 2,

21, 38, 43
Mrs. T. B., 9 & ». 2

Werg,—
, 197

West, George Cornwallis, 252
West, Rebecca, 179, 184
Western Front, B.'s visit to, and

articles on, 128, 12^ ®
unified command oiff alleged, 184,

189, effected,, 220 ; part held by
British forces in Aup^. 1915, 141 ;

reserves on, lack of, in April 1918,
226, 227

Westminster Abbey, B.'s {)lan for the
King’s attendafce at, on. France's
Da3% 23i-<s

Westminster Cathedral, visits to, 127,

156, 183, 188
Westminster, Duke of, yacht of, 271-2
Westminster Gazette, The, editor of, 103

& n. 3 ; Spender’s articles in, 224,
225

Westminster Palace Hotel, the N.L.C.
at, 174

Weyman, Stanley, 158
Whale, George, 140 & n., 184, 193,

206
What to do in case of invasion, con-

clusion on, loo-i
Wheeler,—

, 8, 80
Wheeler, Gladys, 179
" Whitaker's Almanac ", buying of, at

Christmas, 75
Whitby,—, actor, 50
White, W. Hale (Mark Rutherford),

books by, 83
Whitehall Court, No. 2, B.'s abode in,

5,8
White House, the, Washington, 20
Whitehouse, J. H., 127
Whyham, —

,
of • the Metropolitan

Magazine, 21
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INDEX
Whymper, Edward, book by, 42
Wicklow mountains, the, 257
Wilde, Oscar, biogr^hy of, in D.N.B.,

errors in, 182 ; Critical Study of,hy
A. Ransome, 89 ; and F. Harris’s

play, 53-4 ; last days of, 53 ; plays,

52, 54, 231 & n. ; G. Moore on, 52
Wile, F. W., B.*s scheme given to, for

a Court of Belgian enquiry, 107

;

on recruiting in Ireland, the Daily
Mail editorial Council, the nobbled
American correspondents, etc.,

107-8
Wilhelm II, Kaiser, 04, 151 ; a Paris

canard on his expected arrival,

100 ; Spender’s stories about, 166 *

abdication of, rumoured, 236, and
actual, 241 ; a move to save, 236

Wilkinson, Norman, setting by, of “ A
Winter’s Tale ”, 50

Williams, Ernest Hodder, 75-6
Williams, Glynne, editor of The New

Statesman, 202
Williams, Percy, and the sporting

butcher, 189
Williams, Vaughan, 287
Williamson, Mr. and Mrs. C. N., 44
Wilson, Lieut.-General Sir Hen^, and

Sir W. Robertson, 210; M. Baring
^^226

Wilson^'^esiiient Woodrow, emissaries
of, to Germany, agreement of their
separably made^bservations, 129

;

and the German request for an
armistice, 235, 236 ; ana his know-
ledge of local public opinion, 262

Winche^er College 159
Winter Palace, demnee of, 220
Wise, T. J., and his library, 287
Withers, Hartley, 216, 221, 223
Witte, Count, 140
Woman traveller de luxe, a study of,

200-1
Women customers, felinity of, 278
Women jumpers, at Dublin Horse

Show, 255
Women’s Emergency Corps, inspected

by B., 117
Women’s suffrage, George Moore on,

51-2 ; Judge Gary on, 28
Wood, Sir Henry, as conductor, Sharpe

on, 51 & 260 ; energy of, 51
Wood, Rt. Hon. T. McKinnon, 54 &

n. I

Wood Street, Cheapside, Zeppelin
damage in, 143

Woods, Alf
, career of, and his test of a

good play, 90
Woolf, —,251
Woolwich, 140 n.

Wordsworth, William, 45 /

Wounded Allies Relief Committee, .the.

B. a member of, 124, 1 30-1 ,,'140,

I43f I53» I54» 171, 182 ; Assault-
at-Arms in aid of, 152 ; Pictuifc
Sale in aid of, 125 ; War Fair 18!^
i53» 165-6

W.R.E.N.’s not wanted in the City, 264
Wright, Haid^e, 277, 278-9
Wright, John, 171
Writers’ Group, the, formed at the

Reform Club, 216, 220-1, 235 ;

dinner given by, to Asquith, 222-3
Writing for the screen, Selwyns on, 269
Wyndham, Sir Charles, 46, 107
Wyndham, Lady (Mary Moore), 46,

268
Wynne, Wish, in “ The Great Adven-

ture ”, 59 & n. 2 ;
portrait of, by

Nicholson, 157

Yachts, see Velsa, and Zoraida
Yale University, 27, 228
” Yale University Press ”, Women’s

enthusiasm for, 27
Yarmouth, rumour^ bombardment of,

II9
Yeats, W. B., 185, 188, 258; and

Moore’s ” Hail and Farewell ”,

256
Yellow Prcssism, a campaign against,

132
Yokels, writing films for, 269
Yonkers, visit to, 22
York, visit to, 169
Y.M.C.A. canteen work of Mrs. E. A.

Bennett, 217
Ypres, 173 ;

in I9i5» I39

Ypres, F.-M. the Earl of, see French,
General Sir John

Yucatan and its women, 17

Z.
, the composer and his wife, 135,

142
Zangwill, Israel, 103 ;

play by, 82

Zeppelin, fallen at Peldon, 174
Zeppelin passage for a journalist, 15

1

Zeppelin raids, 106, 107, 134, 144, 158-

159, 180, 172, 201-2, 205 & n., 210-

21 1 & n., 218-19 ;
descriptions of,

143 & n., i44» 147, 205 .

Zoraida, yacht, 272-3, 288, 290
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